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GROOVING ON A VINTAGE CD

I

n early December I received a
phone call from Steve Mann of
Silvernote, Herts-based audio

dealer and organiser of the small
audio and record fair which was to
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From CD back to 78:
Edward Norwell
(above, with cutter)
and Steve Mann
(with Garrard 301)

be held at Cheshunt on
15
December. He said he was going to
play CDs on aGarrard 301, but he
wouldn't give any more details!
Well, all can now be revealed. It
isn't quite true to say that Steve's 301
was playing a CD, although that's
what it looked like to those who
attended. What they were really seeing
and hearing was a 78rpm disc, but
one made of polycarbonate plastic
rather than shellac. Steve's partner in
this crime was Edward Norwell, a
vintage equipment enthusiast who has
long enjoyed cutting his own 78s.
Edward had simply used his 1930s
MSS disc cutter, substituting a
compact disc for the usual lacquer
blank to cut a one-sided 120mm
78rpm disc. The cold cutting stylus
quite happily carved aplayable groove
in the clear plastic. Of course, the
grooves were practically invisible once
the disc was spinning on the 301's
platter. So visitors couldn't really
believe their eyes, even after being
allowed to raise and lower the arm
themselves.
Anyway, it was all a bit of good
clean furl, and also acunning ruse to
promote Steve's forthcoming quarterly
magazine, inspired by the American
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Sound Practices. Steve's Ultra High
Fidelity aims to cover DIY hi-fi,
rebuilding and mods, from turntable
plinths to room acoustics, and vintage
hi-fi. For more information contact
Steve Mann on 01992 620905. Or,
if you're in the area, drop in at the
next Herts & North London Audio
& Record Fair, to be held at the same
venue (Wolsey Hall, Windmill Lane,

Cheshunt, Herts) on Sunday 23
March. Steve is threatening to cut
some 78rpm gold CDs next, but can't
claim that they'll sound better.
Meanwhile, the response to our
own second Classic HiFi special
[January issue] proves interest in
vintage audio is stronger than ever:
we're planning the next one for June.
THIS MONTH'S FREE GIFT
For those who prefer to play their
CDs as the maker intended, rather
than cut grooves in them, this issue
(UK copies) provides afree trial-size
pack of Russ Andrews's RATA Reveel
CD cleaner. A debate about CD
cleaners has threatened to fill the
`Views' pages ever since Barry Fox
[`Technology', Aug ' 96] took issue
with some of RATA's claims. It
culminates with this month's short
review
by
Martin
Colloms
[`Potpourri', p51] and aPartition shot
from Barry Fox [`Views Too', p107].
The controversy may continue. But
from now on, we'll only publish letters
from people who've actually tried it.
BRISTOL SHOW ' BIGGEST YET'
north west's hi-fi show, HighFidelity ' 97 in Manchester ( 1-2
February, report to follow!) was the
UK's first regional show this year,
but now it's the turn of the south
west. Organised by retailer groups
Audio T and Audio Excellence, the
Bristol show is now in its tenth year
at the same venue and has more
exhibitors booked
than
ever.
Expected product launches include
Marantz's PM66KI amp, a £ 140
Tannoy speaker, Sennheiser's new
phones and Pro-Logic headphone
surround processor. And Roksan's
Caspian range ( see this month's
scoop review) gets its first public
showing. If you're in the area, head
for the Marriott Hotel, Bristol on
Friday 21, Saturday 22 or Sunday
23 February. Admission is £ 5 (£3
for students, OAPs and UB40s).
Watch this space for more details
of the UK's international exhibition,
The Hi-Fi Show, now in its 15th
year,
at
the
Ramada
Hotel
Heathrow, sponsored by HFN/RR.
Dates are 11-14 September.
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C

plover story for April is the remarkable Sound By Desig n t
urn t
abl e;

oth er

reviews range from Cary's tube CD player and Musical Fidelity's X-10
DAC to the Audio Research LS15/VT100 pre-/ power combination: British
pre-/ power amps are under scrutiny too. Loudspeakers on test include
B&W's 305. Tannoy's ' new Mercury' M2, the Sonus Faber Concerto and
the Acoustic Energy AE2 II. Features include the Las Vegas show report.
a new DIY project and the conclusion of ' the DCC story' by Barry Fox.
Music coverage is headed by an exclusive interview with conductor
Wolfgang Sawallisch. Don't miss the April issue, on sale Friday. 7 March.
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¡Equipment
18 ROKSAN ROLL

4.18 Roksan's Caspian amplifier

the Caspian integrated amplifier
is the first product in Roksan's
all-new separates range
Ken Kessler

21 FIVE TIMES TABLES
affordable turntables compared:
Dual CS 505-4, Michell Mycro,
Rega Planar 3, Systemdek 1
960, Thorens TD166 Mk VI
Matthew Thorne

30 SLAVIE TO THE RHYTHM
the Rhythm is a new British
single-ended triode amp from
Gamma Acoustics
Martin Collorns

33 GREATER THETA
Theta's reference-standard DS
Pro Generation V DAC is now
upgraded to ` Generation V a'
Ken Kessler

36 BUDGET BOXES
Rotel's first ever transport/DAC
combination is the keenly-priced
RDD-980/RDP-980 system
Paul Miller

44 FLUID STUFF
Electrofluidics' Sonolith 2.2xi ii
speakers combine unusual
technology to exciting effect
David Berriman

47 TRIDENT TRUE
Bandor's Trident sub/sat system
promises accuracy in sound
Peter Comeau

48 INSIDER STORY
the Clearaudio Insider cartridge
from Germany promises to
reveal all the music — at a price
Martin Colloms

51 POT POURRI
short reviews on the Black
Diamond Racing turntable
support, Russ Andrews's ReVeel
CD cleaner, Quadraspire Q4
Hi-Fi Table and finally the
HTMS2510 Spatializer
Chris Beeching, Andrew
Cartmel, Martin Colloms

39 THE ATEAM

(2=311■1111
1 YOUR FREE CD CLEANER!
your free gift on this month's
cover (UK copies) is a sample of
Russ Andrews's ReVeel, claimed
to reduce distortion and
harshness on your CDs

56 GROUNDWORK
the first in a series of new DIY
articles describes the benefits of
abetter earth connection
Ben Duncan

60 DCC: RIP
why did DCC fail? Here is the
first part of the inside story
Barry Fox

64 HI-FI AROUND THE
WORLD
new products seen at the latest
shows in Paris, Athens and
Kuala Lumpur
Ken Kessler

99 REVIEWERS RECOMMEND

the Al is the baby brother in
Celestion's new 'real wood'
series of loudspeakers
Peter Comeau

the hi-fi equipment our
reviewers recommend — and
what they actually listen to...

42 NEW AND IMPROVED
Martin-Logan takes its hybrid
speaker technology one step
further with the new ' i' version
of the Aerius model
Alvin Gold

30 .
4ngleen.led
Rhythm
from
Gamma

33 Theta's best gets
even better...
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71 CD SERVICE

on the changing hi-fi scene
Steve Harris

save on CDs by post

107 VIEWS TOO

more readers' letter\

73 RADIO

7 VIEWS

something rather disconcerting
is happening at the BBC
John Nelson

readers' letters

11 NEWS

110 DEALER GUIDE
your county-by-county

guide
to the best hi-fi specialists

products, innovations, events

97 SUBSCRIPTIONS

1i 7 TECHNOLOGY
NCT, NXT and panel
speakers patent issues
Barry Fox

53 HEADROOM
KLH's budget Bite series
Ken Kessler

subscribe to HFNIRR now and
receive a special gift
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69 ACCESSORIES CLUB
NVA's DAC kit on offer
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122 FINALE

Rector

an electrical phase indicator
from Basic Audio Industries
Ben Duncan

21

find the best hi-fi bargairbs here!

missed a back number? Don't
panic, help is at hand...

67 BLACK BOX

more reflections on the world
of music and hi-fi
John Crabbe

116 CLASSIFIED

last Qantas flight
Art Editors pre
ice page 89

;

i/1

the Beatles Anthology albums,
and what they missed...
Ken Kessler

UNRIVALLED REALISM — Audio

Research delivers atrue reference sound

quality in the Reference Ipreamp and Reference 6110 monoblocs. Sixteen power
output valves run with 50% partial cathode coupling and ahigh efficiency,

performed as flawlessly on the lab bench as it did in the listening room. (
the
LS22)proved uncompromising in its closest approach to the absolute—aneutral,
transparent, musically honest gain control." The review concludes: -awork of

tight coupled output transformer in each mono chassis deliver an effortless

reference, universal in application and atonicfor any system. In my opinion it's

600 watt for anaturalness and ease of dynamics only associate with live performance. And with its wide bias adjustment the Reference 600 can use of

achieves, the price is nicety competitive".

any of the popular output valves of the 6550, KT88/90/99/100 families.

REAL SOUND FOR HOME CINEMA—In

The allvalve Reference 1
stereo line preamp has full microprocessor remote control of volume,
balance, record and input selection
with both balance and single ended
inputs (eight plus full tape loop) and

the best mixed mode pre-ampleer ive heard to date and in view of what it

UNRIVALLED

answer to the demands of Home

cinema enthusiasts for yet higher
sound quality, Audio Research offers the
Spatial Definition Processor. The SDP1
builds a5-channel matri,c_from stereo
information and is designed specifically to enhance existing audiophile

REALI
S
M
outputs (two main, one tape). There are no mechanical switches to degrade the signal path. The array of awards and world-wide acclaim says it all.

REAL POWER — Audio

Research offers anew 130
watt per channel stereo
power amplifier for the
solid-state enthusiast—

Reference 64a) worulloes

quality two-channel systems—it does not use DolbyTM noise reduction or
steering logic, setting new standards in low noise and low distortion. Its
hallmark is in increased
intelligibility and coherence of the sound
'envelope'. A partnering
4-channel amplifier,
the SDA1, is available.

the D130. This
exceptionally hard

REAL INTEGRATION—

the long-awaited CASO allvalve, remote control
integrated amplifier is

driving power amplifier
has been designed for
the ultimate in speed and
slam. Audio Research
has also introduced a
remote control solidstate preamp to replace
the LS3/311 that enjoyed
such along and distinguished life. The
replacement.. designated

Winner t111Et Golden Note
as ard Iggb Ilet tithe
elect

here! Taking its styling
eues come from the
awesome Reference 1,
the CASO is matched
by the new CD2
Compact Disc player.
Conservatively rated
at 50 watt per channel

1S9, is an all new, directcoupled Class Adesign
using the corstant-

FOR t
wserudbil

current technology of the
flagship Reference 1. A

the CA50 was
designed to he stunningly musical,
handsome in appearance and completely
convenient. Join the
queues of those

low profile design, the
159 features two
balanced and three single-ended inputs plus afull tape monitor loop.

waiting to audition this important product—an Audio Research first.

REAL PERFORMANCE — the

REAL QUALITV— Auiâo

microprocessor controlled relays for gain control and switching the LS15

standing source components. An entirely new full 20- bit CD player, the
CD2, replaces the single box CD1 and CDT1 transport. As acomplete
player Audio Research is convinced the CD2 can compete with anything in

1.515 steps into the shoes of the much loved
1.52 series preamps. Running both singled smiled and balanced inputs with

caters for those making an important transition into the real high-end yet
who want to retain the convenience of full remote control of all front panel
functions. In partnership with the VT100 power anipfifier the 1515 will rock

Research is now established as aproducer of out-

you back on yeur heels with its fine resolution and musical dynamics. The :
100 watt per channel VT100 is ahard-driving amplifier with true bass slant
matched by aliquid mid and top. Its speed and control have to lie heard. At

the market with its -astounding resolution of detail and dynamics. For
those seeking classic Audio Research sound quality ideals in an outboard
digital converter the all valve-output DAC3 converter is the perfect choice.
The DAC3 —now in Mk11 production with imprOved components and
important mechanical improvements to reduce vibration is joined by the

£8394 this partnership can put the excitement back into your music making.
REAL PRAISE— the all- valve 1.SU brings down the cost of true kuiho

entry-level DAC5 converter.
The 155 preamplifier has moved to Mk III production with the popular

Research high-end performance.
This line stage preamplifier was reviewed itt March 1996 ( iii Fi News 8..
-Record Review, Martin Collons) as q truly first-rate line controller. The L.S22

addition of single-ended inputs to the fully balanced-only version. Time for
some musical realism?—contact Absolute Sounds for full information and alist

"

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE

1E7

Tel

0181-947 S047

89111TE SOWS
HOME CINEMA

Fax

0181-879 7%2

5XIMD AND

Email

73064,17 I
Oecompuserve.com
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of dealers where you can experience the effortless reality of Audio Research.
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'Illy God,
Ken Kessler
really does
know
eve-ything!
In reviewing
the NVA
amplifier in
the August
issue he
guessed
there might
be arare
breed of
Tasmanian
audiophile
who listens
to music
with the
volume
constantly
changing.
That's
uncanny. It's
me and the
miissus'

PRIZE FIGHTER
Dear Sir, Inoted with interest your
`Anacrophile' item on the Technics
SL1200 turntable. It occurs to me
that it would be very interesting to
revisit the SLP1200 CD player
which exhibits many of the same
characteristics as the turntable.
Iam the very satisfied owner of
an SLP1200, courtesy of HFNIRR,
as Iwon it in acompetition in early
1989. The player is still going
strong, playing through an eclectic
system of ITL pre-/power
combination (both with serial
numbers below 100 — does anyone
know how many were made before
ITL was swallowed up by B&W to
become Aura?). Speakers are B&W
560s with DNM interconnects and
van den Hul speaker cables.
Twelve months ago, the player
stopped working. One shop told me
it was not repairable, the next that
it would cost £250 to repair. Ithen
went along to the now defunct
Norman Audio, to first investigate a
replacement player. The Arcam 5
Plus was their fave rave, but the
Technics left me dissatisfied with
the sound of this machine.
More expensive models from
Quad, Cyrus and Meridian all
followed and all had strengths but
none comprehensively outshone the
Technics. Only atwo-box Meridian
player could provide an
improvement on the Technics. Not
having £ 1500 to spend, Iasked
them to repair it. This they did, for
the princely sum of £ 25, and the
technician commented on the
fineness of the sound.
Since then it has provided many
more hours of enjoyment and I
heartily recommend it for an
anacrophile feature. Many thanks
for all the enjoyment that your prize
has given me.
Professor Alan Galles
uclan.ac.uk
DIRECT ACTION
Dear Sir, Like Simon ClaytonLucas [`Views', Jan ' 97], Iwas
dissatisfied with the build quality

11-F1 MEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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and finish of my Linn Sondek and
swapped it for adirect-drive
turntable, in my case the Technics
SL110. (Linn could fairly claim
that its engineering is excellent
where it really matters; but if
you've been brought up on, and
still own, aThorens TD124, it
grates to find an arm-board secured
to the sub-chassis by wood screws,
and nowhere near parallel to the
platter; particularly since this
kitchen-table construction was not
reflected in the price).
The SL110 Ifound more secure
and predictable than the LP12, but
lacked acertain indefinable `life' in
the sound. A more definite
nuisance was that, having been
designed for broadcasting, the dustcover was really only meant to
protect the player after aday's use,
not during it; it rested on the
motor-board and transmitted
airborne vibrations directly to it,
and through it, to the un-deconpiled
platter. So Ifitted the whole SL110
into an SME plinth, which has
(alas, had) acompliantly mounted
motor-board decoupled from the
outer box. The improvement was
remarkable; all the life of the un,
without the hassle.
Idon't know why; it is of course
possible that the new set-up
produced aspurious resonance
which Ifound agreeable; but it
might be worth trying for someone
who wants the best of both worlds.
As Barry Fox says [`Technology
Jan ' 97], there's nothing new about
plasma speakers. In fact my very
first loudspeakers, B&W P2HGs,
used them: lonofanes from Fane
Acoustics. Ithink they should
perhaps be called tweeters rather
than speakers, handling as they do
only signals above 21cHz. But the
central electrode in the Ionofane
was also sheathed in aquartz sleeve
which got very hot, and it certainly
didn't prevent the very perceptible
production of ozone.
John Hart, Essex
RED MERCURY
Dear Sir, Regarding Ken Kesslees
`Headroom' [
HFNIRR, July ' 96],
since Russian military spec vacuum
tubes have proved so acceptable to
Western ears why not Russian
military spec batteries? Archangel is
teeming with diesel and atomic
submarines which would easily
supply the demands of adomestic
hi-fi system here in the west. The
dimensions of the average US
citizen's private swimming pools
should easily accommodate a
sample and its displacement would
go some way towards alleviating the
current fresh water crisis in certain
States.

Thank you for allowing extracts
from your magazine to be read onto
cassette for the Playback Services
for the Blind audio magazine ABC
HiFi. Ialways enjoy this
publication.
Christopher Bridgman,
guidewell@msn.comk
SPEAK OF THE (TASMANIAN) DEVIL
Dear Sir, My God, Ken Kessler
really does know everything! In
reviewing the NVA amplifier in the
August issue he guessed there
might be arare breed of Tasmanian
audiophile who listens to music
with the volume constantly
changing.That's uncanny. Its me
and the missus.
How does Ken do it?
It goes like this. On Saturday,
after regulation walking the dog
and going supermarket shopping, I
settle down in mid-afternoon to a
listening session.
My wife likes to enjoy my hobby,
but prefers to potter round the
garden and interface with her/our
pets. Imay have an ale or two while
listening. Eventually nature calls
and Itoddle off to the little boys
room.
My wife glides in, seeing her
opportunity and shades abit off the
volume. Icome back in, notice the
sound just below its sweet setting
and adjust it back up.
This may happen several times
before dinner, when the session
ends. In the evening we tend to
watch ahired video movie, but if I
don't fancy it, Iduck under my
headphones.
Itried apair of Ken's much
beloved Sennheiser 580 Jubilee
phones awhile back. The sound
was good, but because they are so
`open-backed', almost as much
volume went out as in.
This forced my wife to
communicate this by turning up the
volume of the telly. I, in turn
turned up the phones .... you get
the picture.
`Just like having apair of a
speakers on dear' was her
comment. Iagreed , decided it's a
basic flaw, and took them back.
However Idigress; later on
Saturdays after the movie, say at
9.30pm, my wife likes to put on
some Enya or Queen.
Now, she's maybe had a
Chardonnay or two, so it can be a
tad too loud for me at that time. I
wait. She goes to the powder room.
Iseize my chance and adjust the
volume — down.
She comes back and soon adjusts
it back up. This may happen
several times before we retire.
So, you see Ken was correct.
That rare breed of Tasmanian
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ab 8000S

In your HiFi system the 8000e ir
can be an Integrated Amplifier or a
Pre-amplifier. When combined with the
Audiolab 8000P Stereo Power Amplifier
it becomes an advanced pre-power
amplifier. For the future the
possibilities are limitless.

-.=AUDIOLAB
Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park
Minn-neon, Combs PE18 hAT
Telephone 01480 41561X1
Fax 01480 52159

The 8000S is aperfect example of the
flexibility, upgradability and superb
sound which all Audiolab products
deliver.
For more information and details of
your Audiolab dealer call or write.
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SPECTRA

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
terkich should be
addressed to the
Edtor and nnist
contain no oth. r
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
rem:mires
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over th,
tekphone.

audiophile does exist, even though
they originally came from Scotland
(Dundee, where the crocodiles
come from).
But, seriously, thanks for agreat
read, that NVA amp looked worth
chasing.
Eric and Arlon McCormick,
Hobart, Tasmania
ICY RESPONSE TO FRIDGE THUMPS
Dear Sir, Iread your magazine
regularly and find it excellent.
Recently Iread you review of mains
power conditioners [' Power
Games', July ' 96] and Ithought
that Icould give you and Peter
Comeau atip about how to stop the
clicks he mentioned that always
seem to arise from fridges and
freezers switching on and off.
Itried afew very good filters
from RS and Famell, to no avail. I
believe that at least some part of the
click heard comes through the air
and not just through the mains so
it's impossible to stop the clicks
using amains filter on your stereo.
Also, mains filters usually affect the
sound in anegative way.
A friend told me how to fix this
problem quickly and cheaply. You
buy a ' contact suppressor' from RS
Components, which cost about
£1.50 for apack of five. The parts
numbers are 238-463 or 210-364
depending on whether you want
PCB (hard wires) or wire ended
(multistranded wire) connections.
You then just bend (or crimp or
solder) the two wires on the contact
suppressor around the mains wires
just as they enter the relay on your
fridge or freezer. Itried this on a
freezer, where the relay was readily
accessible, and never had any more
problems with clicks. This method
is cheap and doesn't effect the
sound since you don't change the
supply to the stereo. In addition,
the use of the suppressor stops the
relay from sparking and thus
extends the contact life of the relay.
Keep up the great work.
Chris DeArmitt, Stockholm,
chris.de_armitt®Erodo.surfche
m.kth.se

1111E1OS TOO
More readers'
letters appear on
page 107

RADIO SOAP OPERA
Dear Sir, With alot of new
developments in prospect for the
future, viz DAB (although this
seems to have gone abit quiet
lately), ADR (Astra Digital Radio),
and DMX, it ill behoves John
Nelson to concern himself with the
internal soap opera currently being
enacted within the confines of the
BBC. There are rumours of some
DAB receivers becoming available,
and satellite receivers from
Technisat and Kathrein for both
DMX and ADR are already on the

market. What I (and Iexpect, a
fairly large number of your readers)
would like to know is, whether
these are viable systems with agood
life-expectancy, together with views
on their technical quality and the
quality of the programme material.
We don't want another fiasco like
DSR (Digital Satellite Radio) on
TV SAT 2and Deutsche Telekom
pulling the plug.
In the good old days of Angus
McKenzie's radio column we used,
at this time of the year, to be
treated to acritique of the BBC's
handling of the Promenade
Concerts. Unhappily this has now
all vanished. Mr Nelson should be
instructed to ' get back to basics'.
D Chapman Wiltshire
jbl declined to offer adirect response to
this broadside, but addresses the issues in
'Radio' this month — Ed

1
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The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need al least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's.
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet,
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker ( if fitted)

Place the flexible Defies
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less
distortion when

TO THE CLEANERS ( ONE)
Dear Sir, Barry Fox's view on Russ
Andrews's CD Cleaner
['Technology', Aug 96] is just what
your readers need — to be
informed about products which do
not subscribe to the laws of physics.
It is hard to believe that
improvements could be achieved in
the process of music reproduction
by aproduct without stating its
principle of operations. On the
other hand, are we dismissing a
science beyond our present level of
comprehension? For example, if
one was to demonstrate the
capability of electricity acentury
ago without stating its principle of
operations, would it be discounted?
Probably.
Michael Ong, Australia,
mong®wasp.cs.cowan.edu.au

played loud

Véheret teus Gusperts hams to zany—
"...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

HI-FI News E. Record Review - March1994
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1994
"...But one things for sure - the Deft ex panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
Audio Video - December 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."
HI-Pi Choice - Jemmy 1994
CHOICE
Sound Duality
Value for money
Standard Panel

VERDICT

MN=
liammo

£7.95 (28cm )c21cm)

Medium Panel

£6.95 ( 28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£ 5.95 ( 24cm s 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £ 14.95 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

TO THE CLEANERS (MI
Dear Sir, Reading Russ Andrews's
letter ['Views Too', Dec '96] about
CD cleaning reassures me that I
was right to try and stimulate some
rational and — perish the thought
— even scientific debate. RA's
letter was written many months
ahead of any DVD launch, even
before the format standard was set
and when the only demonstrations
were being given by engineers using
lab samples of prototype discs and
players. But Russ Andrews states as
fact that 'benefits have also been
observed on... DVDs'.
Barry Fox, London
Most UK readers are presumably
perusing this having already tried out
Russ 'scleaner (now called Reireel),
thanks to this month's cover-mount free
sample; see also MC's review [
psi],
with its caution on the difficulties of A-B
comparisons! — Ed

Delivery £5.00

Spectra Dynamics make a range of products to
suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEALING STRIP, GASKETS, etc.

For aFREE information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYNAMICS
Tel
Fax

(
01745) 360070
(
01745) 360086

Unit Al PInfold kid. Eat., Flo.
Rhyl, Denbighshire LL18 2YR
ACCESS

• VISA • C.O.D
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
lOmmx3mm
secbon
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Dynamics

Integrated Amplifier £ 695 and CD Player £ 895

for information tel:
fax:

01480 433777

01480 431767

news
MARANTZ ADDS
NEW CD SPECIALS

M

arantz has extended its CD
player line-up with abrace
of ' breathed-on' special
models, both benefiting from beefed
up construction and specially selected
components. Aimed at mainstream
audiophiles, the ` SE' version of the
CD67 follows along series of awardwinning Special Edition CD players
and retails at £350. A key feature of
the CD67SE is a new toroidal

o

4—M111,

transformer with new core material and oxygen
free copper ( OFC) primary and secondary
windings. Other examples of added value
engineered into the CD67SE include an
internally-braced chassis, a new base plate,
new servo and drive ICs for improved tracking
and digital data retrieval, aCD7 decoder, and
new copper-plated Marantz Hyper Dynamic
Amplifier Modules (HDAM)s for superior
shielding in the output stage. Meanwhile, for
ataste of the high end, Marantz design chief

Ken Ishiwata has also developed avery special
high-performance version of the £800 CD17,
the CD17 KI Signature retailing at £ 1300. For
this model, performance has been fine tuned
with a UK-designed toroidal transformer,
revised copper chassis and base plate, digital
screening, gold HDAMs in the output stage,
a refined analogue stage and a new Oxygen
Free Copper (OFC) mains lead. For further
information contact Marantz HiFi (UK) Ltd
on 01753 680868.

SOVTEK'S 'SUPERIOR' 300B QED ADDS NEW
PROFILE CABLES

W

VTEK
M111, in Russia

S

q10
e AKAI

atch out Western
Electric! Russian valve
manufacturer Sovtek claims it
has developed a 300B to
outperform Western
Electric's own version of its
famous triode and, for that
matter, all alternative 300Bs.
Sovtek's ' ultimate' 300B valve
is said to deliver the 'warm,
pure, full-bandwidth sound
reproduction so many
audiophiles demand'.
Distribution is through New
Sensor Corporation (USA), tel
+001 (212) 529 0466. [Note: the
Sovtek 300B is also available
through HFNIRR's Accessories
Club. See page 69 for details.]

Q

ED has created the Profile
series
of loudspeaker
cables, with the fundamental
design said to be based on the
conclusions contained in its own
investigation into cable construction
and sonic signatures published in The
Genesis Report in 1995. One of QED's
suggestions is that lots of copper is required for powerful controlled bass.
QED has also come up with a unique cable geometry to combine low
inductance, low capacitance and low resistance. QED claims the Profile
series cables result in ' avery open, clear, three-dimensional sound with
genuine bass weight'. Profile 4x4 retails for £9 per metre; QED suggests
that the extended bass provided by this cable makes it particularly suitable
for rock music enthusiasts. Resolution and delicacy are key aspects of the
sonic signature QED has engineered into Profile Silver 12 which retails for
£15 per metre. For further information on the Profile series, contact QED
Audio Products Ltd on 01276 451166.

JOINS DVD LAUNCHERS

N

A

kai has become the first manufacturer outside the DVD consortium
to start selling aDVD player, and only the fourth company to put
DVD hardware into production. Akai's year-end launch was preceded
by DVD consortium members Toshiba, Matsushita and Pioneer.
According to Akai's press announcement, the Akai DV-P1000 was
reaching Japanese retailers in January. By April ' 97, the player is due in
Akai's export markets around the world. The DV-P1000 is fitted with
both Dolby AC-3and linear PCM 96kHz 20-bit audio circuits and has
an array of interactive features including multi-angle viewpoint function,
multi-voice selection, multi-subtitling selection. Unique Altai features
include various icon displays, adimmer control and Intro scan, adevice
for editing and replaying the first few seconds of each chapter. Anticipated
UK retail price for the DV-P1000 is less than £800. For more details
call Akai (UK) Ltd, 0181 897 6388.

MESA INTEGRATED VALVE AMP

V

alve amplifier maker Mesa
Engineering, famous for its
'Boogie' stage amps, has announced
the new Tigris integrated amplifier,
combining Class A operation with
switchable
valve/solid
state
rectification. The three possible
configurations of pentode/triode
operation are user selectable, as is
negative feedback, though the dualmono
Tigris
is
self-biasing.

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Maximum power output is 35W per
channel in pentode mode. Four line
level inputs are provided along
with one fixed output and one
variable buffered output. The
Tigris's valve complement per
channel is four EL84s, two 6V6s,
two 12AX7As and one 5AR4. For
more information, contact Mesa
Engineering (USA) on 001 ( 707)
778 9505.

NCT SIGNS FLAT PANEL
DEAL WITH HARMAN

N

oise
Cancellation
Technologies
Inc
(NCT)
and
Harman
Professional Audio Group
(HPro) have joined forces
to develop flat panel
professional
sound
systems. First fruits of the
joint working agreement
are expected in 1998.
NCT's Flat-Panel Transducer Technology (FPT)
will
underpin
the
loudspeaker
systems.

NCT says that its own
expertise in active wave
management, combined
with HPro's background
as a world leader in
professional audio sound
reinforcement, recording
and broadcast installations
make the two companies
logical partners for such
innovative loudspeaker
development. NCT (UK)
Ltd can be contacted on
01223 424898.

• EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS •
9-12 JANUARY 1997 CES, Las Vegas. USA.
Contact the organisers on +1 703 907 7600.
1-2 FEBRUARY The High Fidelity Show. Holiday
Inn Crown Plaza, Manchester. Tel: 01829 770884
21-23 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision. Bristol
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Tel: 01865 60844.
14-17 MARCH Salon HiFi & Home Cinema.
Palais des Congrès de Paris. Tel: + 33 1 45 57 30 48.
11-14 SEPTEMBER The HiFi Show, Ramada
Hotel Heathrow, London. Sponsored by HFIV/RR. Call
Janet Belton on 0181-686 2599 for more information.

II

MERIDIAN FOCUS ON
'SUPER CD' QUALITY

M

f

LINN POWERS
ON AND ON

L

inn Products' latest power
amplifier, the single- channel
LK240, is designed for maximum
flexibility. It may be used in multiroom and multi-channel systems
as well as conventional twochannel stereo applications. And
for those seeking maximum
performance, the four output
terminals of the LK240 enable it
to drive a four-way loudspeaker
with dedicated speaker leads in a
multi-wire setup. Output power is
rated at 125W into 8 ohms, or
240W into 4 ohms. The LK240
follows Linn's familiar amplifier
design lines, featuring extensive
use of surface mount components,
a huge toroid at the heart of the
power supply and aDC coupled,
servo-governed circuit designed
'for the lowest distortion and
cleanest uncoloured sound'. Retail
price of a single LK240 power
amplifier is £ 750. For further
information, call Linn's customer
helpline, 0500 888909.
\-

SENNHEISER STAR
RETURNS

5

ennheiser has reintroduced the
HD250II, one of its most
popular closed back headphones.
The ' 250's ' cardanic' joint enables
the earpieces to align automatically
to the listener's head, soft
circumaural earpads obviating
pressure on the ear. Easy
interchange of parts allows rapid
servicing, yet the HD250II features
plenty of advanced technology,
ranging from Kevlar reinforced,
99.99 per cent OFC leads to
neodymium-iron magnets
and triple wound, copper
clad, alloy wire voice coils.
The HD250II retails at
£150. Contact Sennheiser
UK, 01628 850 811.
[Note: we regret that an incorrect
phone number was printed for
Sennheiser in aprevious article.]

12

eridian's
latest
version of its 506
CD
player
is
designed to make the most of
advanced, noise shaped, wide dynamic
range CDs. The 506 is fitted with 20-bit
technology, developed to reproduce the 'super
CD' standard of sound from appropriately
processed and mastered discs, such as those
made using the Meridian's professional audio
mastering processor, the psychoacoustic-based
618. Based on the Meridian 508 player's
architecture, the 506 features a new 20-bit

digital-to-analogue converter, developed over
the past three years by Crystal Semiconductor,
working in collaboration with Meridian Audio.
A three-beam laser pickup and Focault focus
arrangement is fitted for ' adjustment-free
setting, long life and great sound'. A carbon
and glass fibre anti-vibration disc clamp, inhouse control software and proprietary,
analogue, de-jitter processing are other
distinctive technologies found in the Meridian
506. Retail price of the 20-bit 506 player is
£1100. For more details contact Meridian
Audio Ltd on 01480 52144.

GOLD DOMES FOR ALL?

M

onitor Audio has found away to bring its wellknown Gold Dome loudspeaker technology to a
wider audience. In the new Monitor 1-2-3 range,
Monitor Audio has married its Gold Dome tweeter to a
precisely-profiled, specially-treated 150mm paper cone.
The units are matched by acrossover comprising an aircored inductor and audiophile grade capacitor in afirst
order filter network. For the top-of-the-range Monitor 3
floorstander, two 150mm cones are fitted, while the
stand-mounted Monitor 1and Monitor 2 models each
contain asingle bass/mid cone. All three of these new
models have cabinets built in high-quality 12mm
balanced veneered MDF. Retail prices per pair are £250
for the Monitor 1, £300 for the Monitor 2 and £400 for
the Monitor 3. More information from Monitor Audio
Ltd, 01223 246344.

WILSON BENESCH SETS STAGE FOR ACTOR

W

ilson Benesch has unveiled the
Actor loudspeaker, the first direct
descendant of its radical ACT One
flagship. The development programme
is said to have required ' considerable
collaboration with world class design and
manufacturing companies' to find a
series
of
innovative
engineering
solutions. Key design goals identified by
Wilson Benesch were upper-bass speed

and neutrality, and bass/midrange
integration. Important design features
include a custom built, mass loaded
170mm carbon fibre reinforced driver,
double chamber tuning and fourth order
reflex loading. The Actor also contains
a carbon fibre/polymer midrange unit
and a 25mm silk dome tweeter. Retail
price per pair is £3800. Contact Wilson
Benesch, 0114 285 2656.

MISTRAL: AFFORDABLE LFD LUXURY

M

istral is a new ' affordable luxury' audiophile amplifier line from LFD,
but apparently makes few concessions to price. A non-magnetic
brushed stainless-steel fascia, gold-plated solid brass knobs and
a 2mm thick aluminium chassis are standard features of the 50W
MOSFET Integrated amplifier, Linestage pre-amp, 50W MOSFET
Powerstage power amp and Phonostage. Short signal paths, star earthing,
point-to-point wiring and dual-mono construction suggest that these
designs are
both
minimalist
and purist. A
Mistral CD
player is in
the pipeline,
scheduled for
a late 1997
launch. UK retail prices are £ 299 for the Phonostage, £449 for the
Linestage, £449 for the Powerstage, and £ 499 for the Integrated. For
more details contact LFD Audio on 01255 422533.
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It's bigger than anyone thought it would be.
*****
WHAT ill•Fl?

We clways knew our MHC 881 mini- system was going to be huge. Having tested the 3CD changer, ROS tuner
double tape deck, surround speakers and lull remote control, "
WHAT Hi Fi" obviously agree.

SON-Y.

news
BEAM-ECHO RANGE EXPANDS

»Ingham

I
uJ
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D

etails of current Beam-Echo products,
rebuild hints and tips for owners of
vintage Beam-Echo equipment can
now be
found on
the Internet at
http://www.enterprise.net/beam-echo.
Meanwhile, Beam-Echo plans to diversify from
its classic valve amp reissue range. According
to the company, three new Beam-Echo models
are soon to join the well-known DL7-35
monoblocks. These new models, again based
on original 1950s Beam- Echo products but
fully updated and newly manufactured, are

the SP-21 valve pre- amplifier, accommodating
moving-coil/moving-magnet phono and linelevel sources; the SA- 50, a 50W per channel
valve power amplifier with two line-level
inputs; and the PP- 21, a low noise
transistorised m-c/m-m phono stage with two
passive line level inputs. UK retail prices are
£499 for the PP-21, £ 1116 for the SP-21,
and £ 2644 for the SA- 50. Later this year,
Beam-Echo expects to introduce its first CD
player and tuner. For information contact
Beam-Echo International on 01425 278270.

1,000,000
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EAKERS

CELEBRATLNG the mannfileture of amillion
speakers for Aiwa, Neil Magee of R E Ingham
& Co (left) is seen here with Aiwa UK's MI)

SECOND
SONNETEER
SURFACES

Mr Hideki Tafukti Inglzant is Europe's larg ,
OEM speaker production company

o

ONE- BOX CLASSE
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S

onneteer's second integrated amplifier, the 50W
per channel Alabaster, is a
slightly more upmarket
alternative to the extant
Campion. First seen at
The Hi -Fi Show in 1996,
the Alabaster was due to
reach UK retailers this
January. Both Sonneteer
amplifiers designs are the
creation of two engineering

specialists,
one with
a
professional audio track
record, the other with a
satellites background.
Alabaster
retains
the
bipolar transistor, twoboard, fine tuned, class A/B
design of the Campion. It

MILLER RECEIVES
'TEST' AWARD

p

aul Miller, who was named
'Test Innovator of the year'
at Test 96 (Birmingham NEC),
received the Award at a special
presentation at Highclere Castle
Paul Miller (left) receives his
in November. Sponsored by maul fiero nu magazine
Hewlett Packard, the Award was managing *Igor Stem Keeping
given for Paul's jitter measurement suite. This program,
which can infer and isolate all types of jitter from the
final analogue output of aCD player, features in PM's
HFN/RR test reports and has also been supplied as a
software product to anumber of audio manufacturers.

has a higher rated, custom
designed transformer and
transistors and is fitted with
two sets of binding posts to
allow bi-wiring.
The Sonneteer Alabaster
retails for £900. Call FTM
Marketing on 01372 468676.

HI-FI SEPARATES
CAMPAIGN

L

eading independent hi-fi dealers and
manufacturers clubbed together to
fund the pre-Christmas HiFi Separates
Campaign ( HFSC), which sought to
persuade the public that mini systems
only masquerade as hi-fi, and that hi-fi
separates are preferable for a better
sound. Hard-hitting press ads appeared
in publications as diverse as Viz and the
Daily Telegraph, Private Eye and the
Sunday Times. Television and Radio
were also used for the promotion.

shareholding of chairman Robert Trunz, who
retires from the company to pursue interests
including various music labels and the

SILVERNOTE
PLUGS COPPER
Three new Silvernote interconnect
cables are now available, each
fitted with gold-plated phono
plugs. Coppernote 1 retails at
£29: the Coppernote 2 retails for
£49: and at the top-of the- range.
the Coppernote 3 retails for £ 69
(all prices per metre pair). Call
Silvernote on 01992 620905.

W

Blue Room hi-fi brand.

TECHNICS hopes to extend its 1200
series domination of the DJ turntable
market with the matching SH-D11200
mixer ( pictured, right), designed for

ease of use. More

information from Panasonic UK Ltd. 0990 357357.

TTi (Thurlby Thandar Instruments) now provides a calibration and
maintenance service for Audio Precision test equipment. For more

t's integrated, and it's Classé. Yet
the line- only CAP- 100 amplifier
has many of the traditional benefits
of Classé pre- and power amps, with
features including apre-out socket,
one balanced input, four singleended inputs, full tape monitoring,
an optional plug-in phono module
as well as an aluminium remote
control providing volume and mute
functions. Output for the CAP- 100
power is rated at 100W per channel.
Anticipated retail price is £ 1995 via
Classé's UK distributor Audio
Illusion, on 01753 542761.

WHARFEDALE
MOVES UPMARKET

B&W Loudspeakers has purchased the

maximum robustness and

CONG RATUL SILOS S

details

call TTi on 01480 412451.

TANNOY has introduced a new entry level speaker. the Mercury M2,
priced at £ 140 per pair. Call Tannoy on 01236 420 199.

VIVANCO has an FM- assisted wire-free headphone, the Cyberwave
FMH 3000. Price including transmitter is £ 80. Call 01442 230 765.

WHARFEDALE's head office, including sales and marketing divisions,
has moved to Huntingdon, close to Verity Group sister companies
Mission/Cyrus, Quad, Roksan and NXT. Tel 01480 431 737.

harfedale
is
flexing
its
audiophile muscles once
again. In the wake of its popular
Valdus mass market loudspeakers,
the Modus Vivendi AV line and
recently-released Diamond series,
Wharfedale has launched the MidField Monitor ( MFM) range.
Audiophile-grade crossover components help marry amineral rock
polymer, long-throw bass driver to a
silk fabric, dome tweeter mounted
in a compound horn for controlled
directivity. Both two-way models, are
bi-wireable, the £250 MFM-1 is a
stand mounted design, while the
£350 MFM-3 is a floorstander.
Contact Wharfedale International
Ltd on 01480 431737.
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KUDC S has
developed the
distinctive, tricolumn, Arrow
speaker stand
specially for B&W's
DM302 speaker.
The Arrow retails at
£50 per pair.
B&W UK Ltd
Td. 01903 750750.
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*****
WHAT HI.F1?

Déjà vu.
Last year we became the first ever manufacturer to gain five stars for five separates. This year we've done it again.
We're speechless. We'll leave it to "
WHAT HI
Fi" to say afew words.

TA F448E AMPLIFIER. "... sounds clean and totally in control. This amp is good — very good':
(JULY'96)

MDS-JA3ES MINIDISC SYSTEM.

The Sony makes recordings virtually indistinguishable from

the original':

( DEC'95)

1.111111111111111111111111111111111111•1•1111111111111111111111111191111r"
CDP XE 900E CD PLAYER. "... feels built to last, looks smart and sounds very classy: it deserves
to do well':

( AUG'96)

TC KA6ES TAPE DECK. "... avery superior piece of machinery. Superbly built, this deck mixes
luxury and functionality."

SS176EB SPEAKERS. "... their space, presence and rich
authority make for awholly satisfying listen': ( SEPT'96)

( JUNE'96)

SONY"
'Sony' is atrademark of the Sons siirporaiion, Japan.

Co cert

The Jamo Concert Series,

HEAR...SEE — RELAX& ENJOY...
Advanced technology, innovative design and refined

workmanship is not always the perfect recipe for success, we believe alittle more is required.
The Concert series has enabled Jamo to produce a
range of loudspeakers which will reproduce music that
is clean and neutral. The dynamic range transparency
and sound stage are all raised to ahigher dimension.
The successes attained by the Jamo development team
is the result of efforts to design high-quality loudspeaker components which are critically
matched to one another.
It is an honour for us to introduce this new generation of loudspeakers to you...
...Jamo Concert 11, Jamo Concert 8and Jamo Concert Center.

. , Jam°

THE SOUND OF EXCELLENCE - Made in Denmark.

8

"THE

! !, _!,, /
JAMO UK Ltd, 5Faraday Close, Drayton Fields, Daventry, Northants NN II SRI) Phone: 01327 / 301 300, Fax: 0132;

SOUND
OF
EXCELLENCE"
I00

International enquiries: JAM() A/S, P.O. Box 220, DK-7870 Glyngoere, Denmark, Phone: +45 99 76 76 76, Fax: +43 97 73 20
Web page: http://www.jamospeakers.com
E-mail: speakers@jamo.dk
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technology

Eehind the
hXT and
hCT panel
speaker
corcepts
tiere could
be a patent
a tangle
hat will
ma ie only
lawyers
happy

he technical White Paper
released by Verity on the NXT
panel speaker contains alot of
pretty graphs and a forest of
equations, but few hard facts. Why?
One clue perhaps is Verity's
admission that there may be ' legal
battles over patent issues'.
As Verity has explained, Kenneth
Heron
was
working
for
the
Government's
DRA [Defence
Research Agency] in Farnborough,
trying to reduce background noise in
the cockpits of fighter aircraft. He tried
fixing damping panels, but found thai
they worked as aradiator for sound,
so making it louder. Heron then
looked at the possibility of using aflat
panel as a radiator, and in August
1990 filed the first of two paten
applications. These were combined
and published as International
Application WO 927 3024. Verity then
bought alicence to develop and sublicense the idea.
The patent gives a very clear
explanation of the technology. It also
reveals that at least two Japanese
companies, Matsushita (Technics) and
Sony, came with ahair's breadth of
discovering the audio phenomenon
which Verity is now offering them
under licence. If the Japanese can
prove they tried the same approach ten
years ago, and for some reason rejected
it, they may well be able to invalidate
Verity's patent claim. And now
another company, NCT, claims
conflicting patent rights.

the rear interfering with the in-phase
sound from the front.
Ten years ago both Sony and
Technics were heavily promoting flat
panel speakers that used the
honeycomb
sandwich
material
developed for aircraft flooring (two
light metal skins bonded to a
honeycomb core of cells). Such panels
are very light, but very rigid and
strong. Hence their use in aircraft.
Whereas the Japanese pumped the
panel as apiston, the DRA used an
electromechanical drive to vibrate it.
No attempt was made to damp the
panel: it was allowed to resonate freely.
The panel resonates at all frequencies
to create soundwaves over a wide
audio band. The trick, explains Heron,
is to get just the right ratio between
the stiffness of the panel and its mass.
He describes this with a simple
formula; the T-value is the ratio of
bending stiffness to the cube power of
panel mass per unit surface area.
The T-ratio should be at least 10
and preferably over 100. In other
words, the panel should be very stiff
for its weight. Honeycomb aluminium,
as used by Sony and Technics in their
piston speakers, is ideal. These panels
have T-values of 200 or more. (Solid
steel of any thickness has aT-value of
only around 0.5. Solid carbon
reinforced plastics has aT-value of
only 0.85.) The wave front from the
rear is not amirror-cancelling replica
of the front wave. So no baffle is
needed, and signal-to-sound conversion efficiency approaches 100%.
Heron sketched two speaker designs,
one a lm sq panel hanging free from
a stand, like aclothes rack, and the
other aceiling tile suspended from roof
girders. Frequency response was
between 250Hz and 4KHz, so the
DRA saw the invention as ideal for use
in a public address system. Verity
claims to have 22 patent applications
on the further development work done
to make the panel work as a hi-fi
loudspeaker. These are held by new
company,
New
Transducer
Technology, or NXT. Why not NTT?
The Japanese telephone giant Nippon
Telecom got there first.
Did Sony and Technics
miss, or discover and reject,

cancellation, using flat panels. A sheet
is vibrated with several piezo-ceramic
transducers to create anti-phase sound
which cancels unwanted noise. Now
NCT is offering the panel to generate
wanted sound. Johnson Controls will
build flat panel speakers into car
cladding; NCT promises flat panel
speakers for home theatre use in 1997.

NCT CLAIMS
NCT's publicity material contains
next to no technical information.
Says NCT UK's Managing Director,
Malcolm McDonald ' Icould have
written aWhite Paper, but we didn't
choose to do it that way. We prefer
to let people hear lots of music'.
Later Malcolm McDonald said that
because he had been asked ` many
technical questions on the principles
of operation' he has prepared
'literature outlining some of the physics
behind the technology'.
This two-page note contains only
marginally more than next to nothing.
It lists several companies with which
NCT is working (
eg, Keba Air
Conditioning), and describes the NCT
system as ` aunique patented method
of coupling (piezo ceramic actuators)
to maximize energy transfer to the
membrane, particularly at low
frequencies'. NCT claims ' 300 patents,
applications and disclosures', but has
been unwilling even to identify one by
number. McDonald says this is
because NCT's key patents were not
filed until 1994 and 1995, so have not
yet been published for the public to
read. The key feature, he says, is work
done by Glenn Warnaka on getting
low frequencies out of the panels.
NCT claims work on modal
response dating back to 1983, but
admits that its key patent claims were
not filed until 1994/95. This is five
years after the MOD filed its basic
patent in panel speakers.
So we now have atangled patent
overlap between the Ministry of
Defence, Verity and NCT, not to
mention Technics and Sony. This
should make afew lawyers happy and
rich.
Barry Fox
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PANEL SPEAKER PRINCIPLES
Heron explains how previous flat
panel speakers have worked on one

NXT's artist's
impression Cr
rightjshows an incar application for
NXT. as aparcel
shelf/speaker.
Meanwhile XCT
has been working on
car headlinings
w.hich function a,
loudspeakers

of two principles. They can be
electrostatic, with a flimsy flat
diaphragm moved by the charge on
arigid back-plate. Fidelity is high but
conversion efficiency is low, and the
panel produces only low levels of
sound. Alternatively arigid flat panel
is pumped like apiston or traditional
cone speaker. Still only a few per
cent of the electrical energy is
converted into sound. The driver
must be mounted in a baffle, to
prevent the outofphase sound from

mented
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the possibility of using the
panel as a multi-mode resonator?
And if they discovered it, did they
patent or publish their findings? If
they did, it could invalidate the
monopoly rights now claimed by
DRA and Verity.
NCT is no relation to NXT.
It is
a Cambridge-based
subsidiary of Noise Cancellation
Technologies of Baltimore,
Maryland. Stung by the interest
shown in Verity's panel, NCT
now reminds that it has been
working since 1983 on active noise
17
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This stylish amplifier
kicks off Roksan's new
Caspian

by

KEN

r
T10}1

range

KESSLER

A

n auspicious
product:
Roksan's first completely new
offering since the company
was acquired by Verity. So what does
that mean? Simple: more pressure
from the public, press and trade than
would normally be applied to a
brand-new amplifier launched under
an existing reign. The Caspian
integrated amplifier, which also
happens to be the first model in an
entirely new range designed to carry
Roksan in the 21st Century, doesn't
have to be merely ` good'. It has to
demonstrate that nothing has been
lost in the transition. And who's
willing to bet that there isn't awee bit
of internecine warfare between
Roksan and its new cousins, Mission
and Quad? After all, the Caspian is a
direct rival to Mission's Cyrus line
and the Quad 77 Series.
So, yes, there is alot riding on the
daftly- named Caspian. And I
mention the stupid name as one of
few trivial, no — make that petty —
items that Ican criticise. Because the

`simply wonderful', Imean that it's a
simply wonderful solid-state integrated
amplifier selling for only £695.
Yes, £695 — smack in the middle
of a pack of highly competent
Something
integrated amplifiers with similar tells you that
specs. The genre covers amultitude
it's solid
of amps with power ratings of 50state, probably
100W/ch, mainly line- level only,
the utter
probably fully-remote controlled,
quietness
hopefully fully CEapproved. And the
at idle, the
sheer profusion of amplifiers in this
consistent
category — black or silver or Japanese
speed
or British or Scandinavian —
and effortless
mitigates against novelty value and a dynamics
high ' interest factor', because the
choice overwhelms the observer
rather than exciting him/her. It's why
audiophile- speak for ' terminally
boring' is ` cheap two-way British
loudspeakers'. So what Roksan has woir-,---'"•
done to keep us from nodding off
G
is to put a typically Touraj
Moghaddamian spin on things.
k
Remember, this is the guy who 111.
1
Caspian is simply wonderful.
71
hung atweeter from small coil
Before anyone starts bellowing springs.
about how I've 'been got to', or how I
'
i
e
the
YouRoksan
Il immediately
as ' different',
recognise
if
N
not,
must have forgotten about the
Marantz Project T-1, the Audio Note quite as freaky as Roksan products
Ankoru, the Audio Research REF from the First Dynasty. The company
600 and other high-end masterpieces has opted for a silky/sexy naturalwhich have come my way of late, note colour metal faceplate accented by
that Iam talking about the Roksan in black knobs and ablack case. Go on:
context. Now Iknow that this is ahard touch the top Gr sides. Roksan is
concept for many to grasp, especially mixing its own tactile' paint, so the
moronic reviewers and customers with case has a warm, soft, organic feel.
less disposable income than, say, The perfectly-weighted black rotaries,
Richard Branson, but it's the only way one for source selection and one for
to assess other than cost-no-object volume control, are separated by a
products. So, please, gimme some pair of press buttons flanking a
credit: when Isay that the Caspian is
'squashed oval' display. One button
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selects
tape
monitor, the other
is
marked
'mode'. The
latter
is
a
clever multifunction control
— mirrored as
are all the others
on the delightfully compact handheld controller — which takes the
amp out of stand-by, acts as a mute
(cutting volume by 20dB), or returns
the unit to stand-by if held down for a
few seconds.
Each of the five line sources and
tape has its own indicator in that oval
window, along with one positioned at
the extreme left marked ' mode'. In
stand-by, the mode light glows red.
Switch on and the unit defaults to CD,
with both mode and CD glowing
green. Touch the mode button to
access the mute facility and the mode
light glows amber. Although Icouldn't
get the unit to misbehave, the mode
light also has panic colours to indicate
problems, and the whole display
flashes twice when you switch on from
cold (via the rear-panel-mounted main
on/off switch). This blinking indicates
that on-board diagnostics are ensuring
that all is well.
Although the lights are fingernailsized, you'll soon learn their relative
positions, which will make them
usefully ' viewable' from across the
room. The motorised volume control,
which activates an ALPS pot
employing aspecial film, incorporates
agreen LED which shows you the
volume setting from as far away as
your eyes will allow you to observe it.
(Hey: I'm on an accountability drive.
Don't blame Roksan if you need a
new prescription...)
Both the volume control and the
source selector have the kind of feel
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which makes you think you spent a
bundle. The only ergonomic whinge I
can muster is that you have to scroll
through the five inputs: you can't
jump from CD to Line 1without a
couple of clicks on the remote, but
it's far more elegant than akeypad or
a row of separate toggles. Roksan
toyed with the idea of making each
indicator light in the ` window' an
actual press button for direct access
to each input, but the cost was
prohibitive. And when your target
price is hundreds rather than
thousands of pounds, every penny
counts.
Not that it's easy to see where the
pennies were saved. The back wears
gold-plated phono sockets, and the
CE -blessed binding posts are a
delight; the hole to accept bare wire
just happens to be large enough for
banana plugs when they're inserted
from the top. An IEC three- pin
socket is fitted for the detachable mains
cable, next to afuse holder, and a
particularly nice touch in this age of
surround-sound decoders and multiroom is the fitting of jumpers to
separate the Caspian's pre-amp from
its power amp. This will be appreciated
by those still using NAD 3020s, who
refuse to give up the luxury of a
detachable pre-amp/power amp.
No kidding: examine the Caspian
externally, play with the buttons and
rotaries, fondle the remote and you'd
swear it cost at least agrand. Its ClassAB 70W/ch are derived from two
bipolar devices per side, with tracking
devices to ensure accurate biasing.
The circuit is fully symmetrical and
complementary. Inside, agiant mother
board holds the circuitry of the two
channels, effectively dual mono except
for the rectification and shared mains
transformer, in this case a 350VA
toroidal.
As Touraj said, you simply cannot
afford to put two separate power
supplies in an integrated amp at this
price point, especially when you
check out the rest of the spec. In
addition to the gorgeous aesthetics
and build quality which would shame
a product at twice the price, the
Caspian contains a verticallymounted daughter board (behind the
fascia) which carries amicroprocessor
to control the high-grade relays for
source switching, the front-panel light
show, the infra- red receptor, the
diagnostics and more. In terms of
perceived value, only afew products
— the Densens for example — come
close at the price, while only the
Coplands (which start at £945) do
more for me in aesthetic terms.
But let's talk sound, OK? Once you
get past playing with the Caspian's
remote control, twiddling its
deliciously ' dicky' source selector,
revelling in the way the volume
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control is damped ( and this ' toy
appeal' mustn't be underestimated),
brace yourself for an aural treat. No,
the Caspian isn't particularly tubelike,
and, no, it isn't a Krell- in- cheapclothing in the sheer grunt stakes. It
calls to mind no other sound than
that of other Roksan wares, indicating
that even at amuch lower price point
than is the norm for the marque,
Touraj Moghaddam is capable of
'voicing' his products with the family
sound.
It's a distinctive presentation with
certain quirks which make people
either rabid fans or sniffy critics. A
neutral midband, leaning toward the

Roksan Audit
Stonehill,
Huntingdon,
(lambs
l'El 86E1)
Tel 01480
433 777

think £ 99 is a fortune to pay for
speakers, the Caspian shone like
fresh, wet Beluga. With either welldamped systems like the LS3/5A or
ported Sonuses, it didn't matter,
simply because the Caspian was not
being asked to deliver the kind of bass
best sampled through high- end
systems. Within its 70W capability,
the Caspian possesses an almost
angelic demeanour. But, like Isaid,
beware of its audible quirks.
Take, for example, its way with
soundstaging
and
threedimensionality. In typical British
integrated amp fashion, it favours
width over depth, but produces
enough of the latter to provide a
better-than-satisfactory presentation
— easily par for the £700 course. So
what does the Caspian go and do
with challenging mono recordings,
like Dino's ' Amore'? It manages to
emulate systems in the £ 10,000-plus
bracket with glorious speakerto- speaker
mono

percentages,
I would
envision a £695 integrated
amplifier
nestling
comfortably
in
between a £ 250£1000
CD
player and apair
of
speakers
costing a similar
amount. Thus it could work,
without making a mockery of the
notion of system ' balance', in
complete packages ranging from
around £ 1200 to £2500 without any
glaring mismatches. So Iused the
Caspian to drive BBC LS3/5As,
Radio Shack LX5 Pros, Sonus Faber
Concertinos and Apogee Ribbon
Monitors. Sources included the
Maranta CD63SE, the MarantaplusTheta Chroma, and the Marantz-

Quad ESL63. Big mistake. While it
had enough grunt for normal levels,
the sound fell apart when the volume
edged past the midnight mark. The
amp couldn't make the most of the
Quad's delicate, dipole bass and fell
just short of possessing enough

'context'.
Returning to classy little two-ways,
at the price level above the swill
pumped out to satisfy those who

dry. Precise treble, with no excesses
— neither bright nor dull, but fast
and crisp enough to suggest the
former. Extended bass that makes up
for aslight but audible lack of control
and damping. Something tells you
that it's solid state, probably the utter
quietness at idle, the consistent speed
and effortless dynamics, but apart of
you insists that the behaviour is too
non- aggressive, too civilised to be
anything other than valve- driven.
Then you listen to how it misbehaves,
and you're back in transistorland.
Again, let's keep things in
context. However arbitrary are
the notions of dividing one's
hi-fi budget into specific

plus-NVA DACon kit. It was like
witnessing the birth of a classic, an
integrated amp modern enough and
user-friendly enough to appeal to the
masses beyond the audio community,
but sonically challenging enough to
keep audiophiles on their toes.
Because that's what it does: keep
you on your toes. As agiggle, Itried
the Caspian with its new sibling, the

transparency to make it Quad-ready.
Over- driven even slightly, the
Caspian will bite back with a
graininess in place of the previous
silkiness, arasp where once there was
clarity. But, like Isaid, it's all about

instead of a weedy
little pin- prick of
sound. Such anomalies
make the Caspian a
certified candidate for a
full demonstration; it
simply does not deliver all
of its secrets in one in-yourface session.
And maybe that's why the
Roksan Caspian will prove to
be one for everyone's shortlist
in the sub-£ 1000 amplifier stakes.
For non- audiophiles, it's a simple
case of a gorgeous, well- made
product with all the frills: remote
control, a cool lightshow, and the
promise of atuner and CD player to
produce aone-make system, and at a
sensible price. But for purists on a
budget? It turns out to be one of
those rare components that keeps
producing surprises, and mainly
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pleasant ones.
You'll never forget that you're
getting more than your money's
worth. The Caspian will continue to
dazzle you with skills and capabilities
which you thought were unobtainable
at this price point. True, it will then
do something barely forgivable, like
massacre some strings at playback
levels just above comfortable. But you
won't care because you will know that
you possess one of the biggest
bargains in solid-state amplification
since Hafler stopped making kits.
4-
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The alphabet according
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A1000 Class A Integrated Amplifier

A2 Class A Integrated Amplifier

A2CD Compact Dc Player

A220 Class A Integrated Amplifier

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
FOR DETAILS OF A DEALER NEAR YOU, CONTACT
MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED, 15-17 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE. FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HA9 OTF.

TELEPHONE 0181 900 2866.

TURNTABLES

Thorens TD166
Mk VI

Systemdek I960

Affordable turntables compared: the latest
versions from five well-known brands
by MATTHEW THORNE

I

have absolutely no doubt that,
barring fatal accident, Iwill still

be thrilling to, buying and
scratching vinyl LPs in 20 years
from now. Agreed, the sheer
convenience of storing and
accessing music electronically (in
solid state devices), and the
opportunity to interact with it in the
digital domain, are unquestionable
benefits of new technology. Yes,
amplification and Ihe means of
transducing (NXT?) will have gone
a long way, too, but there will still
be regular and enjoyable delvings
into my LPs for excitement and
passion. Any bets?
Apart from the recent upsurge in
the manufacture and replay of vinyl,
one reason is that you don't have to
be the proud ( darnmit, smug)
owner of ten grands' worth of
awesome metal and glass, hurtling

Rego Planar 3

around on an air bearing
that would hold up the
Symphony Hall, to
appreciate
the
special qualities
of
analogue
recording and
reproduction.
Like many HFNIRR
readers_, Idon't suppose I
will ever be in that financial
position, but there are an awful lot
of record players out there, priced
in the real world, which are more
than capable of bringing a smile to
your face — and your friends'.
You don't need a cupboard full
of spare van den Hul
Grasshoppers either (in
case they stop making
them in the future),
because the thrills,
spills and a lot else /

Dual CS 505-4

are still available from areasonablypriced cartridge, such as the
Ortofon MC15 Super II (£ 130),
chosen for this review. With its
well-known limitations, you can
upgrade ad infinitum from this level,
but the MC15 is capable of some
admirable feats of reproduction,
and is quite able to reveal the
distinctions between a bunch of
turntables under £580.
Following a philosophy of
consistency, the five under review
were all used this with cartridge,
and all were plugged into the same
system [see box]. All but the Dual
came fitted with the ubiquitous
Rega RB300 (or RB250) tonearrn.
Ibegan by giving each deck a
day's playing of varied material,
before listening, in earnest, to
recordings chosen for their ability to
reveal several important qualities.
The excitement of a large, very
English string orchestra, with its
huge dynamic range, gorgeous tone
and colour, is very much present on
my disc of Tippett's Concerto for
Double String Orchestra [
Marriner,
Academy of St Martin- in- theFields, Argo ZRG 680], and Ifind
myself continuing to use it for
critical purposes.
The large orchestral spaces of
Bartok's Music for Strings, Percussion
and Celeste [
Ormandy, Philadelphia
Orchestra, EMI EG 29 0297 1],
particularly the final Allegro, will
sort out the ability to project music
from a three-dimensional source
convincingly.
Likewise ' Teo', by Miles Davis
with John Coltrane et al, from
Someday My Prince Will Come
[Mobile Fidelity, MFSL 1-177] is a
very good example of how to record
the wonderful jazz these guys made
in a real acoustic ( OK, studio)
space, each instrument convincingly
originating from its own area of the
sound stage. There are points at
which some record-players notably
trip up on this track, too, where
Coltrane's
sublime
phrases
definitely do not.
For unreal levels of low bass,
audible, tuneful and controlled on
good systems, I've been
listening to Funki Porcini's
Hed Phone Sex, [
Ninja
Tune ZEN 17], and for
even less-real electronics,

WORKING FOR CHANGE
WITHIN THE SYSTEM
From the cartridge
output onward.

DUAL CS 505-4

the system

`What is that doing here?', you may
ask. Well, it's Dual's fullyautomated £ 200 ` CS 505-4
Audiophile
Concept
Hi-fi
Turntable' mate, and at around

comprised an
Audio
Synthesis
ADEQ phono
stage, feeding
AMP 02's
mainframe: AMP 02's well- buffered. direct-

IMP

coupled output fed a Beard P35 vElve power amplifier, via
Chord cables: this output was then bi-wired to a pair of
Celestion 7000 ribbon hybrid loudspeakers, with heavily
modified stands. Where A/B listening was required, an
Audio Synthesis PAS 01 was used to switch directly
between inputs, with no noticeable degradation in sound
quality. The equipment was set up on a Quadraspire Q4
Hi-fi Table. Listening was in a large ( 12ft x 24ft) room
(with parquet flooring, on concrete), at 12ft from the
speakers, themselves 8ft apart. A familiar, independent
reference deck comprised a Linn LP12/Akito/Ortofon
MC30 Supreme, with an Avondale Audio power supply.

27493-1] serves just fine, and Nina
Simone's (mono) ' Do Imove you?'
[Nina Simone Sings the Blues, RCA
Victor RD- 7883] will cause me to
protest if there is any loss of warmth
and vitality in her voice.
Beethoven's Diabelli Variations
[Arrau, Philips 416 295-1]
represent an enormous challenge
for apiano, let alone ahi-fi system;
metallic-sounding upper registers,
muddled chords and dulled
transients all rear their ugly heads
when this LP is played on ` bad fi'.
Finally, an old favourite is a
lovely recording of Vivaldi's Six
Flute Concerti [
Preston, Hogwood,
Academy of Ancient Music. Decca
L'Oiseau Lyre. DSLO 519], which
has a tremendous vitality, the
beautiful breathy baroque flute
dancing with the other instruments

in what sounds like a small church
in London,
over a clearly
discernible background of starlings
and rumbling traffic!

Suspension
is via a sprung
'sub- plinth',
to which the
motor, platter
and belt- driven
sub- platter
are attached

SUPPLIER
Dual,
77 Dane Road,
Sale,
Cheshire
M33 7BP
Tel 0161 973
0505

£200 ( complete with Audio
Technica AT95E m-m cartridge), it
has to be considered as an option. It
was reviewed exactly as the others,
set up with the same Ortofon
MC15, although the design team at
Dual weren't exactly expecting the
attachment of someone else's
tonearm, so the RB300 is removed
from the equation. As usual, the
naff concept of a removable
headshell made cartridge changing
easy, safe and pleasant. Thereafter,
set up was, well, a bit of a drag
really. I've had more fun from a
Dansette ( and you got a fitted
mains plug with them).
Hilariously, Dual's manual is
pedantic enough to refer to tracking
force in milliNewtons (correct, as
we're talking about force rather
than weight), but about ten of
these, luckily, equal a good old
gram as we know it, Jim. Equally
hilariously, hours of fun are to be
had with the fine-tuning pitch
control — you want portamenti?
You got ' em. Not so hilariously,
Dual claims that any cartridge can
be installed in the dinky plastic
headshell, from 2 to 8grams in
weight. Well folks, the only way I
could get the arm to balance the 7g
Ortofon was to perch the
counterweight as far as it would go
without it actually falling off, and
(are you insane, man?) finishing the
adjustment by adding ablob of BluTack! Suspension is via a
sprung ' sub- plinth',

which
nevertheless
demand quite a lot in terms of
dynamics and rhythm, I chose
Orbital's ' Out There Somewhere?'
[from In Sides, Internal Records
828 763-1], and Underworld's
'Pearl's Girl' [
Second Toughest in the
Infants, Junior Recordings Ltd]. For
attack, and ' bass slam', the exPrince's ' Love machine' [
Graffiti
Bridge, Paisley Park WX 361 7599-
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to which the motor, platter and
belt-driven sub-platter are attached.
To use, lift and cue the arm to
somewhere over the record ( the
platter starts up), and lower with
the lever, itself mounted on the subplinth. When it gets to the end,
don't get out of the bath, because it
lifts the arm — rather clunkily, in
fact, but effectively, and the platter
stops. All that's really missing is a
record-stacker! The level of finish is /
actually OK, but it all looks and ,
feels plasticky, so, how does it /
sound?

SOUND QUALITY
It didn't take any A/B testing
to determine the salient
points. Miles's tone, and
Coltrane's,
were
almost
unrecognisable. The double-bass
was booming and wobbling away
under the sofa somewhere, and
there was no sense of space or
depth to the musical image.
Electronic music had the kind of
dynamically- compressed,
uninteresting sonic quality of a
drive-time radio pop programme —
choose any. Nina's performance
was dulled, and what Ireally didn't
like, at all, was the Dual's assault on
orchestral (particularly string) tone,
which came across with a soft,

oil circulating
bearing', and level
the subchassis by rotating
the nuts at the base of the springs
(which , NB, have to be facing the
right way in order to close the dust
cover!). You get the feeling that you
have constructed the turntable, feet

An off-boa-d
mains
transfoirmer
powers asilent
upwards, from its basic, easily
motor, bolted
adjustable elements. To fine-tune
the suspension, the tension of the to the plinth,
phono cable can be adjusted by a driving the
(mat-less,
clamp, although I found this
hurray!)
difficult with the rather cheapo
platter via a
cable emanating from the RI3300.
An off-board mains transformer high quality,
mushy character that left me
round-section
wishing that I ' hadn't just done powers asilent motor, bolted to the
rubber belt.
that' ( put the Tippett on, that plinth, driving the ( mat- less,
There's
asilver
is).To be as fair as possible, Ialso hurray!) platter via a high quality,
push-batten
listened to the above examples with round-section rubber belt. There's
switch, and,
the supplied Audio Technica 95E, a asilver push-button switch, and, to
change to the occasional 45, flip the er... that's it
masochistic experience for certain.
With or without the correct m-m
'header' inserted into ADEQ, the
whole thing sounded muffled and
woolly.

CONCLUSION
If you want idiot- proof usability,
automatic operation and massproduced plastic moulding, but
don't really care about the faithful
reproduction of music, then (a) buy
a Dual 505 and (b) don't bother
reading HFNIRR. This product is a
good way to persuade someone to
ditch their LPs altogether and go
CD...

MICHELL MYCRO
The (£ 581) Michell Mycro with its
Rega FtB300 arm is fun to set up,
and its simplicity and elegance of
design are very impressive — as are
the looks, which are, I think,
stunning. First, level the acrylic
plinth on a chosen support ( not
necessarily perfectly level itself) by
rotating the three spiked feet. Then
suspend the subchassis on the hefty
suspension springs above these feet.
Locate and lock the platter, which,
à la GyroDec, sits on an ' inverted
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belt up anotch. Er... that's it.
Personally, Iwouldn't think of
using the Mycro on anything but a
wall- mounted turntable shelf,
although for the purposes of this
review, Istuck to the Quadraspire
support (see box). After lowering
the cartridge on to arecord, Ifound
it was best not to go anywhere near
anything also on the support: a
slight touch caused the water-bedlike suspension to start undulating
wildly, with predictable results for
my poor old record. Move the preamplifier to another table for worry-

chance
with
Arrau
playing
Beethoven, although the reference
turntable was in adifferent league.

free operation.
Lifting the relatively heavy dust
cover can cause the whole assembly
to skid across the table, too, and,
ideally, I'd like to see either a
heavier plinth, or firmer ( that is,
furniture- damaging)
spiking.
Definitely not a deck I'd want to
use at a pasty. You get used to the
delicacy of the thing very quickly,
though, and Idiscovered that the
results are worth it.

SOUND QUALITY
The Mycro was my personal
favourite among this group. It does

have a
'character'
of its own, but
it
is
eminently
capable of reproducing the
fine detail present in orchestral
music, for me, approaching the
reference Linn in this respect.
None of the turntables were as
good as the Mycro in giving the
impression of the foreground piano
(p), against the background strings
(if) in the Bartok (that is, orchestral
space). It was also the best at
resolving the densely- textured
octave tuttis of the violins.
On the other hand, some might
find its slightly laid-back approach
to rhythmic, electronic music
(Orbital, Underworld) a little
disappointing. Its strengths lie in a
'clear voice', such that instruments
have a recognisable character, and
the ability to resolve complex
textures. While not perhaps as
dynamic and forward as, say, the
Systemdek, Ithink it will be bought
for its style, and for the faithful
representation of orchestral and
chamber music — real instruments
recorded in areal acoustic space.
Iwas quite delighted, after the
Dual experience, to hear things like
Miles' valves creaking again(!) and
the Mycro positively sang the
Vivaldi straight at me, with a
convincing, sweet tone. It was also
the only one of the five that stood a

CONCLUSION

Michele
Engineering,
2Theoaold.Succc,
Borehannma,
Hens
WD6 4SE
Tel 01E1
953 0771

A very good buy, if you listen to a
lot of melodic, acousticallygenerated music. Instruments have
a natural-sounding timbre, and its
'singing' quality will be bewitching
for some, as will its excellent
soundstaging. Iwould recommend
a wall- mounted support for this
delicate, stylish turntable, well clear
of five year olds, and keep the
parties to aminimum.
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TURNTABLES
REGA PLANAR 3
Little changed since the ' 70s (aside
from the momentous introduction
of the RB300 arm in 1984), the
£274 Rega Planar 3 has a more
powerful motor, heavier (still
glass) platter,
and a thicker,
heavier plinth
than the Planar 2,
the deck which
has given so many
people their first
step into real hi-fi.
(I've still got mine
and wouldn't part
with it for the world.)
The Planar 3 is the
most ` suspensionless'
of
the
turntables
reviewed here, simply using three
low-compliance rubber feet. Speed
change is achieved by lifting the
platter and flipping the drive belt on
to the larger groove on the pulley.
Rega says that the money saved 'is
spent on an expensive low-vibration
motor'
normally
found
on
turntables costing two to three
times as much. The Rega is
completely unfussy to set up and
use: just find an absolutely level
support, drop the platter on to the
plastic, tapered sub-platter, plug
into the mains and your phono
stage, flip the switch and go.
No problems with 'delicacy' here,

SOUND QUALITY
Immediately noticeable with
respect to the reference Linn, Mycro,
Systemdek and Thorens was a lack
of character in the bass, which was
either abit wobbly, or not there at
all. It swung along OK, but ' Love
Machine' was lacking in excitement,
aresonant bass slam becoming abass
'thud'. The Rega conveyed some of
the excitement of the Vivaldi
recording, but it was tonally ' thin',
muddling the cellos somewhat, and

not making the best of Preston's
gorgeous, delicate embouchure. The
soundstage seemed quite flat,
folks: the Rega will survive many a nothing emerging or retreating from
wild party! The dust- cover that a plane between the speakers. This
Rega uses has got to be one of the was confirmed in the Bartok, where
best in the business, heavy, with the sense of orchestral space was
attractive clean lines and fitting diminished. There was alack of grip,
properly. The durable hinges are rhythmically, in noisy electmnic stuff
attached to the cover, for easy like Underwerld, but strangely, the
removal, and there's generally Rega performed admirably when
nothing flimsy about it. Rega states given some Miles Davis, although
again, Coltrane's saxophone had
that there ' may also be a sound
none of the richness expected of it.
improvement' with the lid down.

SUPPLIER
Rega Research
Ltd,
119 Park Street,
Wastchffe on Sea,
Esirex
S.Ie.0 7PD
Td 01702
333 071

CONCLUSION
At its price, the Rega represents
very good value. It is extremely
tough and well- made ( it will
probably last for ever and ever) and
it will make agreat introduction for
someone interested in what their
records are capable of. But it will
leave you yearning for the extra
depth and resolution of the
soundstage, awarmer, richer tone,
and deeper, controlled bass of its
more expensive cousins.

SYSTEMDEK 1960
SUPPLIER
S:ystemdek Ltd
34 Kyle Road
'nine lad. Estate
!nine
Sen/and
Ko112 8LD
To! 01294
271 251

With the most attractive finish I've
seen for this kind of turntable (no
suspension between bearing and
plinth), the Systemdek 1960 (£ 500
with Rega RB 250) features aplinth
covered
in
a hard-wearing
rubberised textured grey paint. In
combination with the colourless,
frŒted ( also mat- less, hurray!)
acrylic platter, the effect is stylish
and striking. The accurately
machined acrylic hub and platter sit
hard on abearing, itself coupled to
a high- density 25mm plinth,
which is suspended on four
spring feet, giving the whole lot
a firm, but slightly compliant
feel.
The platter is driven by a
respectable ' 24- pole
precision synchronous
high torque motor,
mounted on an antivibration assembly',
via
a precisionmoulded
ro-und section drive belt. Iwas,
therefore, worried to find
that a distinctly audible buzz
became apparent from the said
motor department when Iturned
on the single surface switch. After a
few days, this noise seemed to abate
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TURNTABLES
somewhat, and Ishould say that it
didn't interfere with the
amplified signal, even
when listening at very low
levels. It's just that I've got
this thing about hums ' n'
buzzes, you know?
It's adream to use, however,
requiring an absolutely level
support ( they recommend wallmounted), its clean, unfussy looks
are reflected by the ergonomics.
Aesthetically, the slightly shoddy
dust cover is more than made up
for by the intelligent minimalism of
its design, the attractive platter and
rock-solid construction throughout.
Because the cover is very light in
relation to the rest of the assembly,
it is quite safe to raise and lower it
whilst records are playing — an
obvious requirement, you might
think.

SOUND QUALITY
`Raunchy' was the first adjective
that sprang to mind, when Iheard
the Systemdek handle ' Love
Machine'. This deck came the
closest to the chest-thumping bass
slam of the reference Linn, and bass
notes were deep and controlled. It
was not let down in terms of
faithfully reproducing convincing
timbres, either, with quite a
natural-sounding Miles Davis, or
Nina Simone.
Some will definitely appreciate
the Systemdek's forward, energetic
presentation, such that it can easily
convey energy and excitement,
holding onto the punchy electronic
rhythms of Orbital.
The Systemdek was second only
to the Mycro in terms of resolution,
Tippett's complex, interweaved
string textures coming out fine,
although there were traces of
harshness when the going got
tough. When it came to the
reproduction of an acoustic space,
however,
I think
that the
soundstage lacked depth in
comparison with the Mycro, and
even the Thorens succeeded in
presenting a more convincing
Philadelphia Orchestra playing
Bartok. There was, in fact, a quite
adequate definition of lateral space
in, for example Miles Davis, but
little depth to the image. Maybe a
better cartridge might help to
achieve this — something I'd like to
try soon.

Another
quality that
quickly
became
apparent wes
this deck's
'plummy',
og ' rich'
character

CONCLUSION
Like the Rega, the Systemdek 1960
is very well- made, as mentioned
above, with fuss- free, reliable
operation (and there's no damn felt
mat to fool around with). Unlike
the Rega, Ifirmly recommend it for
its lively, energetic portrayal of
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SUPPLIER
Pwrens,
PO Box 442
Great Missenceu
Bucks
1-1P16 OjB
Tel 01494
890 277

music, involving the listener in both
acoustic and electronic pieces, and
certainly encouraging you to put on
another disc. Let down slightly, I
feel, by ashallow soundstage, some
will
still
find
its
forward
presentation and verve irresistible.

THORENS TD 166 MK YI
This is the latest version of
Thorens's ' budget' subchassis
turntable, and is ultimately
descended from the original 1960s
Thorens TD150. The £ 500 TD
166 Mk VI uses the classic
Thorens suspended subchassis
approach, with an ' acoustically
damped' ( that is, particle board)
chassis. Belt driven by a quiet 16pole, slip- clutch synchronous
motor (powered by an ' electronic
generator', which itself draws its
power from an off-board PSU),
on-off and speed change are via a
single rotary control on the plinth.
Set up was easy, and all was fine
until Ireached to raise the RB300
from my Miles Davis LP. The force
required to lift the lever was moFe
than enough to cause horrendous
scrapings of the platter, as the Every
compliant) suspension did just
what it was not supposed to do.
Sure, Ican get my Linn to scrape
similarly if Idrop abrick on it, but
I can at least cue the tonearm!
There is plainly not enough lateral
or vertical movement of the
subchassis to allow for the armlifting device, and you can forget
trying to play oldeii, heavier
records, as Idiscovered when Iput
an original Esquire (
Blue Haze —
Miles again!) on to the assembly:
the suspension just sank so low that
the platter scraped along on the
plinth!
Despite the LP12's substantial
similarities to the principle LP12,

the Thorens still gives the visual
impression of something slightly
old-fashioned and mass-produced.
Having said this, there was
evidence that somebody was paying
attention to QC at Thorens: the
deck was ' set up' when Igot it, and
somebody had gone to the trouble
of ' dynamic balancing' the
moulded 2.7 kg zinc alloy platter —
by drilling a series of half- holes on
the underside! It's not bad looking,
understand, it just ain't half as
solid or good-looking as the rest of
Thorens' mouthwatering range of
goodies.

SOUND QUALITY
Having moaned and groaned abit,
it has to be said, however, that this
deck is rewarding to listen to, with
its own qualities. Its ability to
project a convincing soundstage,
albeit smaller than that of the
Mycro's,
but
still
threedimensional, was very evident with
the Bartok, Tippett, Vivaldi and
Miles Davis recordings. This
interested me, and Iinvestigated
further, listening A/B against the
reference Linn turntable. Ibecame
convinced that the Thorens TD
166 has a very good, stable,
soundstage, but diminished in size.
So much for that, but what
about the music? Another quality
that quickly became apparent was
this deck's ' plummy', or ' rich'
character, which actually turned
out to he the result of a veiled,
muffled mid-range. The brightness
of Monica Huggett's baroque
violin in the Vivaldi had dulled,
there was confusion among the
cellos of both the Philadelphia
Orchestra and the Academy of St
Martin- in-the- Fields.
This means that the Thorens is
quite `easy on the ear' and
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TURNTABLES
comfortable
to
listen
to.
Unfortunately, as a result (for me)
performances lacked excitement and
clarity. It is by no means as punchy
or controlled as the Systemdek, or
as clear and truthful as the Mycro.

CONCLUSION
1could not live with the muffled
and confused midrange of this

turntable, although some would
prefer
its
comfortable,
undemanding character. and its
soundstaging is a definite strength.
Not really a bargain at £ 500, I'd
recommend a thosough listening in
your system at home, before
shelling out zloties.
The problem with lifting rite
tonearm could be solved by simply

By no means
as punchy or
controlled s
the Systemdek,
or as clear and
truthful as ihe
Mycro...

buying the Thorens TD 146 MkVI
instead: arotary knob on the plinth
raises and lowers the tonearm,
and, because this is isolated from
the subchassis, disturbance is
minimal.
It
also
stops
automatically when the stylus
reaches the lead- out groove, a
facility some would never be
without!

S

ome general points: the Mycro and Thorer,s draw their
power from the mains \ la small, hideable off-board
transformers, whereas the others all plug in directly.
None of the turntables have separate earthing tags ( being
earthed through the tonearm cable screen), except the Dual.
A fine, eminently adjustable support though the Quadraspire
is (and not half bad-looking, either!), I'd recommend awallmounted bracket for each of the decks, except the Dual again,
which probably works upside down! Idid not listen to any of
these turntables with alternative cartridges, and, although I'm
afirm believer in the ability of Ortofon's MC 15 to impress,
I'd recommend auditioning with the cartridge intended for
use.
Among the choices here, the Rega represents
value for money, although personally, Ithink it
lacks the ability to excite, or involve me much in the
music.
The Michell Mycro would suit someone who
listened alot to instruments and voices, recorded in a
real acoustic space. Ido myself, but Ialso listen to
electronic and amplified music, and the Mycro still comes
out tops for me, in terms of its resolution, soundstage and and

41111111111111111111111111111111111
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bass.
The Systemdek is aclose rival, with amore in-yer-face
attitude that some will prefer. Excelling in its deep,
controlled bass, and energetic handling of rhythm, for me it
is only let down by alack of three-dimensionality in an
otherwise wide and stable soundstage.
The Thorens is something of an odd-ball, for me. Ican't
say I'm over-fond of its ergonomics or its listhetics, but it
has some fine qualities (not least asmaller, but stable and
accurately- presented soundstage).
If Thorens were the only turntable manufacturer in the
world, Ithink I'd go for tlesemi-automatic TD 146 MkVI,
but I'd still be wary of the v'îiled, muddled midrange, and
an over-rich tone.
Learning, neural networks exhibit aproperty known as
'stochastic resonance', whereby atiny increase in background
noise actually increases the sensitivity of the system to the
main signal. Could it be that this is why, so many times, my
LPs beat my CDs? Not that CDs have an absolutely silent
noise floor, mind you, and Ireally enjoy the music from
plenty. Ithink it's just because I've got so many more LPs
than CDs, and when Miles is doin'
his thang, w‘io cares about
aht of surface
noise?

Clockwise from top to bottom: Michell Mycro, Thorens 166.
Regct Planar 3, Systandek 1960 and the Dual 505 Mk It
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his£2500
UK- built
integrated amp sounded
interesting on abrief audition
at The Hi -Fi Show. A triode,
single-ended design, it doesn't use
feedback and belongs to the ultrapurist revival school. The output
valves are those eye-catching, bright
VT4C (211) triodes, the ones with
the directly heated thoriated
cathodes, glowing like old carbon
light bulbs.
Experience has taught us to take
single
ended
valve
power
specifications with a large pinch of
salt, so the 18W per channel claim
was
viewed
with
caution.
Nonetheless, 18W Class A is agood
start when much of the competition
in this price range uses the smaller
300B triode, providing half that
power. In theory, if it clips well, and
zero feedback triodes generally do,
then such moderate power can go
quite a distance subjectively before
the distortion becomes annoying.

TECHNOLOGY
The Rhythm includes a line preamplifier built-in, providing a total
of five inputs including tape. The
controls comprise on/off plus
volume and input select. Inputs and
outputs are gold plated, the former
with PTFE insulation, the latter
using exposed metal binding posts.
Mains connection is via a
detachable IEC cord.
The unit is presented as one
deep narrow chassis, black
enamel with polished
copper
cladding,

measuring 225x260x470mm (hwd).
The boxed weight of 22kg reflects
the generously sized transformers.
The design uses silicon rectification.
Input and driver valves are small
double triodes, three ECC8Is and
two ECC83s leading to a5687. All,
including the National 211/VT4C
output devices, are specified as
military grade. A three-month
warranty is provided for the valves,
with one year for the rest of the
electronics.
Founded on a double- sided
printed circuit board, some of the
low level signal wiring is silver Litz
while the volume control is the blue
ALPs. This and the selector switch
are hard wired. Over 1000V is
provided for the
211s. These high
anode resistance
devices need high
voltage to develop
their full power.
Consequently,
the capacitor
filtered power
supply is rated
at 1350V to
cope,
so
don't take

Experience
has taught us
to take singleended valve
power
specifications
with a large
pinch of salt,
so the 18W
per channel
claim was
viewed with
caution

the cover off unless you are properly
qualified. As specified there is no
feedback connection to the main
circuit from the speaker side of the
gapped
16- section
output
transformer. This amplifier is run
open
loop,
and
damn
the
consequences for distortion and
output impedance.
While it sounded good on
listening ( see below), on the test
bench the Rhythm proved to be the
stuff of nightmares. In fact, its test
results were so poor that one is
forced to question the whole
precept of testing with the usual
parameter set.
Take for example the output
impedance. At high powers it
headed toward 8 ohms, providing
an almost negligible speaker
damping factor of one. At
moderate powers, 1W, the
damping improved to 1.6,
with an equivalent output
resistance in the region of
5ohms.
Open- circuited,
the
Gamma will produce an
overswing voltage reaching
to an equivalent of 50W; but
when loaded by the usual 8

You might be
captivated
by the
Rhythm, a
new British
single ended
triode amp
from Gamma

by MARTIN COLLOMS

SLAVE TO THE
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ohms, the available power was
much less, typically 10W at 1kHz
for many per cent distortion. The
18W claim was not met unclipped
for either channel.
Even with a tolerant criteria of
1% maximum distortion, the
Gamma could only provide 4.2W at
lkHz, 0.8W at 20kHz, and 0.073W
(yes 73 milliwatts!) at 20Hz. Things
improved a little by some 50Hz
where 2.4W was possible. If rather
more distortion was deemed
acceptable then more power was
available, up to 10W or so.
This is inadequate power for all
but the most sensitive loudspeakers,
and ideally even those should have a
neutral impedance characteristic.
The amplifier was then tested on
atypical `real' speaker, the Mission
731SE. Whatever the designer's
target was for this ideal speaker, it
would be corrupted by + 1.5,
-3.5dB amplitude errors due to the
amplifier mismatch. This curve also
indicated that with so little amplifier
damping applied to the speaker, the
bass response would be affected
with excessive lift at resonance.
Most speakers are designed for a
damping factor of at least 10 for
correct results. Icould recommend
the Rhythm for high sensitivity
speakers, but I felt that the
relatively high hum level precludes
this. Against a 1W/OdBW reference
level the hum was only 55dB down,
only just tolerable with 90dB/watt
speakers and unacceptable with
horn designs.
'Peak current was a feeble 1.5A
with channel separation 60-70dB,
while
channel
balance
was
unexceptional at typically 0.5dB,
increasing to 0.9dB at a - 69dB
setting. Highly sensitive, 23mV
sufficed for full output, much lower
than specified.
At 10W, the high frequency
intermodulation was poor at - 15dB
or 17.8%, at 1W Imeasured -38dB
or 1.2% — pretty poor. For further
details, see the Lab Report.

more forward sounding mid range,
and a more obviously bright upper
treble. In addition, the lower treble
showed some coloration, a mild
`nasal' effect added to vocals.
While listening to this mildly
altered speaker, exploration of the
available dynamic range indicated
that quite reasonable levels were
available. In this respect it sounded
more like 25 than 18W, but this was
mainly in the mid band. In the bass,
the output was curtailed at anything
over moderate volume levels, and
the treble tended to lose clarity,
appearing light and mushy. Despite
the weak bass, what remained was
surprisingly expressive and tuneful.
Hauling itself up the rankings by
its own bootstraps, this amplifier
possessed a seductive vitality, a
marvellous sense of communication
with the heart of the music. Vocals
were most communicative, subtle
dynamic contrasts were portrayed
very well, and the music bounced
along with a fine sense of rhythm.
This amplifier was seriously
transparent, showing great clarity,
fine stereo depth and a very fine
presentation of space and ambience
in the sound stage. Lots of fine
detail was present despite the shift
in tonal balance due to the
amplifier's interaction with the
speaker's impedance characteristic.
It sounded quick, direct,
uncomplicated, with an ability to

LAB REPORT
Icharted the

frequency response
of the Rhythm on
8ohms and found
aflat response
nominally from
100Hz to 10kHz,
with the -0.5dB,
(the just
perceptible rolloff
points) at 60Hz
and 15kHz, this
arelatively
narrow range
[Fig 11.
The -3dB
points were at
20Hz which is
definitely audible,
and for the upper
frequency, Igot
33kHz.
However, when
loaded by areal
speaker, in this
test case asimple
two-way Mission
731SE, the actual
frequency response
was strongly
modified by the
speaker,
something
amplifier designers
generally try to
control. With
resolve
subtle
textures
in
¡kHz as a
instrumental scoring.
reference point the
Taken overall, the sound quality
amplifier output
score ( on my usual subjective
rose nearly I.5dB
listening test scale) was an
at 2.5kHz, level
impressive 23 points.
again at 5kHz,
CONCLUSION
but then falling
significantly,
At moderate volume levels, and
down I.5dB by
once an adjustment has been made
to the now altered sound of your
15kHz. Matters
were still more
chosen speaker, the Gamma
serious at lower
Rhythm will perform passably from
frequencies.
a technical viewpoint. The treble
250Hz hit adip
distortion is very likely associated
of 3.7dB, the
with the noted 'zing' and `brilliance'
upper bass quickly
heard, while the mid is sound
peaking to + 1dB,
SOUND QUALITY
enough. If the bass sounded dry,
and so on.
Iwas truly glad that Ilistened to this fits the case since the amplifier
There was no
this amplifier before Imeasured it, does attenuate the low bass and is
point in
as it would have been really easy to deficient in power here.
Despite these negative factors,
measuring the
get the wrong impression from the
distortion at the
there remains a core of sufficient
test figures.
frequency
Working with speakers ranging quality to lift the Rhythm out of the
extremes but at
from the Wilson WITT, Quad ordinary. Certainly, it is something
¡kHz it just
of an acquired taste. Yet that elusive
ESL63 and Spendor SP2-2, this
scraped -43dB,
amplifier acquired something of a micro- dynamic resolution, great
0.7% for ¡ W8
different identity each time. These clarity, transparency and yes,
ohms. In the 1W
identities are certainly recognisable rhythm, that is shown by this model
distortion
but surprisingly don't seem to will help keep the flame alive for the
invalidate assessment of the other zero feedback SE triode, a spectrum [Fig 2]
hum sidebands
fascinating sound, combined with
aspects of performance.
may be seen on
For example, with the Wilson an alarmingly weak result on the
either side of the
speaker there was aloss of low bass, test bench. I leave the buying
harmonics
some emphasis in the upper bass, a decision up to you.
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Fig 1. Gamma Rhythm: IW 8ohm frequency
response (solid); with Mission 731, -I0dB (dotted)

Fig 2. Gamma Rhythm: 1W 8ohm, »Hz
distortion spectrum

Fig 3. Gamma Rhythm: IOW 8 ohm, IkHz
distortion spectrum

showing that it has
intermodulated
with the signal.
The spectrum itself
showed aclassic
decay of harmonic
power with order,
adesirable
characteristic.
At 1OW [Fig 31
the amplifier was
clearly
approaching
overload, as the
distortion was only
16dB down, with
Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms

arough spectrum
extending well
beyond 20kHz.
The 18W maker's
claim couldn't be
verified.

SUPPLIER
Gamma
Acoustics,
Ivy Lodge, 81
Sussex Place,
Slough, Berks
SU 1INN
Tel 01753
526 939
Gamma Rhythm
18W,12.6dBW*

Measured power (
at 240V AC 50Hz) for 1%
peak distortion
Continuous 8ohms lch
Burst 10ms 8 ohms
Output impedance ( ohms)
Harmonic distortion
at OdBW 8 ohms
Channel separation(dB)

20Hz lkHz 20kHz
6 -1
13
5
5
5
-43
71

71

63

IntermodulatIon distortion (19/20kHz 1:1)
rated - 15.3dB38dB
OdBW Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2te
2rn sec ri iso
+1.5A
1.5A
Signal-to-noise (full gain) ref OdBW rel full level
22Hz-22kHz -55dB -65dB
'A' wtd
-63dB -70dB
Channel balance
0.45dB
Input Impedance
250K ohm,
input sensitivity
6mV IHF, OdBW
0.023V for programme clip
Frequency response -0.5dB, 60Hz to 15kHz;
-3dB, 20Hz to 32kHz
Dimensions, (whd)
260x225x470mm
Typical price (Inc VAT) £2500

'where Oder =2.83V, or le8ohms
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ot keeping tabs on other
reviewers, Ican't say if it's
normal practice to use as a
reference something which members
of the public cannot purchase. Hotrodded hardware, prototypes which
never made it into production —
there are plenty of wild one-offs to
tempt reviewers but which serve no
purpose if readers cannot find them
in shops. That's why, for example,
I'm afflicted with a massive guilt
complex every time Iwrite about the
Marantz CD-12/DA-12 KI Signature.
It was OK When my CD-12/DA-12
was standard form. Hundreds were
sold in Europe > and the Philips l
000
(which sod in greater numbers) is
said to be similar. But then Ihad the
Marantz tweaked witiin an inch of its
life... alorg with only a half- dozer
other lucky souls who got in mere
before the chip supply was exhausted.
So Icast arocnd for something I
could use alongside it, something
which was its sonic equal, but with
unrestricted, ` real world' availability
And Ididn't have to look far, because
Theta's DS Pro Generation V had

As Theta
maintains a
policy of antiobsolescence,
the Generation
V in my
possession
went back to
the importer
for a
retrofitting
session

Theta's reference-standard
DS Pro Generation V DAC now comes
in an upgraded 51' version
by

KEN KESSLER

GREAT
1 114
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been in daily use in my main system
ever since it first arrived, acouple of
years earlier. But, to my shame, it :had
been reduced to acting as the DAC in
my home theatre system, processing
Laserdisc sound more often than CD
signals. Istand rebuked, because it
deserves much better. And, as If to
remind me in spades what acallous
putz I'd been, Theta uprated the
model to Generation V A status
(£4300, £ 6500 for the balanced
version), demanding areassessment.
As Theta maintains a policy of
anti-obsolescence, the Generation V
in my possession went back to the
Importer for a retrofitting session.
When it left it was a 16.8kg,
48x9c24.5ecm (whd) gunmetal grey
,ox with aminimum of frills. Unlike
the very first models, it was HDCDequipped, no the centre recess
contained three rather than two blue
LEDs. These indicated power on,
HDCD signal detecton, and general
signal lock-on. Slim toggle switches
choose pcwer on/off and polarity
mversion (hooray!), and select tape or
source and choose between three
digital inputs That's it: classic frill'tee DAC Iron panel sparseness.
Not that tke back offers mach
more for those who assess aprodt.ct's
worth by the numner of fitments.
Two versions of the Pro Generation
ehave always been available — with
-Dr without nalancsd outputs in
addition te te standard sockets
hile the Jersion in my possenion

has always been XLR-clad. Where
the fun comes in is with the selection
of input types. In bog-standard form,
a Pro Generation V comes with
coaxial RCA ( phono) sockets for
(digital) tape in and tape out, and
with three coaxial phono sockets for
digital signals. The all-coaxial unit I
have wears a phono socket, a BNC
and an XLR for inputs 1, 2and 3; the
optical options include Toslink and
AT&T. So, while Icannot use the
Pro Generation V (or the Generation
V A, since Istuck with the original
sockets) for AT&T-equipped optical
transports, I can always stuff a
Toslink into it via the Theta TLC,
which can convert Toslink so coaxial.
In its non-` A' form, the Pro
Generation V uses Burr-Brown 20-bit
DACs, over- specified doubleregulated power supplies, proprietary
ROM chip- based software and
Theta's own fully discrete Class-A
analogue stages devoid of ICs and
with very low overall feedback. The
resultant device has always been a
disarmingly smooth, ` undigital'
converter which — like the original
California Audio Labs Tenapests, the
Marantz CD-12/DA-12 and many
other top-flight CD playback systems
— did its best to divest the sound of a
synthetic feel. What Ialways loved
about the Pro Generation V,
especially in the context of watching
and listening to a two hour plus
laserdisc
with
its
invariably
heightened sonics, was the Theta's
relaxing, gracious, non- aggressive
stance, its ' hospitality' if you will.
Which, Ihasten to add, reinforces my
belief that you can sense the
personality of a product's guiding
light in its sound. And Tketa's Pro
Generation V is very much an audio
version of Neil Sinclair.
Upgrading complexity from an
earlier Pro Generation V depends,
naturally, on the state of :he donor
machine, perhaps requiring even a
complete motherboard, but the
bottom line is that the upgrade is
comprehensive — not just changing a
few resistors [ see box.] What's
comforting is that the turr.around is
quick and it's performed here 441
in the
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er the years he'll take your car, your

hard earned cash and years off your life. Do
you really think it will be any different with
your Arcam?
We can confidently predict that you will
enjoy the top quality sound of your Arcam
HiFi separates for many years to come.
It's asimple enough prediction, when you
consider just how hard we work to produce
Hi-Fi of the highest quality.
Like any good parent, we ensure that our
little treasures go out into the world with every
advantage.
So, before we bid atearful farewell, the
Hi-Fi produced at our Cambridge factory must
pass the most rigorous set of tests, checks and
double checks. This means that each Arcam
separate is blessed with along, active and
productive life.

"One day son,
all of this will
be yours"

Then again, sonic excellence and
reliability are bound to feature on all Arcam
products, since we design them in from the
outset.
A very pleasing aspect of all this dedication
is that year after year our products make us
rather proud with lots of top Hi-Fi industry
awards.
So, do keep aclose eye on Junior. He also
knows quality when he hears it. (Well, you
can't really blame the little angel for inheriting
your good taste!)
On the other hand, you could invest in a
lesser Hi-Fi system than Arcam...
But why deprive yourself, never mind
future generations?
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FROM GENERATION V TO GENERATION lf A
Here, in Theta's own words, is what defines A status:
The analogue section of the Generation V A contains 52

quality are immediately apparent. Theta Digital has always been
at the forefront of jitter- reduction technology, the first

transistors. Through a laborious process. six matched octal sets

implementation of which occurred in the original DS Pre. From

(totalling 48 transistors) plus the remaining four uncritical

that time on, we have continued our research into the effects of

transistors are now installed in every analogue board. This

jitter and the meaning of lower jitter specifications to reproduced

matching process includes testing tens of thousands of devices

sound. A PLL works by continuously comparing an input signal ( in

and then hand selecting the ones that meet stringent criteria..

this case the word clock which has been extracted from the

The result of this work is a sweeter, more detailed presentation

SPDIF data stream) to a controllable oscillator's output and then

ard less listener fatigue.

producing an error signal which corrects the oscillator's

'In-depth research into analogue filters has also wrought
surprising improvements. In a digital-to- analogue converter, it is

frequency to brecise!y match the incoming signal.
'Some of the timing errors

(
inter) present in the incoming data

imperative to filter out the sampling and higher frequencies from

stream are always ' passed through' the correction part crf the

the analogue output. Our previous designs have implemented

circuit and, as a result, adversely effect the oscillators output.

inductors to achieve this effect. Recently, we found that the

The trick in P-LL design is to minimise these jitter effects while

elimination of the inductors improved sonics as long as the

allowing the correction part of the circuit to perform properly. A

filtering was properly pert-ormed. New filter topologies that are

result of our more recent research into this area is the third part

just as effective at eliminating the sampling frequency yet do not

of the A' improvement. A more seamless sound, along with more

utilise inductors were created. Wima capacitors were found to be

detail are the most obvious improvements that come wit!' the

complementary to the new filter topology. The sonic

new PLL.

improvements are not subtle. Less
sibhance, tighter image focus
and better tonal

'The final part of the ' A' version of the Generation V is a new
algorithm. Approximately two 'years ago our algorithm designer
proposed the idea of adding dither to the program run in the
Generation V. This, he proposed, would make the D / A converters
operate in a more linear fashion at lower levels. Since that
time. continuous ! istening tests based on dither
variations have been conducted. The
product of those tests is the new
algorithm. Better low level resolution and
better decay are clearly evident with the
new program.'

UK; existing owners will not be
without their Thetas for long. Buying
from new, in away, is abit of an anticlimax, because you won't get to
experience that delicious thrill of
hearing an old, faithful component's
rejuvenation. And in this case in
particular, the gains came where they
were least expected. By my
reckoning, single most important area
of improvement denoted by an 'A' is
an added level of refinement, not that
the original was ill-mannered.
At the risk of making the original
Pro Generation V sound like a
wussy's dream, its silky smoothness
and lack of grain (even compared to
the Marantz DA -12 KI, were such
that I'd imagined it couldn't be taken
any further without possibly affecting
detail, transparency and, eventually,
dynamics. It would have meant.
'reeling in' the sense of limitless
performance, in some attempt to
make the sound even sweeter, more
digestible, more ' analogue'. What the
'A'- status Pro Generation V does is
improve
the
coherence,
the
seamlessness, the ' wholeness',
without compromising any of the
machine's other virtues.
Using the Theta Data III, Marantz
CD- I2 and Marantz CD-63SE
transports, with the GRAAFiti WFR
TWO pre- amp, GRAAFiti 50/50
power amp and Quad ESL63s, I
settled in for sessions which Iwould
have wagered to be stripped of any
unpleasantness. Iplayed Big Daddy's
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Mathis-like 'With A Little Help From
My Friends', plenty of Dino, adollop
of Emmylou Harris and much Joan
Baez, chosen specifically as examples of
source material which are intrinsically
sweet almost to the point of acase of
Canderel. Would the resultant
performance be so pale, so pastel, so
sugary as to lack any bite at all?
No way. With the skill of a chef
juggling chillies and saffron in the
same dish, the Pro Generation V A
ensured that all the flavours were there
to be sampled by the non-smoker's
tongue. So far, so good. The pseudoAnita Kerr background vocals on the
Big Daddy track took on anew sense
of scale, amore enveloping wash of
sound behind the main vocalist, with
each voice more clearly separated from
its fellows — and yet there was no
sense of heightened hygiene. It's an
odd sensation, one sampled best in a
recording containing numerous
overlapping, complementary sounds
rather than in asparse recording which
doesn't challenge a system in that
particular area.
Always achampion when it Comes
to conveying three dimensions, the
Pro Generation V A seems to create
an even larger soundstage. And it's a
uniform increase, depth and height
and stage width all up by a few
noticeable and similar percentage
points. What also changed in this area
of presentation is a relocation of the
'line' of the sound. Played through
the WATT/Puppy System V.1, the

The complexity
of u3gradiig
from an earlier
Pre Generation
V depends
naluralb, en
the state of the
donor
mazhine,
perhaps
requiring even
acomplete
rneherbeard

SUPPLIER
Ab.schrte &ends,
58 E.-urhan:
Road,.
Lon dal
S W.2-C ODE
Tel •CA81
947 5047

pre- A Theta placed the key sounds in
line with the speakers. In the A-state,
the sound has been moved back a
row, aboon fiar those who don't want
any trace of in-your-face forwardness.
This, too, contributes to the notion
that the Theta is especially polite and
well-behaved, despite the company's
wares often showing adB or so more
output than is the norm.
Bass extension remains unchanged,
but the absolute control and the
nature of the decay on acoustic bass
notes exceed the abilities of the old
Generation V. What this gives techno
lavers is anew bass 'dynamic', aslam
with attack and crispness but devoid
of aggression. Hard to explain, I
know, an oxymoron just begging to
be attacked, but it's one -of those
inexplicables like hearing asystem at
far louder levels than you prefer, yet
which somehow doesn't make your
ears ache.
The move from Generation V to
Generation V A is not asubtle, minor
refining of agreat product. It actually
warrants calling the machine Pro
Generation VI. The price increase
makes the normal single- ended
version a £4300 purchase, the
balanced edition a cool £ 6500, but
this is reflected in performance which
leads me, for one, to regard the Theta
as among the very best standalone
converters on the market. And, unlike
the peerless but unobtainable,
unrepeatable Marantz DA -12, you
can actually buy one. -
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ew CD transport/outboard DAC
combinations are rather thin on
the ground at present, so the
launch of a ` budget- priced' two- box
player, and especially one from a
mainstream source, is bound to attract
keen interest. The £450-plus-£450 RDD980/RDP-980 combination also marks a
bold move for Rotel at atime when fully
integrated players are back in the
ascendant. After all, with the extra cost of
two sets of casework, power supplies and
engineering the digital interface between
the two, it is unrealistic to compare this
two-box with a £900 single-box player.
But these two products are attractively
turned out, with slim profile and dark
alloy faceplates. Transport facilities are
boosted by the remote control with its
additional direct track access, intro scan,
program, repeat and random play modes,
while the separate DAC accommodates
up to four digital sources (either coaxial
or optical) with automatic sample rate

treading afine line, maintaining the busy
sound of the Memphis Horns (trumpet,
sax and trombone) without the percussion
and vocals having to fight their way out of
the mix. In the event, there is a hint of
compression and a slight hardness as the
sheer energy of the track causes some of
the performers to `bunch'. Nevertheless,
the broadly neutral and even-handed
balance of the player fails to be tempted
by the aggressiveness of this and other,
similarly hard-nosed recordings.
Otherwise, the evident propriety of the
RDD/RDP-980 seems far better suited to
the likes of the silky-smooth Casino Royale
[Varese Saraband VSD 5265] and the
equally sumptuous Dusty Springfield,
whose voice positively dripped from the
speakers, flanked by some very deliberatesounding percussion on ' The Look of
Love'. Rebecca Pidgeon's New York Girls'
Club [
Chesky JD141] also brought asmile
to my lips, so realistic was the sound of
her voice, so clearly outlined against the

sensing. Should it be bought separately,
the RDP-980 converter has its own
remote control which duplicates the
various front-panel controls for input
selection, digital tape monitoring, phase
invert and mute options.

SOUND QUALITY
Rotel's mix of Philips and Crystal-based
technology seems evident from the very
refined and delicately detailed sound to be
heard permeating the mild-mannered
RDD/RDP-980; it's a type of sound
exemplified over the years by players
including the Meridian 206, Linn Karik,
Roksan Attessa and Quad 77. Mild, but
firm, Ishould add, because though this
player is not especially forceful, it does
maintain a tight grip on what might
otherwise easily become ' wayward'
instruments and performers.
Robert Cray's ` Consequences' [from
Midnight Stroll, Mercury 846 652]
provided an example of the player
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CD PLAYERS
steady pitter-patter of percussion, the ring
of piano and the metallic sting of the sax.
In both cases, Rotel's rather modest
handling of dynamic scale and contrast
was not especially obvious. Mahler's 4th
Symphony [Denon] demanded a greater
appreciation of dynamic extremes and
here the RDD/RDP-980 met its match.
The quieter interludes of solo violin and
the quartet of flutes sound highly
expressive, for here the player creates a
deeply layered soundstage; quiet, dark but
with a strong implication of great space
and freedom. As the horns and strings
take flight, however, this sense of a
spacious acoustic becomes a little more
restricted, even though the sense of
proportion between the instruments
themselves is depicted just as mindfully.

TECHNOLOGY
There is nothing ' experimental' about
Rotel's first transport/DAC combination,
where tried-and-tested components rule the
roost. The choice of Philips' earlier CDM9
mechanism, complete with the SAA7310
decoder, ensures that dot/gap errors in
excess of 3mm are handled with
comparative ease, for example, while a
buffered PCF2705 digital output IC drives
both optical and coaxial links. Rotel's
electrical S/PDIF interface is well managed,
with the 74.5 ohm output impedance of the
transport matched to anon-reactive input
whose characteristic impedance holds
between 73-75 ohm from 1-20MHz. A fast
risetime (better than 5nanoseconds), with
minimal ringing and circulating RF
interference, has been achieved.
Hex- inverters are used to re- clock
incoming data before a Crystal CS8412
digital input receiver is employed to
recover the clock and de-multiplex the
S/PDIF data arriving at the RDP-980.
Using the same colour-scale as the January
issue group test, the ( primarily datainduced) jitter ( 1) derived from the optical
output/input link is seen to amount to
some 314psec. Crystal's interface chip is
already known for its low jitter
susceptibility but the performance
improves still further via the electrical
connection where, using Rotel's own RG59B/U coax, the total decreases to 276ps.
This is an excellent result for atwo-box
combination,
comparable to the
performance of Audiolab's 8000CDM/
8000DAC [Jan ' 97]. These results may be

Fig I. Rote! RCD980/RDD980: jitter spectrum
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CONCLUSION

Fig 2. Rote! RCD980/RDD980, coaxial and optical
cvnnections: screen-shot from jitter analyser (see text)

compared on the screen- shot from my
Jitter Analyser, showing coaxial (black,
foreground) and optical ( grey, back-ground) results. Marker colours are: red,
data- induced jitter; dark blue, PSU induced; purple, unknown patterns; green
potential jitter patterns; light blue,
spurious peaks.
Interestingly, the converter is an
AK4328VP from Asahi Kasei's, fabricated
under licence and ostensibly identical to
Crystal's widely-used CS4328. This DAC
includes a total of 64-times upsampling,
5th- order noise- shaping ( at 18- bit
resolution),
a switched- capacitor
(bitstream) network and a filtered
MOSFET analogue output.
In practice, the 16-bit 96dB signal-tonuise ratio is very typical of players using
the CS4328 ( Quad 77, Roksan Attessa,
Linn Mimik), as is the moderate IM
distortion and flat, ripple-free response.
The trend of distortion at peak level

In truth, this is a very elegant
combination, discrete enough to
maintain domestic harmony while still
offering the flexibility of a well- armed
CD player plus the advantage of
handling multiple digital sources.
Competition is provided by TEAC in the
form of its VRDS-TI/D-T1 combination, but otherwise the RDD/RDP980 carves atwo-box niche of its own.
Flexibility is undoubtedly part of its
attraction for, and despite the
workmanlike execution of its digital
interface, this alliance is still surpassed
by anumber of single-box players.
Compared with its technological

Fig 4. Rote! RCD980/RDD980: spurious output from
lkHz tone at - 70dB, dithered and undithered

cousins, Iwould pitch the RDD/RDP-980
closer to the performance of Linn's Karik
than, say, the Quad 77. A magnificent
effort then, though it inevitably suffers the
economic compromise of dividing what
amounts to a fine £ 600-£700 CD player
into two separate boxes.
SUPPLIER
Gamepath Ltd,
25 Heathfield,
Stacey Bushes,
Milton Keynes MKI2 6HR
Tel 01908 317 707
Test results

Rotel RDD-980/RDP-980

1.kHz
20kHz
20Hz
Channel balance (dB)
•
0.1
Stereo separation (dB)
101
87
99
Frequency response ( dB)
0.1
O
-0
Distortion (THD vs level, dB):
-95
-96 -79
At OdB
-82 -76
-81
At -30dB
At -60dB
-49 -54
-52
At -80dB
-26
-35 -33
At -90dB (dithered)
-28 -25
-16
At -100dB (dithered)
-12
-4
At -110dB (dithered)
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
O +0.1
-0.3 +0.4
Error at -80dB
O +1.3
Error at -90dB
Error at - 100dB
-0.2 +0.3
Peak output level L/R
2.382/2.377V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) + 1.5
Output impedance L/R
89ohm
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB) -78
Stopband image suppression (dB)
95.5
1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
+ 1.4
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
114.5
Without emphasis, OLSB
11.3.8
Without emphasis. 1LSB
96.2
Total correlated jitter
314ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial, Toslink optical
Digital output level
re 75 ohms (transport)
553mV p-p
Digital output Impedance
(transport)
74.5ohms
Crystal clock accuracy (
transport) + 121ppm
Error at 20kHz (transport)
2.4Hz
Digital edge rlsetime (
transport) <5ns
Track access (to track 99)
3.5s
Typical price (inc VAT)
1450/1450

o

Fig 3. Rote! RCD980/RDD980: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz at -30dB

(0.0016-0.01%) is equally 'by the book'
though, at - 30dB, figures of between
0.908-0.016% are actually slightly better
than expected — just below the
background noise in fact (2). Importantly,
and though differences were detected by
jitter analysis, none of these figures are
influenced by the choice of coaxial or
optical digital connection...
Rotel's implementation, and particularly
its insistence on using ' traditional fullsized components' may have contributed
to the unexpected + 4dB deviation in
linearity at - 100dB/20kHz but there is also
a uniform suppression of about 10dB in
Crystal's normal pattern of ultrasonic
requantisation noise above 60kHz or so
(3). The audio band (4) remains broadly
similar to that of both the Quad and Linn
players [reviewed in Jan '97].
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LOUDSPEAKERS
The Al is the baby
brother in Celestion's
new 'real wood' series
by PETER COMEAU

F

rom the Aerolam SL600 to the
current Kingston ' rock',
Celestion's bookshelf- sized,
upmarket stand- mount speakers
have very often used innovative
cabinet materials. But the new A
series reverts to more traditional
wood surfaces, blending well with
domestic environments.
Under inspection here is the Al
E£700 black or cherry, £ 800 for
rosewood), the first in a series of
three speakers which culminates in
the towering three-way A3 design.
The Al is in the classic standmounted style of atwo-way system
with 25mm dome treble unit and
170mm cone bass unit with the
enclosure reflex ported to the rear.
Unlike many two-way designs,
though, the Al uses high-grade
materials throughout, appealling to
the audiophile who appreciates both
quality of finish and musical output.

TECHNOLOGY
The cabinet is beautifully clothed in
achoice of rich rosewood or cherry
veneers along with the shiny black
ash, using solid wood fillets at the
vertical edges to radius the corners
to reduce diffraction effects.
Cabinet walls are 25mm thick and
benefit from study of their vibration
characteristics through laser
interferometry, allowing the
weakest areas to be rigidly braced
internally. This results in an
extremely low coloration enclosure
with no discernible panel resonance
at low frequencies, and also
provides a solid base on which to
mount the drive units. These are
rather special too, the treble unit
being an all- new design with a
25mm titanium dome that was
developed using Finite Element
Analysis.
FEA enabled Celestion's long
experience in metal domes
(remember the copper dome of the
1981 SL6?) to be mapped into
computer design of the new dome.
Problems of breakup and resonance
were ironed out before building the
first prototype and the computer
design also pointed the way to
reliable and consistent production
methods.
The unit incorporates a Faraday
ring to help reduce eddy current
magnetic distortions, especially
when listening at high levels, and is
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bolted to a cast aluminium front
plate of extended width (like the
one on the Kingston) to control
horizontal
dispersion.
This
incorporates aneat horizontal fin to
prevent accidental damage to the
dome, se you can leave the
obstructive grilles off for serious
listening, though tiny fingers might
still find the shiny titanium domes
of pokable interest!
Cast aluminium is also used for
the substantial bass unit chassis,
which carries a moulded plastic
cone suspended on a synthetic
rubber surround. The cone is
thicker in the area attached to the
voice coil to improve the pistonic
motion and in combination with
the long-throw suspension, should
ensure accurate performance over a
wide dynamic range. Both units
feature magnetic shielding for
optional use in an AV system and
are bolted to the cabinet using large
high tensile machine bolts. Inside
the braced MDF cabinet, the walls

If its shiny
surface was
not staring you
in the face, you
would have no
idea that His
treble unit
utilises metal,
as all the usual
metal-dome
problems seem
to have been
ironed out

are lined with polyester foam and
the crossover is built on to a PCB
mounted on the rear panel linked to
aheavy duty terminal block offering
bi-wire facilities.
Crossover design is second order
for the bass unit using ahigh power
ferrite coil and polypropylene
capacitor, and modified third order
for the treble unit with an air cored
coil and polypropylene capacitors
with one large value reversible
electrolytic.
Unusually for a modern speaker
(where
for
good
transient
performance a positive- going
reaction from both drive- units is
considered important), the treble
unit is wired out of phase with the
bass unit. The ekcirical mix of of
crossover orders translates to
acoustic third-order when the bass
unit's natural roll-off is included.,
and in this case the alignment
seems to work best with the two
units wired out- of- phase in the
conventional ' textbook' manner.
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Leading specialists in valve and vinyl replay systems for those who
appreciate musk rather than hi-fi, ive carry one of the largest selections
of valve ampl¡fwation on permanent demonstration.

Integrated valve amplYiers

ee'r an inexpensive and compact u/ay to enjoy the detailed and three-dimensional

sound qualities associated with these designs.
From the single-ended approach taken by Audio Note, Gamma Rhythm and Unison Research Simply Two/Four models
to the Graqf Vingticinque, all have different sonic characteristics and u/e will help you choose the one that suits you.
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•••••••
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Amplification Arion • Art Audio • Audio Note • Cary Audio Design • Gamma
Acoustics • Graaf • Monrio • Parasound • The Vamp • Trilogy • Unison Research
Speakers Alon • Analysis Ribbons • Cary Audio Design • Diapson Acoustics •
Gamma • Impulse • Living Voice • Opera • Resolution

..

Accessories Argenta custom silver cables • Petros granite isolating platforms •
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Silver Sounds cables • V- Damp Isolating System
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Gamma Rhythm, Unison Simply Two, Graaf 25, Audio Note Oto SE

0171 380 o866
FAX: 0171 383 5028

Demonstrations by appointment only

E.MAIL:m165o,2424@compuserve.com

LOUDSPEAKERS
marcato from Prokofiev's Fifth
Symphony [CBSO/Rattle, EMI 7
54577 2], with its dynamic changes
and rhythmic twists, were handled
splendidly, the Ais showing no hint
SOUND QUALITY
of edginess or distortion as
The solid cabinet construction of orchestral activity reaches apeak.
Rock music reveals a duality of
the Al speakers results in a high
mass which is best supported on tall, character in the Ais. Vocals shine
rigid stands. The brochure shows a out well, though the usual forward
matching single pillar stand, but presentation of close-miked voices
these were not supplied for the test is slightly recessed, so ahigher than
where Target HJ24/T supports were usual volume setting may be needed
used. Amplification was via AVI to capture the excitement of the
performance. However, both bass
S2000 pre- and 100W monoblocks.
In much the same vein as the SL6, and lead guitar lack the necessary
the Al speakers initially sound warm edge and bite.
This appears to be due to a
with aslightly dulled treble output in
contrast to the usual bright, forward disruption of the transient attack,
c6mbined with a ` slow' quality in
sound of many modern designs.
This in itself will please many the bass. On the other hand, the
listeners, especially as further Ais play loud with excellent
listening shows no lack of treble dynamic range and, providing you
detail but rather an extremely have 100W on tap from your
smooth and sophisticated output amplifiers, the speakers will easily
from the titanium dome (best heard fill the room with music.
Vocals are rendered with precision
with the heavy grilles removed). If its
shiny surface was not staring you in and accuracy, sibilance being linked
the face, you would have no idea perfectly with the originating voice,
that this treble unit utilises metal, as showing good blending of the two
all the usual metal-dome problems drive units. Choral works do show
up some added bass bloom to men's
seem to have been ironed out.
As you might expect from such voices, though not enough to spoil
good cabinet control and an clarity of diction, nor to introduce
injection- moulded cone, the any coloration in the midrange.
As befits small speakers, the Al s
midrange is clear and uncoloured,
spacious and analytical. The overall sound best when you are sitting
presentation is of a deep and open within three metres. With grilles
soundstage with very precise image removed, the horizontal spread of
location; even very forward vocalists sound is good, so you do not have
are positioned slightly behind the to be locked to a sweet spot; all
plane of the speakers. Bass packs a listeners in the room can enjoy the
powerful punch but does not quite deep stereo soundstage. Thanks to
manage to keep up with the clarity excellent dynamic ability the A Is
of the midrange.
can fill a large room providing you
have the amplifier power to achieve
Designed for use away from walls,
the Als need careful positioning in higher listening levels, but you do
order to make the best of the ported not have to drive them hard to
achieve realistic results. In small- to
output, which can appear heavy and
overpowering if the cabinets are medium- size areas they sound
enjoyable at lower volumes too, and
placed incorrectly. Upper bass is
dominant in the proceedings, and maintain their musicality even when
while the lower bass output is played at background level.
impressively strong for such small
cabinets there is little apparent bass CONCLUSION
extension below 50Hz. There is also
Celestion's Ais are a welcome
the impression that the second addition to the ranks of high
harmonic of low bass notes is quality, two-way stand mounted
emphasised, so that pipe organ and speakers, particularly since they
bass guitar sound rather ' fat' and offer a smoothness of sound that
over-endowed with warmth.
few of their competitors can
These characteristics work produce. If you crave excitement
together well for classical music from forward sounding speakers
listening, with delightful results with plenty of attack and vibrancy
from full orchestra, where it is easy then the Ais are unlikely to suit. If,
to focus on any of the instruments.
however, natural and precise
Here the precise treble output is a reproduction is highly important,
great benefit, ensuring a smooth especially if your main interest is
result from both string and reed classical music, then you will find
instruments, yet yielding all the the Ais arewarding listen.
detail necessary to uncover the
For the price one expects
quality of the exposition. The something a little special that lifts
complex demands of the Allegro the AI above the run-of-the-mill

Also surprising, considering the
audiophile standard of the components, all wiring uses push- on
rather than soldered-on connectors.
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CELESTION Al
LAB REPORT
The jiimily of
responses show a
nice, even
character with
good consistency
across both
vertical and
horizontal axes.
The best
performance is
slightly above the
central axis, so
stands should be
chosen that raise
the treble unit to
around ear level.
The 30°
horizontal off-axis
response is highly
consistent with the
on-axis response,
showing excellent
dispersion once
the obstructive
grilles have been
removed. Down
at the bass unit
axis there are the
beginnings of a
reduction in level
between 1-3kHz.
This shows up to
alarger extent on
the 2metre Room
Averaged
Response [Fig 3
top trace], where
adepression
centred on
2.5kHz coincides
with the crossover.
This may be
responsible for the
subjective effect of
arecessed stereo
image, as the
midrange itself is
quite pronounced
in comparison.
Also on this graph
is the impedance
plot which
indicates a
nominal 6ohm
load with apeak
around the

SUPPLIER
Celestion
International,
Eccleston Road,
Tovil, Maidstone,
Kent ME15 6QP
Tel 01622
687 442

Fig I. Celestion AI: response family at 1
metre: on-axis (top trace); 15° below vertical
axis (middle trace); 15° above vertical axis
(lower trace); 30° horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig 2. Celestion AI: illISSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

Fig 3. Celestion AI: Room Ave,ii R,pothe

(top trace);

impedance, 4ohms

per division

(bottom trace)

crossover. The port
100Hz for a -3dB
tuning can be
point relative to the
clearly seen at
level at 1
kHz of
47Hz. It is the
43Hz, and the
increase in energy
sharp peaks in
impedance suggest a between 200high Q tuning. But
600Hz which
the RAR shows no
dominates the bass
evidence of this in
and gives the
the response, instead impression of
the bass power falls
limited bass
gradually below
extension.
Test results

Celestion AI

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
410x240x340
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
50-150W
Recommended placement
in free space on stands
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3dB point, broom)
47Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(for 2.83 or 1W, 8 ohms at 1m)
87dB
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
5.6/6 ohms/fair
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair tinc VAT) £700

bookshelf speakers. In this case,
Celestion's speciality is dynamic
ability, both in the capability of the
speakers to reveal the inner
dynamics of the performance and
through low distortion as the sound
reaches higher volume peaks or
complexity. The dynamics have the
ability to wow the listener as much
as the cabinet style and build
quality impress the onlooker. The
AI is definitely one to add to your
short list for audition.
•
4-
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artin-Logan, the ' other'
manufacturer of electrostatic panel speakers, has
just one model, the CLSIIz, that
competes directly as a full-range
electrostatic panel with the Quad
ESL63. The rest of Martin-Logan's
range are hybrids with laterallycurved electrostatic panels covering
the midrange and treble and
moving-coil bass drivers in the base
sections. The Aerius has been the
baby of the range since its introduction at the back end of 1992.
The base sections (for the Aerius
as for other Martin-Logan hybrids)
act as physical anchors for what
would otherwise be a difficult
structures to make stable; and the
visual integration is nothing less
than perfect. The Aerius, especially,
has an elegant quality that is
difficult to argue with — even if you
are not afan of its sound. It received
admiring looks and comments on
test, even from those more used to
mini systems. By and large they
were able to overlook the size issue
because the Aerius is not just
another speaker but a piece of
furniture in its own right. Not
everyone knew what it was,
however. The remarkable seethrough electrostatic panel caused
particular confusion!
Doubtless part of the reason for
these
speakers'
domestic
acceptability lies in their relatively
compact size. Though tall, at
142cm on spikes, they have a
footprint of only just over one
square foot — which more or less
triples once allowance is made for
the free space required behind the
speaker to ' load' the speaker
acoustically.
The £2300 Aerius iis not simply
the entry level model. It is
specifically designed for smaller
rooms and systems — indeed, it
should not be contemplated for
rooms larger than, say, 5 x 3.5m, if
orchestral material is to be played at
realistic levels.
The original model [reviewed in

HFNIRR by MC, May ' 93] was
already one of the best in the range,
and offered notably good integration
between the two transducers.
Marrying an inherently slow, more
or less omni-directional bass speaker
with the figure-of- eight radiation
from an ultra- responsive and
lightweight electrostatic panel is
never an easy task, and may not
even be possible to achieve
optimally: early Martin- Logan
speakers provided all too graphic
proof of this.

TECHNOLOGY
The little ' i' at the end of the model
name designates a package of
improvements, most of which are
designed to take this matter of
integration between drive units a
stage further. The most important
details are as follows.
The bass driver has been changed
for a new one, claimed to be more
linear at larger displacements of the
voice coil, while offering improved
power handling
and better
'blending'. The crossover has also
been comprehensively revamped,
with anew layout, and is hardwired
instead of being board mounted, as
before. Bass and treble extension
are said to be improved, though no
claim is made for changes to the
main electrostatic panel. Finally,
each speaker now sports a discreet
mains power telltale — asmall but
welcome contribution to electrical
safety.
The effects of these changes,
beyond
improved
mid/bass
integration, are said to be more
focused imaging, improved mid/
bass dynamics and a tighter, more
detailed bass. Ialso notice that
sensitivity has been reduced alittle,
from 89dB to 88dB/W/m, and that
amplifier loading has toughened up
somewhat with a nominal and
minimum impedance of 4 and 1.7
ohms respectively (previously 5.7
and > 2 ohms). It is worth noting
that the crossover frequency is set at
450Hz ( down from 500Hz), so

With the new `i' version of the Aerius,
Martin-Logan takes its hybrid speaker
technology one step further
by ALVIN GOLD

•
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Almost the
whole of
the midband
as well as
the treble is
generated
by that
transparent
sheet of
plastic

almost the whole of the midband as
well as the treble is generated by
that transparent sheet of plastic.
Although the Aerius ilooks much
like its predecessor, there are also
subtle external signs of change,
though you'd need to be a
trainspotter to notice what they are.
Much more obvious is the newfound weight and solidity of the
current enclosures, which are now
produced in-house.

SOUND QUALJTY
There are, as always, two ways of
looking at the issues surrounding
sound quality. There are the nuts
and bolts of the sound: the overall
tonal balance, the audibility or
otherwise of resonances of various
types and in various frequency
bands, the perception of dynamics,
both local and overall, imagery
(including problems that manifest
on different listening axes) and a
hundred and one other parameters.
Then there is the simple 'feel' of the
speaker, which can be summed up
by the response to naïve questions
like ' am Ienjoying listening to this
speaker? Does it help make music
come alive — or make sense?'.
These sorts of questions are
fraught with difficulties for the
reviewer and reader alike, since by
nature they are untestable. The very
language involved may not translate
in a repeatable way from one
observer to the next; yet without
being able to give a meaningful
bottom-line assessment of this kind,
the more mechanical aspects of
product assessment are meaningless.
Given the right material ( and in
general it is only the extremes of the
'wrong' material that will needlessly
expose the Aerius i's limitations),
this is aspeaker that felt right from
the word go, even before it had been
fully run in, and by that Imean
'right' in a way that box speakers
rarely match.
From experience Iknow that not
everyone likes the kind of
presentation that all Martin-Logans
customarily provide, so let's try and
nail it down alittle more tightly. It is
unlikely you would choose any of
the Martin-Logans if your primary
interests are in musical architecture:
the ability to conjure up in a
listening room the physical presence
of an orchestra, and the space that
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surrounds it, and still less if you are
heavily into Widor's Toccata and its
ilk. I wouldn't choose it for
mainstream rock either; it isn't a
very muscular-sounding speaker,
and the bass extends no further than
amedium-size stand mount design.
On the other hand, you might well
shortlist the Aerius if your tastes are
essentially chamber with aleavening
of vocal and orchestral (hi mum!),
or Eddi Reader, Michelle Shocked,
and even Keb' Mo', with only
occasional forays into Tom Waits or
Frank Zappa territory.
The running-in process takes an
age, by the way, and the speaker will
sound bass-shy and raw in the treble
until this has been done. The Aerius
also benefits from being toed- in
with special care, ideally using a
simple vocal recording with astrong
central image. Ieventually settled
on toeing them inwards so that their
forward axes crossed just in front of
the listening position. This
introduces timbrai changes which,
on balance, Ifelt were broadly
beneficial (the direct axial mid/top
tonal response is not spectacularly
even) but which others may not like.
The Aerius is also unusually
responsive
to
changes
in
amplification, and here you must
make your own choice, though the
punishing impedance plot and
modest sensitivity probably rules
out most valves. Isettled on the
Krell KAV-300i integrated (kindly
loaned by Absolute Sounds, who
distribute both ranges); and, as
usual, the synergy between the two
was almost palpable, with notably
better control at the frequency
extremes and acleaner, more finely
detailed midband than most.
Notwithstanding the all- toopredictable curtailing of extreme
bass, the Aerius iis surprisingly
capable of accepting stick: it can be
driven at high volume levels,
shockingly so if you're approaching
it with experience of Quads of either
kind. Martin-Logan claim that the
panel will withstand 200 watts
without damage, which can be
pretty loud even at 88dB/W/m. But
somewhere in the mid-90s (decibels
that is — the exact figure depends of
course on the spectral content of the
music), the fine precision and
control of the diaphragms gives way,
presumably as the panel goes out of
control, and the sound becomes
coarse and uneven.
And that just about sums it up
for health warnings. If you
understand where the Aerius is
coming from, you will be more than
delighted with what it does. Like
others of the breed, and perhaps to
an even greater extent, the midband
is an especially wide open window
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to the music. This part of the
spectrum is essentially free of
coloration and overhang, and is
responsive to the subtlest nuances
of detail and atmosphere. Within its
volume ceiling, the sound is
exceptionally refined, and although
it is not devastatingly dynamic in
the traditional sense, it is
remarkably adept at painting in
small- and medium-scale dynamic
changes, and it copes without
flinching with the kind of
powerful short term
percussive
sounds
typical, for example, of
piano played forte.
More generally it is
clear that, with the
Aerius i, bass integration has indeed been
improved, but the
differences seem to me
to be less the nature of
the handover between
the two units, which is
more
or
less
inconspicuous, than
the nature of the bass
itself. The previous
model was a little soft
in the bass area, and
the new one is clearly
more tuneful and
more agile, which
translates into surer
and quicker timing.
Perhaps
for
this
reason, the Aerius iis
now a more relaxed
transducer,
and
particularly in the
midband it really is a
more expansive and
capable instrument.

CONCLUSION
It is the fine resolving
power and classleading neutrality at
moderate levels, over
an
only
mildly
restricted bandwidth,
that distinguishes the
Aerius i. Be warned,
however, that this
kind of speaker is
addictive. When you
become accustomed
to the things it does
right, you will find it
very difficult to go
back to a box
speaker, however
good.

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds Ltd,
58 Durham Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel 0181
947 5047

STUFF
The Electrofluidics Sonolith 2.2xi ii
speakers combine concrete cabinets, metal
diaphragms and linear phase technology
by DAVID BERRIMAN

E

lectrofluidics are certainly not
your average loudspeakers. To
founder Patrick Handscombe
MDF or chipboard boxes, plastics
or paper- coned diaphragms are
anathema — as are the complex
crossovers commonly required in
most loudspeakers, to deal with
limited bandwidth drive units.
Patrick first sampled the qualities
of polymer concrete deep below the
North Sea while diving from oil
rigs, where large chunks are used as
stabilisers. He saw the potential of
applying it to loudspeaker cabinets
and somewhat bravely invested in
moulds to vibrocast cabinets (vibro
casting drives out air bubble voids
making much stronger, more
homogeneous cabinets).
Thus were the first Electrofluidics
loudspeakers born. Being cast in
sections, held together by long steel
bolts and sealed by ' 0' rings, the
three different sections can be
stacked in various combinations
almost Lego- like to create a family
of five Sonolith models, of which
the review 2.2xi ii is second from
smallest in size and price, measuring
950x380x425mm (hwd) and costing
anot inconsiderable £6000 apair.

TECHNOLOGY
The advantage of the concrete
polymer cabinets is their lack of
unwanted vibration — and the sound
coloration it brings with it. But for
such loudspeakers to sound good,
the drive units must be first-rate.
Throughout the Sonolith range,
the metal-diaphragmed drivers used
are made by Ted Jordan. Metal
cones — not much new here you
may think — but Ted has been
designing metal-coned loudspeakers
since way back in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. The Jordan Watts
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full- range loudspeaker modules
were in many ways well ahead of
their time and featured cones
contoured to encourage their
radiating area to shrink with
increasing frequency, extending
frequency response and improving
high- frequency dispersion at the
same time.
The drive units in the Sonolith
employ cones shaped in a similar
way fcir the same reasons.
Unusually, the tweeter in the
Sonolith uses a cone diaphragm,
not adome. A major advantage is
that its larger area will allow it to
work down to a much lower
frequency than a dome tweeter,
safely and without suffering from
excessive distortion.
That is
exactly what's
required for a linear- phase
loudspeaker incorporating a
two-way first- order crossover.
That's right — first order! In
plain English, that's a coil for
the woofer and a capacitor for
the tweeter. However, for the
driver and network to behave
together in true first- order
fashion and integrate correctly,
both drive units must possess
wide bandwidths when used
without
crossover
components, otherwise the
holy grail of phase linearity
cannot be achieved.
It would simply not be
possible to cross over a
normal dome tweeter at
such alow frequency as is
used by Electrofluidics.
Likewise,
many
woofers would simply
not
be
smooth
enough
at
high
frequencies to be
rolled off so slowly

Electrofluidics,
27 Fournier
Street,
London
El 6QE
Tel 0171
247 0813

RECORD REVIEW

LOUDSPEAKERS
Tuckwell's horn rang out with
delightful sonority behind the
double basses, which incidentally
could be heard quite clearly ( so
often these blur into a rumbling
mass). Vaughan Williams's English
Folk Song Suite [
Decca 440 320-2]
Neville Marriner Academy of St
Martin-in-the-Fields, sounded really
expansive, grand and jolly.
With studio-produced albums the
loudspeakers revealed arrangements
and production touches with
disarming clarity. For instance, in
SOUND QUALITY
Initially my impression was of a 'This Flight Tonight' from Joni
rather dry, flat and slightly hard and Mitchell's Blue the rattling of steel
distant character, with peaked guitar strings on frets could clearly be
treble. Toeing in the loudspeakers heard. This album, which can sound
by about 20°, as recommended by thin and fierce, was nothing of the
Electrofluidics, with the axes sort through the Sonoliths. Indeed,
crossing over in front of the listener there were musical touches in here
produced a more natural balance which often elude analysis but were
clear as daylight through the 2.2xi.
and improved stereo imagery,
One could say that recordings were
taming the top-end and giving the
laid bare by these loudspeakers, as if
sound stage greater depth.
hearing them in the studio itself at
Bass quality was excellent at all
times — very uncoloured and well mix-down. This is one reason why
controlled — with virtually no sense Tom Evans uses them for analysing
of cabinet sound or boxiness. So his electronics designs.
Needless to say, all this clarity
many loudspeakers suffer from lumpy
and wallowy bass that this level of and analysis has its other side, or
control can be abit of aculture shock downside. Recordings which are less
to
listeners
more
used
to than clean can be fizzy, sometimes
even harsh. It is undoubtedly true,
loudspeakers with artificially full bass.
Along with the loudspeakers, as Electrofluidics insists, that these
Patrick
Handscombe
and speakers demand good recordings
and carefully chosen partnering
PR/marketing man Bill Filcher also
equipment. They allow you to hear
dropped
off
a
complete
Trichord/Michell CD/amplifier through them rather than at them as
system and Electrofluidics cables claimed. Harsh fizzy recordings
sound just that. However, Icould
for me to listen to with the 2.2xi,
insisting Ishould use these with the not escape asneaky feeling that they
loudspeakers — especially the do add atouch of something of their
cables — to create a complete own and this is noticeable
system. These cables really are principally on vocals as aslight lack
something else: solid ribbons of of warmth and atad of hardness —
to greatly varying degrees —
copper insulated by Mylar film.
They offer very low DC resistance wherever they have been recorded.
Some recordings may never sound
and low inductance. Imust say the
improvement gained from using the acceptable, others superb.
In some ways these speakers are
cables was quite marked — an
the hi-fi equivalent of the Caterham
increased sense of body and fullness,
7 — breathtaking performance,
smoother, more open and just more
'right'. The sound stage filled out very unbeatable on twisty roads but not
noticeably with these cables and the the best for negotiating pot-holes or
motorway cruising. ( For some
balance seemed less distant.
Trichord's transport and DAC plus drivers there is simply no substitute,
Argo pre-amp and Alecto power amps others are kinder to their kidneys.)

without introducing intolerable
colorations and unwanted phase and
frequency response kinks.
But why choose phase linearity
when it poses so many difficulties?
Patrick believes that stereo imagery
become much more natural if the
phase response is as linear as possible.
Linear phase loudspeakers are of
course not new, neither are concrete
cabinets and metal diaphragms —
but all three together?

brought further improvements in
smoothness and, compared to my
reference system, the original hardness
was certainly greatly reduced.
With the new set-up the sound
was extraordinary. Stereo imagery
was very natural, set back behind
the speakers in almost holographic
clarity. For instance at the intro to
James Taylor [
Best Live], one could
clearly pinpoint members of the
audience whistling and shouting. In
a Mozart Horn Concerto [ Decca
410 284-2] with the English
Chamber
Orchestra,
Barry
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CONCLUSION
The Electrofluidics 2.2xi ii is a
remarkable
loudspeaker with
outstanding abilities. An audition
with carefully selected ancillaries is
essential to make aproper judgement
both of what they can do and whether
this is indeed what you are looking
for. For some music lovers, once they
have heard the Electrofluidics it will
be hard to live without them; for
others the reverse will be true.
There's only one way to find out
which category you fall into.

ROFLUIDICS SONOLITH 2.2XI II
LAB REPORT
The Sonolith 2.2xi
ii was difficult to
measure due to the
wide vertical
spacing between
drive units, the large
overlap region [Fig
21 and the tinte
offset of the tweeters
in advance of the
woofers by some 3or
4cm. With higher
order crossovers, the
woofer and tweeter
cut offs are sharper
and this offset can
be accommodated by
tweaking the
crossover. Here,
there is no such
option. Measuring
too close gives rise to
anotch at 1.2kHz
to 2kHz, regardless
of microphone
height. However,
increase the
microphone distance
to 2.5m and the
notch disappears
and integration
improves [Fig O.
Fig 2also clearly
shows peaking in
the tweeter output at
around 10kHz and
16kHz and its
extended LF output,
via the crossover.
Also visible in Fig 2
are some strong
break-up modes in
the woofer (also
shown via its
crossover) between
3kHz and 8kHz
which may explain
the slight hardness.
These peaks are
more widely
distributed and less
severe than the
single large peak
often present in
metal coned woofers.
Acoustic phase
response at 2.5
metres distance,
while not completely
flat, was unusually
good. Impedance
was very fiat, with
only asingle 13.8
ohm low-frequency
peak at the 50Hz
resonance. Though
of low overall
impedance
(nominally 4ohms
with 3.6 ohms
minimum at
180Hz) and
requiring high
currents of the
amplifier, the
current demanded
will be mainly in
phase with the

Fig I. Electrolluidics Sonolith 2.2xi ü: Inroom frequency response at 2.5 metres. Note,
this includes room effects

Fig 2. Electrofluidics Sonolith 2.2xi
Frequency responses taken separately of the
woofers via their crossover and the tweeters via
their crossover (both mid-way between drivers
at 50cnz)

Fig 3. Electrofluidics Sonolith 2.2xi
verti
off-axis responses of tweeter only at 0°, 5°, 10°
and 15° up (below axis will be identical)
voltage. QTS of the
woofers measured at
0.7 and, as closemie
measurements
showed, this
corresponded to -3dB
at 50Hz. Measuring
horizontally off axis,
treble held up very
well up to more than
15°, but at 30°
there's strong
cancellation from
opposite sides of the
diaphragm or grille

aperture. However,
at 20° off
horizontally, the
treble peak is
subdued,
corresponding to my
preferred listening
axis. Vertically offaxis, things are not
so good. The two
spaced drivers
radiating

simultaneously cause
some phase
cancellation at 5°
and 10° up or down.
At 15° the
cancellation is
marked, showing a
severe notch at 8kHz
[Fig 3]. This
corresponds to the
audible changes
when listening above
or below the mid
point of the tweeter
axes. The overall
listening window is
about +20°
horizontal and +5°

vertically. Overall an
interesting set of
measurements,
indicating that a
difficult job has been
achieved, integrating
the drivers for
listening at around
2.5 metres.

Test results Electrofluidics Sonollth 2.2x1 11
Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
950x380x425
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
≥ 100W
Recommended placement
half metre from wall
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m 40Hz
Voltage sensitivit
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
89dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3.6/4 ohms/see text
Forward response uniformity
fair
Typical price per pair ,Inc VAT) £6000
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The Vintage Audio Co.
Past and present in harmony

The Canterbury Model
•

THEIT
V

intage Audio

CO

MANUFACTURERS OF HI-END HAND IRED I

The Canterbury Model represents the past in harmony with the
present and has been conceived with quality being the overriding
factor. It comprises of six component parts and is strictly limited to
25 units. For further information and abrochure contact:

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

Contact Mr Winston MA

Contact Mr Sergi Sorokin

Golden String Audiophile Repertory

MS-MAX 28 Kutuzovsky Prom)

Room 1911-12 Phase One

Moscow 121165

Chai Wan Industrial City, Chai Wan, Hong Kong

Russia

Tel:(00852) 2898 811

Tel: (007) 095 218 0261 or (007) 095 249 4417

Fax: (00852) 2558 0073

Fax: (007) 095 249 8034

THE VINTAGE AUDIO CO.
The Wall, West Drive, Lodge Road, Hurst, Berkshire RGIO OSG
Tel/Fax: 0118 932 1612

LOUDSPEAKERS
SOUND QUALITY
Direct drive to the metal coned units
gives the immediate impression of

Vitt
TRUE
Bandor's Trident Sub/Sat system
promises accuracy in sound
by PETER COMEAU

S

ubwoofer
and
satellite
systems are often scorned by
the diehard hi-fi enthusiast.
But
they
have
undeniable
attractions to those who want the
sound of full range speakers but do
not like to look at them.
Satellites that are small enough to
disappear into a bookcase or take
the place of mantelpiece ornaments
and abass enclosure that doubles as
a coffee table seems ideal for the
living room with traditional
furnishings in which rectangular
boxes look out of place. There are
few sub/sat systems which fulfil
these requirements, however. Many
satellites are simply bookshelf
loudspeakers with a restricted bass
output, needing a sub which
produces higher frequencies than
the sub- bass output the name
implies. With satellites that are

movement controlled by the air
spring effect of the small, rigid
enclosures in which they are
mounted. These tiny cubes of
black satin finished MDF are
practically acoustically inert, have
angled front edges to reduce
diffraction effects, and feature a
sloping baffle. As the cubes can be
shelf- or wall-mounted, the sloping
baffle allows the units to be
directed towards the listener either
upwards, inwards or downwards
depending on the siting. Ifound
them best positioned on brackets at
ear level so that the units were
angled slightly upwards. There are

no grille covers for the units which
therefore shine out at you, but
otherwise the cubes are discrete
enough if put on ashelf with other
ornaments. The subwoofer is
housed in an attractive occasional
principally two-way systems and a table with aglass top surrounded by
bass enclosure crossing over in the wooden edging. It should be placed
200Hz region, you basically have a between or near the satellites for
three way system with physically- good coherence of sound, and can
disassociated bass — which can be placed up against a wall if
desired.
become audibly separated too.
Hidden inside is another metal

TECHNOLOGY
Bandor's Trident system (£707) is
almost unique amongst sub/sat
speaker designs in that it does not
use a crossover. Both the satellites
(120x123x130mm hwd) and the
subwoofer (315x315x465mm hwd)
drive units are linked directly to
your amplifier with no intervening
passive components other than the
speaker cable. This direct- drive
approach is made possible by two
design elements — the satellites use
full range metal cones in small
enclosures which naturally limit
their bass output, while the
subwoofer is ported as a bandpass
filter to give a natural crossover.
Lightweight aluminium cones of
just 50mm diameter in the satellites
cover the range from 120Hz to
20kHz. These have a long throw
suspension and roll surround to
give reasonable dynamic range
from amplifiers between 30 and
60W

output,
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cone unit, this time of 200mm
overall diameter, which
features two voice coils to
sum the output of the
stereo channels. Bass is
output from a long
channel that exits
downwards, so there
is
no
visible
indication that this is
part of the speaker
system other than the
cables leading to it.
Wiring can be taken
to the satellites and
back to the subwoofer,
or more conventionally
to the subwoofer and
then
on
to
the
satellites. The purist
may care to wire
subwoofer
and
satellites independently
back to the amplifier
with specialised cables
that suit the range of each unit.

andor
udspeakers,
1Penfold
ttages, Pen
ne, Holm
reen
P15 6XR
el 01494
14 058

being in close touch with the
performance, every single aspect of
musical detail shining out from the
satellites. The overall effect is of a
bright,
lucid
and
dramatic
performance with a much larger
sense of scale than the small units
would
suggest.
The
stereo
soundstage is expansive and image
placement is very stable, while the
performers tend to be placed well
forward giving an immediacy and
almost tactile feel to the presentation.
Upper midrange elements tend to be
focused towards the satellites, so that
if these are placed more than about
one metre apart there is a tendency
towards ahole-in-the-middle effect.
This is about the right distance for
shelf mounting, and the expansive
height and width of the soundstage
produces a big sound in small to
medium size rooms.
Bass output is very well controlled
and indicates good extension down
to the 45Hz region and is as fast and
tight as the output from the
satellites. This is very necessary if
the acoustic crossover between the
two is to appear seamless, and in the
Trident the three units work well
together reproducing pipe organ
with surprising depth, power and
scale. Things are not quite so well
integrated for full orchestral works,
however,
where
the
bright
characteristics of the satellites are
not as coherent in behaviour as one
might have hoped.
With no crossover equalisation or
adjustment available, the full-range
units stand or fall by their innate
character, and this hinges on amore
forward presentation of violins than
cellos which disrupts the sound in
the critical area of warmth.
As such, the Trident is not
perfectly balanced and
herein
lie
the
compromises in the
design.
The negative points
are
a change
in
character as frequencies
rise, an aspect which is
just about balanced by
the splendid output of
the subwoofer, and a
restriction in overall
loudness due to the
limited radiating area of
the satellites.
The positive aspects are
tremendous clarity, musical
detail and a dramatically
high, wide soundstage
which easily fills a smaller
room. If you like hi-fi but do not
like speakers the Bandor Trident
system must be heard to be believed. +
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thardly seems possible that a
cartridge could cost this much
(£5500), yet here it is, a design
which lays claim to the title
World's Best'.
Coming from the well-established
Clearaudio brand, designed and
built in Germany, the astonishing
price has a something of a
mathematical origin. The vital
working parts of this moving- coil
cartridge are common to much less
expensive models in the range. In
production a careful test and
selection process allows grading and
the most perfect units, achieved,
only in small numbers, are reserved
for this, the most costly version.
The selection results in units of
superior clarity, better stereo, and
more secure tracking. Picked from
the crest of the quality curve, the
limited availability mathematically
guarantees the high price.

TECHNOLOGY
The fundamental design is founded
on a Clearaudio patent which
concerns the arrangement of the
coils and magnets and delivers pure
symmetry with respects to the coils
and the cantilever pivot. By
implication, and it is generally true,
many cartridges do not achieve
full symmetry since one
channel's coil is
often wound
upon the

other. Output is quite high for the
type and a head amplifier may not
be required with higher gain, low
noise valve /tube inputs.
The boron cantilever is fitted
with the Trigon P II grain oriented
diamond tip, this aline contact type
with aclaimed 5x40 micron profile.
This sample was specified for a 1.6
gdownforce with arange of 1.4 gto
2.2 g. the weighty body is made in a
handsomely gold plated, low
resonance lead alloy, unthreaded.
Overhang is standard.
The test system consisted of a
Linn LP12 on 4 stage Mana
platform, lid detached, Naim Aro
tonearm with Harmonix 56, Lingo
PSU. Reference cartridges included
the Koetsu Rosewood Signature II,
van den Hul GLA IV ( short
cantilever series). The head
amplifier/equaliser was the Premier
15 from Conrad-Johnson. Line preamplification was via XTC and
Conrad-Johnson Premier 14, power

Many
cartridges do
not achieve full
symmetry
since one
channel's coil
is often wound
upon the other

amplification including the Audio
Research VT100, Krell FPB-300,
FPB-600. Speakers were the Wilson
Audio System V, WITT and Quad
ESL63. Cables were by Siltech
(silver) and van den Hul (carbon)

including The Third speaker cable
(to be reviewed).
Freshly manufactured, the
Insider
provided
a hugely
entertaining sound right out of the
box. It was a little bright sounding
but frequently some judicious arm
and system alignment combined
with a running in period can deal
with a mild degree of initial
J.\
U>
brightness. As the dust
u ;\
settled, the assessment
could begin.

)rn
On the test bench [see
ilb
Lab Report], results were
a I dominated
by
the
.
..r
....
eciy frequency response which
I
despite a variety of trials with
VTA, downforce and electrical
loading, remained quite steady with
the characteristic shown.
Indicative
of
a
mildly
underdamped upper resonance for
the moving system (though rather
less than earlier generations of
Clearaudios), Isuspect that this
rise in output in the mid treble
was part of the intended
character, which includes an
absence of any of the
usual suckout in the
lower
treble

reveal all the music — at
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CARTRIDGES
range. The frequency response
measured a close ± 0.7dB, 15Hz to
6kHz.
Above this point it rose an
average of + 3.5dB maximum by
12.5kHz before returning to a
closer tolerance towards 20kHz.
Averaged on an octave basis, the
rise is subjectively audible but not
too harmful, especially in view of
the generally duller tonal balance
found on LP compared with CD.

SOUND QUALITY
In many areas this cartridge
provided a sound quality that
bettered any I've yet heard. Its
clarity was breathtaking, audibly
justifying
the ' Clearaudio'
brandname!
With wonderfully layered stereo
each layer carried awealth of detail.
There was no blurring, no veiling,
not a trace of cloudiness ( with
many fine cartridges the latter is
still not uncommon in the far
extremes of the virtual sound
stage).
The sound stage itself was
sparklingly clear, spacious, wide
and deep. Focus was superb, held
firm in both depth and width
regions.
With a well- matched tonearm
and a stable platform for the
turntable the sound was also very
stable, though this cartridge didn't
prove as resistant to floor vibration
'footfall' as a Koetsu Rosewood
Signature II or aGrasshopper GLA
IV: the Insider revealed its freedom
of main resonance with some
momentary ' wow' or wavering of
pitch. Conversely, its groove
tracking was so secure that no hint
of tracing distortion was audible
with such disturbances.
While that extra ' air' and ' zing' in
the upper treble was never fully
burnt off, the cartridge did sweeten
with time over the initial trial
period. While judicious alignment
of the tonearm ( slightly lowered
towards the pivot by 2-3°) a slight
increase in downforce ( 1.6 raised to
1.9g) and a lk ohm loading helped
bring the perceived tonal balance
closer to neutrality.
Ifound the Insider was less well
suited to the fairly exuberant upper
treble of the Wilson speakers but
matched beautifully with the Quad
63.
I suspect
that
other
electrostatics such as the Sound
Labs or sweeter ribbon designs for
example from Apogee would match
it well. Valve- tube amplification
would also aid the tonal balance.
Superbly clean sounding, there
was no audible distortion from this
amazing cartridge. Its resolution
was extraordinary, with so much
detail relayed from the the grooves
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it was uncanny. In this respect it
outclassed my reference Koetsu
Rosewood Signature II and just
bested the Grasshopper IV.
I developed
considerable
confidence in the Insider; it grew on
you as you learnt its character and
fully appreciated its very high
resolution. Dynamic contrasts were
very well expressed and there was
no hint of compression on peak
levels, matching the amazing van
den Hul in this area.
Where the van den Hul still
scored, although not by any great
margin, was in rhythm and timing.
Here the Insider matched the great
standard of the Koetsu but did not
yet equal the Grasshopper.
Insider bass was quick and
excellently extended, fluid and
articulate. That vital clarity
extended over the entire frequency
range including the bass. Orchestral
bass percussion was beautifully
delineated, imbued with the
individual character of the
respective instruments.
Through the midrange the
Insider remained perceptibly lean,
its perspectives alittle close but not
unacceptably
so.
Careful
assessment of timbre showed the
Insider to mildly shift the harmonic
weight upwards in frequency, for
example, edging a big Bosendorfer
closer to a Steinway,
and
perceptibly ' whitening' soprano
voices.
The blend to the treble was very
smooth, this cartridge having no
audible presence range dip — still
all too common with many moving
coils. Yet at still higher frequencies
you reach a range just below the
audible treble extreme, where
despite everything, the Insider
remained perceptibly bright.
Trumpets had atouch more %late,
strings more bowing sheen; while
less well- recorded rock material
could show a touch of brittleness
and 'zing'.
Put into context, the drift from
absolute neutrality was probably
less than that observed between
different high quality speakers, but
it was there nonetheless. It's a
Clearaudio trait, part of their
characteristic sound and one which
you could equate with a recording
microphone location nearer the
conductor than the customary,
imaginary, idealised ` tenth row'
position.

CONCLUSION
Iliked the Clearaudio Insider very
much and have no hesitation in
declaring it to be one of the world's
finest cartridges. It has a healthy
output, strong enough even for
transformerless valve input stages.

CLEARAUDIO INSIDER
LAB REPORT
Channel balance
was held within
0.4dB, quite
close, while
channel
separation was
excellently
matched for Lon
R and R on L.
Separation
exceeded 22dB
over the entire
bandwidth, very
good indeed, and
reached to the mid
30s over the broad
central region.
With fine
adjustment it's
possible to push
separation close to
40dB.
Tested on CBS
STR120
squarewave [Fig
2J the graph
confirmed the
overall linear
response, the wide
bandwidth and
the mild `ripple'
in the treble.
Output was
high for amoving
coil, measuring
0.42mV at
standard level
generated from
well matched coil
impedances of
69.6169.2 ohms.
1
kohm or greater
loading is
advised. A low
100 ohms load
drops the output
by nearly 6dB, at
too great acost to

Fig I. Clearaudio Insider: frequency response
and separation

Fig 2. Clearaudio Insider: »Hz squarewave
response

signal-to-noise
ratio. At 1.6g
specified downforce
the Insider tracked
everything except
the + 18dB lateral
torture track. As
usual this required
an increase in
downforce, in this
case to avery
moderate 2.1g.
Tracking
stability required
some consideration
in view of the
fairly high 11.5g
(including
mounting
hardware and a

fairly high
compliance (15cu)
leading to atest
arm/cartridge
resonance (9g
tonearm effective
mass) of 8.5Hz,
low enough to
warrant use of a
tone arm with
some damping.
This cartridge
provided
consistently low
distortion at all
levels confirming
the very linear
generator system.
All in all, afine set
of test results.

Notwithstanding a trace of
'Clearaudio character', the sound
was extremely good, superbly
resolving of fine detail, while its
stereo soundstage was without peer.
The lab results were fine
confirming the close tolerances
achieved for this tight selection
from the main production run.
I've no hesitation recommending

SUPPLIER
Audiofreaks
15 Link Way,
Ham,
Surrey
TWI07QT
Tel 0181 948
4153

this excellent cartridge on grounds
of sheer performance in both lab
and studio. If you can afford it then
it demands to be heard. With the
right system match I'm confident
that its mild brightness can be
accommodated. You could even
argue that it brought the tonality
closer to that from digital sources,
aiding overall system matching. +
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ONLY MOZART EVER HEARD HIS MUSIC SOUND THIS PURE
AND THAT WAS IN HIS HEAD.
When Mozart was composing, he could hear every single
note, each individual instrument and every voice singing in his
head. Every mark on his manuscript rang clear and true in the
concert hall of his mind.
Nothing disturbed his music. Not the vagaries of the
acoustics in the auditorium, not the fumbling fingers of a
musician nor the coughs and mutters of the audience, not
even their rapturous applause.

All he heard was the resonance of the strings, the timbre
of the woodwind, and the percussion of timpani.
Nothing needed to be added or taken away.
This, quite simply is the aim of Yamamura Churchill.
The reproduction of the most pure sounds. Not sterile
sounds but sounds uncorrupted by the equipment that carries
them. Sounds which recreate the natural harmony of the
instruments which originally made them.
To achieve this, we dispense with all existing technology
and create our own. If it takes a rare paper from Japan, a special
cork from Sardinia and a carbon fibre suspension system as
precise as that of a Formula One racing car to create the
sound we want, that's what we use.
It will look different from anything you've ever seen before.
It will certainly sound different. But then so did Mozart's music.
Yamamura Churchill.
If you haven't heard of us, you haven't been listening.

YAMAMURA
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1747 871188

CHURCHILL
Fax: + 44 ( 0)1747 871199

pot pourri

BLACK DIAMOND RACING
TURNTABLE SUPPORT

The apparent lack of dynamics came
about because of the wealth of ' smaller'
information, but in fact, given
sudden tutti or sforzando passages

I

've never been one to go
overboard about supports, but
recently the Black Diamond
Racing turntable support (£ 495
for a 14 by 18M version, including
six cones) came winging its way
through the post for evaluation.
Putting the Black Diamond in
place is a pretty easy affair.
Consisting of six shiny hard black
carbon- fibre- composite cones and a
carbon-fibre weave shelf approaching half
an inch thick (and weighing quite a lot
considering carbon fibre is supposed to be
a strong ' light' material), three cones are
placed at two corners on the same side,
with the wide end against the shelf. They
are helpfully retained by some proprietary
gloop so that when you turn the shelf over
to stand it on the cones' sharper end they
don't fall off. The cones are then placed
'point up' in the opposite configuration to
support the turntable above.
The most obvious limitation of this
arrangement is the inability to level the
turntable as the ` normal' turntable feet are
taken ' out of service', so this system will
only really work where the base shelf has a
levelling facility.
That having been said, the actual
setting up time is quite short — amatter

of some 10 minutes — and thereafter the
only thing to do is listen to music.
Initial impressions were that the shelf
took away some of the dynamic attack
although overall clarity was far greater
than before.
On
some
material
background noises were more easily
detected than with the turntable standing
on the original shelf; these included the
famous tube trains at some venues,
rumbling away behind the performance. In
other recordings there was more acoustic
information regarding the venue; larger
and smaller performance spaces were

the dynamics weren't restricted at all; it
was more of a case that there was
more musical information at every
level. It may seem as if I'm
representing the Black Diamond
Racing shelf as being more suitable
for classical or jazz; but this is
simply not the case. The same
attributes and improvements can be
equally applied to rock and pop.
It has to be said that this isn't an
inexpensive upgrade, and unless your
turntable is capable of fine detail retrieval
(this is in both loud and quiet passages) its
effect is likely to be minimal. However,
once you've experienced what it can do,
you'll be surprised at just how much more
you can get out of LPs.

more easily identified, and many
instruments gained more of their
individual signature compared with
previously.

Chris Beaching

SUPPLIER
Audiophile International,
PO Box 303,
Chobham, Surrey
GU24 8YP
Tel 01276 855 530

Russ ANDREWS lima CIL MAN»

I

thought that this test would be
easy; after all, those stick- on
dampers and the matt ink, green

pressing plant, but the final digit

didn't tally, indicting different glass
masters! Surely even Barry Fox
['Technology', Aug ' 96] would look
felt tip pen had proved effective for
me and on the majority of listeners I askance at this one. Reports from
tried them on, using single blind the USA have told of different
testing. But not this time — it took quality from some contract presses
as opposed to the original issues
hours to sort out the effect of the
Russ Andrews Reveel CD cleaner defined by the record label, but my
(£19.95 per pack or individual problem was something else.
Ifs not nice to find out that very
sachets for 99p) and the fault didn't
lie with Russ Andrews Turntable probably the quality of the glass
Accessories (RATA). Ihad managed masters isn't constant. Yes, there is
to find three titles from my residual jitter but Ididn't expect
collection that were duplicated and consecutive masters to show their
were either new or in mint differences in their pressed discs so
.condition. Taking all the usual clearly. Only at the third try, with a
precautions, Ilistened to all the discs pair of same- batch Reference
Recording discs did Imanage to
before Istarted the treatment.
Igot a nasty surprise. From the establish a reasonably close
very start none of the paired discs correspondence for sound, and
gave the same sound quality. I even these were not identical.
After careful referencing, one of these
checked
them —
warmup,
condition, loading and centring. But brand new discs was RATA cleaned
those aggravating differences were and left to dry to avoid any affects due
to residual moisture or humidity.
consistent — it was impressed in the
A very small difference was heard at
discs themselves. I'd bought them at
different times and when Ichecked last, one which paradoxically brought
the pressing master numbers they the test disc closer in sound to its pair
almost agreed, including the which was not treated. Iwill concede
HI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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UK readers should
already have the
trial-size Reved
sachet which is
month's free gift: a
chance to see if you
agree with MC's
assessment

SUPPLIER
RATA,
Edge Bank
House,
Skelsmergh,
Kendal,
Cumbria
LA8 9AS
Tel 0800
373 467
(freephone)

that many less critical listeners might
hear next to nothing. In my book the
improvement for anew or already clean
disc is marginal, by this trial
substantially outweighed by the effects
of dampers or green pens. Of course if a
disc did carry significant contamination
from manufacture then cleaning it
might give agreater difference.
For all the wrong reasons I've
almost proved that Barry was right
about the CD cleaner. But what will
he say now about those CD pressing
differences?
Martin Cancans
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TONEARMS & moving
coil cartridges
To hear the dynamics and explosive power of

Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture, your HiFi system comes
from Audiofreaks.
For yourfinal choice of analogue front end

_
T . FOR THE

components we have selected afew of the very best.
The unsurpassed VVHEATON TriPlanar IV tonearm,

LOVE
of mus ic

ULt U

BENZ-MICRO and CLEARAUDIO state-of-the-art
moving-coil cartridges and the latest wonder EXPRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES SU1step-up
transformer with matching 1C-1 interconnect cable.
Also available - ARCICI dedicated QUAD and MartinLogan speaker stands.

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701.
Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181. 948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk www.audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk

AUDIO
ILLUSION

LilL,

23 Langley Broom
Langley, Berkshire SL3 8NB
TEL: ( 01753 542761: Fax: (01753) 772532
10am-8pm Monday - Saturday

Wee el ?
it
proudly announce anew addition to
the Classé family of quality audio
products - The CAP- 100 Integrated
Amplifier 100w.
This superb amplifier retails at £ 1,895
.0"

and is available in black or silver with
an optional plug in Phono Stage at
£185.
For afull specification why not give
us acall

FOR YOUR NEAREST STOCK 1ST CONTACT AUDIO

ILLUSION - TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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THE
HTMS2510

SPATIALizER

T

he brochure describes this American
product as an affordable asset
(£249) offering ' true 3 dimensional
sound from any two speakers, and with
the capacity to improve existing surround
sound systems'. Using auto detect and
tracking circuitry it is said to expand the
sound field while maintaining central
dialogue and vocals and — Iquote —
'more natural and life-like than anything
you have ever heard before.'
It has circuitry which aims to support
the summed left and right channel signal
components so as to maintain the
phantom centre image, while processing
additional signals to be added to the left
and right channels (phase shifted to avoid
cancellation of the centre L+R sum)
which are intended to partly cancel the
usual acoustic crosstalk between channels.
By increasing the effective channel
separation at the listener position the
surround stage is claimed to widen from
the usual 60°-80° to 180° and 270°,

Ca

uadraspire is the brainchild
of Eduard Spruit whose
background is in furniture
design. The first thing that strikes
you about his Q4 hi-fi table is that
it possesses the virtues of a good
midpriced hi-fi support — stability,
solidity, fine ergonomics — but it
doesn't look like one.
Personally, as soon as Isaw the
Q4, I knew Ihad to have one.
Elegant and retro, making excellent
use of areal wood veneer and black
aluminium, it's a beautiful object
and goes with my black and
rosewood original Quad ESLs and
Loricrafted Garrard 301 in a 1950s,
Festival of Britain, G-plan orgy.
The standard four-shelf Q4 sells
for £200 including VAT and each
shelf measures 590mm wide by
395mm deep (the available space
for a hi-fi component is 490 by
395mm). Height depends on which
spacers you select. Shelves are Solid
MDF with veneered tops ( extra
shelves plus spacers cost £60 each).
Standard finishes are Rosenut and
American Cherry. The black
`spacer' legs are solid aluminium
machined in an autolathe so they
screw into each other (according to
Eddie Spruitt, being machined from
a solid material helps sonically).
The spacers come in standard sizes
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quality. As a
line stage Ifelt it merited
no more than 8 points on my usual
subjective scale, and roughly halved the
performance of the test system. Of limited
transparency it had a deadened, slow
sound with a narrow, closed- in stereo
stage. In Spatializer mode it added audible
hiss and high frequency hash and had the
unfortunate property of increasing the
However, for images with phase and time subjective distortion level. This varied
related ambience the Spatializer severely with the depth of setting chosen.
Idare not print a score for the unit in
warped the sound stage presentation.
Little extra width was apparent while the active process mode; suffice it to say that
ambience component was grossly in my view it is not high fidelity as we
exaggerated lending a cavernous, know it.
This is an interesting idea, one which I
thickened and echoey coloration. The
differentiation of processing action for have heard to practical effect in studios.
different source acoustics also resulted in a However, as realised in this domestic box,
it must be regarded as a conspicuous
severe distortion of dynamics.
Checking the bypass quality of the failure. It simply doesn't reach an
Spatializer with a single cable, the acceptable level of sound quality for it to
processing off, showed that the unit be taken seriously in ahi-fi context.
Martin Gallants
substantially impaired absolute sound

delivering a degree of wrap- around
imaging by analogue signal processing.
Initially working on 'bypass' mode with
monitoring via Wilson WITT speakers and
the QLN Signature Split:field, Ifound Phil
Collins played well enough, but was
seriously changed as the Spatializer depth
of action was increased. For nearfield
sources recorded without significant
reverb, the sound was little changed.

QUADRASPIRII
4HI-FI TABLE

of 100, 140, 180 and 216mm; but,
sensibly, the price of the table
remains the same regardless of
which spacers you choose. You
assemble the table by screwing the
spacers through the holes in each
shelf and then into the top of the
next spacer and so on. A small
terminating steel head (oddly called
a ' connector') screws in at the top
and
on
the
bottom
are
Quadraspire's superb adjustable
spiked steel feet. These are
considerably more robust and larger
than usual (M12 versus M8 from
most speaker manufacturers).
HFNIRR reviewer Matthew Thorne
has successfully used them to spike
his large Celestion ribbon speakers
and I'm thinking of performing
similar surgery on my own 66s, so
Eddie may find aprofitable sideline.
Not that he needs it. The Q4 hi-fi
table, like his AV table and hi-fi
cabinet is graceful and beautiful in a
way that is almost heresy in the hi-fi
world. It is also amarvel of easy-toset- up, elegant, modular design.

SUPPLIER
Quadraspire,
Unit 11,
Lakeside,
Neptune Close,
Rochester, Kent
ME2 4LT
Tel 01634
296 615

And it even comes flat packed!
In the final analysis, if you want
to milk the last ounce of sound
quality from a system, then your
best bet is still probably a support
from Mana Acoustics (who recently
made a triumphant appearance at
the AES in Los Angeles).
However, if you are concerned
with
styling
and
domestic
acceptability at a lower price, or
looking for tasteful use of real wood
finishes, then Quadraspire's
ingenious constructs are robust and
elegant, a doddle to assemble, and
very hard to beat.
Andrew Cartrnel
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What HI Fl Jan 97 - Artemis &
Andromeda III pre & power amplifters

Andromeda III 240 wpc, 200 amperes of

***** rated for Sound, Build and
facilities.

peak current. True balanced topology at the
input through to the balanced output stage.

Stereophile May 1996 - "compared to a
Krell KS 300, the Andromeda was more

The balanced output drives both terminals of
the loudspeaker directly.

effective, more focused and transparent"
What Hi Fi September 1995 *****

RRP £1975

"Supremely powerful and well focused.
Effortless power and dynamic clarity.
Imaging is utterly crisp with pristine
focus and resolution".

SNIP

1=1=Z-11- 1.5rn

HiFi World May 1996 - 'More valvelike
than transistor in sound; highly

The Sumo Polaris Ill a 120 watt amp, comes

competent if not spectacular"
HiFi Choice August 1995 - "These amps

with true balanced inputs and can be easily
run as a350-watt monoblock

make an enjoyable and involving

RRP £950

combination, one that's easy to sit and listen, encouraging you to delve in your
music collection through the wee small
hours. What HiFi December 1994 **** "Powerful, clean and articulate,
delight to listen to and live with"
7

''''

r

"7/177

The new Ten/M monoblock, featuring the

HI Fl Choice November 96

most advanced Class A balanced circuitry in

"Sound was full range, free, warm and

Sumo history.

very, very sophisticated, I'd expected some-

Delivering 240 W into 8 ohms, it runs with

thing smooth and satisfying, but was

no overall negative feedback, yet has

taken aback by the sheer sit-infrontability
of the whole package" - Alan Sircom -

superior damping factor and low distortion.

SUMO Artemis and Ten/M pre & power

The Ten/M boasts a 1 KVA transformer and

ProAc Response 2.5's and Meridian
508.20 CDP

can deliver over 150 amps of current.
RRP £4200/pair
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IC- 50 Interconnect - WHAT Hi Fi March 96 *****
"Spacious sound with an abundance of detail"

RRP £37 / 1m Pair

IC- 80 INTERCONNECT WHAT HI Fl JAN 97 *****
"Super smooth, authoritative bass and balanced presentation"

RRP £60 / lm Pair

IC- 100-D INTERCONNECT
WHAT HI Fl AWARDS 1996 - HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Listed in What Hi Fi Best Buy Guide 1996
What Hi Fi March 1996 *****

RRP il9 / lm Palr

"Drive, timing and soundstage are exemplary, definition and focus is supreme"
IC-200-D INTERCONNECT WHAT HI Fl March 96 ****
RRP £ 151 / lm Pair
"Even better than the IC- 100-D, detail and definition are stronger helping to draw every nuance
from arecording. Now MKII VERSION with solid core conductors - sounds even better but
price remains the same.

NOW APPEARING AT COVENT GARDEN
CENTRAL LONDON

18 Monmouth Street
COVENT GARDEN
London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Fax: 0171 497 9205

Branches also at:
45 High Street, HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW3 1RH
Tel: 0181 569 5802
Fax: 0181 569 6353
173 Station Road, EDGWARE
Middlesex HAS 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535
Fax: 0181 951 5864

MAIN AUTHORISED
DEALERS FOR:
Acoustic Energy
Aiwa
Akai
AKG
Alphason
Apogee
Arcam
Atacama
ATC
Audio Alchemy
Audioquest
Audio Technica
Aura
AVI
B & W
Beyer Dynamic
Bose
Boston
Cabletalk
Canon
Castle
Celestion
Cerwin Vega
Chord
Creek
Cyrus
Denon
DPA
Dual
EPOS
Exposure
GLL
Goldring
Grundig
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Infinity
Ixos
Jamo
JBL
JPW
JVC
KEF
Kenwood
LaserDiscs
Lexicon
Linn
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Mitsubishi
Monarchy
Monitor Audio
Monster Cable
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Nakamichi
Ortofon
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Polk
PROAC
Project Turntables
QED
Quad
RCF Projectors
REL
Restek
Rogers
Roksan
Rotel
Royd
Ruark
SD Acoustics
Sennheiser
Sharp
Sheame
Shure
SME
Sony
Soundstyle
Stands Unique
STAX
Sumiko
Sumo
Systemdek
Tannoy Prestige
Target
TDK
TEAC
Technics
Thorens
Toshiba
Trichord
Van den Hul
Wadia
Wharfedale
XL0
Yamaha
and many more
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The KLH
Soundbite
range:
entry level
products
with enough
style to
make them
fun to own
SUPPLIER
KLHISoundbites

UK, 4D
Broontvale
Business Park,
Little
Blaketzhant,
Suffolk IP8 41U.
Tel 01473
8332288.

Ooops! Dept:
Bocchino's
Monopoles
Two errors crept into
the December issue
'Headroom'.
Monopole FM2 and
FM3 spade
connectors will grip
an 8.25mm binding
post she, not 9mm
as stated. And the
face-to-face
resistance is 35
micro-ohms, not 35
ohms; the `II' symbol
disappeared during

text conversion, prior
to sending copy in to
HFNIRR. (Note
also that Monopoles
originate from
Bocchino Audio
Products, PO Box
5650, West End,
Queensland 4101,
Australia (tel +61
754 428 493, fax
754 961 955) not
the USA as implied;
UK distributor is
Audio Note, 01273
220 511
Ed.J

thing, the alternatives — which used
to mean tranny radios or portable
record players — now include
personal hi-fis, ghetto- blasters and
a load of other repackagings. For
another, sound sources also now
include computers and home
cinema. KLH has risen to the
occasion with an entry level system
which makes Bose's AM5 and
B&W's Rock Solids look like wares
for the filthy rich. The ' Bites' series
is about as downmarket as you can
go without landing in Amstradland,
circa 1979.

A SOUPCON OF CLASS...

M

aybe its not quite what we
expected to herald the
return of one of hi-fi's great
names, but times change. But when
you think about it, KU! was never a
precious, arrogant high-end manufacturer, despite producing the
legendary KLH 9elet.ttostatic speaker.
In reality, KLH was apopulist make,
having provided more students with
decent sound in the 1960s than any
other brand, with the possible
exception of AR.
For those born after Elvis
joined the army, KLII was a
branch of the American hi-fi
family tree, with its roots in
Acoustic Research and with
twiglets including EPI, Advent

We are not talking about hi-fi, high
end or otherwise. We are talking
about what shiny reps and ad execs
call ' lifestyle' products, because it's
so much nicer aword than ' crap'.
But KLH has added a soupçon of
class to what could be a real
knuckle-dragger of a product, that
touch of wit and finesse which turns
the most simplistic, lowest-commondenominator wares into desirable

ashelf or atable, or mount it on the
wall or ceiling with the supplied
hardware, the speaker portion itself
rotating in awide arc so you can aim
it anywhere. And it comes with an
ample 3m of cable per speaker.
Next is the niftiest item in the
range, the Powerbite 15W/ch stereo
integrated amplifier. Feed it any linelevel output source via a pair of
phono
sockets.
The
100mm
diameter semi-sphere which makes
up the upper portion of the
Powerbite rotates — it's acombined
on/off and volume control. Along the
edge is a tone control. Underneath
are spring-loaded speaker terminals,
at the back the RCA inputs and the
socket to accept the power from the
mains adaptor. An ergonomic
delight, Powerbite elicited only one
complaint: there's no mid-point
detent for the tone control.

AND FINALLY: THE BASSBITE

Together, you'd think that the two
form arather sweet little system, but
there's an inescapable problem: less
bass than even I — ` Mr
Midband' — could tolerate. I
would not want to be the
retailer the day after selling a
pair of Soundbites (with or
without a Powerbite) without
having begged the customer to
purchase the final part of the
system, the Bassbite.
and others. KLH sold three
This MDF box measures
products in particular which did
190.5 x 190.5 x385mm (whd),
more than any other to help
with abuilt-in 45W amp and a
impoverished
college
kids
shielded 133nun Dynamic Fibre
acquire decent sounds on the
Woofer covering 50Hz-180Hz.
eve
of the
Great
Hi-fi
Although the moulded front
Explosion. It was the mid-topanel/grille
make
this
a
late 1960s, when the hi-fi
handsome little subwoofer, the
companies
were
growing
box itself looks like it was made
alongside the quality of the
by Neanderthals who'd just been
music, proving that hi-fi sales
handed their first adzes —
and the calibre of chart entries
examine yours before taking it
were inseparable. To listen to
home. Whatever, the Bassbite
the Beatles, the Suprernes, the
Rolling Stones, the Doors and '
What shiny reps and ad execs call "lifestyle"...': this is the
has ahigh-pass filter, so you plug
Soundbite in 'Molten Lava' finish
your source into it, taking afeed
other greats, KLH produced
off the Bassbite to the Powerbite.
'fun' products. Think Swatch
the Model 17, astonker of abudget
What a difference! The added
watches, think disposable cameras,
'bookshelf speaker. It worked with
weight transformed the system from
think BIC pens. And, as with KLH's
the Dynacos, Scott receiver. and
sounding like astereo telephone into,
earlier products, think 'populist'.
Sansui integrateds of the day, and
well, ' arefined ghetto blaster with
Soundbite is the name of the core
you couldn't enter any college
separation'. But note: this isn't
product, apod-type loudspeaker with
dormitory without finding afew pairs
a full-range driver described as a aimed at the hi-fi market. What it
on every floor_
creates is a stylish option for
fully-shielded, 93mm ' Dynamic
Not enough money for separates?
computers, multi-room installations,
Fibre Woofer'. Woofer, tweeter, who
KLH had two other budget
small home theatre rigs, kids' rooms,
cares? Whatever it is, it's said to
treasures, the model numbers which
cover 150Hz-20kHz, it has an 8 situations where a spouse is
escape me. The first — Ithink it was
intransigent.
ohm impedance, works with amps
the Model 11 or 12 — was an early
You have achoice of six colours,
rated at 5-50W and offers 86dB/1W
'music centre', with adecent recordtoo, so they really do blend in, and
sensitivity. But that's not what makes
changer and quality speakers. The
not just by virtue of size. Soundbites
second was adesktop FM radio that
it so cool. The Soundbite comes in
cost £ 59 per pair, the Powerbite
the form of ahalf-lozenge; it looks
sounded too good to be true. Which
£68, the Bassbite £99. See what I
exactly like one-half of a medical
leads us to Soundbites, reminding
mean about populist? Now, if KLH
capsule. Measuring 100mm in
ourselves that KLH had amake role
can only find a few hundred
diameter and 142mm tall, the
in the fun/lifestyle/budget market
thousand students who give a toss
Soundbite assembly includes aneat
before we even knew it existed. But,
about music...
Ken Kessler
plinth that allows you to stand it on
like Isaid, times change. For one
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DIY SYSTEM TUNING
Fig I. The most

T

his
month's
project
is
probably aworld first in DIY,
yet simple in basis: an
improved, audiograde earthing
conductor (designed by the author
and colleagues, and available from
the Accessories Club — see page
69; an earth stake will be available
soon). It is appropriate to almost
any mid/high-end hi-fi system. In a
world increasingly polluted by high
RF signals, effective earthing helps
audio electronics perform more
effectively — in some instances
dramatically so.

direct way to use
Rader is connecting
audio chassis(s)
independently (a) or
separately (b) to the
existing main earth
stake. More stakes
may be added. This
plan can be effective
in rural areas, and
where there are few
noisy appliances. The
safety earthing path
is shown on the right,
hack to the local
II
kV substation
transformer

EARTHING REFRESHER
The neglected subject of RF (radio
frequency) earthing for domestic
audio was revived in ` Black Box'
last year. Two essays' — triggered
by a reader's idea' are essential
reading. The question ' Why do
high- end systems benefit from a
proper earth' may be answered in
three stages. First, in the vicinity of
listening rooms, any RF energy will
be intercepted by cable shields,
enclosures, and all other conductive
objects. In the majority of cases
(excepting local interference
sources), this energy needs to be
drained into the earth, to enable it
to return to its point of referral —
through the earth's crust.
Second, as is well known, the
safety earth conductor found on
most domestic power circuits makes
at least one connection to the
required earth through a rod, pipe
or stake which is usually sited at the
nearest point outdoors from the
incoming mains supply. As most hifi equipment is mains powered, it is
either connected to the incoming
earth conductor, or has afairly low
RF impedance to this or to the
neutral power conductor (which is
often repeatedly connected to the
earth, alias ` PME'). It follows that
systems already experience some
inadvertent RF earthing. It is this
condition we are setting out to
enhance and purify. A sturdy
physical connection to earth is
needed. But however chunky it
looks above ground, unless the
stake makes good and early contact
with dampness, RF impedance to
the substrate can be rather high, at
above 10 or even 50 ohms —
particularly up ahill, or where there
isn't much rain.
Third, as discussed in earlier
editions of Black Box, wire of both
low resistance and low effective
series inductance (ESL) is needed
to efficiently achieve RF earthing.
Alas, the plain copper earth
conductors normally used for power
system earthing have high skin
effect when made fat for low
resistance (whether as one core or
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Fig 2. The next
approach w using
Radex wire is to set
up one communal (a)

teseive
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or individual (b)
technical earths.
Again, each may
comprise more than

Say., a direct
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In aworld
increasingly
polluted by high
RF signals,
available for power circuit earthing,
effective
with green/yellow sheathing.
earthing helps
Meanwhile, impurities in the
audio
atmosphere and plasticisers in the
plastic sheath gradually ' oxidise' a electronics
perform more
conventional ' pure' copper (or
other noble) conductor's surface effectively — in
some instances
layer 'skin' over months and years.
Then, as in speaker cables, the dramatically so

many strands), increasing their
inductance. Above 2.5mm 2 only
stranded wires are generally made

SAFETY FIRST e
This article describes adding supplementary earthing
conductors and stakes to the domestic power system.
While it can be carried out in complete safety by nonprofessionals, and without isolating the supply, if
carried out without due care, future safety might be
prejudiced in the event of a fault. It is recommended
that you:
•Employ a qualified electrician to verify any work
you do — in particular testing the earthing before and
afterwards. The upside is that in older houses, it is
occasionally discovered that the main earth wire is
broken!
•Are sure to take suitable steps to identify the
locations of hidden cables, pipes, etc before passing
through walls or floors.
•Don't disconnect any existing earth wires except
temporarily and only while power is off.

resulting semiconducting surfaces
are ' jumped across' by the signal's
TEM-wave, where the earth cable's
constituent wires are helical —
which happens where the wire has
been curved or bent. This makes
RF conduction chaotic, causing
complex energy interchanges and
even resonances. Ultimately, the
skin oxidation may act as a series
AM detector. Overall, the purely
fortuitous RF grounding is eroded
and at higher RF, the earth wire
may as well be an aerial...
With the above in mind, and
years of pooled experience,
including that of cleaning-up large
concert PA systems worldwide
through improved earthing, the first
dedicated audiograde earthing
conductor has been developed.
Radio
Exterminator
wire,
colloquially known as ` Radex', is a
special
braid,
sheathed
in
green/yellow for legality, and
constructed in away which reduces
skin effect at radio frequencies. It
also strongly resists corrosion —
even the salt air of coastal homes,
so longevity of RF grounding
effectiveness ( always a coy point
with plain copper wiring) is assured.
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You didn't call
your son
Hongo lshi
after all.
Another very
wise choice.
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Leading specialists in valve and vinyl replay systems for those who
appreciate music rather than hi-fi, we carry one of the largest selections
of valve amplification on permanent demonstration.
Serious Single-Ended Triodes
Valve amplifiers based on the 211, 845 and Vaic 30B triodes can deliver the transparency and holographic
imaging normally associated with single-ended designs, but these valves can also produce real dynamics and
deep, detailed bass.
The Art Audio Diavolo, the Gamma Aeon and the Unison Research Smart 845 are among the best we
have heard, yet they all sound different to each other. We will help you select the one that is right for you.
Listen to these amplifiers, coupled with revealing speakers such as the Impulse, Gamma, or the beautiful
Diapason, and hear what we are talking about.
Analogue Replay Nottingham
Analogue Turntables • Paragon
Linear Tracking Arms • Analogue
Tracer Cartridges • Blue Oasis
Cartridge • Benz Micro Cartridge •
Cartridge Man's Grado
Amplification Arion • Art Audio •
Audio Note • Cary Audio Design •
Gamma Acoustics • Graaf •
Monrio • Parasound • The Vamp •
Trilogy • Unison Research

0171 380 0866
Art Audio Diavolo with Vim 30B Triodes

FAx:oui 383 5028

Digital Replay Cary • DPA • Holfi •
Morino • Parasound • Trichord
Speakers Alon • Analysis Ribbons •
Cary Audio Design • Diapson
Acoustics • Gamma • Impulse •
Living Voice • Opera • Resolution
Accessories Argenta custom silver
cables • Petros granite isolating
platforms • Silver Sounds cables •
V- Damp Isolating System

Demonstrations by appointment only

E.MAIL:fol65o,2424@compuserve.com

DIY SYSTEM TUNING
INSTALL PLANS
Both readers' systems and the
quality of earthing needed to tackle
RF vary widely. Fig 1(a) shows the
simplest plan, for casual trials, and
suiting in the longer term rural
areas, or wherever else RF levels are
low (or immunity high). The hi-fi
equipment is assumed to be
clustered together, requiring only
short (0.3m say) links to form astar
point at a central unit, in this
example the DAC's chassis. In this
plan, the Radex wire (dashed) is
taken for simplicity to the existing
mains earth stake, which is assumed
to be good and also close —
meaning under 5m in wire length.
It is also assumed that there is little
or no RFI current being imposed
through the earth stake, cg from
noisy domestic appliances that have
been ineptly suppressed by
conventional means. The right side
of Fig 1(a) shows the safety
earthing
circuit
in
generic
perspective for mainly rural areas
where juice arrives from overhead.
The path of 50Hz and related
power line currents shown by the
longer dashed line helps to show
why the sharing of alow resistance
rod need not cause much
superimposition of power line noise
on the audio RF drainage (unless
there is some bad geological
discontinuity), since for electrical
safety purposes, and any leakage
currents, the path is solely back to
the substation and/or pole grounds
shown on the right, which are
usually in aline.
Fig 1(b) shows a better scheme
for use in areas having higher RF
levels, particularly at high RF.
Here, each item of equipment has
an
individual
Radex
wire
connecting to the communal main
earth
stake.
A
natural

EARTI4SPEAK
CPC the Circuit Protective Conductor — the

text describes how Radio Exterminator is

green/yellow or green safety wire associated

used as such.

with most bàilding wiring and heavier

Earth Stake (or rod): A metal rod ( or pipe)

appliance cables.

typically at least 6ft, driven into the ground

Earth. Earths, Earthing. In this article, the

far enough to reach into a reliably conductive

physical stake or mat in the soil or other

substrate for a low resistance contact with

substrate. Alias earth-ground' in US. Also a

the earth mass.

loose colloquialism for the earth wire.

ESL: A kind of ' transmission line' effective

Earth wire: (i) See CPC. ( ii) If connecting

series ( ES) inductance ( L) where the rate of

baths and sinks, it's an Equipotential Bond

series attenuation varies from -6dB to

Wire. ( iii) I
- leading to a technical earth.

-9dB/octave, with frequency. Caused by

its known to electricians as a

variations in skin effect which increases

Supplementaey Earthing Conductor. This

reactance by up to 3dB/octave.

development of this you may want
to try is to have separate Radex
wires and stakes for digital and
analogue chassis, and even per
item of equipment. Figs 2(a) and
2(b) shows alternative schemes
that require investment in a
dedicated
Technical' ( alias
'Supplementary') earth stake or
mat, but which offer greater
certainty of sonic improvements in
areas of high RF and which are less
dependent on the noisiness of the
local supply and low earth
resistance. When placing an
earthstake, it should be (i) sited for
the shortest possible wire length to
the equipment, preferably far less
than 5m, and (ii) where there are
no underground services — see site
plans and proceed cautiously, and
(iii) where rain can reach. The ideal
location is a flower bed that will be
kept well watered. Suitable earth
stakes. are made of a special metal
that has good conductivity ( like
copper), but which (unlike copper)
does not corrode when left in
prolonged contact with this damp
native substrate, nor bend ( as
copper does) when driven past
stones. Fortunately, earth stakes
that meet all the requirements

Sui-.able earth
stakes Ere
made of a
special metal
that tas good
cordochvity
(like cooper),
but which does
not ( make
copper)
corrode

DIY CONSIDERATIONS
Readers will appreciate that the performance

fo ten lengths in parallel. Parallelling is also

improvement that Radio Exterminator wire

rhe remedy for flat-dwellers needing lengths

can offer will be dependent on ( i) there being

above a few metres.

high enough levels of RF to cause a problem,

In an earlier foray' it was suggested that

and ( ii) on the earthstake(s) also having a

the technical earth should be connected

good, low resistance.

through an RFgrade series capacitor, rated

BS 7671, successor to the IEE regs,
stipulates that a supplementary bonding

at say 0.1pF and over lkV. This is not
necessary in the UK, and possibly elsewhere,

conductor must be as big as the power

but if done, then the earth wiring may be

conductors. The Radex wire is nomirally

absolved at least partly, from the local

3.4mm and may accordingly be freely used

electrical wiring regulations ( such as

in ordinary ring and spur circuits wired with

minimum size), as it will not be carrying any

2.5mm' cable — or whatever, up to 3.4mm',

prospective 50/60Hz fault current under any

in other countries.

condition. It is also worth noting that it is

(along with Radex-complementary
mats and connection accessories)
will be available through the
Accessories Club. The resistance of
any given earth stake can be greatly
lowered by adding more stakes (up
to ten) in the area around it,
connecting these together in some
form of ' star', and by watering
regularly, sometimes with awetting
agent (alias used washing-up water).
Plan 2(b) (aharmonic of lb) is a
more ideal setup where RF levels
are high and/or where units are
quite spaced apart. In effect, each
item is directly noded to the
earthplane. No-n- audio, metalbodied items that need RF earthing
also follow plan 2(b) — where the
units may be radiators, RSJs or
immersion heaters.
Readers
listening in buildings more than
one floor above ground, or in
urban areas where even at ground
level there is no access to soil,
should investigate the earth
resistance of building RSJs, and
metal water pipes (but never gas
pipes) that emerge from the
ground. Earth resistance measuring
sets may be employed to read
the impedance and validate
effectiveness.
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exceeds 2.5mm'. as is true of many

isolate a dedicated audio mains supply, from

dedicated audio supplies, then additional

noisy, main earthing. provided the supply is
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strands of Radex should be used in parallel;

fed through a 30mA — or even better 10mA

so three pieces are the minimum number for

— RCD ( alias RCCB). These devices protect

10mm' wiring. Parallelling improves RF

from fatal shock and also fire in the absence

effectiveness and users may wish to use up

of an earth connection.

If the associated circuit live ' phase' wiring
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DCC: R.I.P.
Just as CD replaced the LI; the
Digital Compact Cassette should have taken
over from analogue cassette. So why did
DCC fail? Here is the inside story
by BARRY FOX

0

ne of the hi-fi shops in Akihabara,
the area of Tokyo known as Electric
City, has ashowcase of all known
recording formats. There, nestling amongst
the DAT, cassette and MiniDisc machines,
are acouple of rather lonely-looking DCC
portables, one made by Matsushita
(Panasonic/Technics) and the other by the
Maranrz factory now owned by Philips.
This sad sight is all
that remains in
Japan of the digital
audio format that
was designed to
take over from
conventional
analogue
cassette.
It
reminds us that
having aclever idea
First production machine,
the DCC900, unveiled in 1992
(and reviewed in Septenvber that year)
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is not enough. Nor is it enough to spend the
hundreds of millions of dollars it now takes to
design a new product, set up factory
production lines and launch it onto the world
market.
Jan Timmer, now stepping down as
President of Philips, has often said that the
'window of opportunity' for any new product
is getting shorter. Once launched, aproduct
has only ayear or so in which to succeed or
fail. DAT was dead by the time it was
launched, because there had been so much
pre-launch hype for the format that, by the
time it finally reached the shops, the public
had lost interest.
MiniDisc was preceded by almost as much
publicity, and bombed because the price was
too high and its first models did not live up to
the hype. Although MiniDisc is now selling
well in Japan, there are special circumstances.
Consumers are size-conscious, and listen on
the move. (New singles sell on 3in CD, a
format that is near forgotten in Europe.) CD
rental is away of life and Sony has been

prepared to change tack and market the MD
product unashamedly for CD- dubbing.
Record shops sell blank MDs alongside CDs.
Philips launched DCC, the Digital
Compact Cassette, with every bit as much
ballyhoo as MiniDisc. The format then failed
alongside MiniDisc. The difference is that,
with the world now turning from tape to disc,
the window of opportunity has now firmly
shut on the cassette format. It is sobering
now to look back at the remarkable research
and development effort which Philips put
into DCC. Philips' engineers solved every
technical problem, only to be defeated by
their own company's marketing mistakes.
This is all the more disappointing because,
unlike DAT and most failed formats, DCC
was designed to aspecification set by the
people who would have to try and sell it.
Gerry Wirtz was one of Philips' Senior
Product Managers, and the catalyst for DCC.
He explains how innovation policy is
changing: ` In the ' 50s and ' 60s large
companies funded a large research
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department, in which engineers and scientists
fed off each other's ideas to come up with
new inventions. There was no concern for
market need, or whether the company's
factory could mass-produce the laboratory's
prototype.
'In the ' 70s and ' 80s the popular notion
was that new ideas could best be generated
by small independent teams, backed by
venture capital. But the independent team
will now often find it impossible to compete,
because it does not have the back-up
available from alarge research centre where a
wide variety of key technologies will already
be available "off the laboratory shelf'.
'This shifts the balance of power back to
the large companies, but with one big
difference. Research projects must now be
driven by market need, with a clear
commerical target, and capability of mass
production an essential part of the design
brief.'
Wirtz is too tactful to say that there is
another vital ingredient: a management
structure that is sufficiently flexible to let
creative minds create. A little bit of luck that
puts the right people in the right place at the
same time helps too.
For DCC, all the pieces fell into place.
In the early 1980s all the major electronics
companies round the world were cooperating
on the design of DAT, the digital audio tape
system then seen as the logical replacement
for the analogue compact cassette, with two
hours of 16-bit linear CD quality stereo from
acassette the size of athick credit card. DAT
worked like aminiature video recorder, with
rapidly rotating heads recording narrow
tracks obliquely across slowly moving tape.
By 1986 Philips had 15 engineers working
on DAT. Recorders, made by its Japanese
subsidiary Marantz, were ready to sell. But,
with the record companies fearful of cloning
and refusing to support the launch with prerecorded software, Philips decided to put
DAT on hold until the copyright issue was
resolved. The Japanese Government's
Ministry for International Trade and Industry
told the Japanese electronics companies to
hold back, too, for fear of triggering awider
trade war with the West.
In early 1988, Philips' senior management
scaled down work on DAT and told the
company's Future Digital Audio Recording
Group to predict and plan the likely future of
digital recording. The working group had
between 20 and 30 representatives from
Philips' Naturkundig Laboratory, always
known as the Nat Lab, the company's audio
division, and subsidiary record company
PolyGram.
Gerry Wirtz co-ordinated. He had
transferred a year earlier from Philips'
Professional Electronics division, where he
had been working on electronic security
systems. There Wirtz had learned avaluable
lesson: early decisions on technical options
stick with aproject for ever after.
`DAT was so complicated that it could
never be acheap product' Wirtz recalls. 'It
was an engineer's dream, not acommercially
viable product. When the Japanese quoted
market figures to prove viability, they were all
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just quoting each other's predictions'. By
1989 Philips had canned DAT altogether.
Even before that, there there was astrong
feeling inside Philips that DAT was doomed
to failure as a consumer format, and the
future home recorder would use blank CDs.
The Working Group went off for six weeks to
write areport on what kind of CD recorder
Philips should develop for sale. But their
discussion broadened and preconcieved
notions went out of the window. After four
months the Group came back with its report.
It said that Philips should not be developing a
CD recorder. This did not go down well with
the divisions of Philips which are responsible
for CD technology. But the facts spoke for
themselves.
A recorder which uses 120mm discs would
be too large for portable use and could
succeed only as ahi-fi product for the home.
The high power lasers needed to record onto
adisc were expensive, and their price would
only reduce with volume sales and
production. So avicious circle would keep

Glamour: an early Philips PR shot
sales to the small numbers of well-heeled
enthusiasts.
What Philips wanted was amass market
product. The Group came up with anew
target, to develop something that was
backwards compatible, so that people could
play old analogue recordings on new digital
machines. In 1988 it was atruly radical idea.
Neither DAT nor CD had any compatibility
with any previous technology. Neither does
Sony's MiniDisc today. Research engineers,
looking only to the future, had never
previously thought about catering for the
past. And they have only recently had to
concern themselves with legal niceties like
copyright problems.
Wirtz saw this early on. Back in 1987,
before the Working Group had even formed,
he told me ' The copyright issue is much
wider than DAT. All this new digital
technology is so powerful that you cannot just
do as we have done before, and throw it over
the wall of the laboratory and into the
marketplace, to see what happens. Decisions

have to be taken before the technology goes
on sale. Once it it escapes into the
marketplace it is too late'.
In 1988 the Working Group concluded
that nothing that was backwards-compatible
could be as cheap as acassette recorder. Also,
the public would not be interested in anew
recorder without prerecorded music as well.
So without adeal on copyright, nothing new
would succeed. The Group also feared that
the decision to build the new system on tape,
rather than disc, risked bogging the project
down in company politics.
Here fate took ahand. In September 1987
Philips' then President, Cor van der Klugt,
brought Jan Timmer in from PolyGram, to
try and make Philips' Consumer Electronics
division more profitable. In 1990 Timmer
took over van der Klugt's job and became
President of the Philips empire. Timmer's
crossover from software to hardware industry
was the start of abridgehead between the
warring factions. Working through the
International Federation of Phonographic
Industries, world trade body for the record
companies, Timmer organised aseries of
round table conferences at which the record
companies talked to the hardware companies,
including the Japanese, about digital copying.
Timmer also recruited Angelique
Hoogakker, ayoung lawyer working for the
IFPI. As Manager of Public Affairs
Hoogakker
glued
together
the
communication lines between Timmer's
office, the music industry and the new digital
cassette team. Hoogakker understood
copyright law and knew the software
industry. The Working Group team
understood the technology. The group talked
to Hoogakker and Hoogakker talked to
Timmer. So Timmer quickly got to know
what everyone was thinking, and what
resources they needed, without the need for
time-consuming formal meetings and without
breaching the stifling Philips tradition of only
talking to the higher management through
hierarchical rafts of middle managers, often
with vested interests to protect.
By 1988 the IFPI's round table meetings
had still failed to reach any agreement.
Western record company executives were still
shouting at the Japanese hardware executives
and calling them thieves. Jan Timmer let it be
known that he would try only once more.
In Athens, in June 1988, Timmer's last
ditch meeting hammered out a deal on
copyright. In what became known as the
Athens Agreement, the music industry agreed
to withdraw its objections to the sale of DAT
recorders provided that the electronics
industry agreed to build copy restriction
technology into them. The technology, called
Serial Copy Management System, or SCMS,
lets the owner of adigital recorder make one
digital copy, but then SCMS prevents anyone
making adigital copy of that copy.
SCMS cannot stop anyone making aseries
of digital copies, all from the same original,
onto aseries of separate tapes or discs. So
SCMS is of limited practical value. Indeed
SCMS had been invented by Wirtz in 1987
and proposed by Philips under the different
name Solocopy. The music industry had then
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Jan Timmer, who as president of Philips was the prime
mover behind DCC

rejected it out of hand. In Athens, with anew
name to save faces, Solocopy/SCMS was
formally adopted.
Although the Athens agreement covered
mainly digital tape, it was later extended to
embrace every conceivable method of making
adigital recording. This gave the Working
Group in Eindhoven the green light. It
quickly became the DCC Development team
and soon grew in strength to around fifty.
The first major decision was to use
stationary recording heads. These work like
the heads in an analogue recorder, remaining
fixed while the tape moves over them. Fixed
heads are potentially much cheaper to make
and more reliable than the rotary heads used
for DAT.
DAT music tapes cannot be duplicated by
running the master and copy tapes at high
speed and copying from one to the other,
because the drum speed is already very high.
But when the heads are stationary, tapes can
be copied at 64 times normal speed or even
faster. So music software is easy to duplicate.
In autumn 1988 the group asked Philips
Nat Labs to make aprototype stationary
head. The Lab was able to do this in two
months because it had already designed
stationary heads for multi- track sound
recorders used for logging police calls.
The DCC Group wanted the new digital
tape to run at the same speed as analogue
cassette tape, because this would mean there
would be no need for factories to re-design
the tape mechanisms they were already
building into analogue recorders. But slowmoving tape cannot store the 1.4 million bits
of data needed for 16-bit linear CD-quality
recording. The data must be compressed, by
afactor of four, to reduce the bit rate. The
compression system used for DCC was born
from amix of natural curiosity, happy chance
and hard work.
In 1985 Raymond Veldhuis was working
in the Nat Lab, looking at ways of
compressing digitally encoded speech, into
fewer bits. He heard that the University of
Duesberg had tried using similar techniques
to compress music. Out of curiosity, Veldhuis
tried using a speech coder on music. It
reduced the code words from the CD
min laws aRECORD
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standard of 16 bits to 3bits, and at the time
Veldhuis heard no difference.
Veldhuis later moved to the Insititute for
Perception Research in Eindhoven, part
funded by Philips and part by the Eindhoven
University of Technology. He recalls how
back in 1985 he was 'just interested in what
he heard, and saw no commercial
application'. Because of the freedom which
Philips allows researchers, he was able to
sastisfy his curiosity by breaking the 201cliz
spectrum of audible sound signal down into
narrower sub- bands, and coding each
separately.
Because the results were encouraging, the
Nat lab started serious work on compression
coding and, at the end of 1986, hired a
unversity student from Duesberg, Robert van
der Waal, to write a thesis on sub-band
masking. Van der Waal's thesis laid the
groundwork for DCC's coding system,
Precision Adaptive Sub-band Coding. But at
the time it was just research, with no
commercial product in view.
Every year the Nat Lab holds an Open
Day exhibition in Eindhoven, to which all
Philips employees are invited. There they see
demonstrations of work in progress put
together by the researchers. Veldhuis and
Van der Waal gave ademonstration of subband coding, using computer simulation.
Visitors from the DCC Working Group saw
the demonstration. It was the missing piece of
their jigsaw.
When the Group first told Jan Timmer
about their idea for DCC in autumn 1988, he
had told them to go away and do afeasibility
study. They came back in January 1989 and
Timmer then told them 'make me aworking
prototype in six months'. The Group made a
point of demonstrating their prototype to
Timmer in July 1989, exactly six months to
the day later, and shortly before the company
broke for its summer holiday.
The Group used the hand-built head from
the Lab, and alarge rack of prototype digital
compression circuitry. To prove the feasibility
of mass production they chose acheap and
cheerful plastics cassette player, put in the
head and connected it the outboard
electronics. The lash-up recorder used nonetoo-special tape in aconventional cassette. It
worked astonishly well.
Abraham Hoogendoom had worked on
DAT in the Philips Magnetic Recording
Laboratory and when the project was
cancelled, moved over to the new Working
Group.
He recalls how the meeting with Timmer
went. 'It was amarvellous demonstration.
We used avery cheap cassette deck, which
gave terrible wow and flutter when playing
analogue tapes. Then we put in adigital
cassette and Ishook the cassette deck
violently. There was no wow or flutter. The
timing circuits of the digital decoder just
compensated for the errors.'
Timmer was thrilled, and in autumn 1989
arranged a demonstration for Bhaskar
Menon, then head of the IFPI and EMI
Music. At the IFPI's next board meeting in
late 1989 Menon advised all the chief
executives of all the world's record companies
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to go to Eindhoven and see for themselves
what was on offer. One by one they went,
and Jan Timmer told them, ` If you are
interested, then help us specify the system.
Without your support we will not go ahead
and make it'.
Only CBS, the record company owned by
Sony, remained cautious. It later emerged
that Sony was by then already secretly
developing MiniDisc.
• Next month: the gathering clouds
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orest for the wicked: however
much you might think that the
hi-fi manufacturers launch all of
their new items at the key shows —
CES, The Hi -Fi Show, TOP Audio in
Milan — they still manage to hold back
enough gems to endow every show with
its share of product debuts. In between
the London/Milan axis of mid-

New products seen at the
latest shows in Paris, Athens
and Kuala Lumpur
by KEN KESSLER

components, Imight even have gotten a
photo of Rogers' new M300i budget
integrated amplifier, which was
launched in Greece with nary aword
leaking out about it to anyone
beforehand. But Ididn't.
Even so, here are afew of the
highlights from the high-end- only show
in Paris, the jam-packed Malaysia

September and the Las
Vegas Consumer

Audio Show ' 96 in Kuala Lumpur, and
the stupendous (and very classy)

Electronics Show in

High End Show in Athens.

January were enough
shows to occupy
nearly every weekend
in the calendar; alas,
too many overlap, so
HFNIRR missed afew.
If it hadn't been black, and
stacked in apile of equally Stygian

Paris: seen and heard
driving Gemini
speakers was YBA
new kilowatt
nwnoblock, the Passion.
Yes, that's 1000 watts. It
weighs 150kg and sells for
FF77,000 per pair

Athens: this is Roister's
impressive DEAS100 digital room
correction processor
— the slot accepts
PCM-CIA cards with
speaker characteristics,
you can hook it up to a
PC for comprehensive

Kuala Lumpur: if Ihadn't seen it with my own eyes... Yes, this

customising — probably

is the Oracle Delphi Mk V Apparently the company is back in

the most viable product

business with arevised version of one of my all-time Jaye

of its type so far

turntables. One to check out in Las Vegas, Isuppose
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Athens: this is MG's drop-dead
gorgeous 211PSE single-ended
triode Pure Class A integrated
amp, built to Unison Research
standards and wearing silverwired Audio Note transformers.
Rated at 50WIch from its four
2'11 s, the MG sells for 3,000,000
drachma — call it17500

Athens: pre-empting even the January
'97 CES launch, the world's first view

Paris: satellites as only the French can

Classes new enny-level CD player, the

make them, Mosquito's Triade with

CDP.5. HDCD-equipped, with Burr-

110mm midtbass driver and 14mm

Brown 20-bit 1702 DACs, Pacific

micro tweeter in the little triangles, and

Microsonics PMD-100 filtering, Philips

a210mm Aerogel woofer in the

12.4 transport, XLR digital output, remote

500x380x240mm subwoofer

control and aprice under US $2000, it
looks like awinner

Athens: Greece's most prolific tube-amp
maker is Tsakiridis Devices, with
uala Lumpur:

enough models to overwhelm three
manufacturers. These are the Titan

the Orbit is aMalaysian-made
tubeltranshtor hybrid, dual

monoblocks, the company's flagship single-

mono and delivering 60W/ch

ended beauties, good for IOUW apiece

RMS. Three 12AX7s make up
the pre-amp and driver stage, and
the price is atempting RM2500...
equivalent so araund1.625

Kuala Lumpur: now, at long
last, Storm Audio from
Australia has launched apreamp. The L-200 is apreproduction prototype, but Ican
tell you that it's line level only,
built like aChubb safe and
it's aperfect match for the A280 tube hybrid power amp.
(This amp was known as
the E7egant Fidelity
Research EMA288,
covered in the Net, '95
Australian Show report.)

Athens: flagship Roister
loudspeaker,. the Kosmos. A
fully braced cabinet four side
firing woofers per enclosure,
aribbon tweeter, 200W
power handling and
95dBI IW sensitivity
make this Greece's
answer to the Grand
SLAAIM and the
Grande Utopia. The
build quality is simply
astounding

Athens: British
designer Simon
Yorke is marketing
his stupendous
turntables with
renewed vigour. This
is the Series 7in
basic form, but you
can now buy the
deck in the same
state of trim as those
used in the US
National Library of
Congress
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Harbeth

11e are very pleased to announce
that • /—)) . / dare now amain Audio Note stockist!
We have on permanent dem the remarkable
OTO Phono Integrated Class AAmplifier (£ 1499)
along with other superb AN products
such as the utterly amazing and seriously under priced DAC 1 (Only £675!)
The DAC 1d/a converter is 20bit/iitimes oyersampling
with avalve output stage.
All this for under athousand pounds has to he heard to be believed!
The Audio Note range is from well under £ 1000
to well over £200,000.00!

now the best
of both worlds:
Harbeth and tower!

Yes two hundred thousand pounds!
Call now for more details
on this and other Audio Note products.
Stop Press .... Stop Press....Stop Press .... Stop Press .. Stop Press
•

. 746

are now the

Exclusive MAIL ORDER STOCKIST
of

MIT Cables
MIT have interconnects from £40.00 per metre
to their reference series at over £2000.00!
They also have loudspeaker cables from £80 per stereo set
to well over £ 10,000.
If you would like to know how MIT could change the way that you
listen to your Hi Fi, give us a call today.

Stop Press .... Stop Press....Stop Press .... Stop Press .... Stop Press
USEFUL ACCESSORIES
The flaming list of analogue accessories are all available from us by mail order, but
more importantly they are all highly recommended and used by ourselves!
Super Extatic Carbon Brush
Extatic Record Sleeves ( 25)

£8.95

For

£9.95

all of

Discwasher D4 Cleaning System

£ 18.00

these items

Discwasher SC2 Stylus Care System

£ 10.00

please

Michell Record Clamp ( Black)

£20.95

Cardas De-Mag Record ( Unbelievable Value!)

£ 16.95

add
£ 1.50

Shure Tracking Force Gauge ( The best available!) £20.00
Sumiko Blue Point Cartridge
Target TTwl Wall Shelf

P+P

£99 99
£65.00

Ortofon Cartridge Leads (
llie &silt)

£29.99

Kontak Cleaning Fluid ( The Only costad cleaner Iuse!)

£4.95

MISSION QUITE POSSIBLE
Welcome Agent Audiophile
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to contact .

The award winning Harbeth sound
-now with TowerTechnology""

and order the farming item:.
MUSICAL

FIDELITY X1OD

This is avital piece of any audiophiles hi-fi system.
It is also the very latest technology from one of the UK's most innovative hi-fi manufacturers.
Connected between your CD player and amplifier, the XIOD gives you that warm but
detailed sound associated with ahigh end valve CD player. How? Ihear you say. It's
quite simple the unbelievably cheap X1OD contains the vers: latest in valve technology.

The superb realism, wonderful presence
and total musicality you expect from
Harbeth is now available in beautiful
floor- standing cabinets.

Priced at only £99.99 + £2.50 P+P this is atrue bargain.
For more information or an

.

/t,..i/.,; price list please give us acall or drop us aline.

THIS ADVERT WILL SELF DISTRUCT IN 5SECONDS
r-•
.
r1eewerei,
For more details or aFREE Audio Masters Price List call.
Other agencies include:X1.0, Target, Soundstyle, Beyer. Goldring. QED, Auclioquest, Rib, Discwasher,
Grado, Maxell. Ortofon, Sound Organisation, MIT. Shure, Stanton, Pursonic.
Platform, Chord Co. Van den bol, Ivra, wtvr. Audio Alchemv, Sennheiser,
Kudos. Michell. AKG. Flatline, lxos and many morel

Tel: 01608 644954
Fax: 01608 645954

1Dunthrop Farm Cottage, Heythrop, Chipping Norton, Oxon. OX7 5TJ

Total musicality . .. means

HARBETHP
ACOUSTICS
MONITOR SPEAKERS MADE FOR MUSIC

For inforrration please contact
Harbeth Acoustics Ltd . Unit 1. Bridge Road. Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, RH16 1UA, UK.
Tel: 01444 440955 Fax 440688 VVVVW. sound@harbeth.com

black box

The ' Ph ase
word'...
and
making
ser se of
mains
polarity

The Electrical
Phase Indicator
is from
Basic Audio
Industries,
Nathorstviigen
15, S- 12I 37
Johannes hoy,
Sweden. (Trade
price 286SEK.)
There is as yet nc
UK distributor,
however, a similar
product is listed in
the RS Catalogue
I: Polarity
Unveiled', H&SR,
Sep 1986.
Reprinted in
Audio Quality
Investigations Vol.);
SAE
do HFNIRR for
details.
Ben Duncan 's
recently published
reference book 'High
Performance Audio
Power Amplifiers' is
available from the
Aceessories Club: see
page 67

A

fter storing it in his drawer
until the batteries had died,
the editor finally sent me
something described as an ` Electrical
Phase Indicator'. This device is
allegedly Swedish, well made, unique
in asense, and possibly reasonably
priced and quite useful to readers —
but there are some terminological
problems to do with the 'Ph' word.
Firstly, many people ( even audio
professionals who should know
better) say ' phase' when they mean
`polarity' — which is a different
animal — even if it is defined in
terms of degrees of phase'. The
situation is akin to the acceleration
of acyclist and acceleration caused
by gravity: both are measured in
terms of rate of velocity increase, but
while the effects on the body may be
indistinguishable in some frames, the
direct causes are quite different.
Secondly, the ' Ph' word has been
used increasingly — and as often as
possible in some quarters — as a
marketing hype word, beginning in
the US around 1978, to enhance the
claimed subtlety or mystique of any
audio product.
Thirdly, even when used correctly,
the phase word is used in all ways:
as an abstract noun (
eg, in ' phase
response'); as quasi-adjective (in
`phaseys, ` phase-incoherent' or ` this
phase-linear device'; and as averb
(as in Japanese manuals that scream
'Phase correctly!'). The ' Ph' word also
has ingrained pejorative meanings, as
in fazed, bad phasing (of traffic lights
and ill-timed human movements, as
well as of speakers), and ' phaseerror', a confusing, logic-numbing
disease carried by crossovers,
speakers and RIAA equalisers.
Finally, to really faze the poor
audiophile, electricians use the `Ph'
word to refer to live conductors, of
which there are three in a 3-phase
mains system, as opposed to the
earth and neutral wires.

ABOUT IE-FIELD

HI41 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

In spite of its name, the ` Electrical
Phase Indicator' described here does
not describe the sequence of the red,
MARCH MIDI

yellow and blue power `phases', nor
does it indicate actual audio phase
problems. Instead, it establishes
wiring (not signal) polarities in
grounded AC power systems,
achieving this simply by detecting
electrostatic fields above athreshold.
In modern electronics parlance, it's
simply an E-field sniffer — and the
same kind of device has appeared in
electrical suppliers' catalogues.
An electrostatic field is one of the
two kinds of fundamental, physical
fields that can convey unwanted
signals and noise into your system.
The tester does not detect the sister
kind — magnetic fields (alias ` 1-1fields'). These are the ones intensified
by current flow, collage and magnetic
circuits (hence around transformers
and inductors), and which are hard
to shield against. Instead, the E-fields
this tester detects are the kind that
intensify with voltage, that are easily
shielded against, and that cause hum
when you put your fingers near to
an exposed live conductor concerned
with moving-magnet phono or a
sensitive line input.

PROPERTIES & E-FIELD
SLEUTHING
The tester's nose contains E-field
detection circuitry and an indicator
LED, powered by two AA size cells
in the shaft. The all-plastic body is
held like a pen and the end can
safely prod 240V AC contacts.
Relative to the very high impedance
of dry air, your body is (relatively)
at earth potential.
When the tip meets a strong
enough field, it glows, like aneonbased tester-screwdriver. But unlike
these, the tip does not have to touch
the live conductor. Detection works
down to the lowest UK or European
mains voltages, when in direct
contact. But the maker does not
specify the threshold limit, which
may vary.
The indicator LED — which
shines quite brightly through the
translucent cone — also holds on for
second after moving out of the field.
This is highly useful when testing in
awkward places, out of sight — but
requires all field tracing to be carried
out rather slowly.
The first use for the tester is to
pick up the field around the live side
of the AC mains. This is avalid idea
except in Norway and Albania,
where the mains floats above
ground, and for readers who have
adopted a balanced mains supply.
Most countries bond the ` return'
conductor to earth at least once, and
call it ` neutral'. On this basis, the
detector can distinguish the `polarity'
of your power connection. Still,
miswiring of live and neutral is
hardly a problem in the UK, and

other countries where the people
who inspect the wiring of houses do
not need bribes to live (the norm in
other parts of the EC), and where
Britain's superior, non-reversible AC
power connectors are routine for the
connection of all AC powered
equipment other than shavers and
clocks.
But in countries which use
reversible 2 and 3 pin power
connectors, and/or where bribery of
safety-inspecting officialdom is rife,
arandom polarity likely results. The
indicator ` pen' then comes partly
into its own and lights when the live
power wire is touched, or when the
tip is near to alive wire, with only
insulation (or ungrounded metal) in
between. I say partly because an
everyday multimeter could be used
to determine polarity referred to
earth — except that it won't work
through insulation and often without
invasive probing. And with no
conductive parts, the tester is far
safer in unskilled hands.
The outcome of flipping the live
and neutral power connection to
audio equipment is well known as
having significant sonic effects in
some systems, and the reasons for
these can be appreciated when RF
on the supply is considered, along
with likely unsymmetrical and nonlinear stray couplings across the
transformer to the secondary
windings.

CHECKING POLARITY
The indicator pen allows the existing
connection orientation, alias `polarity'
or ` phasing' to be checked. This is
achieved by running the pen's tip
around the power transformer's
outer. If the lamp lights, then the
transformer is radiating an E-field.
If the polarity is flipped, so live goes
to the end of the transformer
winding which is innermost, then
with some transformer geometries,
the E-field will be shielded by the
winding layers.
The best place to reverse the
connections is at the power plug, but
only after checking that the wall
socket connections are correct — if
live and neutral pin positions are
positively defined in your territory
— as in Britain.
If the tester's lamp doesn't light
when
prodded
around
the
transformer body, but away from the
leadout wires and any lengthways
passage under the wrapping, then
the live and neutral are optimal for
the particular internal wiring — in
terms of avoiding an unnecessary E
field that could involve re-radiation
not just of 50Hz noise, but also RF
— that is receivable by a poorly
earthed chassis and the bodies of
circuit parts.
Ben Duncan
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#17/, Word
As featured in this issue, Audio Tis pleased
to have the complete Trichord and
Electrofluidics system on demonstration
for you to hear for yourselves. Come in for
alisten — there is no obligation — other
than drinking acup of our coffee!

BURR

go.

Rogers International ( UK) Ltd..
Unit 13, Bath House Road, Beddington Lane, Croydon,
Surrey CRO 4TD Tel: 0181 683 2101 Fax: 0181 684 6469
http://www.uk-ogers.corn e- nail: rogersguk-rogers.com

Rogers
BRITISH HIGH FIDELITY

'Wow."
o
o

GANTS HILL
Tues/Thurs/Fri
10am - 7pm
F?AAR
FIK

Wed/Sat
9.30am - 5.50pm

Easy Parking
Near

442-444 Cranbrook Rd. Gants Hill, Ilford
Tel: 0181-518 0915
Main BraneAudiolab. AVI, El&W, Cable Talk, Celestion. Cyrus. Denon,
Dynaudio, KEF, Marantz, Micromega. Mission, Monitor
Audio, NAO. Proac. Quad, REL, Rotel, Sennheiser. Target,
Technics. Trichord, Van den Hul, Yamaha.

BAJA.
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

-Steve Harris, Hi Fi News, during his recent visit to the Cadence facility in Pune

For all enquiries about Cadence hybrid electrostatics, phone Ortoton UK Ltd. on 01753 889949

ACCESSORIES CLUB

BRINGING HOME THE DACON

W

hile inexpensive D/A converters aren't exactly in short
supply, there's often afeeling of cost-cutting or plain
old cheesiness about them. But the speed of digital
audio's evolution is so frighteningly quick that today's budget DAC
probably blows away good mid-priced player from five or ten years
ago. So today's humble, sub-£200 converter might be performing
the charitable role of saving ahigh-priced but out-ofdate CD player.
First hot-rodding someone else's budget
DAC by adding akiller power supply and
tidying up the circuitry, NVA has now
developed its DACon as aconverter in its

sounding as its looks suggested. The DACon
doesn't so much improve on the Marantz as

own right, making it available here as a kit for a
mindlessly low £ 180. It employs Philips single-bit technology, using
the SAA7274P and SAA7323 chipset, with NVA's analogue output
section based on OP275 chips.
You might find afew DACs which undercut it; but this is isn't
acheap board crammed into ateensy box with apower supply you
stuff into the wall. DACon is a `proper' component, with ahandsome
250x203x59mm case in metal, wood and acryclic, aserious power
supply, and sound that you just won't believe for the price.
E

•- • - • - - - - -

HFX RR 001 Fluxdumper: The ` magic brick'

i
in ablack-ash box£22.95 0
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step•up transformer:
i

£69.95 El
HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber D steel E
set of 8, inc fixing kit £10.25 D
•
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33 1
/, & 45rpm
;power supply, for most synchronous turntables
!(specify type); black-ash case
£81.95 I:
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
!in a40mm travel pack
£8.950
HENIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
.headphone output
£ 19.95 D
IHFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains
•filter, 5A rating
£25.950
IHFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
•stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
£65.0011
ILP unit ( 120 capacity)
£44.00
;CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£49.00 E
Isingles unit (200)
£86.00 O
•4-high CD unit
£96.00 El
ICD 4base unit
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting twoIlevel turntable support complete
with two shelves; black finish £59.95 O
.HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins '
Ithe very latest
£ 12.95 D
•HENIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
I150 x150 x3mm
£ 12.95
•Moth Record Cleaning Machine
Ikit £1990 ready built machine
£369
•Ringmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 D
IHENIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 0
,
100, £ 18.95 O 500 £86.95 D
IPVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £ 19.95 0 100, £38 D 500, £180 0
!12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5D 100, £90 500, £40
CD Jewel Cases (
packs of 10):
Istandard, 5in complete £6.50
5in outer £5O slimline 5in £6.50 0
I double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75
• 5M clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p El
Slim Double: 5for £5.45 D
▪Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £17.95
•
ITweek: contact enhancer £16.95 E
;Finyl: CD cleaning fluid; starter pack
Ifor 100 discs £ 15.250
200 discs £25.95
• Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95 D
i
!Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.950

The kit comes with pre-filled/pre-tested board in the chassis,
so all you do is fit the hardware, wire up the controls and
socketry, and assemble. NVA will offer arebuild service for ' cockups', £ 50 being the fiat fee for everything except afried board.
Basic as it is - the controls comprise only rear-mounted on/off
toggle, red LED power-on tell-tale, digital (coaxial) input and one
set of analogue outputs - the DACon still seems
luxurious.
I used the DACon with the Marantz
CD63SE, and found it to be as elegant

alter the presentation. It's smoother, less in-yourface, almost relaxed. This makes it agreat retrofit for
any CD players which sound atouch edgy or aggressive. The sound
is comparatively richer, while the upper regions enjoy atouch of
smoothing. You can add ` extra slam' to the list of benefits too.
NVA reckons that assembly will take two evenings if patience
and restraint are exercised. It's worth it even if you value your time
at £ 50 an hour. This sucker sounds like £500...
Ken Kessler

•r• er

orm

XLO/Reference Rec Test CD £24.95.0
Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10 0
Isopod ceramic canes ( 3)
£32.95 0
Michell Tenderfeet: original `ally' isolators
(set of 3) small £5.95 D large £8.95
Art graphite dampers
set of 3 £54.95 C
set of 4 £69.95
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small pair (4.5mm diameter max) £ 11.95 D
large pair ( 12mm diameter max)
£12.95 CI
Sovtek Valves:
EL84 £2.60 D
6SN7GT £2.60 E ECC83 £4.35 0
616 £4.50 E ECC88 £5.35 II
EL84M £6.501: ICT66 equivalent £6.70 CI
EF86 £7.95 D GZ34 £ 10.60
6550 £ 15.40 D 300B triode £89.95 CI
Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each O
Pre-amp (small signal): all types £6.00 each
G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525
Dividers: 25 at £11.25 LP D CD E Single III
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each D
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 O
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board) £269
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299
Decca London tone arm
£9913
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95 0
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95
Decca Mk 3Brush
£12.9513
BOOKS
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn
£14.95 (
3
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*

THIS
S
* MONTH
*'
SPECIAL OFFER

DACon DIA converter (kit)

*
£180.00

Mr/Mrs/Miss:Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
Cheque/postal order enclosed for 4.
HEN/RR Accessories Club
Ci Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amee

TeL
(pounds sterling> made payable to

1
- 1! ID I I

My card number is
Expiry date

II

Signature

P:ease send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40
Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non-UK sales are subject to adchtional postage. Non- EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
Tel: (01234) 741 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028 Photocopies rd this fono are acceptable. *
Pleasedelete as nrassasy
E&OE
•
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High Performance Loudspeakers
4th edition, by Martin Colloms £ 3.95 D
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each
GEC Ampleter Design
£19.95 0
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95 D
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 D
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £. 95
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £ 19.95 0
Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 D
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 D
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 0
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95 D
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 D
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 2.50 0
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 D
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95
Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £ 129.00
HiFi News Test LP
£14.95 ID
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95 D
Ben Duncan's ' Radio Exterminator'
earth wire (5m)
£20.00 CI

•

•

•

•

•

,UK's new award winning

Acousticarts

FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

high- end DAC is atrue
world class performer.

The new baby Concertino from Sonus Faber
has all the Italian ,tyle and knawhow cd its
bigger brother:. with fabulous Sonus Faber
sound at amini price of £598
"Instantly impressive, of reference audiophile quality. the DAX-2 delivers."

'The new Martin Logan SL3, the finest
electfostat.c hybrid speaker we have
ever heard'.

HI- F1 News & Recoal Review :day 1996.

The DAX-2 is amilestone in digital to analogue
technology Highly acclaimed and recognised
as atrue " reference class" component, the
DAX-2 can rightly take its place among the
world's very best.
As it digs deeper into your recordings, you'll
hear more music and detail than you ever thought existed. You'll
experience afull open and uncurtailed treble with no sudden
limit or sibilant edginess. High frequencies that are so often
seriously compromised in digital reproduction benefit from

Lites to short to be boring, try some Danish Gold from Densen
reviewed Hi Fi News July 96

the overall transparency of the DAX-2.
Experience vocals that are so true to life with character
and emotion, and asoundstage with such precision and
focus that you'll sense there is nothing between you and the
performance. Bass textures and tonal qualities are laid out in
front of you and distinguishing between the many instruments
in arecording no longer requires any effort.
Like all Audio Synthesis products, the DAX-2 is hand
built using only the finest audiophile components including
high purity silver wiring with Teflon insulation, Vishay bulk-foil
resistors and WBT sockets.

Krell integrated amplifier KAV300i - this unit combines remote control, together
with the build standard and sonic qualities so long admired in Krefl products.
An amazing peice of equipment for less than

£2500.00.

CALL US FOR ACHAT OR TO ARRANGE ADEMONSTRATION AND DISCOVER
WHY SO MANY PEOPLE CONTINUE TO TRAVEL SO FAR TO BENEFIT FROM
OUR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE, CARE AND FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS ON SELECTED LINES
4demonstration rooms
Mail order - anything, anywhere. Home Theatre
MONTHLY LIST OF SECOND HAND ITEMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE

As standard, the DAX-2 comes with 4inputs - AES,
SPDIF Coax, Toslink optical, and AT&T (ST) optical.
Options are available for HDCD® decoding, and digital
domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
To find out more about the award winning DAX-2 and
our complete range of products, including the Desire power
amplifier, Passion passive preamps and our new Transcend CD
transport, write or fax us for free brochures and price list.
IIDCD® and High Delonion Compatible Digit Iare registered trademarks of Pacific Mierosamies,

Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, 85W, BEYER BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL,
LUMLEY, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awale range of acceasories, cables, headphones and equmment supports from
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D

espite an ongoing interest in
techniques for improving
stereo-imagery, such as the
application of time-delay to help
ambient enhancement à la Hafler,
or use of a derived centre-channel
to stabilise the frontal soundstage, I
confess to considerable indolence
when
it
comes
to
practical
applications. Itend these days to
theorise and hope that others will
act, partly because I'm rather past
devising complex circuits, and partly
because readymade facilities that
might have been adapted to such
purposes
have
mostly
been
subsumed under Home Theatre.
Being avery selective TV viewer
with no urge to own avideo player,
I've not given A/V matters much
thought. True, the TV's audio
output is routed to the hi-fi in order
to make the best of musical
programmes, but even here the
upshot is frequently unsatisfactory.
Indeed, aworthwhile musical role
for domestic video won't be
convincingly established for me until
there are pictures to match the wallsize soundstages we've had for forty
years.
With AN developments thus
seeming rather peripheral, I'd
become resigned to awaiting the
arrival of DAB or the audio wing of
DVD before there could be any real
advancement of hi-fi's spatial
options. Yet an inquisitive bug
remained to nag me, and was
recently triggered into activity by a
chance glimpse of a diagram
showing that the rear channel in
Dolby Pro-Logic recordings carries
in essence asimple L/R differencesignal, whose domestic reproduction
is usually accompanied by a timedelay of the sort I've long wished to
have for Hafler-style signals of
similar ilk. It's very remiss of me not
to have noticed this before, but the
discovery was so intriguing that
notwithstanding the cinematic
associations Ifelt compelled to take
acloser look.
Fortunately this was helped by
other pressures. Iwas seeking apreamp equipped with a separate
headphone amplifier and able to
handle more line inputs. Also, living
in a difficult reception area, Iwas
on the lookout for a more versatile
tuner. Was there perhaps such a
thing as acombined tuner/pre-amp
meeting these needs but also
including aDolby decoder to serve
A/V requirements? It seemed very
unlikely, but NAD's 917 unit turned
out to be just such a device,
requiring only the addition of a
second stereo power amp to bring
those rear signals into play.
It should, Ithought, be possible
at last to judge rear aspects of ' twoHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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channel surround-sound' (
cf. Hafler
and Gerzon, HFN August 1970)
without the Haas-effect anomalies
imposed by the need in most
domestic situations to sit closer to
the rear/side speakers than to the
front ones. Then, as if to encourage
the task, Idiscovered that abutton
labelled ` Hall' among the 917's
supplementary options provides a
L/R difference-signal in its own
right, independently of the ProLogic processing but still subject to
optional time-delay. In ignorance of
its presence on NAD products, and
possibly elsewhere, exactly this
facility was proposed last year as one
of the features on my ideal pre-amp
(Feb/May 1996), although as far as
I'm aware it has yet to be joined on
any one unit by all the other
extravagances listed there!
However,
returning to
the
immediate business of sampling a
renascent Hafler-effect, the 917's
variable time-delay spans 15-30ms,
with 20ms suiting my case, while
the rear signal can be switched by
remote control across an amplitude
range of 12dB. If the latter is set to
give a notional Pro-Logic channel
balance, the ' hall' function needs a
few dBs more, a point presently
under review by NAD. But either
way the ability to fine-tune the rear
loudness
to
suit
individual
recordings turns out to be extremely
useful, with steps of ldB making a
subtle yet vital difference.
One small cavil concerns the HF
roll-off adopted for A/V ' surround'
purposes. This occasionally takes
some sparkle out of the sound. Also,
as always with Hafler, on some
recordings the rear signal gives an
undue emphasis to the upper bass.
But discreet response-shelving in the
rear amp feeds can help here, as a
sort of lily-gilding operation for the
electronically literate.
The many hours spent going
through recordings I'd earmarked
over the years as good candidates
for rear enhancement proved to be
ajoy, with the effect now even more
convincing. There was a liberating
absence of shifts in the frontal
image,
previously
caused
by
'pulling', and recordings with an apt
ambience
sprang
to
life
magnificently, especially UHF
encoded Nimbus issues with
relatively distant settings.
So my belated exercise was a
great success, and would have come
about much earlier had it not been
for an unfair bias against techniques
rooted in video rather than musical
considerations. Accordingly, having
now acquired a Pro-Logic facility,
I'll be reporting in due course on its
centre-channel performance.
John Crabbe

Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing (up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
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generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
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Telephone (01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
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are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
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A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)
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Jazz - Nat Gonella £4.95; Eugene Chadbourne £9.95;
Jazz roundup - Leo (2CD) £ 16.45; Charly £6.25;
Spotlite, Jazz Alliance £9.95

Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
' Please indicate which

Expires
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Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ( caps)
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Postcode:
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PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

CD specialists Wadia have not received the notices they
deserve recently. Budget brand - no, but value for money -

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

More CD choice...
resoundingly yes. Superb construction and natural unforced sound
that brings you all the presence without the tiring edge. For startling
realism try the one box Wadia 21, with digital volume control, using

its balanced outputs straight into the Sirius monoblocks, je no preamp. All this is fed from the outstanding Tice mains conditioners yes, we know the arguments, just listen! We know from the reactions
of others that you will be surprised and delighted to find real
alternatives to the magazines' favourites. Still unchanged are our
A/B home demonstrations - anywhere, buy-back and guaranteed
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17•ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F lOB 33 7dB L 74"

satisfaction terms. But perhaps the best part is the skillful
advice....it's free and may save you from costly mistakes.

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon-Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)

CD: Audio Synthesis DAX2 & Transcend, Classé,
Enlightened Audio Design, Orelle, Wadia, XTC
Turntables: Graham, Michell, Stratosphere, Sumiko
Blue Point Special, Transfiguration
Amplifiers: CAT, Classé, DNM, Kora, Lumley, Michell,
Orelle, Sirius, Sonneteer, Tube Technology, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, Harbeth, Lumley,
Magneplanar, Mirage, NEAT, Spendor, Totem
Tuners: Fanfare, Magnum, Dynalab
Cables: Chord Co.. DNM. SonicLink. Lumley Silver. Tice.

Ask about our ex-dem and mint used items.

5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway

The Right Note — Bath

NARA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

(01225) 874728

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec,lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
... the RIGHT cables
• . in YOUR system
.for YOUR ears
• . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Rogers International ( UK) Ltd.,
Unit 13, Bath House Road, Beddington Lane, Croydon,
Surrey CRO 4TD. Tel: 0181 683 2101 Fax: 0181 684 6469
http://www.uk-rogers.com e-mail: rogers@uk-rogers.com

Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368
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Myths and
half-truths
which
pervade
the
consumer
audio
industry;
and
rumblings
at Bleak
House

S

omething rather disconcerting
is happening in BBC Radio;
some straws in the wind
suggest that Mr John Jamdyce might
have identified a decidedly easterly
component therein. Before we
discuss those, however, afew words
about the topics we cover in this
column. Regular readers will know
that my orientation is that of a
sceptical engineer, Selfite rather than
Duncanite. As far as Iam concerned,
subjective reviewing as generally
practised is essentially delusional: it
has as its basis the universal human
wish to return to Eden. The subtext
of subjectivism is that only certain
items of equipment employing
particular design or constructional
features can grant us the numinous
experience we desire so much, and
indeed that only reviewers of a
particular orientation can act as
ferrymen. But music is like sexuality;
it embodies an archetypal component
that can seldom or never be
experienced in ordinary life. Postcoital tristesse has something in
common with the feeling that despite
acquiring this equipment or that —
usually at considerable financial cost
— the musical experience has not
become immediately and perpetually
transcendent. Our collective failure
to
recognize
the
powerful
unconscious forces at work here is
largely
responsible
for
the
extraordinary persistence of the myths
and half-truths which pervade the
consumer audio industry, although
that (as they say) is another story.

LET'S STICK TO FACTS

ohs: hVelson
may be contacted
via e-mail on
100014.636(4
compuserve.com
or john_nelsowe
COMpliSettle.com.

via Telecom
Gold on
831.\-1.601

Several correspondents have taken
me to task for not saying more about
broadcast quality, or providing some
sort of wash-up of the Proms. Part
of my reluctance to do such things
is bound up with the ineluctable
consequences of long deadlines. This
column, for instance, was written in
the first week of December; by the
time it is read, Ihave not the slightest
doubt that you will long since have
forgotten what you heard on the
radio during that period. More
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importantly, however, Itend to take
have something to offer today's
the view that criticising the quality
audiophile, Ishall have to invite you
of a particular broadcast is rather
with regret to look elsewhere in the
pointless, for several reasons. One is
magazine. However, if you want to
that broadcasters as abreed are not
read about how well a tuner
stupid; if a particular performance
performs, what factors affect its
does not go well for technical
performance, approximately how long
reasons, they are quite likely to learn
it is likely to be able to maintain that
from the experience. Isee no point
performance and whether it conforms
in administering apost facto spanking,
to the prevailing legislation, Ihope
although I see every point in
you will continue to turn to this page.
continuing to castigate the likes of
John Bin for replacing one uncreative
BBC DEPARTURES
bureaucracy with another. Another,
So what is happening in Bleak (sorry,
more important, factor is that your
Broadcasting) House? Well, arather
ear-brain system and your listening
disconcerting number of high-calibre
circumstances are not the same as
radio people are leaving it for other
mine. What sounds fine to me may
pastures. The BBC's DAB guru, Dr
sound dire to you, and your view is
Paul Radiffe — who Iinterviewed
as valid as mine. Equally, it is well
for HFNIRR some time ago — has
established that an enormous variety
departed for Mitsubishi, taking a
of factors have abearing on how we
tremendous amount of expertise with
experience reproduced sound. If I him. One gathers that he was not
have just returned from a happy
best pleased with the manner in
encounter with my partner whilst you
which Birt's BBC treated him. Mr
have just emerged from a massive
Philip Laven — erstwhile Controller,
wrangle with yours, we might well
Engineering and precisely the sort of
display somewhat different responses
brilliant all-round strategic thinker
to the same item of music, let alone
whom the Corporation sorely needs
the same audio system. Iknow of no
for the future — has left the
way of standardising human moods,
Corporation for the EBU in Geneva.
nor of enforcing an insistence that
Ms Jane Futrell, delightful and
your blood-sugar and caffeine levels
knowledgeable publicist for RDS and
shall be the same as mine whilst we
DAB, has abandoned ship; usually
are listening.
reliable sources suggest that Mr Mark
Iwould prefer to stick to what we
Saunders, the BBC's supremo in
know and can establish as fact. We
both areas and ahighly affable and
may accept that we do not know
competent engineer and manager,
everything there is to know about
may well have followed by the time
radio and electronics, but we know
this is read. Ihave heard of so many
ahell of alot. For example, we can
instances in which money has been
agree that the gain of aYagi antenna
wasted in irrelevant projects by staff
is proportional to its boom length
unwilling to criticise or question the
and is nothing to do with the number
directives from on high that Icould
of elements it possesses. Avoiding the
fill whole columns. And to pile
issue, or claiming that steel elements
Tedium upon Ossian, there are
are somehow better than aluminium
persistent rumours that Engineering
elements, or that coaxial cable of
Information — that corps d'elite — is
Brand X sounds better than Brand
about to be disbanded and replaced
Y, is implicitly to tell lies. We can
by a help-desk set-up in East
agree that some tuners display far
Kilbride. Fine if you want the recipe
better strong-signal performance than
just broadcast in Debbie's Half-Hour,
others. Why make private-language
not so good if you want to know
noises about the superior ` dynamic
what has happened to RDS traffic
expression' or 'mid-band timing' of
announcements
from
Radio
Tuner A when what really matters
Shropshire.
to the user is that its close-in
Here is a small observation. Mr
dynamic range is about 20dB inferior
John Bin, unlike Mr Christopher
to that of Tuner B and its noise
Bland, left LWT before there was an
figure 6dB worse? What Mr Douglas
opportunity for him to make large
Self calls 'subjectivism as expediency'
amounts of money. Mr Birt has
is not very attractive.
reduced the BBC to four or five
Please tell me what you want to
easily privatisable sections, which is
read about in this column. But please
no doubt precisely what the
don't expect me to pretend that
government wanted him to do. Can
certain issues (such as whether to use
it be that he plans to become Chief
this type of mains cable rather than
Executive of one of the privatised
that) actually matter except in a parts of the BBC and thereby
psychoanalytical rather than a become exceedingly rich? Or is that
technical sense. And if you want to
an ignoble thought not worthy of this
insist that there is such athing as a magazine? If events prove me right,
long-term audio memory, or that —
remember that you read it here first.
for example — single-ended triodes
John Nelson
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THE IlleN/RR RATINGS
Sound quality and performance are separately graded as the end of
each review. In '
rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical
content A few releases are reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated).
An additional 'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show
catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings also show a CD price
coding: O full price; ' midprice; 0 special price — see '
Compact Disc
Service'. Reissues are shown 0, with first UK publication date.

Sound quality :
Fine, modern recording

A:1

Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound

B: 2
D:4

Historical source, eg 78 rpm

H:H
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C:3

Performance
Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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Record of
the month

J5 BACH:
Concertos for 3 & 4 harpsichords
BWV1063-65 J Italian Concerto
BWV971 J Fantasia & Fugue
BWV904
Bob van Asperen (hpdldir)IBerhard
Kapprott, Caarsten Lohff, Marcelo
Bussi (hpds)IMelante Amsterdam

Arturo Benedetti Michelange i
Schumann • Chopin • Debussy • Mompo„,
Tn. unpu>shetl EMI I,v, nœd.ng, Once. ,957

MICHELANGELI - THE
1957 LONDON RECITAL
SCHUMANN: Faschingsschwank aus
Wien J Carnaval/DEBUSSY: Images
- excerpts/CHOPIN: Fantasie in f,
Op.49 J Ballade 1 in g J Waltz in
E-flat Op. posth./MOMPOU:
Cancion/rehearsal sequence
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli (pno)

Virgin Classics VC 545 2042

For those taking the programme at
one sitting, van Asperen provides
contrast by interpolating two solo
works between the three concertos
— BWV1065 (after Vivaldi's L'estro
armonico Op.3:10) placed first. I
alternate between disliking and
finding acceptable his delay at the
ends of the opening phrases of the
Italian Concerto; the sense of a long,
unwinding vocal scena in the
Andante is attractive.
With just five strings, the
concertos present avery different
aesthetic from that suggested by
The English Concert/Pinnock et al
[Archiv]. There, it seems to me, the
number of keyboard players is
incidental, whereas here the
interplay between soloists is
paramount. (Curiously, although the
recorded sound is good, Ihave no
idea where cello and bass are
located in BWV1064, either over
speakers or on headphones.)
Isee the Penguin Guide rejected
the group's ealier 2-hpd set on
'Ventas', and the style cannot be
that different — Ihear a lot more
inventiveness and creativity, the
whole lit with agentle radiance,
than on Archiv.

Testament SBT 2088
(2CDs, 130m 1.5s) mono, live recordings
Queues and cancellations. Or unforgettable musical e:.periences. Here's

3

Michelangeli recital that did take place - at the Festidal Hall in March 1957 and which must have left an indelible impression cps anyone lucky enougâ to
have been present: not least during the last sectior of Faschingsschweins,
where Michelangeli plays ( at incredible speed) with airiness, ease, fantasy,
tenderness and warmth (
not always the case with tlis autocratis: perfectionist).
Utterly different from the
Solomon/EMI Carnaval, recently
transferred to Testament,
Michelangeli's makes that classic
version seem comparatively artificial
— not least in the 'Valse
Allemande', where Michelangeli
unerringly captures the feminine
caprice and delights, and their
masculine opposites. Raptly poetic
in ' Chopin', headlong yet utterly in
control in ' Paganini', he establishes
the inner logic of the work as each
study adds to the whole.
CD2, the second half of the
recital, begins with a sequence from
Debussy's two Books of Images —
'Et la lune descend sur le temple qui
fut' (austerely dissonant); ' Cloches à
travers les feuilles' (involved and
exclusive); ' Hommage à Rameau'
(coolly remote — regretful?), and
'Reflets dans l'eau' (water lapping,
cold, wet!).
The sound is forbiddingly ` new'.
For, like a surgeon taking up the
precise instrument necessary,
Michelangeli changed complete
sound-worlds for each composer
(sometimes in London using another
piano altogether). Listen to the
encores — he moves without pause
from Mompou's Cancion (
also
recorded in 1942 for Italian HMV),
where we hear both explicit voices
and interior melodies, to the
posthumous ` musical box' Waltz of
Chopin. Few pianists have recorded
it: Arrau's grandiose, ball-room
conception [Philips] contrasts with
Michelangeli's haunting, dynamically
layered account with its peasant-like
rhythmic emphases.
Listen, too, to the way
Michelangeli floats the G-minor
Ballade melody from 2m 36s: his
familar trick of suspending time
itself. It's an impassioned reading
ranging from fastidious refinement
and pathos to rhapsodic grandeur,
Me NEWS 11. RECORD REVIEW
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technically almost superhuman.
The last 33m are from his
preparatory rehearsals: warming-up,
but as much atest of the
instrument's voicing as anything. At
9m a wrangle occurs: on-stage
noises, hard wooden knocks, the
creak of leather boots, cries of ` Ça!
Et ça! Here!', and an I'm all right
Jack response: 'Well, it's nothing to
do with
And later, puzzlingly
— how we need to see what's going
on — '
Those seats are sewn'. At 21m
35s the tape restarts; there are jokes
about ' pour les jambes, les jolies
jarnbes...'; someone asks brightly
(23m 16s) ' Comment allez-vous?
Très bien'. 'Non!' — Michelangeli
has aheavy cold. What an occasion,
what playing, nevertheless. And that
same week the famous Ravel/
Rachmaninov Concerto recordings
were made for EMI.
The sound, a little steely, is better
in the rehearsal closeups; either way
it's superior to most piano saund
from that EMI period.
Christopnet Breunig

B:1* 0

(
68m)

Christopher Breunig

is seen

BALAKIREV:
Piano Music ( Vold)
Nicholas Walker (pno)

performing

ASV CD DCA 940

Michelangeli

at a televised
concert in
Vienna
in 1979

A:1-2

(65m 25s)

For the founder and guiding spirit
(for awhile) of Russia's 'Mighty
Handful', Balakirev's music is less
well known than it deserves, and for
a pianist-composer who consciously
modelled himself on Liszt, this is
especially regrettable in the case of
his quite sizeable piano output —
virtually unknown except for the
barnstormer Islamey and (too
infrequently) the great B-flat-minor
Sonata.
Neither of these pieces is found
here. Instead, Nichoas Walker, a
steady and enthusiastic advocate,
provides ajudicious cross-section of
the oeuvre, including one of the
Scherzos and two of the Mazurkas
which, despite the Chopinesque
roots, constitute some of Balakirev's
most distinctive achievements. The
big waltzes, and the operatic fantasy
on themes from Glinka's A Life for
the Tsar, are more Lisztian in
conception, yet Balakirev's voice and
keyboard style are always individual
75

(and pretty consistent over the 50
years in his career this selection
spans). The music is nearly always
in compulsive motion: Walker's
opening track, The Spinner, avery
Russian filieuse written at the age of
nearly 70, is entirely characteristic
and an ideal choice to draw the
listener into Balakirev's distinctive
sound-world. The textures are full of
liquid figuration, dissonant passing
notes and acciacaturas, with an
'Oriental' — or at least Central
Asiatic — tang to the melodic
language. Borodin learned much
from him (hear the Steppe-broad
second subject of that B-flat-minor
Scherzo). The pulverizing Tarantelle,
first cousin to Islamey, makes clear
this is areal virtuoso's music.
Walker despatches it all with fire
and grace. ASV's recording is bright
and vivid. Roll on succeeding
volumes! [
There's an interesting
BalakirevIGlazunov piano recital on
Finlandia 0630 10925 2, played by
Arto Satunkangas — Mus Ed.]
Calum MacDonald

A:1-2 J

BEETHOVEN:
6 Variations on National Airs, Op.105
U 7 Unifier, Wo0.11 U 6 Easy
Variations, Wo0.77 U Rondo in C,
Op.51:1 U 12 Variations on a Minuet
theme by Haibel, Wo0.68 U Minuet
in E-flat, Wo0.82 U 6 Ecossaises,
Wo0.83 -16 Bagatelles, Op.126
Klavierstück in b,Wo0.61
011i Mustonen (pno)
Decca 452 206-2

Olh Mustonen
is recording
Beethoven's
piano
variations and
other works
for Decca

76

(
68m 43s)

In the theatre, mannerism is often
wholly accepted and admired (Alan
Bates, Simon Callow, Tom
Courtenay, Sir Ian McKellen); in
music it's less tolerable. Those who
find 011i Mustonen's playing sets
their teeth on edge — he can't for
more than afew seconds stop
fragmenting the music with
exaggerated pianissimi, brittle
sforzandi, spurting accelerandi,
calculated hesitations — may well
note it contains the hallowed late
Bagatelles but mostly slight piano
works, and skip this disc. Yet to do
so would mean missing areal rarity:
the Op.105 variations on Irish,
Scottish and Welsh airs (and one
Austrian), commissioned by the
Scotsman George Thomson. They
were intended to have flute or violin
accompaniment — '
ad libitum'
suggested the Vienna publishers
Artaria. The writing was not, as
Thomson wished, ' easy... so that
our ladies may play them and relish
them', but full of late-style,
boundary-extending features and
advanced technical demands.
Also: full of eccentricities it may
be (though no more than Glenn
Gould's) but Mustonen's account of
Op.126 is far from unilluminating,
whilst his ethereal encore, the

B-minor Allegretto Wo0.81, has a
wholly individual, ghostly
characterisation.
The other small pieces were
covered in Buchbinder's
comprehensive Telekunken 6LP
survey; the Variations Wo0.68 'àla

'No two scholars agree
upon every detail
of which ornaments
go where in the music,
whether dynamic shading
should be used,
how much and where,
what the composer
meant...'
Viganis' (
who danced in Prometheus)
were recorded by John Ogdon [EMI
1970] but not by Brendel
[Vox/Turnabout 4LP supplement to
the sonatas], although both included
the easy Variations Wo0.77 —
sounding penny-plain after
Mustonen's easy brilliance in the
finale. Beautiful sound by James
Lock, from the Henry Wood Hall.
Christopher Breunig

A':1*- 3

CORELLI:
Concerti grossi Op.6:7-12
Europa Galante/Biondi
Opus 111 UPS 30-155

(58m 34s)

The trouble with composers of this
period (c.1700) is that they didn't
write down precisely what they
wanted their performers to play.
Mostly they themselves performed as
part of agroup, guiding their fellows
virtually second by second. Today,
the trouble is that no two scholars
agree upon every detail of which
ornaments go where in the music,
whether dynamic shading should be
used, how much and where, what
the composer meant by vivace,
andante, largo and so on. Therefore,
performer A's interpretation of old
shorthand scores is likely to be just
as valid as performer B's, be they
radically different.
Fabio Biondi has brought
considerable intelligence and
experience to the problem and
produces performances of great
entertainment that might upset some
purists no end while delighting
others. Ornaments (graces, turns,
trills) are liberally distributed: tiny
acciaccature usefully accentuate the
suspensions in 8 (ii) but
embellishments in the Pastorale (
vi)
seem out of place — would Corelli
have approved? Who can tell? I
cannot say what is right or wrong
but Ido know that for the most part
Biondi pleasingly enlivens the music.

What Ido find questionable is the
decision to pause, often with a
startling dead stop, just before the
final cadential note or two of many
movements.
Harpsichord is used almost
throughout. An organ is placed
rather discreetly in the balance but
its haunting voice against hushed
strings creates awonderfully
mysterious effect at the start of the
famous Christmas Concerto and in
12(iii). Europa Galante play their
period strings with vivacious
rhythmic attack and short phrasing,
and the sound is warm, clear and
with exactly the right spread and
(church) acoustic.
Robert Dearling

A:1/2(?) 1

DOHNANY1:
Piano Quintets 1 & 2 J Serenade for
string trio, Op.10
The Schubert Ensemble of London
Hyperion CDA 66786

(
75m 31s)

The early First Quintet is astudent
work, yet after its first performance
in Budapest, when the composer
was 18, no less afigure than Brahms
arranged for it to be played in
Vienna. There are reminiscences of
other styles, and Mendelssohn
comes particularly readily to mind.
The wide-ranging (i) is beautifully
constructed; the scherzo is
individual, with an Elgarian trio and
anon-identical scherzo reprise; (iii)
is calm and unremarkable; and (iv)
is lively and grand. The final bars
are asurprise: an 'Amen' cadence.
Considerable progress of style is
evident in the Second Quintet
(1914). Unashamedly folkish
Hungarian themes inform (i) — here
are dissonances and dark shadows
— but the central Intermezzo is
warm and strikingly Brahmsian. A
long introductory Moderato leads to
abright, brittle closing section.
In these quintets the careful
balancing allows all intruments to
make their expressive presence felt.
The placing of William Howard's
Steinway enables his careful
dynamics to sound all the more
subtle because he is never too close:
an object lesson in recorded balance.
The Trio (the 25-year-old
Dohnanyi wrote this cheerful work
in 1902) is in the form of an 18thcentury Serenade: March; Romanza;
Scherzo; Theme and Variations;
Rondo. The March and the Scherzo
may sound briskly light-hearted, but
they demand (and get) precise
execution.
This excellent group plays with
calm confidence throughout and
features some notably silvery violin
tone. The acoustic is not greatly
resonant but it suits this music well.
A delightful disc.
Antony Hodgson
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HAYDN:
Schiipfungsmesse J Missa Itorate
coeli desuper'
Susan Gritton (sop)IPamela Helen
Stephen (con)/Mark Palmer (ten)/
Stephen Varcoe (bar)ICollegium
Musicum 90/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 0599

(
61m 59s)

Richard Hickox seems to be allaying
criticism of the ` period instrument'
movement by making his orchestra
sound beautiful. The same happened
in his comparatively recent Chandos
recording of Haydn's Theresienmesse.
Once again the choral singing is
magnificent (superb diction). The
only soloist of this excellently
balanced group to take part in both
recordings is Stephen Varcoe; and
again his powerful delivery, coupled
with ideal flexibility of tone, is a
notable feature. Orchestrally
however, there is asense of

instrument music making. The
smaller works on Weil's disc are
admirably done. The Salve Regina
exploits the skills of the four vocal
soloists, and the motet features
Monoyios who sings the extensive
(8m) first aria with great sensitivity.
Altogether an exciting disc.
Weil sometimes understresses
rhythm, with the result that the
lower instruments occasionally lack
impact. The recording is so bright
and forward that Iam inclined to
think that this is probably how it
sounded, and not an aspect of the
engineering.

It probably dates from the
composer's mid-teens; and he sets
the whole text, not just a missa
brevis. A dozen players (strings with
bassoon and organ continuo)
support a small chorus in a
delightful performance, recorded
with colourful warmth.
Antony Hodgson

A-8:1 0.

HAYDN:
Paukenmesse J Salve Regina J
Motet ' 0 coelitum beati'
Ann Monoyios (sop)IMonica Groop
(con)ljorg Hering (ten)IHarry van
der Kamp (bass)ITalzer
KnabenchorlTafelmusiklWed
Sony Classical CD 68255

Antony Hodgson

(62m 14s)

Hickox has

L'AUTUNNO
HENZE: Quintet (
1952) J L'Autunno
(1977)/HINDEMITH: Kleine
Kammermusik Op.24:2 U Wind
Septet ( 1948)
Berlin Philharmonic Wind Quintet!
Manfred Preis (
bs-41Thomas
Clamor (tpt)

recorded

HIS CD•752

Sometimes Ihave had reservations
about Bruno Weil's swift tempi in
Haydn's orchestral music, but in
choral works it seems to add
Richard

Haydn's
'Creation'
Mass and a
brief early
work with
Collegium
Musicum 90
for Chandos.
(Below) Hans
Werner Henze

'reservation', with understated
dynamics. The recording places the
strings well forward, and the horns
are splendid, but Neville Marriner's
powerful modern-instrument
Dresden version [EMI] is more
convincingly balanced, and in
particular his woodwind and timpani
are better defined.
Imust add, however, that Hickox
makes Haydn's famous selfquotation from The Creation more
striking because of his splendid horn
section. Because the Empress Maria
Theresa disapproved of this whim,
Haydn re-wrote the section omitting
the reference and adding afew quiet
linking bars as replacement; but
characteristically, he only made the
alteration in the copy of the score
that was sent to the Empress. This
alternative is given as a supplement
at the end of the disc.
The tiny (7m), early Missa Rorate
coeli desuper has been the subject of
discussion as to its authorship,
although Haydn listed it when
cataloguing his works in his old age.
HI-FI NEWS E. RECORD REVIEW
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excitement whilst also unifying the
music. His most notable rapid speed
in the Paukenmesse is that of the
u
Gloria. This headlong approach
brings out the militaristic aspects of
the music (subtitled ' Mass in Time
of War'), but somewhat stretches the
generally excellent Tülzer
Knabenchor. Commendably
2
authentic aspects of this periodinstrument performance include
powerful 18th-century clarinet tone,
and left-and-right placing of firstand second-violins: this makes a
wonderful effect in ' Et resurrexit'.
The soloists are stylish: full marks
for Monoyios in avoiding gratuitous
vibrato — the natural lightness of
her voice is fine as it is. On the
other hand, Weil does not always
search out the moments of grandeur
in the way that Rifling, aided by a
superb choir (Gâchinger Kantorei)
and asuperbly powerful soprano
(Ruth Ziesak), did in his exceptional
Stuttgart version for Hânssler
Classics, which had everything that
is good and stylish in modern-

(65m 25s)

Two composers with strong ties with
the Berlin Philharmonic, and superb
playing from the Quintet formed in
1988 (augmented, of course, in
Hindemith's postwar Septet). Quite
exemplary recording, too, from a
Berlin studio.
It's a rewarding but progressively
demanding programme: the opening
piece by Hindemith offers wit and
parody; Henze's astringent,
dodecaphonic quintet requires a
'light, French character', elegance
notwithstanding the polyphonic
structure; Autumn (
which closes on
an adaptation of a Bach aria) has
the players use
alternative
instruments in
the wind family
— alto and
piccolo flute,
oboe d'amore,
contrabassoon
and Wagner
tuba.
Hindemith's
Septet was
mostly written
within one
week, the fugal
finale completed seven days on
(though the second Intermezzo
merely presents the musical material
of the first in reverse order). Could
Vaughan Williams have had the
work in mind when he wrote the
Alla marcia scherzo of his Eighth
Symphony, Iwonder?
'There is no alternative version'
says the latest Penguin Guide, in the
course of areview of the Deutsche
Kammerphilharmonie Wind's
version [Virgin Classics — c/w
Toch/Weill]. No longer so!
Christopher Breunig

A':113
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JANACEK:
Capriccio J Concertino J Violin
Sonata _IConte for cello and piano
J Presto for cello and piano
Mikhail Rudy (pno)IPierre Amoyal
(vin) /Gary Hoffman (vIc)1Paris Nat
Opera Orch SoloistsIMackerras
EMI CDC 555 5852

darker. And — contrary to the
evidence of the booklet listings —
they seem larger in number than the
Amsterdam group. [Nos.8-10 from
Concerto Köln are on Teldec 4509
915()5 21
Christopher Breunig

(72m 26s)

A:1*

A most generous disc of chamber
works which reveals the many-sided
character of Janacek in sympathetic
performances. The two pianocentred semiconcertante works,
Capriccio and Concertino, show
Mikhail Rudy in scintillating form.
The composer's elliptical writing and
the bizarre scoring of the Capriccio
(piano left-hand, flute/piccolo, and
six brass) are held together with
assurance. How the war-wounded
one-armed pianist Otakar Hollmann
must have relished the enormous
challenge of the curious work he had
requested! In the skimpily-scored
Concertino the pianist takes most of
the spotlight and is aggressively
balanced, almost to the point of
distortion here and there.
He is also prominent in Conte, in
which Gary Hoffman seems
somewhat self-effacing in
comparison, while Pierre Amoyal
takes astronger lead in the Violin
Sonata. At first Ifound the
recording too close and dark-toned
because the piano's lower register is
accentuated, but Isoon became
accustomed to the sound, even
though the balance is so pianoorientated.
Robert Dearling

.‘ further 17 selections in this
magnificent series of recordings from
the doyen of Russian baritones,
Sergei Leiferkus. Although lacking
the sophistication of RimskyKorsakov and the symphonic
astuteness of Borodin, Mussorgsky

C: 1-2

(
69m 35s)

String Symphonies 1, 4, 6, 7 & 12
Concerto
Teldec 4509 98435 2

(
67m 46s)

Recorded in the lively (but not
swamping) acoustic of the Haarlem
Concert Hall, these gripping
performances of the two longest of
Mendelssohn's precocious string
symphonies tempt one to conclude
that the BIS cyce will be the most
satisfying of all — the snag is that 4
& 5 will run on to afourth volume.
(My alternative recommendation:
London Festival Orch/Pople —
Hyperion CDA 66561/3, 3CDs.)
Former leader of the Moscow CO
Lev Markiz directs shapely slow
movements, zestful Menuettos and
allegros with scintillating drive.
But if you insist on period
instruments (the pieces date from
1821-23) then the Concerto Köln
disc offers a generous selection.
Theirs is a more severe, classical
manner; sonorities are altogether
78

an artist of rare
interpretative insight
The range of tonal
colours and dynamic
gradations... really takes
some believing'

(
58m 18s)

MENDELSSOHN:
String Symphonies 8 & 11
Nieutv Sinfonietta
Amsterdam1Markiz
WS CD-748

proves himself to be

and technical command.
A:1-2 0

MUSSORGSKY:
Complete Songs (
Vol.3)
Sergei Leiferkus (bar)ISemion Skigin
(pou)
Conifer 75605 51265-2

'Vadim Repin once again

human speech'. This imparts an
almost conversational tone to many
of his settings, whose melodic
contours are shaped directly by the
characteristic undulations of spoken
Russian. Mussorgsky was no mere
pedlar of folksy tunes, but an acutely
perceptive observer of human life,
from the lowliest peasant to the
most pompous of government
officials.
Those seeking an entrée into
Mussorgsky's unique sound world
could hardly do better than start
with this collection, covering as it
does the more easily assimilated
songs of his early period
(c.1858-65). The range of
expression is already striking, from
the deeply felt ` Sadly rustled the
leaves' [Plescheyev] and uproariously
boisterous `The Hour of Jollity'
[Kol'tsov], to the meditative ' Prayer'
[Lermontov] and sublimely
contented 'Night' [Pushkin].
Leiferkus is nothing short of
mesmerising throughout, Skigin an
exceptional accompanist even in the
most unidiomatic of pianistic terrain.
First-rate recording without even the
slightest hint of overloading, and
excellent annotations with full texts
and translations.
Let us hope that Leiferkus might
be encouraged to go on to record
the songs of the other members of
the Kutchka, particularly Borodin's
output of 16 songs, which have been
barely touched since the mid- 1960s
Christoff/EMI classic.
Julian Haylock

The young
Mendelssohn,
Nieuw
Sinfonietta
Amsterdam
and
Concerto KÓIn

was nevertheless one of great
originals of music: his descent into
severe alcoholism a tragic loss to the
world of music.
And whereas the majority of
Russian composers of the late 19thcentury were content to take the
lead primarily from Schumann in
their piano and song writing,
Mussorgsky considered the whole
function of composition to be ` the
reproduction... first and foremost, of

A:1(•)

RAVEL:
Violin Sonata / MEDTNER: Violin
Sonata 3 ` Epica'
Vadim Repin (vin)/Boris Berezovsky
(pub)
Erato 0630 15110-2

(
60m 33s)

Repin once again proves himself to
be an artist of rare interpretative
insight and technical command. The
range of tonal colours and dynamic
gradations he gently coaxes
throughout the ever-shifting,
prismatic texturing of Ravel (i), not
to say the breathtaking subtlety of
his vibrato and portamenti in the
MARCH 1997
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bluesy Moderato (
ii), really take some
believing. He is totally inside the
idiom, subtly inflecting every detail,
relishing in the playful stylistic crossreferencing, yet never for once
interfering with the work's
meticulously crafted and finely
balanced classicism. He makes the
furious moto perpetuo finale a
quicksilver, fleet-fingered thing of
fancy, no mere virtuoso vehicle.
Berezovsky is the very soul of
sensitivity and discretion throughout,
all-embracing in his keyboard
command, if not, perhaps, showing
any special sympathies with Ravers
kaleidoscopic imagination.
Things are more evenly balanced
in the Medtner — here one feels a
true musical partnership at work,
effortlessly holding listener interest
over its 43m span. It would seem
that Medtner planned to orchestrate
the piece, although this came to
nothing: hardly surprisingly given
the sonata's rarefied world of halfspoken gestures and complete refusal
to fall back on the big tune, à la
Rachmaninov. If Prokofiev and
Stravinsky (particularly) were
essentially Rimsky offshoots, and
Rachmaninov the great inheritor of
the Tchaikovsky tradition, Medtner
mighty be more accurately aligned
with the less outspoken and
demonstrative art of such as
Kalinikov or Grechaninov.
Another stunning recording from
Repin, then, who here proves
himself every bit at home in the
chamber room as the concert hall,
and (despite slight reservations
about the Ravel), also the finest disc
we have yet had from Berezovsky,
whose tendency to play ` hot and
cold' with the music he performs is
thankfully nowhere in evidence here.
Fine recording to match, with just
the right degree of ambience around
the instruments.
Julian Haylock

A:1(11:11

SCHMELZER:
Violin Sonatas 1-6 J Cuckoo Sonata
J Sonata ' Victori der Christen'
Romanesca
Kannada Mundi HMU 907143

(
66m 43s)

Ivalue Romanesca's set of Vivaldi's
`Manchester' Sonatas [HMU
907089/90] because of the winning
performances of Andrew Manze
(yin), Nigel North (lute) and John
Toll (hpd/organ). When this
Schmelzer disc arrived, Ianticipated
the performances with great pleasure
but was puzzled as to why Sonatas
4-6 of ` Unarum fidium' of 1664 had
been placed first and 1-3 last, after
two unrelated sonatas. The opening
notes of the disc, Sonata 4(i)
answered the question. This
'division on aground' presents the
artists to breathtakingly gorgeous
effect: a gently descending lute
HI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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phrase, an eerie low organ note, and
Manze's violin entering with perfect
intonation and no trace of vibrato,
elaborating vigorously as the ostinato
bass continues. Irresistible, and
played with almost audacious
virtuosity. As are all six of these
one-movement multi-sectioned
sonatas.
Toll changes from harpsichord to
organ and back as moods and tempi
change: some of his quick changes
suggest that he sits between the
instruments on a swivel seat —
amazing what editing can do! The
recording was made in St
Bartholomew's Church, Orford,
Suffolk. The impression is that the
players were close-miked in one
comer of the building: there is little
church atmosphere yet adequate
ambience. It brings superb clarity
and immediacy.
Included is the ' Cuckoo' Sonata
— how Baroque composers loved
imitating this murderous brute —
and Schmelzer's son's adaptation of
one of Biber's Rosary Sonatas, again
descriptive, this time of abattle
between Turks and Christians. No
prizes for guessing who wins. When
you buy this disc you will receive a
free sampler of Romanesca's Biber
Violin Sonatas from HMU
907134/5: three representative
movements that will surely send you
back to the shop for the whole set.
Robert Dearling

A: 1'

SCHUMANN:
Kreisleriana J Bunte Blatter 1-14
Lars Vogt (pno)
EMI CDC 555 4252

(63m 19s)

Vogt has shown himself as adeepthinking pianist, better in the
reflective worlds of Schubert and
Schumann than the massive early
Teutonic structures of Brahms that
he recently undertook at London's
South Bank.
Kreisleriana, a private mystery
world of fleeting passions and idyllic
reminiscence, is the ideal vehicle for
the imaginative artist, and Icannot
think of another single performance
in recent years quite the equal of
this. On this evidence, Vogt is on a
par with the late Benno
Moiseiwitsch; his combination of
touch and accenting in the opening
Agitatissimo is neither swamped with
pedal nor pulled about (as with
those players intent on displaying
technical prowess at the expense of
musical line). His controlled playing
in (ii) allows for the slightest, most
tender legato phrasing, and he
sustains continuity in the Intermezzo
and Langsamer sections which link
with it.
The third part — moho agitato —
establishes asudden mood change.
It is effectively in four sections (the
first repeated) where the pianist is

called upon to encompass a series of
staccato figures that contrast with
long legato passages where both
hands swap parts, and notes can get
lost with wrong fingering, phrases
speeded or muddied with overemphasis. Vogt, though, shows
complete sympathy and
understanding throughout, and
excels himself as the music becomes
more complex, right up to the
closing pages.
Bunte Blatter performed complete
is a rare privilege for all Schumann
specialists. Richter also plays it well,
but Vogt has the advantage of
superb recording to aid him in his
quest for perfection.
Bill Newman

11111111111113

SEARLE:
Symphonies 2, 3 & 5
BBC Scottish
SO/Francis
CPO 999 376-2

(
57m 47s)

Self-taught to some
extent, Humphrey
Searle (who at one time
was aHFNIRR
reviewer) nevertheless
spent five months
studying with Webern.
And it is the Fifth, an
arch-like five-section
continuous piece
dedicated to the memory of that
composer, which is the most
magnetic of the three symphonies
here. Indeed, as soon as Ifirst
listened, Ilooked forward to my
next opportunity to hear it again.
This was Searle's last symphony;
his First you can hear in the recut
LP of the LPO/Boult Decca
recording [
HFNIRR May '95]. Liszt
was a major influence, and whilst
Searle embraced 12-tone techniques
he saw himself essentially as a
Romantic. Symphonies 2 and 3
(semi-programmatic) are not
particularly ` friendly' — they can
seem to take place before one, and
we absorb them, as it were,
distanced. But, although Searle had
rejected the pastoral style practised
by Vaughan Williams, his grasp of
orchestration did remind me
strongly of VW's own scoring
mastery: sample, for instance, the
'night music' section of 2 Lento
[track 2, from 3m 27s]. Incidentally,
Iam sure that Searle would have
supported the view that composers
conceived music 'spatially' [see
`Sidelines' Dec ' 96].
One must be grateful to this
German label for issuing Alun
Francis's dedicated readings, aBBC
Scotland production from its
Glasgow Studio 1. Excellent support
notes by David Sutton-Anderson
must also be acknowledged.
Christopher Breunig

Humphrey
Searle: three
symphonies on
the CPO label
with the
BBC Scottish
Orchestra
under Alun
Francis
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TCHA1KOVSKY:
Symphonies 1-6
Russian Nat OrchIPletnev
De 449 9674

(
5CDs, 263m)

Conductor and orchestra made their
recording debut on Virgin Classics
in 1991 with amuch praised
account of Tchaikovsky's Pathétique
symphony, so it was logical for DG
to follow this early success with a
complete cycle. Pletnev's approach
to Tchaikovsky is essentially cool:
intellectual rather than intensely
subjective. He prefers to emphasise
the music's poise and beauty rather
than its raw emotion and angst. The
heart-on-sleeve brilliance of (say)
Svetlanov is often missing, yet the
performances are far from bland,
and there is no mistaking the quality
of orchestra.
A wistfully measured and often
beautifully dreamy account of the
First Symphony proves something of
a one-off. Pletnev avoids extreme
tempi except for the finale of the
Fifth, and 6(iii), both fast. Slow
movements are invariably magical,
allowing one to savour the
expressiveness of the strings and the
superb quality of solo winds and
brass. Pletnev seems happiest with
Tchaikovsky when he is at his least
neurotic — sample the slow
movement of the neglected Third,
'Polish', Symphony for a taste of
these performers at their subtle,
graceful best. Perhaps elsewhere
some climaxes could be more tense
and unfettered — one feels emotions
being kept firmly in check rather
than allowed to run riot. But the
finales of 5 and 6 are quite hardhitting.
I'd say these are better
performances than interpretations: one
is more impressed with the sheer
beauty and refinement of the playing
rather than specific interpretative
insights from the conductor. Pletnev
could have been more inspirational
in my view, yet few accounts better
his for refinement.
DG's ` 4D' recordings are in a
class of their own for clarity and
detail, allowing you to hear
Tchaikovslcy's imaginative
instrumental harmonies with ease.
At low dynamic levels the definition
is superb; even darkly-scored
passages like opening of the
Pathétique sound clear without being
over-lit. Yet at the other extreme,
climaxes can be alittle ' noisy', and
tonally there is some hardness. Even
so, the sound is clearer and better
focused than that of DG's Manfred
Symphony with these artists, or the
Virgin Pathétique: sonically abit pale
and mushy.
On five CDs, the set is laid out
properly, with Symphonies 2 and 4
coupled and the others one to a
disc. This means shortish playing
times (under 50m) on four of the
80

discs, but as the set seems to be
selling for around £45 it isn't
prohibitive. Challenging sleeve notes
by Richard Taruskin.
James M Hughes

A-11*:1-2 0

TCNAIKOVSKY
1812 Overture J The Sleeping
Beauty (excerpts) J The Voyevoda J
Moscow Coronation Cantata
Dallas SO & Ch/Litton
Delos DE 3196

(77m 48s)

Delos are clearly very excited about
Andrew Litton and the Dallas SO,
but to emblazon ' Litton' and
'Dallas' in 30mm high letters is

imagine a rapt audience swaying to
and fro during the ' Panorama'. Here
the sound is beautifully clean and
spacious, yet with vivid impact,
provided you play at a healthy
volume level. The symphonic ballad
The Voyevoda gets a nervy,
passionate performance that
emphasises the music's neurotic,
angry qualities.
The disc finishes with a genuine
rarity, The Moscow Coronation
Cantata. Scored for two soloists,
chorus, and orchestra, it was written
in 1883 and, if less than top-drawer
Tchaikovsky, contains some good
music — the finale makes astirring
effect. The recording is rich,
spacious, and natural, if less special
than the sleeve hype would lead you
to expect. But Iwonder how much
of the original high-bit master's
pristine sound has found its way on
to this I6-bit CD?
James M Hughes

A- B: 1

VANNAL:
Symphonies - dl, gl, a2, el, C11
Concerto Kôln
Teldec 0630 13141-2

'Slow movements are invariably
magical, allowing one to savour
the expressiveness of the strings
and the superb quality of solo
winds and brass. Pletnev
seems happiest with Tchaikovsky
when he is at his least neurotic'
tasteless when poor old Tchaikovsky
merits only 5mm! The other big
selling point is the Dolby Surround
`Virtual Reality' recording. Litton
uses a chorus for 1812, and engineer
John Eargle points out how `rich,
spacious and... timbrally correct' the
choral opening sounds. Iagree
absolutely, though Ifind the sound
hardens when the dynamic level
rises: 1812's clamorous finale
(admittedly very noisy) hasn't the
transparency and depth one might
have expected. Nor do the cannons
roar as they should. In this respect
Delos's earlier James DePreist 1812
(without chorus) sounded better
than this new one. Litton's sensitive
performance is lively, but short on
real fire and excitement.
The Sleeping Beauty selection —
Litton's own — is ripely played and
often highly imaginative: it's easy to

(73m I9s)

American professor Paul Bryan has
been researching Johann Baptist
Vanhal for over 40 years. His
catalogue (which supplies the
identifications by key, d meaning Dminor — that being the American
way) lists 76 authentic symphonies.
The record industry has occasionally
dipped a toe into these teeming
waters, so we know that Vanhal's
music is of a quality equalling the
best of Haydn's, especially when
one compares the two composers'
'Sturm und Drang' works. With
such a huge choice available, it is
disappointing that for their first
fishing trip of five symphonies
Concerto Köln has landed four
already available on CD. About a
dozen others are available in
performing editions.
The newcomer to CD, Symphony
dl, is a ' Sturm und Drang' sizzler: a
furious, frantic tornado which, for
me, equals Haydn at his most bleak
and desperate (
eg, Symphony 52),
its four horns snarling balefully.
Much-needed contrast is provided
in (ii), with meltingly gentle flutes
and a soothing melody, but the
minuet and finale return to the
disturbing language of unbridled
ferocity. When Christopher
Hogwood broadcast this work in the
1970s he was no less violent, but by
including both repeats in (i) and
IV), omitted by Concerto Köln, he
put the ferocity into better
perspective.
Concerto Kôln's concentration on
minor-keyed works is rewarding: the
gl Symphony (several times
recorded) combines elements of
Haydn's 39 and 31 in a stimulating
MARCH 1997
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work of burning energy and
interesting concertante string parts,
and the E-minor and A-minor works
open deceptively with singing
themes that soon yield to angry
gesturing. The former is included on
an Orfeo disc conducted by Michael
Helmrath, the latter on BIS with
Jukka-Pekka Saraste where its
minuet is excluded; Concerto Köln,
of course, includes this minuet.
The only major-keyed work on
the new disc is C11, the so-called
`Comista' Symphony also on
Helmrath's disc where the moderninstrument Munich orchestra gives a
more characterful performance,
especially in the final Allegro,
though the Cologne trumpets and
drums are more forward and the
recording far brighter. Why
'Comista'? Its succession of moods
(hope, sighing and languishing,
lament, and gaiety) suggest
programmatic content, perhaps
derived from stage music.
Teldec's recording successfully
conveys the raw period tone of the
strings and the characterful
woodwind, but in gl the B-flat alto

principal conductor. This is
something of arevelation!
Boult, though, is disappointing in
the symphony: Ihad rather hoped
that with the BBC SO he would
supersede his hardly satisfactory
studio recording for Pye. He was 86
that year, and given ' ahero's
welcome' for ' asturdy, athletic
reading... stick technique as
immaculate as ever' [
The Times]. But
this score needs much more.

horns, so telling under Helmrath,
are pitched in basso — aserious
error. Concerto
ln sometimes
prefers enthusiastic drive to accuracy
— understandably in this searing
music — but on the whole this is a
most enthralling disc and an
excellent introduction to the music
of amajor 18th- century symphonist.
Robert Dearling

A:2 Oj

WALTON:
Symphony 1 J Variations
on aTheme by Hindemith
BBC SO1BoultIRPOI
Walton

Christopher Breunig

WOLF:
ltalienisches Liederbuch
Dawn Upshaw (sop)101af Bar
(bar)IHelmut Deutsch (pno)

BBC Radio Classics 15656 91782
(62m I5s)
recordings from 1975, 1963
The finer and more
important of these two
Festival Hall concert
performances is the world
premiere of the (now infrequently
heard) Hindemith Variations, given
by the composer himself and with
the Royal Philharmonic on brilliant
form — Kempe was then its

EMI CDC 555 6182

Walton: tha
premiere of
his Hindemith
Variations
on CD

ZEMLINSKY:
Lyric Symphony
Deborah Voigt (sop)Illyn Tetfel
(bar)IVPOISinopoli
DC 449 179-2

(49m Ils)

Lyric Symphony J 6 Lieder
Luba Organasova (sop) /Bo Skovhus (bar)!
Helmuth Deutsch (pno)I
N German RSOIFlor
RCA 09026 68111 2

(64m 17s)

Zemlinsky's greatest hit...? The Lyric
Symphony, no poor man's Das Lied von der
Erde but an honestly individual approach to
'song-cycle symphony' (equally mindful,
surely, of the alternating songs in the first
part of Schoenberg's Gurrelieder), is largely
innocent of angst but impulsive and ecstatic,
superbly writen for voices and sumptuously
scored — perhaps, in truth, over-scored —
for large orchestra. For awork that spent
nearly half acentury outside the repertoire,
commemorated only by Berg's quotation of
'Du bist mein Eigen' and ahalfappropriation of the title of his Lyric Suite,
it's accruing an impressive number of
recordings. [
There's an SWFIGielen version
just out on the Arte Nova budget label — Mus
Ed.]
If Maazel's DG team of Fischer-Dieskau
and Varady, and Chailly's recent Decca
version remain the obvious front runners,
Sinopoli runs them close. Iam, generally, no
fan of his work in the AustroGerman
symphonic repertoire, but the Lyric
Symphony's episodic structure, wealth of
colouristic effects and occasional histrionic
tendencies well suit his particular gifts.
Especially impressive is his shaping of the
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It is afine achievement to
accommodate the 46 songs of the
Italian Songbook on anotably well
recorded CD, on which the balance
between voice and piano is both
immaculate and natural.
Throughout, Helmut Deutsch (who
with Bar shares responsibility for the
re-ordering of the songs) moves

long, complex orchestral paragraphs — the
prelude to the first song and the important
linking interludes. With the help of the DG
engineers, he clarifies many details: you can
even hear the opening bars' viola/cello
tremolo figure, usually masked by the winds.
Bryn Terfel is magnificently eloquent, and
Deborah Voigt is aworthy partner (if less
individual in presence).
Claus Peter Flor, in aslightly more
recessed acoustic that favours the remote,
diaphanous pages rather than the ruttis, also
gives areliable, well-pondered account. His
soloists are good (Skovhus very much in the
F-D mould) but not up to Sinopoli's, and
the ultimate effect of this performance is
cooler, alittle less intense. Though the
secret of the Lyric Symphony is indeed its
underlying emotional simplicity, this is not
discovered through any measure of
detachment.
At least RCA provide acoupling (as does
the Chailly). Skovhus's pleasant baritone
suits these six early lieder and Deutsch is a
sympatheic accompanist. All are
accomplished and deeply-felt, if not
strikingly original in their late-Romantic
ambience. They come with reckless lack of
documentation, especially since two of them
(`Stromüber' asubstantial and atmospheric
piece with allusions to the Dies Irae, and
`1...etzte Bitte') have not, Ithink, been
recorded before. These belong to agroup of
five Richard Dehmel settings Zemlinslcy
composed in late 1907, unpublished in his
lifetime. The other three, conveniently, can
be found on aSony collection — CD 57960
[HFNIRR July 1995].
Ca/urn MacDonald
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supportive. The sound is close,
capturing arestless quality in the
voice itself as well as a fair number
of intakes of breath.

easily between careful, sympathetic
accompaniment, and dazzling solo
performance in the important
postludes. Olaf Bar's warmth of
voice and penetrative insights,
poised phrasing and subtle touches
provide an object lesson that Dawn
Upshaw does not consistently follow.
She sings beautifully, but on this
evidence is not yet a true lieder
singer — at times over-careful in
articulation, at others failing to wed
Wolf's musical line with the poetic
sense. Nevertheless Ihave already
had much pleasure from this issue.
Peter Branscombe

George Hail

SOMETHING WONDERFUL
Songs and Scenes from Broadway
Musicals by Rodgers & Hammerstein
Bryn Terfel (bass-bar)ICh of Opera
North lEnglish Northern Phil/Daniel
DG 449 163-2

MUSIQUES D'ESPAGNE
Music by Granados, Infante, Cassadó,

Collins Classics 14662

(
62m I8s)

Costa and Pizarro make eloquent
partners: theirs is a merging of
talents that expresses the full
idiomatic colourings of the Spanish
keyboard repertory.
But, considering the wealth of
'original' material from Spain, or the
South Americas for that matter,
couldn't the programme have been
better chosen? Nearly all of it
comprises arrangements.

photo: Clive Barda/Collins Classics

Commendable, certainly: with

Federico Longas making a grand
splash with Granados's ' El Pelele';
Ralph Berkovitz (an American
pianist of some repute) overelaborating Cassadee's ' Requiebros';
and Frank Marshall (renowned
accompanist to Conchita Supervia)
doing rather better with Albéniz's
'Navarra'. When it comes to poor
old Falla, we have three different
contenders for two dances from La
Vida Breve, '
Pantomime' and the
hackneyed ' Ritual Fire Dance' from
El Amor Brujo.
None of this really matters too
much, but Manuel Infante's Trois
Danses Andalouses and Musiques
d'Espagne both sound far more
authentic in their original scoring,
and receive very much more relaxed
performances by the two pianists.
Good sound.
Bill Newman
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Of course, it all started back in
1949, when, his career at the Met
coming to an end, the 56-year-old
star bass Ezio Pinza went into

A:1-2 0

Albéniz, FaIla
Scq ! terra Costa, Arar Pizarro (pnos)
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'Bryn Terfel tackles an
CHANT D'AMOUR
Mélodies françaises
Cecilia Bartoh (mez-sop) 1
Myung-Whun Chung (
pno)
Decca 452 667-2

entire programme of
Rodgers & Hammerstein
(
67m 33s)

Neither the title nor the subtitle
reflect the scope of its contents,
which include a number of items
that are by no stretch of the
imagination love songs (Berlioz's
'Death of Ophelia', Ravel's
`Kaddischl), while the range of
languages essayed takes in Spanish.
the Limousin dialect, Galician,
Yiddish, Hebrew and Greek —
though admittedly the composer of
most of these settings is a
Frenchman, Ravel.
Nonetheless, the disc comprises a
highly attractive recital [also
available on MC: 452 667-4], with
Bartoli demonstrating an idiomatic
command of French equivalent to
that of her native Italian, and as
before, proving the mistress of a
whole range of vocal arts. Her
vibrancy of timbre, musical
expertise, and sensitivity to the sense
and sonic value of words, are never
for amoment in doubt.
A fair proportion of the disc (the
items by Bizet, Delibes and the great
mezzo Pauline Viardot) is salon
music, which requires just as much
artistry to make its mark as does the
most elevated art-song. Again Bartoli
convinces totally: in what is a
competitive field, her version of
Delibes's ' Les Filles de Cadix' (we
also hear a second setting, by
Viardot), is the equal of any,
including Supervia's, for its wealth
of interpretative detail, wit and sheer
sexiness.
Impeccable skills characterise her
in those pieces requiring coloratura
facility — such as Bizet's
`Tarantelle' and Viardot's
'Havanaise' — while in the weightier
territory of the ` Kaddisch', her
performance aspires to avisionary
quality.
Myung-Whun Chung's
acompanying is conscientious and

standards. With his voice
simply rolling forth
like a great tide, he
comes through
with flying colours'
musicals, playing Emile deBecque in
South Pacific. Now Bryn Terfel, still
in the early days of his own career,
tackles an entire programme of
Rodgers & Hammerstein standards
(and some not so standard). With
his voice simply rolling forth like a
great tide, and Broadway-credible
diction, he comes through with
flying colours.
Crossover for opera singers is
often artistic disaster-time, because
they cannot get the relationship
between notes and words right.
Terfel, on the other hand, sounds
perfectly at home here, managing
the light conversational style of ' It
Might as Well be Spring' as to the
manner born. Equally, it's quite a
challenge for just one singer to
undertake such a programme
without sounding samey, but with a
vast range of dynamic and tonal
nuance at his disposal, Terfel again
avoids the pitfall: listen to his range
of timbre in ' Some Enchanted
Evening'. His larger-than-life vocal
personality also suits to a 'T' such
numbers as 'What a Lovely Day for
aWedding' (from the forgotten
Allegro).
Beautifully conceived from avocal
point of view as Rodgers's songs are,
a great voice really shows them off
to advantage, as do the superb,
technicolour orchestrations
(uncredited). Paul Daniel conducts
affectionately, and the handsome
acoustic of Bolton's Albert Hall
sounds lavish but never fulsome.
Hugely enjoyable.
George Hall
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OFFENBACH:
Les Contes d'Hoffmann
AlagnalVan DamIDessaylVaduval
jolLascarrolDubosclRagonlBacquierl
Lamprecht et al/Lyon Op Orch &
Chi Nagano
Erato 0630 14330 2

(3CDs, 171m 59s)

Thanks to the researches of Michael
Kaye, Antonio de Almeida and
others, vast quantities of material
relating to the
genesis of
Offenbach's
opera have come
to light over the
last 20 years,
and this
recording takes
advantage of the
resulting
performing
edition prepared
by Kaye himself.
A fair bit of
'new' music' is
heard, some of
the Guiraud
recitatives are
retained, while
others by
Offenbach
himself are reconstituted (the
composer would presumably have
himself provided afully-sung version
for use outside the Opéra-Comique
had he lived). Strangely, the
spurious sextet — written for a
Monte Carlo production in 1907,
probably by one André Bloch — is
included, perhaps because it
provides an appropriate climacteric
to ascore which can (and here does,
particularly towards the end) seem
diffuse and fragmentary. In any
event, the opera retains its macabre
fascination.
The recording relies largely on a
native team of singers. Both chorus
and orchestra impress in the bright,
clean sound, and if Kent Nagano's
conducting inclines to inflexibility,
his sensitivity to mood reflects the
drama's shifting ambiguities.
Roberto Alagna again
demonstrates an affinity with the
French repertoire, and his generally
purposeful performance offers some
striking moments amongst others
that are merely routinely tenorised.
Natalie Dessay delivers an unusually
accurate rendition of Olympia, with
acouple of stratospheric additions in
the ' Doll Song' (top-Gs, no less!).
Leontina Vaduva's Antonia is decent
but dull. Sumi Jo — herself a
stunning Olympia in the theatre —
essays Giulietta, who is given a
'new' coloratura number in this
edition; vocally she is agood deal
more brittle than the ` sexy' mezzo
traditionally employed. Offenbach,
of course, envisaged the same singer
for all three.
Catherine Dubosc sounds atouch
overparted as the Muse/NicIdausse,

but José Van Dam provides atour de
force in quadrupling up as the four
villains, while such game veterans as
Gabriel Bacquier (Crespel) and
Michel Sénéchal (Spalanzani) add
distinction to these minor roles.
George Hall .aedààr
àhiàààdkiaj
PUCCINI:
La Bohème
AlagnalVaduvalHampsonISwensonl
KeenlysidelRamey et al/London
Voices1PhilharmonialPappano
EMI CDS 556 1202

(
2CDs, 101m 41s)

Interest in this account will centre
on Alagna's Rodolfo. In good vocal
estate, and in arole that suits him
nicely, he nevertheless registers as a
hasty, callow interpreter. Unique
amongst the cast in his absolute
avoidance of portamento, he musters
little of the romantic charm that
such classic Rodolfos as Gigli, Di
Stefano, Bjiirling and Gedda have
spread lavishly around them. Not to
put afiner point on it, there is a
good deal more in the part than he
finds as yet.
Mimi is sung by the Cotrubas
soundalike Leontina Vaduva. This
musically rewarding singer does
indeed share some of the distinctive
vocal quality of her mentor, but her
inability to savour the fragrance and
texture of the words is not
something her illustrious predecessor
could ever have been accused of.
Homogenised vowel sounds are a
pervasive fault also in the case of the
Musetta of American coloratura
Ruth Ann Swenson, whose tone is
thereby effectively drained of its
intrinsic brightness. In terms of
vocal scale and attack, however, her
interpretation is more satisfactory.
The most insightful and sheerly
well sung of the four principal
performances is Thomas Hampson's
Marcello — acharacteristically
rounded and focused portrayal; but
Simon Keenlyside's darkly
humorous Schaunard, the luxury
casting of Samuel Ramey as Colline,
and Enrico Fissore's traditionally
played doubling of Benoit and
Alcindoro are all firmly on the credit
side. So too is the observant
conducting of Antonio Pappano,
who demonstrates anatural feeling
for the rhythms of the score and for
the theatrical impact of each phrase
and instrumental interjection. The
Philharmonia plays finely for him.
The recording, from Abbey Road,
offers aplausible stage acoustic, with
the voices not too far forward. The
two discs also contain aCD-ROM
function, enabling you to access
(assuming the available hardware) an
introduction to the opera, composer
and cast, together with afourlanguage libretto.

all

VERDI:
Don Carlos
Alagnal Van DamlHampsonlMattilal
MeierlHalfvarsonlOrch & Ch
Théatre du Chatelet, Paris/Pappano
BU CDS 556 1522

(
3CDs, 205m 43s)

This substantial version of Verdi's
opera was recorded over three
performances in Paris's Chatelet
Theatre in March of last year,
during the opening run of a
production that was later seen in
London, Brussels, Lyons and Nice.
Fittingly, it's sung in the original
French, and for only the second
time on CD. The edition used
incorporates some rarely heard
sections, and it would have been
useful to be provided with chapter
and verse as to what exactly we do
hear, and in which of the various
versions.
Still, the result coheres in
performance, and in the sure hands
of conductor Antonio Pappano the
music is beautifully paced, though a
sense of its massive power is only
fitfully conveyed.
José Van Dam's King Philip is
outstanding. Though the part has
been sung by grander (and more
genuine bass) voices, few have
delineated so incisively the
character's implacable exterior and
inner vulnerability.
Thomas Hampson's reading of
Posa offers aremarkable blend of
urgency, elegance and emotional
largesse. Regularly magnificent in the
part, he has moments of supreme
artistry (the seemingly endless
phrases of the death scene, for
instance); and he offers areal trill.
Which is more than can be said of
Robert Alagna (Don Carlos), who
doesn't seem to know what to do
with the decorations of his opening
romance. Still, his French is
immediate, his voice broadly fits the
bill (though he's arguably overparted
at climactic moments) and his
general air of involvement provides
for some eloquent singing.
Karita Mattila's limpid Nordic
tones might not suggest Elisabeth as
anatural role, but her fragility is
touching, while her keen
understanding, combined with
considerable vocal accomplishment,
more than sees her through.
Equally, if Waltraud Meier cannot
get her voice around every note in
the display-oriented `Veil Song', she
makes abrave stab at it, and
elsewhere her intelligence and
conviction deliver aformidable
Eboli. Eric Halfvarson sounds
suitably vindictive as the Grand
Inquisitor.
In the final analysis, the strengths
of this set clearly outweigh any
demerits, and it must take aforward
position in the Don Carlos stakes.

A:1/2/3

A: 141.11
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opera REVIEWS
MOZART:
Don Giovanni
Brewer1LottlFocilelHadley1Skovhusl
CorbellilChiummoISC Ch & Orchl
Mackerras
Tedarc 80420

(3CDs, 183m 14s)

Here is a Don Giovanni to go
straight to the top of the list. It is
exemplary in almost every respect,
and the fine recording gives ideal
prominence to the sprightly,
characterful playing of the SCO
whilst never allowing it to mask the
singers. The men are quite
outstanding: a superb Giovanni in
Bo Skovhus, menacing, glinting,
highly accomplished in all he does;
Alessandro Corbelli is an equally
impressive Leporello, his grumbling
and timidity never taking the edge
off his fine singing. Jerry Hadley
hasn't quite the control of line for ' Il
mio tesoro' but makes an otherwise
admirable Ottavio, with Italianate
feel for the music and text. And
Umberto Chiummo is an implacable
Commendatore as well as a spirited
Masetto. Nuccia Focile is awarmly
beguiling Zerlina.
If the upper-class women are not
quite as consistently successful, both
do fine things. The orchestra, with
valveless horns and trumpets cutting
through the otherwise ` modern'
textures, is spirited and stylish.
Production is modest (no crash of
window-frame after the
Leporello/Zerlina scene); the sense
of awell-rehearsed stage cast comes
over strongly, and the recitatives, so
often considered unimportant, are
shaped and put across with
admirable spirit and fine timing.
With Sir Charles at the helm it is
hardly necessary to say that
appog,giaturas are not merely in
place but contribute to the impact of I
the whole drama.
u
This is afull version, with easy
choice between the Prague and
Vienna versions, and with the
concert version of the overture
added as a bonus to the third CD.
Only the buyer who wants afully
period performance need hesitate;
for most people, the Mackerras
touch probably outweighs all other
factors. Excellent indeed.
•

Vessel i
na
Kasarova has
also recorded
a recital disc
of Handel,
Gluck, Mozart,
Rossini, Bellini

ROSSINI:
Tancredi
KasarovalMeilPaulsenICangemil
Vargas1PeetersIBavarian Radio Orch
& Ch/Roberto Abbado
RCA 09026 68349 2

(
3CDs, 208m 45s)

What a joy it is to have arecording
of Tancredi that contains virtually all
the music Rossini wrote for its
various productions, and in almost
every respect is grandly sung and
played. It was Rossini's first major
success: he was not yet 21 when he
NI-F1 NEWS 1. RECORD REVIEW
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produced this superb opera seria
score for Venice. Naxos brought out
a fine recording last year, though
one lacking the alternative versions
that will encourage the true
Rossinian to dig deeper and buy the
RCA set. We have areconstruction
of the revision of the final scene for
Ferrara (March 1813), then the
original Venice ending (February
1813), and finally two of several
alternative arias — there is no room
for the later revisions for Milan on
the three generously filled discs. The
Ferrara score ends quietly, tragically;
the Venice one has ahappy ending:
it is atreat to be able to gauge and
compare the impact of both in this
well-enginered and exciting
performance.
Three singers are outstanding:
Vesselina Kasarova is more than
merely equal to the taxing demands
of the travesti title role; Eva Mei
makes a resourceful and often
meltingly beautiful heroine; and
Ramón Vargas as her father (tenor)
sings with style, intelligence and
almost always pleasing tone. If
Harry Peeters as the evil Orbazzano
is rough and graceless, the two
minor characters are very good. And
both chorus and orchestra do
splendidly, with affectingly phrased
solo wind writing.
The conductor, Roberto Abbado,
seems at times less happy with slowmoving music, and ensemble is not
always spot-on. But the numerous
faster movements go with a swing,
recitatives are well handled, and
considerable excitement is generated
in the marvellous ensembles. Most
fascinating of all is the dying fall of
the Ferrara conclusion, though the
much more elaborate alternative
entrance aria for the hero runs it
close. The vocal lines are very
properly decorated, and the libretto
contains a stimulating article as well
as the text in four languages.

and Donizetti:
RCA 09026
68522 2

WEBER:
Der Freischütz
OrgonasovalSchiiferlWourichl
HolzmairlSalminenICachemailklMoll
ISchczillBerlin Radio ChIBPOI
Harnoncourt
Teldec 4509-97758-2

to innumerable small but often
important changes.
The cast are inspired to give
outstanding performances: Luba
Orgonasova and Christine Schafer
are ideally cast as the sombre
heroine and her sprightly cousin;
Endrik Wottrich is a melancholic,
sensitive Max, Matti Salminen a
plausible, awe-inspiring Kaspar. The
strong casting includes Wolfgang
Holzmair in the little roles of Kilian
and the prince, Kurt Moll as the
hermit, and Gilles Cachemaille as
Kuno.
One disappointment is Ekkehard
Schall's unfrightening Black
Huntsman; another related and
more general one is the treatment of
dialogue, which is clumsily edited
and at times seems unconnected
with the musical numbers. The

'This performance is
rnusically so beautiful
nd dramatically so
exciting that Der
Freischütz is at a touch
put back where it
longs, among the finest
of all German operas'

Wolf's Glen scene is gripping from
beginning to end, despite one or two
small miscalculations in the
production. The chorus is lithe and
strong, though the recording
occasionally gives them asomewhat
muffled quality. The Berlin
Philharmonic is in terrific form,
relishing the challenges.
Harnoncourt reveals one or two
little peculiarities — loss of impetus
in Ánnchen's first aria and some
very slow tempos, as well as odd
points of interpretation in his
contribution to the excellent libretto
booklet. But one readily forgives
these for the superb overall
conviction of the performance.
•

(
2CDs, 134m 10s)

This performance is musically so
beautiful and dramatically so
exciting that Der Freischüta is at a
touch put back where it belongs,
among the finest of all German
operas. Nikolaus Harnoncourt is
equally successful with all the varied
moods of Weber's music, from
evocation of unspoilt nature to
supernatural horror, from peasant
merrymaking to the complexities of
young love. The sense of freshness is
in part due to a close study of
Weber's original score, which leads

Nikolaus HamoncourtA

S5

First
Nielsen
recordings,
Thomas
Beecham,
John
Barbirolli,
Clifford
Curzon and
others in
historic
transfers

fyou want to be reminded of how
certain early mono LPs or vintage
78s had that touch of genius, then
these Dutton CD reissues provide
the answer.
Ihave always regarded Barbirolli's
Hallé tenure during the 1950s as
their finest hour. Sir John received
the Royal Philharmonic Society's
Gold Medal from Ralph Vaughan
Williams during that time, and I
believe that at that concert he
conducted Delius's Intermezzo from
Fennimore and Gerda. The
subsequent Pye recordings ( 1956)
never sounded particularly
marvellous, but they do here! Walk
to the Paradise Garden, Irmelin
Prelude, On Hearing the First Cuckoo
in Spring, Fennimore & Gerda
Intermezzo,
Idyll: Once
Ipassed
through a
populous
city (
with
the
haunting
voices of
Sylvia
Fisher —
one of the
great
'soldes of
her day —

and Jess Walters) are really ' openedout' by Dutton's stereo transfers.
Nor do EMI's A Song of Summer
and Two Aquarelles (
rec.1948/50)
sound that inferior. The big surprise
is the 1929 fillup, A Song before
Sunrise with the short-lived New
Symphony Orchestra — complete
with portamenti! [
CDSJB 1005, 67m
39s, part mono]
B/H: 1 0
Recordings licenced from the
Barbirolli Society include the two
Haydn Symphonies with the Hallé
Orchestra — 83 in G-minor 'The
Hen' and 96 in D major 'Miracle' —
previously issued in HMV's ALP
series (rec.1949/52). Symphony 88
in G, ' Letter V' (rec.1953) gets its
first release only now: Iwonder why,
since each performance is typical of
the best in style and élan from this
remarkable musician [
CDJSB 1003,
65m 21s, mono].
H/C: 1 *
We delve back earlier for some of
the material featured in Barbirolli
86

at the Opera: R Strauss's Die
Liebe der Danae Symphonic
fragments and Der Rosenkavalier
Suite to begin and end with;
Weber's Der Freischütz and
Etayanthe overtures; Verdi's La
Traviata Preludes, Mozart's Figaro
Overture; and Wagner's two
Lohengrin Preludes (rec.1947-57,
mono — some at the war-time
Houldsworth Hall, the remainder at
the Free Trade Hall). Here is a true
feeling for the theatre and opera pit.
Had Beecham not kept Barbirolli
away from Covent Garden for a
time, the story might have been
different.
Sir John always maintained you
could boil an egg during the time it
took to perform Mozart's overture,
but there is afeeling of rightness for
the pacing and expression behind
each of these performances [
CDJSH
1004, 74m 31s].
H:1
Sir Thomas Beecham's 1960s
Handel recordings never quite
equalled the sweetness of his earlier
ones with the LPO. Popularising the
composer beyond all recognition but
phrasing his melodies with extreme
elegance, he made arrangements not
to purist tastes — here: the suites
The Origin of Design; The Gods go abegging, The Faithful Shepherd;
Amaryllis; and The Great Elopement
(rec.1933-1945).
LPO section leaders like oboist
Léon Goossens, who matched his
nuances to the string section, lent a
seamless flow of consistency to
Beecham's style of conducting (as
did Terence McDonaugh at alater
date). Aficionados will also welcome
Geoffrey Gilbert's golden flute in
The Faithful Shepherd. Geoffrey, ahifi buff, later joined the BBC SO
under Sargent, always regretting the
demise of Sir Thomas, who had
given him his real reason for
preferring orchestral playing to
chamber music or teaching. Here
then, are bewitching performances,
lovingly transferred [
CDAX 8018,
69m 02s, mono].
H:1*
Karl Bifelun's tenure as Chief
Conductor of the Dresden
Staatskapelle also brought about
notable results: apart from the slight
woodenness of acoustic, Bruckner's
Symphony 4 c/w R Strauss's Don
Juan, rec.1936/39, has all the detail
of amodern recording. The span
and clarity of the playing is
marvellous [
CDEA 5007, 79m 09s,
mono].
H:1
So is Brahms's Symphony 4 by
the same forces (rec.1939), c/w the
much earlier ( 1929) recording of
Brahms's Double Concerto by
Thibaud and Casals, with Cortot
conducting the Pablo Casals
Orchestra, Barcelona. This is not so
odd as it appears: the two works
make perfect bed-fellows, and the
old/newer approach to one of the
end-of-century great composers is

fascinating [
CDEA 5006, 70m 56s,
mono].
H:1
Bruno Walter's Mahler 9, the
very famous live recording from the
Musikvereinsaal Vienna, made in
1938, just two months before the
Germans moved in, is welldocumented by producer Fred
Gaisberg. Ilike the tailpiece which
pictures Walter, the bewildered
refugee turning up in Paris to
approve the twenty 78rpm sides!
How EMI's ` Références' CD could
have won a Gramophone Historical
Award is beyond me — this transfer
is 500% improved on that [
agreed!
Mus Ed][CDEA 5005, 70m 13s,
mono]. And you can also hear all
the scampered passagework into the
bargain!
H:1-2
Iam sure that, in the 1940s, EMI
never foresaw the future popularity
of Carl Nielsen. Danish Tono had
contracted with the company to
make anumber of recordings of
Danish composers' music available
to special order. They also included
Fritz Busch and Nikolai Malko with
the Danish State Radio Orchestra in
German and Russian romantics,
subsequently finding their way onto
plum label. The ' Z' category
contained such rareties as Nielsen's
Symphony 2 The Four Temperaments.
The London visit of the orchestra
under Tuxen, Grondahl and Jensen
for the 1951 ' Festival of Britain'
changed all that: the late Douglas
Pudney of EMI swore that
Grondahl's Fourth [Nielsen]
Symphony almost took the RFH
roof offl And Iam delighted at the
lyrical quality of the strings and
winds in this famous recording. This
is authentic Nielsen, and we now
await Tuxen's Espansiva and No.6
under Jenson [Symphonies 2 & 4 —
CDCLP 4001, 67m 31s, rec.1947/51
mono]
H:1
Lastly, memories came flooding
back of Clifford Curzon playing
Falla's Nights in the Gardens of
Spain, at the Royal Albert Hall one
Sunday afternoon in 1948, his nose
continually coming into contact with
the keyboard, in his continuous
search for erotic effects. Three years
earlier, Curzon's Decca ffrr 78s with
the National SO under Enrique
Jorda was a sonic milestone in
recording history, yet in that same
year the El Amor Brujo ballet and
Dukas' L'Apprenti Sorcier (a 10in
Decca LP Istill prize), ran it close.
Jorda, who seldom conducted the
LSO in public (but did so at the
Royal Festival Hall in the 1960s to
glorious acclaim) also recorded with
them amemorable four-78rpm set of
scenes and dances from Falls's
Three-Cornered Hat. Excellent,
mouth-watering transfers [all on
CDK 1202, 77m 06s, rec.1946-50
mono].
H:1
Bill Newman
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classical REISSUES

W
The
Juilliards
at 50
and Classic

ith little else in common, I
should have thought, both
Beecham and Reiner — in their very
diferent ways — left unrivalled(?)

REINER

RM.

34111.0 .

Qptirtirnm

S

ony have issued seven CDs to
mark the 50th anniversary of the
Juilliard Quartet — led by Robert
Mann ever since its inception. (The
bar chart shows the various changes
in personnel over the years.) The
Quartet has influenced the Emerson
and Tokyo Quartets: notable
exponents of the Bartok cycle. But
the Juilliards were the first to play all
six works together in the States
(1947), and Vol. 1samples each of
their three complete recordings —
with Nos.4, 3 and 6 [
Sony
Classical CD 62705, 63m 46s,
rec.1949 mono/1963/1981].
H/B:1*(H)/1/2
What this CD makes clear is that
Sony must, must! reissue in its
entirety that mono set on its
'Masterworks heritage' label; the
attack, accuracy and concentration
are phenomenal in the Fourth, where
the Sixth is underfocused. No
wonder Schoenberg remarked on the
ferocity of the Juilliard's
performances of his First Quartet!
Vol. 1establishes the slight changes
in manner over the years. The
Juilliard — playing on Stradivari
instruments from the Washington
Library of Congress, where they
mostly record and where they have
been quartet in residence for almost
35 years — has always had a dry,
rigorously analytical style. Their
Beethoven, for example, is not
warmly expressive.
Vol.2 has the C-major Rasumovsky
(rec.1964) and the last quartet,
Op.135 ( 1982). With today's
ensemble we have (rec.1987) four
Contrapuncti from the An of Fugue
and in conclusion the Largo from
Haydn's Op.76:5 — avery fine
piece of playing. The pure abstracts
of JS Bach make agood foil to the
Beethoven in this ' classical' volume
[CD 62706, 78m 51s], and the speed

On vinyl, you
can hear the
Reiner
Scheherazade
on Classic
Records
LSC 2446;
Le Rossignol
is on
LSC 2150
Dorati's LSO
version is on
Mercury 432
012-2 (CD).
The 1969
USSR SOI
Svetlanov
Scheherazade
has just been
reissued on
BMGI
Melodiya
74321 40065
2 (CD)

1956

1946

recordings of Rimsky-Korsakov's
Scheherazade. Fritz Reiner's
producer Richard Mohr auditioned
and pondered over all the
alternatives before the 1960
Symphony Hall recording was made;
in turn, the Chicago Orchestra had
been drilled for two concert
performances. Six hours were
allotted for the sessions; the final
movement remains without edits —
a true performance. (Though natural
fluid expression was not Reiner's
strong point — stiffness prevails.)

at which the finale of Op.59:3 is
taken is phenomenal. Again, there's
more to the F-major than found here
— but as much might be said of the
Alban Berg's late Beethoven.
A/B-C:1 ()/ 2
Vol.3 couples Mozart's
'Dissonance' Quartet, K465, and
Schubert's G-major, D887 [CD
62707, 76m 14s, rec.1977/79].
Cogently crafted performances, but
marred by coarse sound. Internal
balance is better appreciated via
headphones.
B-C:1 / 1'
Vol.4 takes in Haydn, Op.50:6,
Debussy and Verdi [CD 62708,
70m 47s, rec.1985/1970/1989] . The
disc is worth having for afine
reading of Verdi's lovely piece
(which ends, oddly, with a ' ScherzoFuga' movt). The Haydn 'Frog' is
fairly stylish, the Debussy — in
rather messy sound — avigorous
exploration, if somewhat too
aggressive in (i). In atruly eloquent
Andantino, however, the group surely
achieves its stated ideal: ' to combine
heart and head'.
B-C:2/1
Vol.5 is a 2CD set of particular
value, in that it shows the Juilliard in
collaboration with other artists:
Firkusky in the Dvorak Piano
Quintet (atrue meeting of minds)
B-C:1; Bolet in the Franck (
calm
and lucidity in its Lento sections,
marvellous fluidity and flight in the
finale) B-C:1 0;Bernstein in the
1966

RCA's ' Living Stereo' transfer adds
Stravinsky's symphonic poem Le
Rossignol (
rec.1956) [
09026 68168 2,
66m 59s].
A-B:1(*)
Reiner and Beecham did have
something else in common: Richard
Strauss. With the cellist Antonio
Janigro, who made his Chicago
debut in the piece in 1959, Reiner
immediately recorded Don Quixote,
another superb realization reflecting
awesome orchestral preparation. The
coupling here, Don Juan, was made
in 1954, at a time when the
conductor divided his violins on
stage, with cellos/basses to the
left/rear. Brilliant in attack (but
congested in sound) it's too brashly
driven for the coda to make
narrative sense. But Don Quixote
sounds superb for the most part
even today: aremarkably clean and
analytical sound, superseding earlier
UK LP transfers [
09026 68170 2,
59m ils].
A(B):1* C:1-3 El

n

Christopher Breunig

Schumann (
ardent in style —
caution thrown to the winds!) C:2.
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau is soloist in
Barber's Dover Beach (
too much
voice — the wrong sort of voice)
C:1-2; Copland is pianist, with
Harold Wright (ch), in his own
Sextet (
the Juilliards are perfect for
this spikily alert, exuberant reworking
of the Short Symphony) B:1*; and
the set includes Schoenberg's
Verklarte Nacht in the sextet original,
with Yo-Yo Ma and Walter
Trampler A-B:1* — '
Record of the
Month' May 1993 [
CD 62709,
2CDs, 153m 25s, rec.1964-91].
The last reissue, Vol.6, illustrates
'The Scherzo through Time' and
excerpts scherzi from Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven (early, middle
and late quartets), Schubert, the
romantic and modern period,
Mendelssohn, Brahms, Franck,
Ravel, Sibelius, Bartok, Schoenberg
and Berg, in chronologial order up
to Elliott Carter [
CD 62712, 78m
29s, rec.1963-95]. The Mendelssohn
2, Bartok 5, Berg's Lyric Suite and
the Franck (afirst release — would
the composer have recognized
himself in this modernist, objectively
despatched image?) struck me as the
most interesting items. But, apart
from its educative worth, this bitty
compilation has little to offer the
collector.
Christopher Breunig
1986

1976

1996

First violin
Second Violin

Robert Koff

Violo
Cello

-èlsodore

Raphael Hillyer
Arthur Winograd
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30 Years Old - Audio T is one of the oldest and most respected hi-fi
retailers in the world.
I> We're Authorised Dealers for all the products we stock and have
factory trained staff who know what they're talking about.
Demonstrations - All our shops have single speaker dem rooms and
all but two have aseparate Home Cinema studio.
PX - We're happy to take your old, working, equipment off your hands if
you don't want to sell it yourself (although you'll do better if you do).
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within 30 days at no charge.
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on the web at " http://www.audio-t.co.uk" where you'll find our full sale list
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Guarantees - afull 3 year guarantee on all new hi-fi separates. Mini
Systems, Video & TV are 2years.

MUSIC

We're friendly and

un intimidating, we can arrange home dems and
home loans (subject to status) and we install equipment foc if required.

"See our monthly special offers list on our Web pages
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CE
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better service.

find

•We know you won't
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find

•But if you find a
better price, let us
know and as long as we
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happy to match it. Plus
you will still get our 3
YEAR Guarantee*.
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Systems • 1Year on Portables
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Stereophile "The most natural amp I've used."
D.A.S.
J.G.H. "... the most accurate amplifer he's
heard. The highs are smooth but not sweet,
the midrange was nothing short of remarkable, the 500AE ( M) has a superbly powerful
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Highly recommended."
LL. SS. JGH. would argue for class A rating for
the 500 AE(M)
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rock/pop REVIEWS

TAFKA PRINCE
EMANCIPATION
NPG 7243 854982 2

(3CDs, 180m 05s)

Free at last, his Royal Squiggleness
celebrates by going completely over
the top on this triple CD, with too
many songs by half. Highlights
include the bad-ass ` Slave', the
playfully syncopated ' Courtin' Time',
the toe-tapping 'Joint To Joint', the
heartfelt ' My Computer' and a
surprisingly potent cover of Joan
Osborne's hit ' One Of Us'. Too
much of the rest, especially on CD2,
is lightweight funk and romantic slop
— which leads one to wonder
whether it was worth all the
arguments with Warner, if so much
of the Squig's prolific output turns
out so average.
Valerie Potter

A:2 •

Check those CD timings. Am Ithe
only one who suspects there must
be some kind of scary
mathematical obsession at the
heart of any artist releasing three
CDs whose playing times vary by
less than asecond? Three CDs
in three hours smacks of never
mind the quality, feel the length.
Especially when the promo-flak
that came with this package told me

MONTI AMUNDSON
ISEE TROUBLE
Me & My Records MMBCD2
(4th, Oh) dist. Direct
Sweet relit:II Post-rock electric blues,
one of my pet genres, has been
suffering of late from asurfeit of
riches, Duke Robillard and Stevie
Ray having inspired too many
copycats. Amundson, though, is
from the John HammoncL.Doug
McLeod School of Unplugged
Purists, and makes a joyous noise
indeed. OK, so the blues shouldn't
be too merry, but this is unamplified
juke joint bliss that you might have
heard in a (hip) coffee house 35
years ago, before the blues reached
'Vegas. File — with pride — next to
early Jesse Colin Young.

MERRIL BAINBRIDGE
WE GARDEN
BMG 74321 31608-2

t46m 48s)

This one should clean up. In the
wake of her international hit
single, ' Mouth', Aussie songsmith
Bainbridge has delivered an
album with potential hits
sprinkled liberally throughout.
Even better, they feel like
uncalculated hits. It's as if she
breezes into a studio, sings what she
wants to sing and hits centre every
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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time. In truth, of course, it takes a
lot of hard graft and artifice to
create something that feels as easy
and natural as these songs do, and
much of that is down to a felicitous
partnership with her young
producer, Siew, who gives her
melodies room to breathe and never
adds more than is needed. A
scintillating debut.

to expect ' over three hours of music'.
It's agreat strap-line, much better
than ' five seconds more than three
hours of music'. Like Valerie Potter,
Iwearied of Prince's posturings by
about halfway through CD2 and
found myself wondering why a man
who is obviously massively talented
so consistently lets his standards
drop. It's beautifully recorded,
impeccably played, and ultimately a
bore.
But that's just my opinion. What
did the rest of the critics make of it?
'If you gathered up the best of these
36 tunes, you could compile one
decent Prince album,' quoth The
Sunday Times, while its daily sister
paper declared ' Although it is alot
to swallow, Emancipation is anything
but the self-indulgent mess we might
have expected', and there are no
fewer than four stars in The
Guardian, where Dan Glaister said
`It is a partial return to form. The
good is very good, the worst is
quite good... edit and enjoy'. The
general vibe, it would seem,
concurs with Val and me, that
there's one good album lurking
somewhere in this triple set, and
your mission, should you choose to
accept it, is to find it.

life- affirming ' Swollen Princess', is
reminiscent of Extreme's early
output. Although not obviously
commercial, on the grounds of
originality alone this throws wide
open the door to the second phase
of Bettencourt's career.

BRUCE COCKBURN
THE CHARITY OF NIGHT
Ryko RCD 10366
NUNO BETTENCOURT
SCHIZOPHONIC
(advance tape)

MM

You might expect noodling galore
from former Extreme guitarist
Nuno's solo debut, but you'd be
wrong. Always a strong backing
vocalist, he steps up to the mie
with justifiable confidence,
and keeps his fingers
strictly disciplined on a
surprisingly upbeat
album. Its diversity,
ranging from the panicstricken memory of
childhood molestation,
`Two Weeks In
Dizkneeland', to the
Merril Bainbridge: a
scintillating debut,
potential hits

(
67m 33s)

With a mantel groaning under
Canadian Juno awards and walls
hidden by platinum discs,
campaigning Christian rocker
Cockburn does very nicely thank
you without any help from the
punters of the UK, but maybe we
should pay him a bit more
attention. His religious schtick
isn't too overt, and his
craftsmanlike singer-songwriterly
work stands up on its own merit.
His voice is pleasingly frayed at
the edges, chewing over sincere
and intelligent lyrics, aided by a
tight band. If he could control the
urge to let his songs run on too
long, he'd find sympathetic ears
among fans of John Hiatt, John
Prine, John Stewart... Hmm...
maybe he should change his name
to John Cockburn.

sprinkled throughout
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DAVE GRANEY AND
THE CORAL SNAKES
THE SOFT'N'SEXY SOUND

4

0

0

6

4:

This Way Up-Island 528 416-2
(61m 24s)
Former Nloodist
Graney is an Aussie
lounge lizard who
sometimes dreams in
terms of Barry White
('The Birds And The
Bees', alove poem
peppered with 'baby'
terms of endearment) and
Lou Reed (I'm Gonna Live
In My own Big World').
Anyone, in fact, who doesn't really
sing. Still, that's no problem, for
Graneytoons come attractively
packaged and sport their share of
looney lyrics — always a selling
point for those seeking something a
trifle different. It's apity about the
Moog. Always was. Otherwise
itwes • tion is reco

hadn't been told it was the Hoax.
I'd have sworn Iwas listening
to anew Omar & the
Howlers disc. Check out
grinding juggernauts like
`Fistful of Dirt' for an
ittstant glimpse at the
onversion. Surprise,
rise: the Hoax is
ow the UK's toughest
B outfit.

EMI=
KAREN MATHESON
THE DREAMING SEA
Survival CD SURCO 020
Dave Granby
with a coral
snake

A:1-2 •
THE HOAX
UNPOSSIBLE
Code Blue-EastWest 0630 16639 2(
45m 41s)
A radiLal departure from their
debut, the Hoax's ' difficult second
album' blows the first into the
weeds. Touring with the likes of the
Fabulous Thunderbirds must have
inspired Johnny Black's local band
to shed its Britishness and replace it
with the most convincing swamp
rock/Texas bar-band fed this side of
an Antone's CD. No kidding: if I

(
54m 03e)

Arguably one of the best things to
have come out of Scotland since
The Crow Road, this features
Matheson (the voice of Capercaillie),
ahandful of songs by Love &
Money head honcho James Grant,
and 'Miles Muilinn', ajazz cut
spotlighting Tommy Smith: a
saxman who once waved a Blue
Note contract. Add a number of
Gaelic sundries, some set in rootsy,
near-funky mode, and Sandy
Denny's composition ' One More
Chance', and the reasons for
downing acelebratory dram mount
up. Who says so? Sean Connery,
tha ( swho. Argue, and you end up
like Rosa Klebb.

like it came off Crow's first album.
.
.,Kçu Kessler

A:2 •

PHISH
BILLY BREATHES
Dektra 75596 19712

(47m 08s)

This Vermont quartet's seventh
album is simply delightful.
Gloriously airy and spontaneous, the
tunes were apparently written by
starting from one note to which each
musician added another until a fullyfledged song emerged. The sterling
skills of keyboardist Page
McConnell, bassist Mike Gordon
and drummer Jon Fishman ensure
that the delicate songs never become
too wishy-washy by giving them a
firm underpinning on which Trey
Anastasio's vocals and guitar can
float freely. Ballads like 'Taste' and
'Talk' are charming without being
cloying, while ` Prince Caspian' is an
enigmatic singalong. Joyous stuff.
Valerie Potter

A:1

THE PICKETTS
EUPHONIUM
Rounder CD 9056

JIMMY NAIL
CROCODILE SHOES Il
East-West 0630 16935 2

(40m 22s)

Nail's ability to shape a fair country
song, established in the first series of
his hit BBC-TV show, is reiterated
here. The best illustration of this
particular aspect of his talent is
'Gentle's Lament', which swings
healthily, but his interpretation of
Donaldson-Kahn's evergreen « My
Buddy' illustrates that he can
personalise an oldie, while his
version of Brian Wilson's lovely ' Still
IDream Of It' reveals aconvincing
way with aballad, so there are signs
that he could move on to better
things. A Geordie Sinatra in the
makim", Could he

GRETCHEN PETERS
THE SECRET OF LIFE
The Hit Label CURCD 031

(42m 20s)

Peters, a classy songwriter who has
provided material for Bryan Adams,
Bonnie Raitt, Randy Travis and
others, could suffer from the Curse
of Modem Country. Her debut finds
this talented New Yorker playing the

The Hoax shedding their Britishness for ' Unpossible'

as the Garths. Which is sad, because
Peters's music is beautiful, the
delivery sincere, the lyrics intelligent.
Maybe she should re-fashion herself
in the Sheryl Crow mould, given
that the CD's most memorable
track, 'The Secret of Life', sounds

Nashville diva for its first half; as a
result, the effort is indistinguishable
from the Pattys, Pams and Trishas,
who are as mindnumbingly samey

(36m Ois)

More semi-unplugged, harmonies-tothefore country doo-wop from a
group which shares more than two
syllables with the Flying Pickets. To
the casual ear, it's just hillbilly
hokum, but closer listening reveals a
witty, Big Daddy-grade
understanding of rock traditions.
What else can you say about an
ostensibly C&W outfit which has the
good grace and open-mindedness to
cover the Who's ` Baba O'Riley' and
the Clash's ' Should IStay Or Should
IGo'? This may be country-roots
music, but don't think of old hickory
trees and Channel 4 specials: it drips
with the kind of irreverence which
causes ulcers in Nashville.
Ken Kessler

A-B:1 •

rock/pop REVIEWS
tunes. Despite using three diverse
producers — Mike Hedges (Manic
Street Preachers)-. Rae and Christian
of Grand Central and former
Eurythmic Dave Stewart — it has an
overal crisp coherence ot sound that
sets singer-songwriter Sharleen
Spiteri's steel-tipped vocals off a
treat.

THREE HAN KS
MEN WITH BROKEN HEAFTS
Curb CURCM)29

4-4

PRIMITIVE RADIO G035
ROCKET
Columbia 483695-2

(46m 24)

Chris O'Connor is an LA airport
flight controller who took to multitracking demos in his front room.
The results impressed Columbia
enough to snap him up and release
the stunning mid- 1996 flop single
'Standing Outside A Broken Phone
Booth With Money In My Hand'
which mingled old blues vocal
samples with found sounds into four
mesmerising,ly psychedelic minutes.
The powerful album opener
'Women' packs similar punch, but
adds a synthetic horn counterpoint
wickedly evoking southern soul.
With emotionally charged lyrics,
haunting ambient backgrounds,
screaming guitars and anew sonic
surprise around every twist in his
quirky arrangements, O'Connor
could become the most innovative
new artist of the late 1990s.

(
31m 41s)

Hank Williams never died. He
merely became an engineer's
dream. His vocals have, over the
years, been kitted out with
fresh instrumental backdrops
and, at one point, an
award- winning video
depicted Wiliams Jr
strolling amid his father's
band and duetting with
his dad. Now, Hank Snr
has seemingly joined not
only his son but also his grandson,
Hank III, in atrio backed by an
array of contemporary Nashville
pickers. Again, just the product of
an engineer's imagination, but the
ploy works pretty well, as the
threesome work their way through
such as ' I'll Never Get Out Of This
World Alive' (Hank Snr's last hit
before his erroneously reported
death) and ' Move It On Over'
(surely the blueprint for ' Rock
Around The Clock'?).

Texas:
classic,
thoughtful
tunes

say, The Stones were damn near
running on empty by the time of
Exile, and nobody in The Clash ever
could sing for toffee. Wilco, having
risen from the ashes of underrated,
misunderstood country rockers
Uncle Tupelo, deliver a doublealbum of timeless beauty that
neither knows nor cares which rack
it will rest in, at your local record
store. Wilco songwriter Jeff Tweedy
has clearly hit a peak where the
good stuff is tumbling out of him
faster than he can get it on tape.
This is as honest and engaging a
bunch of future standards as you
will hear all year. Buy it and
treasure it.

WILCO
W LCO
Remise 9362 46236 2

(
X04 77m 09s)

American reviewers have been
hailing this as a 1,40's counterpart
to The Stones' Exile' On Main Street
or The Clash's London Calling, but
it's neither. Whatever history may

Wilco risen
from the
ashes of
Uncle Tupelo

Johnny Black
TEXAS
WHITE ON BLONDE
Mercury 534315-2

(47

Those who only know Texas from
their pleasant 1989 hit « IDon't
Want A Lover' may be surprised by
the depth and breadth of their
fourth album. From the soulful
opener ' Say What You Want', with
its hints of Al Green and Manin
Gaye, to the warm harmonies of the
final track ' Breathless', this is
crammed with classic, thoughttul
Crocodile shoes are still walking:
Jimmy Nail ( left), a year on from
the last album/TV series
111-F1 NEWS 11. RECORD REVIEW
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DW@ L70
WORLD MUSIC
Aside from Son>, which s.mply Dought whole record labels [and remember Matsushita bougit
MCA - Ed], most D: the inardware brands steer dlear of making original music. Except for JVC,
vlich,once Doasted the :inest LP pressing facilities on earth, and acatalogue which included
Lee Ritenour, Sackno Watanabe some killer Flamenco discs and other late 1970s audiophilic
JVC has iEis time peedl on the tree now called World Music, the catch-all genre tls
move criticism bec use most people want to look hip by professing to adore anything 'ett-nie.
Whether they undbrstandl it or not. Among the mainly vocal releases in JV.C's mixed bag cre
the Gregorian charts of Canto Gregoriani: Tempus Nativitatis [
JVC 5388 ,2 •] and Gregorian
Cnant Meets Buddhist Chant: Devotions [
JVC 53?3 2], lidian vocal ragas in the Dagar
Brothers' Dirupcd IJVC 5390-2], the 120-voice-strong Philip Koutev NatiDnal Folk Ensemble's
13Jiganian A CapeVa PVC 5369-2] and the eerie Namdtiliin Norovbanzod's Urtim Duu [
JVC
5394 2], female vocals like no other. Yes, the lis7ing reads like agag in P-ivate Eye, but some
of this appeals for more + an its sonic merit. Just ithink of what it will do for your street crea.
Ken Kessler
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COPLAND
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LINN •:* MARANTZ
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ARC LS15 fully balanced remote pre-amp and
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jazz REVIEWS
MARTIN ARCHER
GHOST LILY CASCADE
DISCOS 4CD

THE NY HARDBOP
QUINTET
(74m 410

Martin Archer pursues his own
musical path. His music has aclarity
and decisiveness unmatched in
anyone so pluralistic about genre: he
learns from sources as diverse as
New Order and Morton Feldman,
but comes up with something
spacious and glistening, as alien to
the usual postmodern compromise
as a flying saucer to ashopping
centre. There are lapses into voguish
Enoisms (held chords and echoing
effects), but once his computer is
launched against improvisors as
distinguished as Brian Parsons
(vibes), Charlie Collins (sampler)
and Angie Rosenfeld (cello), the
drama is startling. Archer's chill,
separate sounds, caught with
amazing fidelity, hang in the mind
lon:2; . ttter Imening. Special
11'2
EUGENE CHADBOURNE
BOC-GIE WITH THE HOOK
LEO COLR242

(69m 06s)

The virtuoso of the communist
banjo, electric rake and plain-old
geetar in dialogue with drummer Han
Bennink (Webster, Dolphy,
Mengelberg), guitarist Derek Bailey
(Braxton, Lacy, Workman), baritonist
Charles Tyler (Ayler, Lowe, Bang)
and John Zorn (Big John Patton,
Fred Frith, Yamatsuka Eye). A
collage of dodgily recorded
encounters from the last two decades.
Each horrible and beautiful noise has
purpose and wit. If only every '
jazz'
unit was as undull as Eugene.

BRIAN LAVELLE 8,
RIC 1ARD YOLNGS
RADIOS 2

POKERMOTION
1C8 96352

(65m 4Is)

'Perseverance. Commitment.
Camaraderie. Talent. Inspiration.
Enthusiasm. Joy.' Such words
should be banned from jazz writing.
Like a politician declaring ' save the
children': who the hell is going to
disagree? However, that is the first
sentence of the notes: promo
flannel from a Downbeat scribe. The
music deserves better. NYHBQ
play warm and weighty bop, four
young guys in front of the
scintillating, pushy
drums of Mickey
Roker. Last seen
in London
playing in Milt
Jackson's
impeccable
Quartet, the
Philadelphia
drum titan
drags this up
from the merely
proficient to the
striking. NYHBQ
avoid standards, write
excellent originals, namecheck
Lord Buckley and have Rudy Van
Gelder engineering. And Joe
Magnarelli really does catch Freddie
Hubbard's sweet tone: about as
good as retro gets these days.
Ben Watson

REEK RECOMIS FRR023

Martin Archer:
pursuing his
own musical
path

(
36m 48s)

Before Coleman Hawkins, the
saxophone was dismissed as a
novelty. The Hammond organ had
to wait for Acid Jazz before being
hallowed as a classic. Readers could
be forgiven for thinking it would
never happen to the stylophone, Rolf
Harris's battery-driven keyboard.
However, the mighty day has
arrived, and here is cutting-edge
music played on the instrument.
Lavelle and Youngs have expansive
harmonic imaginations and use
the full textural palette
available to adherents of
Lo-Fi tapemanipulation.
Symphonic grandeurs
hallucinated while
dozing-off to
afternoon broadcasts
of motor-racing at Le
Mans: tracks
disappear onto a
horizon of exhaust-filled
tarmac, grey-on-grey
charcoals scribbled by
Giacometti, erased by Alain RobbeGrillet. Improvisation that looks
squarely at the material possibility of
new sonies in the current economic
climate, then acts without regard for
rules: agreat album.

A:1 ••
Ben Watsog •
' -111.11111111-",-.7

JAZZ

ROUNDUP

Clharlie Parker Early Bird ( The Best 0 1. The 1945 Studio Recordings.) [
Charly LEJAZZCD 55 11]

Beit Wat...on

pomises more than it delivers. Its 70 minutes are a generic ragbag, with swing numbers

JAMES CHANCE & THE
CONTORTIONS
MOL3TOV COCKTAIL LOUNGE

featuring trumFeter Buck Clayton, and novelties by scat- singer Slim Gaillard lbefone the epcchal

ENEMY EMY157

definitive 1960s Boogaloo, New York's explosive Puerto Rican jumo music. Salsa YBembe

(
67m 43s)

James Chance was inspired by the
far-out sax Robert McCollough bl
on James Brown's ' Super Bad'.
Though angular and modernist, h'
blues and ballads still pack a fun
bar-room punch. Chance's alto is
instantly recognisable, and he uses
terrific musicians: guitarist Jerry
Agony plays needle-sharp ' Sex
Machine' rhythm, and can also jum
off into fresh-cut solos. The horn
section is great too (Luther Thomas,
baritone; Robert Aaron, tenor; Brian
Lynch, trumpet). Chance's cracked
post-punk lounge-jazz has emotional
integrity; compared to this raw nerve,
the boho wail and muso rap of Tom
Waits and Branford Marsalis are just
method acting. If you're going to
'bring jazz to the people', do it right.
Ben Wcusc n
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Savoy sides; first-time buyers should kook for The Dial Masters [
Spotlite SFJCD 109 4>] from
1?46-47: there., the music is more consistent, the sound sturdier. The Joe Cuba Sextet played the
LCharly CDI-10 - 606 * Iselects from the five albums they recorded for the Seeco label. the
rhythms are unbelievably rugged, European music's linear calm abandoned for depraved clove
cross- talk. Hot! The Anthony Braxton cult curates every scrap of his 'genius' - but with
diminishing returns. Nine Standards (Quartet) 1993 [
Leo CDLR 237/8 •II>j is

a

bootleg- quality live

gig, Braxton's Eute and alto wriggling over fast- tempo bop and over- loud drums co tunes lice
'On Green Dolphin Street' and ' Mr PC'. There is none of the musical event ol knitt;ng Factory
(Piano-Quartet, 1994 [
Leo CDLR 222/3 i], the net effect tired arm. tawdr/. This present-dcy
composer needs to shut his ears to his. ' admirers' and exert some quality-contrdl. More stringent
eoiting could improve Evan Parker's 2,CD Synergetics - Phonomanie III [
Lea CCU 239/240 •]
wlnere tedious whole-worldism drowns some great improvising by Parker ( renon) and Motoh-aru
Yoshizawa ( bass). Marian McPartlanc continues her charming series of at-thelpiano interviews
ard duets, this tme with Jay McShann., the Kansas City leader who first discoverec Bird. Picno
Jazz [
The Jazz Alliance TJA 12030

He is in boogie and blues mood, cna sngs too -

swinging stuff. An undersung alto with a guitar master on John Jen11ins With Kenny Burrell
[Blue Note CDP 7243 8 52437 *], with Sonny Clark ( piano), Paul Chambers ( bass) and Dcnnie
Richmond ( drums), you just couldn't go wrong in 1957: brilliant.
Ben Watson
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mck/pop REISSUES
THE CHARLATANS
THE AMAZING ".: HARLATANS
Big Beat MIND 138

(67m 15s)

Undoubtedly the most
'mythic' West Coast-San
Francisco-hippie outfit, the
Charlatans pre-date 'em all. A
yotmg Dan Hicks, a preFlamin' Groovies Mike
Wilhelm —23 truly rare goodtimey tracks in adefinitive
annotated package. Not to be
confused with the Mancunian
outfit which nicked the name.

Anniversary repackaging, this
time doubling the length of the
original with nine extra tracks.
The definitive LordiGillan/
Glover/PaicetBlackmore lineup, an extra take of the title
track, a 36-page booklet —
this is a fitting companion to
last year's deluxe In Rock. Full
marks to Deep Purple for
doing abetter job with their
back catalogue than any
others. The fans salute you.

EMI 7243 854 0552

ELVIS COSTELLO
GIRLS, GIRL S. GIRLS

Re! 9112

Demon DFIEND CD 160
(2CDs, 153m 20s)

Budget priced, 13-track
introduction to the postCharisma catalogue from ' the
eccentric's eccentric'. His late1980s- 1990s output, and — as
ever — astudiously mixed bag
ranging from sharp little rock
treasures to plain ol'
weirdness. At the price,
though, it's risk-free.

Vanguard VCD 139/40-2

(
77m 32s)

Belated release of what was
the last album from the classic
line-up of the Sixties
psychedelic-folk band that had
the Woodstock crowd shouting
'F**k'. Long jams ( 77m 32s
for six tracks), guests from the
Airplane and the Dead — a
perfect hippie era souvenir.

(77m 37s)

(
69m 03s)

As1-2

With aMann-less version now
touring as the Manfreds. here's
a 'Mighty Quinn'-free 26-track
set reminding us of what a
great R&B outfit the band was
when not recording memorable
pop smashes. Compiled by
Tom McGuinness and
annotated by Paul Janes for
10C percent veracity, this is as
fine aband retrospective as
you can have while eschewing.
the oft-compiled hits.

(
42iii 5-s)

Another Supergroup That
Never Was, mixing Colin
Blunstone (ex-Zombies), Pete
Bardens of Camel and Them
and azillion others, and the
core of the Alan Panons
Project. Polished-to-a-shine,
Toto-like early 1980s stadium
fodder scuppered by
pelsonality crises. A surefire
collectable.

MATT MUNRO
.7.1111V PLETE HEARTBREAKER
EMI 7243 854010 2
2(;1), 116m 273)
Thirty-eight silky-smooth
memories from the man
closest to being a British Frank
Sinatra — no boast, as he was
the only UK vocalist signed to
Capitol during the Golden
Age. ' Born Free', 'From
Russia With Love', numerous
standards — this contains the
original TV-advertised
Heartbreakers album from
1980 and its follow-up. AR
that's missing are some liner
notes.

PEE WEE CRATION
THE MODERN 'MACY VOL 1
Ace MILD 632

The first of two sets dealing
with this guitarist's work for
the Modern label, West Coast
jump blues from the immediate
post-war years. Sexy, slinky
night-club music, atreat for
fans of T-Bone Walker.
Features unreleased material

Castle Communications CGS

Another deluxe 25th
HI Fl NEWS 8 RECORD REvIEW

ni 16s)

(
78m 37s)

An intriguing overview of the
American South's role in
American music, illustrated by
the Allman Brothers, Carl
Perkins, Sonny Terry & Brownie
McGhee, Denise LaSalle and 14
others. Soul, rock, blues, gospel
— the compilers managing to
convey the breadth of the
subject on one CD is amiracle.
Note that this gem also contains
some of the best 'Enhanced CD'
extras yet. So buy your PC or
Mac first.
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VARIOUS
THE ROLLING STONES ROCK
AND ROLL CIRCUS
alike 1288-2

(58m 58s)

Not as bad as Jagger would
have us believe (he locked it
away to avoid embarrassment),
this Holy Grail of rock has
appeared after 26 years and
it's just what we expected:
heroes of the day with no
restraint and probably too
many drugs. The Stones, John
& Yoko, Jethro Tull, the Who,
Taj Mahal and Marianne
Faithfull, plenty of betweentrack-nonsense — yep, apukka
Sixties artefact, beautifully
presented to foil to
bootleggers.

See For Miles SEECD 449
(40m 41s)

ALEXIS KORNER
ON FHE MOVE

EMI 7243 853 7112

Smithsonian Folkways SF CD 40080
(46m 51s)

NICO
DRAi

(
64m 14s)

DEEP PURPLE
FlREEALL — ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

VARIOUS
CROSSROADS: SOUTHERN
ROUTES

KEATS
KIIMTS... PLUS
See For Miles SEECD 447

COUNTRY JOE & THE
FISH
_IVE FILLMORE WEST 1969

Av.11:11-1
PIANFRED MANN
PIE MANFRED MANN R8:8
ALE UM-GICOOVIN' WTh TE
AlIFREDS

PETER HAMMILL
PST GO: COLLECTED

With EC popping up all over
the place of late, this is the
timely reappearance of this
2CD collection which
previously featured different
track listings for CD, LP,
cassette and DAT. Forty-seven
items making up the best
overview of his first decade as
an Angry Young Artiste. The
most intelligent rock of the
immediate post-punk era.

Blues, compiled by the Korner
Estate's official archivist and
produced by his son. The
gravel-voiced Korner, like
Mayan,
a sublime talent
spotter, so fans of Robert
Plant, Andy Fraser, Dick
Morrissey. Lol Coxhill and
Duster Bennett are in for a
treat.

From 1968-1982, seventeen
previously unreleased, joyous
live and studio performances
from the Father of British

MARCH 1997

The late Velvet
Underground
collaborator's 1981 solo,
jarring, moody, edgy and
tunelessly Teutonic.
Recorded after a seven-year
lapse, but while she was still in
the throes of her smack habit,
hence her fitting take of
'Waiting For the Man'. Grim
stuff, just right for her blackclad, quasi-Goth fan base.

THE ZION TRAVELERS
THE DOOTONE MASTERS
Ace COMO 637

(
66m 16s)

Twenty-five gospel greats from
one of the best and most
polished of the post-war
outfits. The material dates
from 1956-1962, and Ace even
found abrace of unreleased
cuts. Very Sam Cooke-ish and
truly soul-stirring.

Ken Kessle
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Oxford Audio Consultants

inewood 96gie

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
B&W MUMS the flagship model from Britain's major loudspeaker manfacturer row or dem
B&W NAUTILUS SPEAKERS -EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE THROUGH
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS

KRELL'S TEETH
KRELL ANALOG

AUDIO RESEARCH CASO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER JUST IN AND OH SO GOOD

KAV-300i - Award-winning high end hatchback.

PROAC RESPONSE TWO POINT FIVES -A NEW LINE FOR US

What a stormer - what value!

RCF PROJECTORS -WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED THE NEW LS5001-WS
WIDESCREEN PROJECTOR IN OUR DEM ROOM - VIEW IT NOW!!

KRC-3 - Entry-level line stage with Krell current mode

THETA CHROMA DAC -SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY

gain. Such openness and detail.

KRELL FBP200 -THE REPLACEMENT FOR THE 100S NOW IN AND A
MASSIVE IMPROVEMENT OVER ITS PREDECESSOR

KRC HR - Flagship line stage. They don't come better

KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER!! -JUST AMAZING VALUE!!

SALE STARTS

WILSON AUDIO CUBS -AN ASTONISHING NEW
BABY FROM THIS TOP CLASS COMPANY!!
ASTONISHING BABY SYSTEM FROM TEAC

27TH
DECEMBER

QUAD IOL LOUDSPEAKERS - LIVES UP TO THE NAME
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAN PIANO - AT LAST A FLOOR STANDER
FROM ONE OF OUR FAVOURITE COMPANIES
MA RTIN LOGAN - HOT NEWS - A NEW AERIUS IS HERE

*** MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE * * *
coPLAND CD288 CD PLAYER - STILL A CLASS LEADER

the world: lowest-ever noise floor.
FPB-300 - You've seen the review, now hear the new
standard in amplifiers.
FPB-600 - Oh lordy, lordy! They've done it again!
What power, what grace, what delicacy. Superlatives
fail us. Gateway to heaven.
KRELL AUDIO STANDARD

GENESIS DIGITAI, LENS - MUST BE HEARD!!
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS -ITAIJAN DESIGN AT
ITS BEST WITH SOUND TO MATCH THE LOOKS
MUSICAL FIDELITY XIOD - A FASCINATING PRODUCT - PUT IT BETWEEN
CD AND AMP AND JUST HEAR THE IMPROVEMENT A VAIL1h/I.E ON SALE OR RETURN OF COURSE

* INTREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE - DETAILS ON REQUEST *
* WE ARE LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS *

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS LIGHT OAK
£1495
£2295
CHORD 1400 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO PRO SUB WOOFER
£195
PROCEED PDT 3/PDP 3
£2495
B & W SILVER SIGNATURES
£3495
£1795
COPLAND CD288 CD PLAYER
£1395
MICHELL ALECTOS MONOBLOCKS
£5995
WILSON WITTS - OUR DEMONSTRATORS
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS AMPLIFIER
£1000
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY
£3500
ARCAM DELTA 170 TRANSPORT/BLACK BOX 3
£495
STAX LAMBD/VSRD 6
£250
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER BUS
£595
KRELL KSA5OS POWER AMP
£2295
THETA DATA 2CD TRANSPORT
£1495
£295
QLN QUBIC 313 LOUDSPEAKERS
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK 2
£2495
MISSION CYRUS - VARIOUS
P.O.A.
ORELLE CD100SE CD PLAYER
£399.95
RUARK EQUINOX OUR DEMONSTRATORS WALNUT
£1295
NAD 208 POWER AMP
£595
CHAMELEON RUBY POWER AMPLIFIER
£750
SPENDOR SP2/3 SPEAKERS
£599
ARAGON 24K PREAMPLIFIER - RNONO Bd. & use, A BARGAIN AT THE PRICE £295
DPA RENAISSANCE INTEGRATED AMP
£349
KRELL KSA100S • REAL DRIVING ABILITY
£3495
£395
ORELLE CD1OT • AVERY GOOD TRANSPORT
MICROMEGA DRIVE 2CD TRANSPORT
£695.00
£499.00
MICROMEGA TEMPO 1AMPLIFIER
£225
CASTLE DURHAM 900 SPEAKERS
£550
SPENDOR LS3/5A WALNUT NEW
PIONEER CLD2950 LASERDISC PLAYER
C499 95

than this lovely thing.
KPE REFERENCE - One of the finest phono stages in

EXPOSURE AMPLIFIERS - A NEW AGENCY AND VERY GOOD THEY ARE TOO

SH
SH
SH
SH
SH

XD
XD
XD
SH
SH
XD
SH
SH
SH
XD

KAS-2 - Seduces you one minute, fires bullets at you
the next. The loveliest monoblocs with avery special
and matchless magic.
KRELL DIGITAL
KPS-201- Integrated compact disc player that set and
held new standards. Still does.
Pinewood Music has all these trail- blazers on
permanent demonstration. Krell are out of this world,

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
BROKERS

XD
XD
XD
XD
OR
XD
SH
XD

7-AX-F-REE EXPORT SER V/c ;!
MAIL C7F?0E-F? AVAILABLE- ON MANY I
Agencies Include Air Tangent. Apogee. Audio Alchemy. Audio Gram, Audio Research. Aura. 88W. lose. Gable Talk. Castle.
Copland, Denon, OPA, Goldring, Harmonix, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Mandrake, Marantz, Martin Logan. Michell,
Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo. Orelle, Ortolan, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proceed. Projekt. QUAD, BEL
Subwooters, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Boyd. Ruark. Sennheiser. SME. Sonus Faber. Spendor. Stax. Tannoy. Target. TO L.. Teac.
Theta. Thorens. Transparent Cables, Tube Technology, Unison Research, van den Hut. Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OXI IJE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665

so excellent are their build and performance, but you
can have one in your living room. Just telephone Brian
Rivas for some sensible words of wisdom - and
a service that equals the excellence of the names
he handles.
PINEWOOD MUSIC - EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS AND THE SOUTH-WEST'S
ONLY AGENCY

jh ,fierfleteet./#9u4ie tenyeeme
Knights

Broadway Road • Broadway

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 01454 620070
FAX HOTLINE: 01454 620080
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ABER BOOK OF

ke out ayear's subscription to Hi-fi News and Record Review now and
receive, absolutely free, acopy of The Faber Book of Pop. Normally selling for
£14.99 this massive, lively and erLdite tome features more than 800 pages of
the finest writing on popular mt.sic from over half acentury. Edited by Hanif Kureishi
and Jon Savage, The Faber Book of Pop offers reviews and essays and excerpts from
the 1940s to the 1990s, drawing on sources as diverse as Oz Magazine, Picture
Post and the Autobiography of Malcolm X.
Featuring stylish illustrations and spilling
over with writers such as Hunter S
Thompson, George Melly, Norman
Mailer, Greil Marcus and Noël
Coward, this huge volume is a
delightful addition to the
library of anyone interested in
the history of popular culture
and modern music.
J LK

£35.40

J Overseas Surface £45.10

CI Europe Airmail £43.10
Overseas Airmail £61.10
Li Ienclose a cheque/postal order/international
bank draft payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Or debit my credit card,
UÍ Visa
Access
Diners
Ul Mastercard
Credit Card No:

1111

Expiry Date:
SignatureMr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:
Address:
Postcode
Country
Daytime Tel No:
When completed please send this form to:
HiFi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions,
Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS12 OBQ.
Tel: 01454 620070 Fax: 01454 620080

HI703

Tick here if yu are an existing subscriber 0
If you would prefer not to receive direct mail please tick here
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Radlett Audio.!
I II

Radlett Audio Consultants
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

tr 01727 855577
We stock fine equipment from:AVALON * ATC * AUDIO ALCHEMY
AVI * APOGEE * AUDIOLAB * AURA
BOW * B+W * CABLE TALK
CASTLE * COPLAND * DENON * EAR
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HEYBROOK*HARMAN-KARDON
IXOS * JBL* KLIPSCH * KONTAK
LFD* LYRA * MADRIGAL* MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MICROMEGA* MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOUS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
NAKAMICHI * ORTOFON
PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
REL* ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUARK * SD ACOUSTICS * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR
STAX * SUMIKO* TARGET
TEAC * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WBT * XL0
mos .!' ITEMS AVAILABLE
111. ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
I1.‘,. FREE EXPORT EAST A EFFICIENT

8

Owning aMARK L
EVIMON Amplifier iS
probably easier than you imagine.

The best can never be cheap of course, but Mark Levinson Amplifiers
start at £4495 for the No.331 Power Amp and £3995 for the No.38 pre.
Veritable bargains for such rare quality.
These wonderful products have received accolades and awards from
practically every HiFi Magazine on the Planet and with our easy terms,
a Mark Levinson System could be yours before you know it.

OT AUDIO

ANALOGUE TRACER CARTRIDGES
If you enjoy listening to valves and vinyl and are looking for areally great cartridge then look no further. The Analogue Tracer cartridges are very high
quality moving magnet designs with agood healthy output and work beautifully with valve amplifiers, and because of this they do not need astep-up device
to amplify the signal before the amplifier. The advantage of this is it is nice and simple and there is less in the signal path to impair the sound quality. The
Analogue Tracer range starts from as little as £98 for the No I, £225 for the No IL £400 for the No III and £600 for the No IV. The beauty of the Tracer
range is that the No Ican be upgraded to aNo II and in turn the No II can be upgraded to aNo Ill. The No IV is however adifferent beast and can only
be described as one of the finest cartridges available irrespective of price.
Agents for:- APOLLO, AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALOGUE TRACER CARTRIDGES, CROFT, G.A.T.E AMPLIFICATION, GRAAF,
GT AUDIO CABLES, LEAK THROUGHLINE TUNERS, MATISSE, MONRIO, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE TURNTABLES, POSSELT
LOUDSPEAKERS, UNISON RESEARCH, UKD OPERA AND YAMAMURA CHURCHILL CABLES AND ACCESSORIES.
THE LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO DECODER IS NOW AVAILABLE IN STANDARD FORM. AN AUDIOPHILE VERSION HAS ALSO BEEN
PRODUCED TO EXTRACT EVEN MORE FROM THE TROUGHLINE. THEY CAN ALSO BE USED WITH OTHER TUNERS AND CAN BE SUPPLIED IN KIT FORM FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO FIT IT THEMSELVES. PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS.
Ex demonstration equipment for sale
Nottingham Analogue Illusion turntable (Space Deck in square plinth) + Space arm (list £ 1150) £750
Croft Series 5. A very good 30 watt power amp in chrome finish ( list £800) £600
Pre-owned equipment for sale
A unique opportunity to buy apair of totally original Leak TL12 point one amplifiers that have been stored away since 1960. These are the finest Ihave
ever seen. Please phone for details. Air Tight ATM1 40 watt valve power amp. hard wired, Tamura 0/P transformers, Line level input controls so it can
he used without apreamp. Very rare amp with aglorious valve sound and in mint condition £ 1,500
We are experts in the service and repair of valve equipment including vintage and offer abespoke upgrading service using the finest components
available, for those audiophiles who want to get the very best front their equipment.

DEMONSTRATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tel/Fax: 01895 833099
We are situated on the outskirts of NW London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25
(M25/M40) or 20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
F,COMMEND

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their

T

his regular HFNIRR series assembles and
updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFNIRR's

own systems: and

reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for

what do they

personal listening systems (on this page) will
be of great interest to all who follow

recommend as their
best hi-fi buys?

equipment reviews. Note, though, that the
writer's inclusion of agiven product here does
not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

=MI»

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of allround performance and value. (In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken
into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed
under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but
each one here does carry apersonal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

DAVE BERRIMAN

CD player Pioneer PD-S802 with Trichord mods!

CD player: TEAC VRDS ¡ OSE, Audio Alchemy DDE

Trichord Research DAC
Turntable: Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
Arm: ..\ .nringham Analogue Paragon

(version 3.0), Trichord Genesis (also as transport)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Arm: .-Icoustic Research
Cartridge: Dvnavector Karat 17R

Cartridge: Denon AS- I
Pre- amplifier: Audio Note MI
Power amplifier: Audio Note Kit III
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

Dave Berrima ,,

Loudspeakers: zurious, including his own designs

1=11::E=111111111111
CD player Sugden SDDI ISDA-1
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec1QC power supply
Arm: .. 11E IV
Cartridge: Ortofon MC7500
Pre- amplifier Michell Argo/Michell Iso phono stagel
ILi.'

, upply unit

Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

Pre- amplifier . Bryston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
Power amplifier: Blyston 3BNRB

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braillinmih:

No lunar zing

4-\

CD player Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LP12
Arm: .
Vallir Aro
Cartridge: van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre-amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research VTI50 or Krell KAS-2
('0)1i,i‘l-rollIrson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD

PETER J COMEAU
Martin Collom,
CD player AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LP12
Arm: Linn Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel

CD player: Theta Data Basic II transport/Theta DS Pro
nt1

, 1.

III

DAC

Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz

Pre-amplifier: AVI 2000
Power amplifier AVI 2000

Pre- amplifier: Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier Krell KSA-50S

Loudspeakers: ATC SCM2OT

Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3
Perer y.

COMea II

C3:13:3=B11111111•11

12:1=311111M111111»

CD player Marantz CD12, Marantz DA12 DAC (Modified)

CD player Sony CDP-715E

Turntable: Michell Gyrodec
Arm: S.11E V

Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: .S.111:' Series V

Cartridge: Lyra Parnassus, Koetsu Urushi
Pre-amplifier: Unison Research Mystery One
Power amplifier Graaf 50150, Unison Research Smart 845

Cartridge: call den Hut MC Two
Pre-amplifier . /)PA DSP-100S

Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio System V

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ken Kessler

Power amplifier DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum
of three products in each price bracket of each category.
Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS BEECHINO
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: JPW Sonata
£200-£350: ¡
PL M3TL, Tannoy 607
£350-£500: Epos ESII
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Impulse Lali, Analysis Epsilon
OVER £ 2000: Quad ESL-63, Electrostatic Research MII

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: Kellwood DP-3050, NAD 502
£200-£350: Marantz CD52 IISE, Pioneer PD-S802
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: Trichord Genesis, Quad 77

£1000-£2000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC I, Pioneer
11)911Tric hod Research DAC
OVER £2000: Naim CDS, Micromega CD2-1IMetaxas MAS DAC,
Electrostatic Research MII

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PMA250 Ill
£200-£350: Denon PMA350 II, Arcam Alpha 6
£350-£500: Naim Nais
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audio Note M1 Phono/Kit 3, DPA 200S pre-/power
OVER £2000: Audio Note M7INeiro, Audion SCSE Golden Night,
Naim NAC521NAP90

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: JEW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Sequence 30, Mission 751
£350-£500: .
SYstemdek 935, ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, PosseIt Albatross

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 514
£200-£350: Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- 100
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-7, Ore& CD-1001DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis

£1000-£2000: XTC CDT-ILEIDAC-1
OVER £ 2000: no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350: lrcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Ai, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: Densen DM- 10
OVER £2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5I3BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Celestion 3 Mk11, G1.1, Maxim, Tannoy 63ISE
£200-£350: Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Epos ES11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: Mission 753, ProAc Response IS, UKD Opera Callas
£1000-£2000: BBC LS5I12a, ATC SCM20 Magnepan 0.6SE
OVER £2000: Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminster
Roull

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon DCD-315
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502, Rotel RCD940BX
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
Ahnatitz. CD-631I KI Signature

£500-£1000: Marantz CD72SE, CDI7 Rotel RDD980IRDP980
£1000-£2000: Audiolab 8000CD1DAC, Meridian 5001563
Suede,' ', l)1)-IISDA-1
OVER £2000: Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dkhrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Creek P42/A42 monobbcks, Sugden
Steniloori 1'60
£1000-£2000: EAR 834, Copland GSA - 14, LFD LS21PA1
OVER £2000: Cary SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
)r,lu,l-()rehaidis

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS1
£200-£350: Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a111, Sequence 400
£350-£500: B&W DM603, Epos ESII, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000: ATC SCM1 0, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7,
.£1000-£2000: 1TC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £ 2000: ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no ' cum:met:damns
£200-£350: Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E, Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500: Marantz CD63-SE, Ore& CD480

£500-£1000: AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teas T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000: Meridian 508
OVER £2000: Naim CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity
1
£350-£500: Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Mysyad MI- 120
£1000-£2000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000: .
4VI S2000A1MP, Naim NAC82INAP180
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500: Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000: Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SLAMM Xl, Wilson WI T7'

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500: Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nair III
£500-£1000: Exposure XX, Naim NAC821NAP 180, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000: Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250, YBA Integre,
I1, ,In,on PV10-AL, Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Conrad
Johnson 11A, Audio Research V7'150

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Ho recommendations
£200-£350: Marantz CD63
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE, OreIle CD100SE
£500-£1000: orelle DA188
£1000-£2000:.Vlicromega T DrivelOrelle DA180
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX
II, Wadia 16

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 100, Sony SS-86
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Castle Isis, Royd Minstrel
£350-£500: Ruark Templar, Epos ES11, Polk RT8
£500-£1000: I?&W CDM1, Harbeth HL-P3ES, Spender 2030
£1000-£2000: Castle Winchester, KEF 10412 REG, Roksan Ojan 3X
OVER £2000: Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, Martin Logan SL3,
Mann Logan CLSIIzIl
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP-3080, Philips CD72I, Sony CDP-XE500
£200-£350: Cambridge Audio CD6, Denon DCD-825, Marantz
CD63, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500: Marantz CD72SE, Pioneer PD-S904, Musical Fidelity
Elektra E601
£500-£1000: Meridian 506 (revised), Naim CD3, OreIle CD100SE,

Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000: Pink Triangle Cardinal/Ordinal, Roksan AT-DP2
MkIllATT-DA2, Linn Karik
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, Wadia 23, Theta Data Basic II
transport/Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Sony TA-1;246, Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Denon PMA-350SE,
Musical Fidelity EIO
£350-£500: Musical Fidelity A2, Mission Cyrus III, Technics SUA900 Mk 2
£500-£1000: Audiolab 8000S, Meridian 551, Copland CSA14
£1000-£2000: Meridian 5011555, Copland CTA 401
OVER £2000: Krell KSA-200SIKSL-2, Audio Research LS-211/VT-60,
Electrocompaniet EC4IAWIOODMB

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL 0.5
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Rogers LS315A, Apogee Ribbon
Monitor
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS315A plus AB1
subwoofer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System V, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Wilson
Benesch ACT One
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE
£500-£1000: Marantz CD63/Audio Alchemy DAC-In-The-BoxITheta

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
(Paul Miller declined to offer alist as he doesn't review loudspeakers)
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: Sherwood CD-3020R, Cambridge CD4, jVC XL- V284
£200-£350: Marantz CD63 II, Sony CDP-761E, Sony CDP-561E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Marantz CD-72SE, Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000:
VI S2000MCII, Meridian 506, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: TEAC P-700ID-700, Mission Disc1DAC Master, Arcam
I'
angle Ordinal
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio LambdalUltralink II
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TLC, TRAC VRDS-10, Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000: Marantz CDI6, Audio Alchemy DDS Ill/Audio
Alchemy DAC-In-The-Box177kta TLC
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i/Reference 64,
Theta Data 1111Pro Generation V, Mark Levinson No.31INo.39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 302, Denon PMA 35014 Maplin Kit valve amp
£200-£350: Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus III, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Densen Beat, Original Haller 101
pre- (used) Imint original Quad Ils
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Copland
CTA 14
OVER £2000: Graaf GM2001WB13.5, LAMM M1.11Unison Research
Mystery One, Graafiti WE Two/S0.50

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 302, Denon PMA-250111
£200-£350: Audio Innovations Alto, NAD 304, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Harman Kardon HK1400, Mission
\m,III
£500-£1000: AVI S2000MI, Magnum Class A, Musical Fidelity E100
£1000-£2000: ECA Vista/Lectern, DPA 200S pre-/power, Sumo Athen
III Polar,' II
OVER £2000: Rotel Michi RHA-10IRHB-10
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Clearly better...
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come ai Id gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be ' pick
the colours you like. You choose acable sound' that best
suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or 'coloured but truly transparent. Transparent Cables are
available now and will transform, not colour-up, your system.
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

needs it own unique filter with precISI011 audio components
chosen for sound quality.
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality and clarity as the
sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of performance
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality materials,
high standard of construction and geometry.
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standardphono and balanced (XLR) forrrats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available.
Its time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better. Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
of Transparent Audio dealers.

Pun
7kimpiont Cobb
MusicUnk Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network --alow pass filter network that makes
these cables act like acomponent in ahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE
Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962

PLUS
ransparent Cable
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202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hours
Fax: 01903 872234

S.

heatherdal@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherehtm
Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
VISA - ACCESS - MASTERCARD - SWITCH
Telephone for current High End Used Equipment List
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Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Bucks 0129628790. Cheshire 01625 264666. Cornwall 01209710777. Devon 01803 606863. Eire 01-288 9449. Hants
01730 895194. Hens 01727 855577. Hunts 01733 341755. Lanes 01257 473175. Leics 01162 571414. London 0171 486 8262, 0171 431 7423.
Oxon 01865 247783. Somerset 01935 79361. Suffolk 01502 582853. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978 364500. W. Midlands 0121 455 0667,
0121 429 2811, 0121 742 0254. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387
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GOLDEN DRAGON
6550 WA pemet peaode
Specifications:
The 6550 WA is abeam pentode. Its absolute maximum anode dissipation
rating is 42 watts. Its original design brief was for ahigh quality output valve
in an audio amplifier, or it can be used as aseries valve in aregulated stabilised power supply.

Ratings

Av Use

Absolute

Anode voltage (DC)

250

660

Screen voltage (DC)

250

440

§Negative DC Grid Voltage

14

300

DC cathode current (mA)

140

190

Anode dissipation (watts)

N/A

42

Screen dissipation (watts)
*Anode and screen dissipation

N/A
N/A

10
54

Heater voltage

6.3 ± 0.6

@1.6amps
External grid-cathode resistor (cathode bias)
pa+g2≤ 35W
4701d2
pa+g2> 35W
2701d2
External grid-cathode resistor (fixed bias)
pa+g2≤ 35W
2201d1
pa+g2> 35W
1001d1
*Triode or Ultralinear operation
§'Normal' use, push-pull pair
The specifications above match exactly the original RCA valve, and can be
reproduced on any new Golden Dragon 6550WA

The RCA 6550-A was the American version of the original KT88. Developed in the heyday of pushpull working its relatively high output made it ideal for driving difficult loads or current-hungry
speakers. Although it can be used in single-ended circuitry, its most common usage was in apush-pull
pair where its low screen current properties give it high power efficiency.
By carefully researching performance characteristics and manufacturing processes, Golden Dragon
has now produced areplacement 6550-A — the 6550WA — which is very similar in shape to the original
RCA design, and which has identical operating characteristics.
The Golden Dragon 6550WA is ahigh quality product and sets the standard for others to beat. Its
range of applications is wide, and many will find it sounds superior to other 6550s currently available.
Despite its very high quality, this 6550WA can be found at ahighly competitive price.
Golden Dragon
A division of P. M. Components
Springhead Enterprise Park
Springhead Road
Gravesend
Kent
DA1 18HD
Phone +44 1474 560521, or e-mail: 101650,2424@compuserve.com

IMPORT / EXPORT'
Tel/Fax ( 00 44) ( 0)115 9813562
ITEM
HORNING Agathon Signature Bronze.

LIST

3muy horn/Oak/Clear French Polish196d8Ilcnxther Drivers

£3900 £2250
£2800 £ 1500

HORNING Aristophane,

3muy horn Nounal Mahogam

SALE

Impulse H2 Light Ash

£2250

Impulse H6 Ebony

CI 350 £740

Heybrook Quartet.

Ash Wth rw details

Unison Smart 845 monos. Cherry

3months old.

I
500

¡moo £450
£1000 £2400

Audio Note Quest monos. 3008 il months old.

£2750 £ 1800 pr

Audio Note Conquest 6months old, boxed, perfect

£4500 £ 2900

Audio Note r12. Line pre-amplifier.

£99

Il months old.

Appointments only.
Phone for details.
Audio for the first time buyer
and seasoned enthusiast.
A wide range of interesting
products - some mainstream
-some unusual - all serious.

£ 675

Visa - Amex - Mastercard
NEXT DAY DELIVERY- CARRIAGE EXTRA.

PERFORMANCE THAT BELIES ITS PRICE

ITEM

LIST

Audio Note f-12 RIAA. Phono stage.
Innovations Series 800

11 months old.

Anniversary. 6months old.

SALE

£1100 £750
£1475 £ 950

Audio Innovations PI
iL I . Phan. & Line pre-amps.

£740 £490

Audio Innovations First Audio monos. New 6B4G's.

(NIA £1350 pr

Wadia 6. Integrated CD Player.

£4000 £2000

SME V Tonearm with Audio Note ANVX wring.

£2000 £ 1250

Micromega Duo. CD Tramporc

£2000 £900

Variom high-erd cables-i/c -Ind speaker
Various equipment tables
Various Lowther Drive Units

POA
POA
POA

PRODUCTS
AMPS
Jadis 80's £4250 Mint
Mark Levinson 333 £5995
Counterpoint SAII £3500
Krell KSA250 £3250 Mint
Futterman OTL 3 £3350
Rowland Model 2 £3350
Croft Series 3R OTL £ 1999 Mint
Adyton Opera £ 1650
Unison Simply 2 £575 Mint
Audio Note Meishiti £2350 Ex Vein
PRE- AMPS
CAT SL1 MK11 £ 1995 Mint
Counterpoint

SA1 1 £3350

Mark Levinson 38S £4500 Mint
CD

Meracus Transport £3250
Einstein CD £ 1995 Ex Dent
Audio Meca Mephisto £ 1699 Ex Dem
Audio Meca Kreature £ 1150
Audio Note Dac 3 Signature £ 1899 Ex Dom
SPEAKERS

Superb sonic performance combined with stunning good Iceoks
For those who appreciate the finer qualities of music

Audio Note ANE/S £ 1550 Mint

Designed by Dr R Bews and Prof M Hawksford

Rockport Synergy

Proac Response 2 Signature
with Target R2 stands £999

Hand built in the UK by skilled engineers

Audiophysic Step

l'rices from £299 to £5500

Various

ÇTDI
THE ULTIMATE AURAL EXPERIENCE

£ 10,999

Audiophysic Spark £ 1450
£999

Proac Response 3 Sig £ 1850
Tandberg 3001 Tuner £800
NAD 4150 Tuner £ 125
Graham 1.5 Tonearm £995
another

Koestsy Urishi £995

Sony Airfeet RING
Elite Rock II plinth plus lid,Carver step-up.
RB300 arm with Eroica LV cart. £399

LFD Audio, Micron House, 23 Coppins Road,
Clacton- on- sea, Essex, C015 3HP

Audio Note - Arion Audio - Meca - Goertz - lmpluse - Townsend
Credo - ! PO Trilogy - Triangle - Rockport - Yamamura Cables
Audio Physics - Adyton - Meracus CD transport & Amps

Tel: ( 01255) 422533 Fax: ( 01255) 221069

Call for free home demostration TEL.0973 317325

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-686 2599
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-781 0550

Missing avital back number?
Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992 to 1996; simply cut

out or photocopy the coupon, or write to:Back Issues Dept, HiFi News & Record
Review, Link House Magazines Ltd, PO

=="..." • •

Box 106, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9
2TA, England. Please make sure that your

13 .
5'^W•""'
WIN WWI=

remittance (sterling cheque or postal
order/international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD. We
welcome and CAN take credit card orders by
telephone on + 44 (0)181-686 2599 ext.211 or

Jan ' 96 horn speaker
roundup, Trichord CD
mod, Steuart Bedford
interview, The Mankees

Feb ' 96 Rega P9 test,
Legato Link explained,
Bob Ludwig and Lydi
Morkovitch inteviews

Apr ' 96 PM 211
valve amp, Beaux
Arts Trio profile, 'A
Great Day in Harlem'

Mar '96 Cj MV55
amp, Audio Research
LS22 pre, SME's
founder interviewed

HUI
Nws

24hr fax + 44 (0)181-781 0550.

MERE

PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFNIRR article.

tr.
rc
errecere

The charge is £2.50 per article (UK) or £4.00
per article (airmail). To avoid delay when
requesting photocopies, please quote issue
date, author and title as accurately as possible.
Please send requests for photocopies for

May ' 96 Las Vegas
Part 2, Krell KPS30i
jest, Menuhin and Be
Yamamura interviews

June ' 96 celebrating 40
years, plus Classic HiFi
special No 1, Shura
Cherkassky interview

lui '96 Siltech cables.
Jordan on speakers, Sir

Aug ' 96 Ensemble

Colin Davis and Johnny
Guitar Watson profiled,

Elysia, Canon S-25
speakers, books on
Robert Johnson

the attention of: Sarah Middleton, Editorial
Secretary at the above address, not to the
Back Issues Dept.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed binders
will help you look after your copies of HiFi News
& Record Review. Each holds up to 12 issues.
Binders cost just £6.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas
£9.00) from our Back Issues department.

Sept ' 96 Lumley Seat
turntable, DPA two-box
CD, best .0 500 .ysums,
Carlo Rizzi interview

Oct '96 AVI Reference
CD player, Monrio amp,
Charles Mingus and
Philip Langridge profiles

Nov '96 HiFi News
Awards, Maranta PM16,
AE, Tannoy, Revoker
'budget floorstanders'

Dec '96 Hi-Ft Show
report Part 1, Arcam,
Quia, Sony and
Technics amps tested

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

ORDER FORM
Please send me the following back issues:
(The following issues are NOT available:
1992: Apr, May, June, Aug, Sept, Oct.
1993: Feb, Mar, May, June, Jul, Aug, Sept, Dec.
1994: Jan, Feb, May, June.
1995: June, Nov, Dec.
1996: Feb.)

NEWS

Issues:

Address

Postcode

Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds
sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Diners /Amex*

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
Please tick postal service required.
UNITED KINGDOM

£4.50 per copy lj

EUROPE AIRMAIL
OVERSEAS SURFACE

£6.00 per copy LI
£6.00 per copy i:11

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£.00 per copy [:11

IPlease send me

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

binder(s) î/ £6.50 or £9.00 (overseas)
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Card No
Signature

Expires
Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries m:n
take longer than 28 days. Photocopies of this form are acceptable.
Data protection: occasionally we may make names and addresses available
to carefully vetted companies who sell goods and services by mail that we belie% e
may be of interest to our readers. If you would prefer not to receive such mailing ,
please tick this box. j
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon High Quality
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
12BH7A
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
6SN7GT/ECC33

Pre-amp
£6.95
£6.95
£6.95
£9.95
£10.95
£8.95

Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

ifier Tubes

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66R

£69.95 pr

KT88R

£69.95 pr

6550WA

£ 67.95 pr

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

Matched
Matched
Pair
Quad
£25.00 £ 50.00
£25.00 £ 50.00
£12.50 £25.00
Golden Dragon Triodes
Singles
Per Matched
Per Matched
£75.00 £ 150.00
Pair
Quad
£25.00 £50.00
2A3 4 Pin
£22.50
£50.00 £ 100.00
£25.95 £52.00
2A3 Octal
£22.50
£50.00 £ 100.00
£65.00 £ 130.00
211
£28.50
£60.00 £ 120.00
£57.95 £ 116.00
811A
£11.50
£25.00 £ 50.00
£67.95 £ 136.00
845
£36.50
£75.00 £ 150.00
£65.00 £ 130.00
£75.00 £ 150.00
805
£36.50
£75.00 £ 150.00
£29.95 £60.00
£19.95 £40.00
Golden Dragon T300B Range
£42.95 £ 86.00
300B Super
£ 79.00
£160.00
£320.00
£64.95 £ 130.00
4.300B
£84.00
£170.00
£340.00
£84.95 £ 170.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00
£250.00
£500.00
£25.00 £ 50.00
We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per co py U.K. £4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50
Matched
Octet
£100.00
£100.00
£50.00
£300.00
£100.00
£104.00
£260.00
£232.00
£272.00
£260.00
£300.00
£120.00
£80.00
£172.00
£260.00
£340.00
£100.00
monthly

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

We are pleased to confirm

THE

that the 15th annual
Hi Fi Show will take place
at the Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow Airport, London,
from 11-14 September, 1997.
For more information,
contact Janet Belton,
the Exhibition Organiser.

Sponsored by
Link House Magazines Limited,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA. UNITED KINGDOM
Telephone: + 44 (0) 181-686 2599
Fax:+44 ( 0) 181-781 1158
E-Mail: 101574.223gcompuserve.com

views too
the reading speed ever upwards
12-times normal speed readers are
now available.
Bargain basement CD readers,
reading at two or four times clock
speed are available (retail) at £20 to
£30. (Writers, that is to say,
recorders are available for £500!)
These can produce a 100%
accurate data stream within the
time frame. Anybody paying much
more for aCD transport is being
ripped 0111 As for investing in exotic

'When it
was later
claimed that
discs WE re
being ruined
by Armosall,
Irather
dismissed it
as rubbish,
and
continuel to
use it'

SHINE ON
Dear Sir, Iread with interest the
letter from SR Murthy in India,
and his use of CD cleaners
[`Views', Jan ' 97]. You then
commented on the use of Armorall,
and the furore caused by it's use —
initially led by Ken Kessler.
Well, Ihave been collecting CDs
since they first appeared here in
1983, and Ihave always cleaned
them with ` Sparkle' antistatic spray,
or `Mr Sheen' antistatic spray, and
then with Armorall protectorant
after Ken Kessler's mention of it,
before even playing them for the
first time.
When it was later claimed that
discs were being ruined by
Armorall, Irather dismissed it as
rubbish, and continued to use it. I
am still using it today, and also the
`Mr Sheen' antistatic spray. Ihave
not seen any sign of deterioration in
any of the 350-plus CDs that Ihave
in my collection.
Whether cleaning them in this
fashion affects the sound quality, I
would be hard pushed to say, but at
least Iknow the surface is clean,
and thus Ican be sure that the laser
beam is not being impeded in its
reflection in any way.
My personal opinion is that any
perceived improvement in sound
quality after cleaning aCD in this
fashion is either (a) because the
disc was very dirty to start with,
forcing the error correction to work
overtime or (b) apsychological
aberration!
John H Winterbottom, Sutton
Coldfield, West Midlands
A BIT OF A DEBATE
Dear Sir, Irefer to Ben Duncan's
'Black Box' article in the December
issue. Ihate to press on with the
'fallacious' bit are bits' argument
but must in the interest of accuracy!
Far from producing ` few (or no)
errors', computer CD readers have
of course to produce no errors, even
if this means re-reading the data a
couple of times. Re-reading is not a
problem because they have pushed
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cables to deliver the data — well
look inside your PC. Very ordinary
cable is used, with not ahint of RF
shielding!
To justify the quite exorbitant
sums charged, we are presented
with the timing argument.
This is pure tosh!
The sampling rate is fixed, the
sample length is fixed, so we know
exactly how long adata sample
should be when replayed. For
example if we sample ten times a
second and each sample is 16 bits
long, 160 bits is asecond's worth of
music and, of course, we know we
can read one 160 bits with
complete accuracy!
All you need to do to ` cure' jitter
is not to process the data
immediately, but to buffer the data
in the DAC (perhaps into RAM as
it is so cheap at the moment) and
play it back at the required rate.
Some digital Walkmen' already do
some buffering to cover jolting
when jogging.
However, Iaccept that a
transport (or any other electrical
device) connected to aDAC can
affect how the DAC sounds and
that the digital to analogue
conversion process is agloriously
imprecise art.
Finally, Irun atwo box CD
system, an old and trusted
transport feeding avalve based
DAC. The bits may be totally
accurate but the DAC might make
it sound nice and warm and cuddly.
Anton Britten, Andover, Hants
Ben Duncan responds:
Anton Britten has apoint, but if it was
that easy, high-end makers (who are
hardly ignorant of developments in the
computer business) would already be
making low-cost DACs and transports
that produced identical sonics regardless
of their combination.
Other than the fact this is not yet even
remotely the situation, the following
points are being missed:
1) jitter is an uncertainty of the timing
reference itself
An audio signal has to be correctly
unravelled (a) first time (unlike a
computer program where two or more
attempts can be made) and (b) in real
time, and (c) throughout the path.
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KORA TRIODE AMPLIFICATION
Mirage® Bipolar , "Loudspeakers

AUDHO
ELLUSHON

/e
,---i-)4,

Distributors éx Consultants for the world's
Finest Audio Systems
*Export Facilities
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY,
BERKSHIRE, SU 8NB
*Mail Order Facilities

Tel: (01753) 542761/(0860) 665662
Fax: (01753) 772 532

*Dealer List Available

NORTH WOOD
A

LT
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MICROMEGA MOTH
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL

NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE

SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE

B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS, HARBETH,

Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday

HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, BEL,

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY TUBE TECHNOLOGY

PHONE: 01296 28790

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

CHESHIRE

audio e cellence
MUSIC

EXPOSURE MARANTZ

I 0

Opening Hours:
10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Sat (By Appointment) ID 21:

INtit HE ¡ HE

ALCHEMIST AURA
ARION DENON DPA

Arcam

CLIMFY

BK. W
Aucholats
Castle
Meridian
Clas se

MATTERS

88/90 Boughton,
Chester CH3 5AQ
(01244) 345576

itega
Marantz
Epos.

30 years of Excellence

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0I) 2889449/2888477

Tues. Sat. 900ani-5.30pin
Closed Monday

Sony
REL,

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

GREATER MANCHESTER
ESSEX

iS.
AKAI •
B &

HARMAN

...sounds
Osborne outstanding

BOSE •

ARCAM • •
CELESTION •

BANG &

OLUFSEN

DUAL •

GRUNDIG

KARDON • MARANTZ • MORDAUNT-SHORT • NAD •

NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • QUAD • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA

148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX * TEL: (01992) 574242
26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • TEL: (01799) 523728
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INSTANT 0%
AVAILABLE
FINANCE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

LINN...Naim...Rega...Arcam...Rotel...Royd
Shahinian...Dynavector...Mission...Marantz
Nakamichi...Celestion...Denon...Micromega

Sett& ése ede um* ¡
cede

ya.44.71 hare elhed &Igor«

01257 473175

OLDHAM

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

8c

GREATER LONDON

14 Stockport Rd ( 0161 428 7887)
(at the end of the I-hgh Street)

27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
e 0181-567 8703
AUDIO LAB, AURA, B&O, BEM, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CANON,
CASTLE, CHORD CO., DENON, DUAL, EPOS, EVOLUTION,
HARMON KARDON, .IPW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA,
MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, ONKYO,
QUAD, REL, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET,
THORENS, VAN DEN HUL, YAMAHA & OTHERS

Tuesday- Saturday 10.5.30 ( 8.00 Thursday)

audio e cellence
WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS

131, Friagate, Preston
Lancashire PR1 2EE
(0772) 253057
Tues - Sat 9.00am-530pm
Closed Monday

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

studio

DEVON it CORNWALL

SHtilds.
Per cc, 1.0 11
.

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

audio e cellence
VVIIIHt

IHE

MUSIC

IvIAl If

HS

156 Sidwell Street,

Now in our second fruitful year

0171-924 2040

BADA BONDED DEALER

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

gIFAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
ILL:0171 614 0055
FAX: 0171 624 5315

108

14 Shaw Rd (0161 6332602)
(near MUMPS station)

CHEADLE

LONDON

r

AUDIO COUNSEL
HI -FI SPECIALISTS

ALPHASON •

W •

011>H<VS ,f\VD10

Exeter EX4 6RT

(01392) 491194
Iues - Sal. 9.00.uo-5 30le ,
Closed Monday
MARCH 1997
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Best place in

Chantry Audio

ENGLISH

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist

Hi -Fi

town for Hi Fi and
ITNILET
*
*
*
*

Krel), Theta, Epos, Copeland, Hi.0, Pink A. Audio Research, Micromega,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchernist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Roark, Modin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Miokell, Lumley, Creek,
Sanas Faber, Denon, Celestion, d.p.a. larno, Ortofon, Rose + much more.

° CYRUS CENTRE****

Arcain.
It Audiolab, Audion. B&W. Cassie.
Celestion. Denon, Exposure. KeL Maranti. Michi.
Micromega. Mission. Musical Technology, MAD..

Friendly set-vice and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, ToxFord, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (
01777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

Home Cinema

Sound & Vision

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

audio
•

KENT

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

HEREFORDSHIRE

Three demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Good parking facilities

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET,
MAIDSTONE ME 14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676/03
Fax: 01622 676723

Nakamichi. Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Rd. Rose!. Ruark.
John Shesirne. SME. Sian. Systemdek. T.D.L.. Yamaha

NORFOLK
Free ingallasion; Credit facilities: Service Dept

NORTH LONDON

The Old School
Nion-Sat 9.30 — 5.30
17 5%

School Road, Bracon Ash

Ittleiros's itstatillerelord IIll 4321 355118 I

'Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
SOUTH WEST

& WALES

Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nakamichi, Naim,
Denon, Creek, Epos, AudioLab, TDL, Heybrook,
Rotel, Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co,
Cable Talk, Talk Electronics, R.E.L.,

WHERE

SCOTLAND

THE MUSIC MATTERS

Bristol

Cardiff

65 Park Street

134,6 Cnvys Road

Bristol BSI 5PB
(011791 264975

Music Mill

53aX

Cardin CF2 4NR
( 01222) 228565

PRO-AC • ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS •

DPA •

MARANTZ •

NAIM

LONDON VISITORS
GUIDE 1994

Grahams IliFi
... Graham is the best place to buy quality
hi-11 equipment in London (Se £500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality at service is superior.

"One of the five best
Hi Fi shops in the world"

A

Specialist hi fi and advice

INCLUDING

KIND FlUtPALI/KNil OF

Dell very and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

T.D.L. Reference and others

dal° pecellence

EXTRACT tY

AVI •

GRAHAMS HI-FI

Graham HI-FI Ltd. Canonbory Yard
190e New North Road London N1 7BS
Tel 0171 226 6500 Feu 0171 359 7620
E-MAIL MoismuSFICAmMimemoom

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST

Gloucester

Swansea

58 Bristol Road
Gloucester GL1 SSD

9High Street
Swansea SA1 ILE

014521 300046

(01792) 474608

72

PTIM

Newhaven

Road

EdInhurg

h Lei,

5PG

0131 - 555 396 3

8

SOUTH COAST

o

(:
choose front

NARPENDEN

LTD

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Hens ALS 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI B&O BOSE
CASTLE, DENON, KEF, MARANTZ MISSION
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, NAD, NAIM,
NAKANIICHI, QUAD, SENNHEISER,
tilt 11.3151Alt IN
TANNOY, TARGET, AUDIO, TDL, ETC. SOI % D ALMICL

the finest

SUFFOLK

studio

•HiFi
•Home Cinema
•TV ik Video

si er—turi
ftigniee

e

sigpa

Anafog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431
EASTBOURNE Green St (
01323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (
01705) 663604

hl-fi for grown-ups

tel / fax Ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319

849 High Road, London N L'
Tel . 0181 445 3267

'

Excellent Listening Facilities
\3
41..a.te night Wednesday - 8.00 pm • Closed Mondays • Free Parkin
/
,g)

SALE NOW

ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Stuc kiss ut ton range ol speakers and
electronics for all major manufac turers.

Please phone for detatIN.

WEST SUSSEX
WORCESTERSHIRE
WEST MIDLANDS

epoWerteee
I

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

RAIDIT GREEN
(Near Birmingham)
EirCluSive Midlands Audio Synthesis Consultants
The Fabulous --Electrocomparver Range
Aanvil Audio • Full range mg Audio Physic speakers
I_ FD Amplification - SACS • Cables Essex Audio
Sequence Design Wall Speakers.
Audio Alchemy. Proceed. Polk. Van-den-hul
Specealest Engineenng Dept. UP0IKO.
Consultancy. Custom Design

Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rote), ATC.
Marantz and other fine equipment.

Telephone: 01527 - 873766 Daytime
Telefax: 0121 - 445 - 5057 Eves

Telephone 01273 775978

.,

FILFS NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:
ARGUA, ATC, AUDICIOUEST, AUDIO TECHNICA, AOl, BEYER, (ABLE TALK,
(ASILE, CHORD, (BD (VALVE), DENON, DUR, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, lUILUMCNI,
ORTOFON, OED, QUAD, REVOX, SENNNEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E.,
SPENDOR, TARGET, MX, TDL, THORENS, TRIOLOGY ( VALVE) en, bah Books
Retord Cleaning Machine

FIVE WAYS HI- FIDELITY LTD (Est.

1972)
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGRASTON, 8IRIAINGHAIA 815 ILI
0121-455 0667 ( LOSED

MONDAYS)
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SURREY

YORKSHIRE

SPALDINGS

71-1L SOUTH LAST S OADIV, HI Fl COMPAN1

3 DEM ROOMS A.V.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK

UNMET

Sound & Vision
*

*
*
*
*

MON TO SAT 9.00 to 6.00. TUE 9.00 to 800

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

W ould

UNILET SOUND & VISION

SERVICE DEPT
352-354 LOWER ADD1SCOMBE ROAD. CROYDON. SURREY CRO 7M
Telephone: 0181 654 1131/2040 Facumle 0181 655 3922

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

45

you like to hear more")

PROJECTS

NEAIDINPLey

0 113

LANE

LEE.,

2 3 0

L.,.

101=.

4 5 6 5

YORKSHIRE

StockisLs of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO. NEAT • REGA • ROTE!.
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n

indecently
iuelit
good hi-ti

4

,4604:8'

Over the years we hate carefully chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled peifonnance.
Forfriendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the Worlds finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Genemus part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BR YS TON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, SPENDOR,
SUMO, TEAC, and many more.

y

9 Hoch Street. Heiroton Writ. Kortopeon upon
Therm., Stoney KTI 40A. TeL 0111-943 3530
Open Tues - Fro 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

4040,
614)

fUri

.1•11111111•70.1•1.

URREY HIFI
ARUM
ATACAMA STANDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AIJOIDLAB
YAMAHA
TDL. TANNOYM25
REF. HERON
ROGERS
REL
DORKING
DODOS
PARTINCTON STANDS
THORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
DETER HEADPHONES
JPW, CABLE TALK
SOIJNOSTYLE.
VAN DEN KILL ROSE

HARBETH

ARCAM
AUDIOLAB
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AMON
ALCHEMIST

PROBABLY

RAW
BOSTON

THE

CABLE TALK
THE CHORD CO.

BEST

DENSEN

SELECTION

DE NON

OF

EPOS
EXPOSURE

QUALITY

FIEYBROOK
IMPULSE

TEAC®

HI-FI

KAR
MICHELL

ON

MICROMEGA

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850

"Home Cinema on Demons frai on

.
1
..Y

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY

THE

MYRTAD SYSTEMS
NAD

EAST

UNIX

THE HI-FI

PIONEER

COAST'

REL

STUDIOS

ROTEL
ROYD
RUARK

TI)L. SUGDEN. PROAC. RUARK. ALCHEMIST. AUDIO ALCHEMY ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS.
EXPOSURE, AUDIO NOTE, HOLFI. TEAC, IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE, CASTLE ACOUSTICS,
STEMFOORT. TAICHORD RESEARCH. 11EYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO. HARBETH. KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS. MICHELL ENGINEERING (FULL RANGE). SME, UNISON
VALVES. STAX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES. OR DEVELOPMENTS (VALVES). ART AUDIO
(VALVES) REL (ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS) PROJECT NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE. ORTFON.
BEYEP, GRADO YAMAHA 8UPSON HOME GINEMA 'PO- LOGIC DEMONSTRATIONS

CRAWL FT

GODSTONE 01883 744755

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387

45 High Street. Godstone. Surrey RH9 8LS

SHEARNE AUDIO
SUGDEN
SPENDOR

ZEN AUDIO

SONIC LINK
TEAC
TOI.

35 GEORGE STREET

TUBE TECHNOLOGY

HULL

...AND MANY MORE

TEL: 01482 587397

Open Tue - Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

WEST MIDLANDS

IC 2

Phi/11

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel: 01922 493499/473499
ARCAM

AUDIO LAB

CELESTION
OPA
EPOS
GOAD ROKSAN
ROGERS

0-1

I —

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

Sharing the ASIDA Cwpar
with ample free parking.
Off High Street, Blotiwich,

CHORD
NAIM KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH ALSO- APOLLO
A,
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO GUEST
BOW
BOSE
BEYER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS
EXPOSURE REF REFERENCE
KENWOOD MARANTZ
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MISSION
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI
ORTOFON
PROJECT
HOTEL SENIMEISER SONY NOMINO SYSTEM:1E1T TARGET TOC TUBE TECHNOLOGY VAN DEN VAL YAMAHA

F ." I

351 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTOK BIRMINGHAM 817 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471
1111

•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
-91e-•
Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

MI IL» S•G"-11\/111
lizLe S.

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

Apollo, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Audiolab, Audioquest, Audio- Research, Audio-Technica, B&W, Beyer,
Canon, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dual, Dynaudio, Epos, Exposure, Harman (Cardon,
Heybrook, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Marlin Logan, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Panasonic TV + Video, Pioneer, Pink Triangle,
Polk Audio, Pro-Ac, Quad, REL, Rogers, Roksan, Hotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonus Faber, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Wharldale, Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available

MARCH 1997

Nr. Walsall, WERE Midlands
Open b Day. Pain

bpm

Iate night Fnday

F—I I —

uzile,

F'"

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968
OPENING 1111ES:
Dosed Seadapleallay Rpm
Iburalty II- 1.111
Satarday IS5.N kamesIneleat Posilweal
INTEREST FREE
(hrLi.5sd Period) APR K. Me RAM
on rmasstAkwassd UNIN Mier.
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PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
ProAc Response 3speakers, cost £3,300, 3years old,
mahogany, mint condition £ 1,650 ono, delivered. Tel:
00 3531 4591432 ( Dublin) ( H0369)
Linn lsobarik Active system Kairn pre- amp, three
LK2B0 amps with three sparks, ACT IV crossover
with Dirak NAIM CD1, Isobariks with stands, 6xI2m
K20 cable, Tripod tables mint, £5,350 Tel: 01288
356464 ( H0383)
Mattisse Valve pre-amp, separate power supply, cost
£3,500 bargain at £ 1,750; Second Audio Triode
monoblock valve amplifiers, £2,200; Krell KSA 250B
amplifier, £3,500; Audio Research LS2 pre- amp
£1,500; Tel: 01274 670083 ( H0387)
Stax Lambda Signature, SRMTI valve energiser, mint
£750; EPOS ES Il loudspeakers, £200; Meridian 206
CD player, £350; CAT Reference pre- amp, £ 1,500;
Lumley ST70, mint condition, Triode switched £ 1,000;
Kelvin Labs monoblocks £ 275; Tel: 0121 784 8765
(H0388)
Revox PR99 MK3 Reel to reel, light use, excellent
condition £ 1,100 Tel: 01962 852205 (H0390)
Krell KSA250 balanced power amp, £3,750; Can dem
KPS20i/I wArr puppies 3/2; Rhinoceros Iguana
£1,000 Tel: 01243 584728 eves ( Bognor Regis)
(H0395)
Audio Research LS5 balanced pre-amp, 2years old,
as new £ 1,850; Ensemble PA Ireference speakers with
Profunde Bass units, piano black finish, immaculate
condition, superb sound, £2,995 Tel: 01268 757739
(eves) ( H0399)
Krell KSA1OOS power amp, mint condition, cost
£5,843, accept £3,800, all original packing and
instructions, 3years manufacturers guarantee, Tel: 0181
933 7875 after 6pm ( H0398)
Audiolab 8000Q pre- amp only 3 months old, mint
condition, £700ono selling due to up grading, Tel: 0118
642 9850 ( Reading) ( H0400)
Apogee Scintilla speakers, taupe colour, excellent
condition, one owner since new, £750 Tel: 0181 530
3961 (Woodford, Essex) ( H0407)
KAR Volanie Loudspeakers, cherry red; Arcan Delta
290 amplifier; Nakamichi DR- 2cassette deck; Aiwa
AD-F9I0 cassette deck; Rega Planar 3turntable all 2
years old, quick sales, any reasonable offers, Tel: 01900
66084 eves, 01467 71959 day (Cumbria) ( H0409)
Audio Research LS7 preamp black, absolutely as new
£1,200; V.D.H The First 0.8m intercon boxed, unused
£140; Apollo Aria double rack, black/glass inc. CD
drawer, cost £400 sell for £ 175; Tel: 01829 741270
(H0410)
Meridian 207 CD/Preamp and 209 remote £325;
Meridian 203 DAC £225; Linx Vega 75w poweramp,

Audio Synthesis DAX2, NPC, HDCD, 10 months old,
as new (cost £2,100) £ 1,500ono 11/2 year guarantee;
Naim NAC72, HiCap NAPI80, 1 1/2 years old, all
excellent condition, £ 1,500ono Tel: Tony 01223 314848
ext. 890 day or 01223 249541 eves (Cambridge)
(H0433)
Mark Levinson ML7 pre-amp ( includes renowned
phono section) £2,000; Audio Synthesis Passion input
switch unit ( 2 in, 1out); Audiophile- grade selector
(can be easily upgraded to full passive pre-amp) £ 100
Tel: Gerry Hassell 0171 751 3771 ( work) ( H0438)
Notts. Anal. Paragon arm, latest ( MK.2, super-light
carriage) version of this audiophile parallel tracker,
only £ 1,000 Tel: Gerry Hassell 0171 751 3771 (work)
(H0439)
Quad ESL bronze, much spent incl. five new panels
MAF stands £385 Tel: 01403 271244 ( Sussex)
(H0429)
MD- 1Krell Transport, Krell converter SBP 64 X,
Audio Research preamp SPI5 tube power monoblocks
sonic frontier SMP 160, Wilson Watt/Puppy 5.1, VPI
TNT Turntable II + Wheaton Triplanar III, Marantz
CD 12 Le Transport and converter Tel: Manuel
Bernarda, ( 351) 62 597623 around 2100h ( 351) 62
42785 Portugal or fax, (351) 62 596197 ( H0430)
Revolver 230 speakers, unused prize, with stands and
VDH cables, £ 130; Ortofon MCI5 super cartridge,
excellent £ 15; Ring Tom, 0161 274 4436 daytime or
01663 742225 eves ( Manchester) ( H0428)
Musical Fidelity CD1 compact disc player, £250ono
Tel: 01256 460757 ( Basingstoke) (H0427)
Vortexion Stereo tape recorder CBIJ5. Wearite tape
deck, full working order, many reels of tape, handbook
offers. Tel: 0181 660 6662 ( Surrey) ( H0425)
3 x KT66 Valves (
Originals) £75ono; Marconi
Distortion Analyser £ 190ono; Low Distortion
homemade oscillator £40ono; 100 MHz Dual
BeamDelay Tektroniks Oscilloscope £350ono; HD
Audio 100 wpc monoblocks £400ono (pair) Tel: Ian,
01256 64332
Apogee Centaur Minor speakers with stands, vgc, little
use, granite finish ribbon, hybrid exelent stereo image
£625ono Tel: 0181 335 3521 ( H0423)

(Skipton) ( H0434)

TRADE

Audiolab 8000 transport and Dac £ 1,700; Alchemist
Forseti pre and power £ 1,600; Duntech Marquis Teak
£1,995 (£5,200); Conrad Johnson PV9A £ 1,500
(£3,200); Alberry 408 Monoblock £400pr (£800);
T.D.L Studio 1m £500 (£899); Clements RT7 ref 1/S
oak ex dem. £ 2,500 (£3,800) Tel: 0181 225 1572
(H0432)
Micromega Stage Two 3449; Drive 1, £499; Proac
Response IS, £699; Heybrook Quartets, £ 399;
Audiolab 8000A, f:399; all ex-display. others available,
hi-fi purchased, Tel: Objective Audio, 01279 426647
or 0973 452368 ( H0402)

WANTED

Wanted, Second Hand Turntable Forsell reference or
Flywheel or Goldmund reference Tel: Manuel
Bernarda, day (351) 62 597623, around 2100h (351)
62 42785 or fax, ( 351) 62 596197 (Portugal) ( H0431)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

£200; All mint, boxed, with manuals, Magneplanar
SMGA's £250; Tel: 01732 463314 ( Sevenoaks)
(H0412)
Audio-Note Top of the Range silver speaker cable,
ANSPX 2.5 stereo metre, hi-wire set, rec. retail price
£3,800 bargain at £ 1,950 Tel: 01932 249314 ( H0415)
Quad II Valve power amplifier, recently serviced,
these are the type A11610 professional version very
rare used for studio monitoring £325; Philips CD100
CD player, classic, superb transport £80; Tel: 01565
777256 ( H0416)
Wadia 2000 Transport ATT £3,250; 64X converter
£2,250; Levinson 28 preamp, £ 1800; Pair Krell
KSTIO0 switchable amps, £ 1,600 each; ART Siltech
cable Tel: 01923 826830 ( H0419)
Musical Fidelity FCD £800; Ruark Talisman
Rosewood bi-wired £500; CR Developments, Kalypso
valve amp, £285; Quad 66 CD £250; All boxed, all
vgc. Tel: 01483 423990 ( H0437)
Magnepan 3.3R Ribbon Loudspeakers £ 1,800; Classé
30 preamp 70 poweramp £ 1,500; OreIle CDIOT
Transport £400; OreIle SC100 preamp SP200
poweramp £500; OreIle Orator loudspeakers £300; all
perfect, boxed, Tel: 01252 311016 ( H0436)
Nakamichi Dragon £950; Gradient/Quad balanced
Xover £220 Muse 18 balanced sub-woofer £ 1,800 and
assorted top quality cabling, Tel: 01923 826830
(H0435)
Epos ES 14 Speakers and stands, £350 in good
condition after careful use, Tel: 01756 753140

Woodside SC26 valve preamplifier, line and moving
magnet phono, atruly superb sounding British product
with versatile inputs and tape facilities, father's
bereavement forces sale £850ovno Tel: Mike on 01934
518072 ( H0422)
Sony TA246E amp and SS176E speakers, both brand
new and unused and both "What HiFi" five star award
winners, retail at £450 yours for £350, may split. Tel:
01483 568202 ( H0421)
B & K Loudspeaker Testing equipment £500; Martin
Logan SL3 loudspeakers £ 1,995; Thiel CS2.2
loudspeakers, £ 1,495; Teac AB-X7R amplifier £450;
Quad 405 £ 150; Quad 44 £ 150; Rega Planar 3 £ 175;
Audion Sterling £395; B&W DM3 £95; Levinson 12
pre £995 Tel: 01403 251587 (H0420)

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word (eg Pioneer A400 = two words).

II

I Please publish the above advertisement for
I D FOR SALE

insertions under the heading:

0 WANTED

I Box umber required

Oyes

Address

Ono.
(pounds sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines plc.

I Cheque ,'postal order endosed for

I OR Please charge my Access I
Visa Diners Ame.eCard Number

Expires (date)
I'Please indicate which

Name

Signature
No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

Daytime telephone number
Cut out !, our advertisement ( or photocopy) and
send to: Classified Ads ertising, Hi- Ft News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
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AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST.

AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
GREAT NEWS!! AUDIO NOTE CAN NOW OFFER EXCLUSIVELY
DESIGNED TRIODES FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS.

Audio Note UK Ltd Is proud a, '
eto announce ami . e' fie with Mr Alesa Vac of AWE in the Czech Re( .. S.Ir.under the agreement reached
Alesa Vacs company will be maimig arange of directly Mateo tnodes for small signal, driver and output stages exclusively for Audio Note This will
with time allow us to explore hitherto uncharted terntory in the field of Single-Ended Audio Amplifier design. by putting us in aposition to design
and manufacture triodes specifically for agiven purpose, something which has not been within our reach in the past. where we have always had to
settle for the best amplilying devices available, but which good as many of them are, were generally made for other purposes. So Iam very rooted
about the potential for improvements and prospects of raising the game to the highest level
Initially, we will only have aSuper Linear version of the 300B available, dubbed the Audio Note AV3008 SL rt will be available in limited numbered
samples at USS 425.00 each either single or matched pairs. We anti follow this fairly quickly by anew very powerful power triode, the new Audio Note
AV621 SL with 120 watt dissipation for about 40 watt Class Ain single-ended configuration, the most powerful and linear power triode available at
an expected price of ASS 750.00 each. Owill help advance the case for SE operation despite the deplorable inefficiency of the most modern loudspeakers!!
For those of you who have already experienced the Vad Valve W300 and VV52B it will interest you to know that an Audio Note AV52B SL and AV321
SL will be Introduced when we have solved the problems of cathode crystallisation that the Vac Valve VV3013 and VV521 suffer from. The expected
cost of the AV32B SL will be USE 550.00 each and the AV521 SL USS 650.00 each.
All Audio Note Triodes are available in Colbalt blue. Ruby Red, Silver or Gold glass on request at an additional ASS 125.00 per valve. delivery normally about 90 days as aspecial order.
All Audio Note AV-type Mode will carry areal 2.000 hours or one year warranty whichever comes first, we will be applying this warranty without
discussion or delay Specification sheets against stamped self addressed envelope with 63.00 or ASS 800 for copying. Available from all participating
Audio Note distributors.
We have now settled in our new factory unit and it is already turning out to be too small, such is life, in amarket where large parts of the specialist
Mr industry is falling on harder times (especially the high power - low efficiency crowd; what can isay, it could not happen to more deserving people!) Audio Note is finding our market is growing ever more rapidly than we can reasonably deal with or supply. no. as with most things good. you
sometimes have to wait, which is not what any of us are particularly good at, having been brought up in asociety that favours ' instant gratification above all else.
In this society context, it is therefore very gratifying to see how many of you out there are educating yourselves to the benefits of dolt-yourself"
amplifiers. speakers etc, lust another example ol how society is changing, in this case definitely for the better, rather than passively buying the latest
greatest new " super amplifie( large numbers of our customers are now -building better amplifiers themselves, learning to understand and appreciate
fire simple truth that the Single-Ended Triode output stage rules supreme where music reproduction is concerned.
Participation is the name of the game and Audio Note is happy to provide awide range of complete kits, output and mains transtormers chokes,
paper in oil. aluminium tin, copper or silver foil signal capacitors [
flack Gate. Cerafine or standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum, carbon and
metal film resistors silver wires, Interstage and driver transformers, switches, balance controls, potentiometers, affenuators. chassis's and fittings for
the quality oriented 01Yer whether you are abeginner or hardened experimenter, male or female, we have the best ( and not always most expensive)
parts for most projects
Ihave commented on this before, ais most interesting to watch the scramble taking place amongst the existing valve amplifier manufacturers, most
of whom have espoused the virtues of high power ( and who still mainly make their living selling them ,
for how is agood question!) valve amp(ifiers.
as many of them now embrace the low power single ended mode amplifier as it they had never said anything to the opposite or even more interestingly as one valve manufacturer, famous for the stainless steel chassis and very high power amplifiers says, we only make SE amplifiers because

people want them, we do not believe this is the best solution ' Interesting statement, is it not? This is what happens when allthe manufacturers do is
follow the lead of the market instead of taking the lead themselves, which is why the socalled " High End -( love American term for something that
cannot reproduce music) but also quite sad. fortunately this is not an accusation that can be thrown at Audio Note, as we were last to introduce SE
amplifiers into the worldwide commercial specialist market. and we still lead the way
The virtual flood of SE amplifiers that has appeared on the market over the past 3years is no doubt confusing to most of you, it certainly seems to
have bewildered most of the press and their reviewers, agreat many of whom have yet to really understand what is happening. especially the fact
that the grassroot support for SE Mode amplifiers. is so deep rooted and strong, seems to have bypassed the men in their rvory lowers. most of who
still believe that this is fad that will die away, as soon as the next great ' achievement' of the traditional High End" has been released. Oh, how little
do they comprehend that the move away from the traditionally favoured high power - inefficient speaker technologies most of them have supported
(and in many ways helped bring about, remember the rave reviews of the Apogee Scintilla or latest high power ML. ARC or Krell?) are now serious
unwell and may well die over the next five years, already now the second hand values of the products taht contain these technologies are seriously
and still falling consider that if any of yousfill own one of these dinosaurs, unless of course you like collecting historical artifacts
Attempts to make SE technology conk= to current technological measurement dogma have so lar laded monks in no small part to many ol you brave and persistent people out there who have for yourselves experienced what happens to the sound ol agood SE amplifie when you steak 2408 Of more leedback across the or.
cue and eterestmg not to menhon enhghtentng experance that clearly demonstrates that low state estortron n not the ' cure all' that the transistor and high power
brigade would have us belevel. and whilst attempts are being made to upgrade - semi conductor reentry with aSingle- Ended flavour ( how truly single-ended es
mall',is in highly questionable since the transistor can only amplify one had of the wavelorm and needs apartner ( in crime , it certainly sounds Mot eel) to wholly
amplify the moat semi conductor means what he says HALF and that n veal you get had the signal. hatt Me sound ,Some people are satisfied Oh pseudo-soiu.
hoes. he current "Mgh End Is no Meets'
But as isaid. Mrs is all changing for the better and ir cesando anything to help we certainly shalt which is why we are introduong anumber ol new parts on Inc
list which will include Me much- wanted very soon to be available preamplifier kit but equally importantly. aloudspeaker kit sorry no parts or the cabinet. only he
draveng and the tedowdual tested doves with either copper or silver vone cods. the speaker kd w modelled on our AN-Espeakers, which rate at about 93 9408
elhoency owth avery benogn mad behaviour hey are developed on SE-triode amplifiers and are highly suited to the low- power SE trode amphhers that most of you
have or are contemplating

The price is IWO speakers. If anyone wants mono only then halve the price, the speakers in question are similar to the AN- F/0 which are close to 94 dB efficient in acabinet 80e36e29 centimeters. and are designed to stand close to rear and side walls.
Work is going on on afull range dual cone driver for quarter or half wave horn applications so
keep your eyes out for future announcements.
ORDERING AUDIO NOTE COMPONENTS OR KITS.
Apart from the lats all the prices in this list are excluding UK Vat at 17.50%. which. if you live

inside the EEC. UK Vat will be added to your purchase after the addition of postage and packing
costs, if you live outside the EEC the price you see is the price you pay.
We are introducing acompletely computerised system ant rom September 1. 1996, frt remains to
be seen whether this is abenefit or not. Ipersonally have my doubts!, which should in theory
reduce the lead limes. minimise mistakes and allow us to quote prices lo you quickly over the
phone, plus make stock control more consistent To help us help yourself we have now incorporated aproduct ordering code ne which we strongly recommend you use for all future orders,
not using it will cause delays in processing your order, especially In afew months time when the
system is fully operational

We accept pu. Mastercard. Access. Mom. Rued Ames, to pay this way, we will need your
address, card no with start and expiry dates please note that we are no longer allowed to ship
goods to an address that is different from the cardholders address. this is to protect you from
fraudulent use of your card etc. You can also pay by bankers draft. Euro cheque or cheques
drawn on aUK bank account.
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RBIS SOUGHT.
If any of you reading this have possession of any books which contain information relevant to
the subject of Audio Design and which would be useful to share with Others. please let as know

either by lax or telephone. there is an award of £20.00 ( payable in valves or other bits. posffree)
to anybody who sends us abook which contains useful information about valve amplifier design
on theory.
Likewise, Iam looking for anumber of old valves to expenment with. so il you have any PX41
PX25's, DA301. AD1 S. or any of the old triodes Iwill be happy to buy or swap at agood price,
likewise anyone of you know where to find old studio tape recorders. STUDER, TELEFUNKEN or
AMPEF1EX or the like. record caning, plating. processing or pressing equipment. or have books
or information about building microphones, recording technique, LP-manufacture, then it will all
be gratefully received AUDIO NOTE has the intention over the next 2 - 3years to set up recording and record manufacture and whilst we already have quite alot of information, much more is
needed.
Circuits Vint dota A Basic Technical Information
If you would like some suggestions which to base afuture project around, then we shall be
happy to provide you wrth acircuit pack containing good circuits like ONGAKU. KEGOWICASSAI.

NEIRO. GAKU-ON plus several other power amplifier circuits and the M7Tube pre-amplifies
which is the best pre- amplifier recur, we have come across Just send astamped self addressed
Ait size envelope, together wrth 600 pounds in small denomination UK stamps, or if you live
outside the UK US $ 1915 00 in Sbills will do, please do not send Bankers Drafts in ASS,
International Response Coupons or International money orders. as they cost more to cash than
them value.
We have alarge number of requests for the circuits of the AUDIO NOTE UK- made amplifiers, like
OTO Phono SE. M1 Phono. MEISHU. SORO etc.. and since we ( unlike the majority of our talented competitors) do not have any secrets in this department, and are only too pleased to help
extend the envelope of knowledge in this much maligned field, we shall be happy to send you or
any existing or prospective competrtor, one or more circuit diagramsthey cost f5.00 each, or
you can buy for example all phono Integrated amplifiers. for E30.00 ($50.00), or all Line- integrated ampfifiers for £25.00, all pre-amplifiers for f2000 ($35 00). or simply acomplete circuit
pack for f5000, (seo 00) All can be paid ether by credit card, cash, bankers draft or cheque
drawn on aUK bank, the cost includes postage.
We can also supply aset of data sheets for the most commonly used valves. ECC82.
ECC88/6922, 12AY7/6072A 7025/12AX7WA/ECC83, 6597,300g. 211NTOC. 845. EL34/6CA7.
2A3, 6X4, 504G. GZ34/5AR4, EL84/6BC15, 6V6GT, 6L6G, 5881/6L6WGC/XT66. Again send a
stamped self addressed A4 envelope together with 1400 in small denomination stamps or if outside the UK another US $ 15.00 will suffice.
Since nothing really exists which gives areasonable background to the subleCt of valve ampliher
circuit design, Guy Adams and Ihave written and assembled anumber of artices and extracts
from old books which give some background to the subect do not expect to become an instant
expert, but it will serve as auseful reference. for the beginner as well as the more advanced, we
have expanded this info- pack to include even more useful information, so dyou have already
bought the old pack, just send £2.00 or US $5.00. For the full pack asmall charge is required.
this time £ 700. in small denomination stamps with astamped self addressed envelope, or outside the UK, please send US $25.00.
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterlin,q lor the above charges as well, just
convert the USS amounts to Sterling at S1.70 to the Pound, often you have rounded up to nearest $ 800.
SOUND PRACTICES.

If you are seriously interested in the subject of valve amplifier design without the usual peoncetved notions of what is -good" amplifier design and technology ( the traditional view. which has
brought us the blessings of the transistor amplifier, has obviously disqualified itself quite monumentally') then SOUND PRACTICES is the magazine to read. here you will find articles about
design parameters. DIY articles for amplifiers and speakers. reviews of new and old. in other
words the very subjects that none of the self serving, advertising led traditional press will much
as they do not enhance the business of hein normal advertisers. You can buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at £510 per copy ( there are currently 11 issues available) or by subscription
from SOUND PRACTICES P.O. Box 180562. Austin, TO 78718, USA. Aregular modern world bargain, and there are practically none of those in Audio today. With enough subscription support
SOUND PRACTICES may lust bring about the 'sound practices -that the he industry has abandoned for so long. So get asubscription!! Our friend Joe Roberts is now able to take VISA and
MC, so convenience* al hand at long last! CAII or preferably fax Joe on 512 339 6229 with your
card no, if you want adirect subscription.
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, vo 'rho not sonea e.,Itt the speaker kit so we have something else up out sleeve for

The Increase in interest in all things single-ended espenalG the triode non-leedback variety is now so great that even the menstrearn valve manufacturers are
about to follow sue so /you are looking for asingle-ended product beware of the false prophet who speaks of things he does not believe In until ot becomes
imancially expedient or downeght necessary to have asingeeended ampldiei in their product program So whether you are building asingle-ended melee, yourself. or looking to buy amanulactured soneeended product please remember that it was AUDIO NOTE who in the face of the usual industry hype about contrnual
'progress -,brought this tedmoiogy io the attention of press public and general audio Industry alike not because it would lend apeck buck to the purse but
because we lonely berme Mat It is asuper'« way ol amplifying any muse sepal, and aerobe deserves to be resurrected as the preened technology for anyone
who want the genuine aesthetics and beauty of real muse reproduced on there home
Now that we stand on the boundary ol hin, the brave -new world ol 1920S unary we note with Interest the number ot manutacturers who have manutactured
valve amphhers for many years but who only now have 'discovered -the benehts of Me segleended stage, and who in the past 20 years or so have been the
strongest proponents of the hmh power -high quaint,' valve amplifier watch them. as hey now for commercal gain embrace the wand of high loudspeaker efft.
mency and single-ended node ampldeation and then draw your own conclusions about their stncerity, their commrtment market strategy and general competence
me overall knowledge of the technology of Auer, AUDIO NOTE were the lest and MII remain he last word in WOK (
male,' if you appreciate muse properly reproduced
us expect.] ( and predicted in the above paragraphs) we are now seeing agood of some-ended amplohers appearing on the market some are good many are roll
It is important to remember mirai the hardest thing to acheeve is simpledy. man Is acomplocattng being ( pet look at our tax system'', and since World War Two we
have been led to believe the compleation equals technology not true especalG not in muse reproduction eqinpment here simplicity is aOntonct vtque
ended arnpleation requires an understanding ol the necessity tor emphoty Malls very rare. another common fallacy is that the so power supply needs to have
vey large capacitance or storage. also not correct you want as fast and responsive an SE-power supply as you can get, so asmall a.ele power supply sounds
much bene than abig slow one valve reoldation damust chokes are good but not mandatory if cost is aproblem alarge resistor will do ml is most important
to remember Mat In ano-feedback single ended amploter the rerun and pond supply must have the same time constants lo Inchon correctly. so simple and
small is beneul
Another enterestIng aspect of the SE-oevolutan es the attempt to incorporate tenets 01 current tecnnomgdai dogma and beats into Me SE performance envelope we
are already seeing low disloquas SE. sed-cancellong SE. ' ranee,' SE soon to be hosed by ' high current SE' and hi high power SE'. don't be duped by these slo ,
gars alms that you un get 55 wans SE Class Afrom one VT- 4C.211 are utter nonsense likewise 15 watts from asingle 3006 these kinds ot power specd
hoes are no good unless they are accompaned by adistortion haute al he rated power To give you an dlustfation of his, at 55 watts Class ASE a211 has about
50% harmonic distortion one has to question the sonic quality of any sepal at that distortion level If only he magazines spent as much time and energy on exposing the charlatans whose unmstrhable claims are pressed on an unsuspechng pubic as hey do trying to eaten the tunes ol DCC and whatever other new nonsense technology is being pressed into service as amuse carrier, we would have acleaner and more lust market where being correct and truthlul would not be a
markelum deadvantage
Back to the subtect matter all thts talk about lustee and correctness would be vanity if not backed by action so in order to enhance your abler lo design and manu.
facture your own special version of any of the sinifie ended muds being discussed whether old or nev. we MI confine to expand on what is already the most
Wensuve range of ultra Mph paltry components that the discerning -doe-yourself' valve amplotier enthusiast.. use to construct any single- ended or ( shame an
you') push pull anther whether hoe or pentode All of these pans are used in various models of the manulacrured line of the AuDIO NOTE ampleers These
components include mostly specally made dems like ceramic valve bases with either solver or gold plated pins paper in oil aluminium fool signal capacolors, copper
dsaver fad signal Capacitors. Black Gate graphite electrolyte capacotors acdscorrosrve-free silver solder copper and silver wired audio output transformers non.
magnetic tantalum resistors. non.magnele RCA and speaker Mama's valves and many other useful bits and pieces lar upgrading 010 or conslruchng new valve
ameders
AUDIO NOTE LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS U KITS.
We shall be often the speaker drovers that we use In our own loudspeakers for general sale born now o, you can buy he drivers indsudualyi or together was a
package that shows the crossover contegurahon and cabinet dravengs together with apan of ports
we have spent far more hme looking at Me ettecienCy(speaker load issues in realmnshop to the low power SE triode amplifiers than anyone else and hbelieve that
our solutions are both ',Renal and encorne unfortunately nature is as cruel as she is kind. when it comes to effetency bandwidth see and price
We unen OUF Mrve unds with both copper and solver speechcods, the measured ddlerence is negligible. but the «creme re sound between tse two Is very great
indeed whne again begs the question what iris we measure in realms to wham we hear
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All our SOURS cabine sare made horn different materials. Iront bat/el either plywood or son clipboard the wrap is dense MDF ail the back us aour 661161 plywood or medium chipboard no dampen materais are applied to any pan of the cabinet whedl we use some bracing to dtste ate the cabinet resonances Do Ihear
cries ol "catenet colouration , aDespite Mat you might think the gudar like structure of our calmed greatly enhances efficiency dynamecs and sparkle
we also use only a'no mal amount al wadding and el Rdn to be aspecific type preferably well cleaned sleeps wool position ng is mitre' and here experimentation ma recommended C you build the speakers yoursel.
We will sell you abase lut of crossover parts acabinet drama and aport tube and then you can experiment verth the 6311166Insell to your hearts delighm. enema.
tweN we offer acomplete tested Mt of drivers and crossovel. acabinet drawmg and the port tube. at/oh. rf you folMw the directions carefully win make agenuine
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By the time you read this SOUND PRACTICES 'star 12 will be HERE. so this should keep you Ott
the street over the next couple of weekends! Buy acopy for £800 postage ( on self addressed
envelope with order If you hve in the UK), contains the following ancles, Audio Note ANKORU
parallel 845SE by designer Andy Grove, Lovrther. Another °plum by Marc Walters, Tube Users
Garde by Ludell Smbiey. Meet the Tube the 50, Herb Reichert on Reviewing Perspectives ( avery
good criticism of the current reviewing and measuring practices) and much more!! Much good
and informative reading as usual. again £500 . A4 size, stamped sert addressed envelope if you
live In the UK or ASS 1000 and aself addressed envelope if you mue abroad.

Vacuum Tube Valley.
Now Ibet you have never heard of this one before, but demonstrating the strength of the revival
in everything that has to do with valves, whether single-ended push-pull or just old and good.
Vacuum Tube Valley is aquarterly, high quahly pent and read each issue focuses on aUS brand
of yesteryear in the currect Issue (
Issue 2Volume One) Heathkrt is deag with extensively There
is along article by Eric Barbour about the EL34 ( not afavounte of mIne any longer. but avery
popular valve nonetheless, and an interesting overview of avarlable and vintage types The Audio
Test Bench looks at tools and equipment for DIY amplification building very practical and useful.
Cathode bras, agreat artrcle about how to bias the VV52B and biasing and tubelife in general.
Tube matching (
valve matching to us Mal) and much more. It is nice to see amagazine that
takes ahistorIcal perspectrye. Well worth aread available from us at £ 150 acopy or directly
Isom VTV 1095. E Duane Ave Surte 106, Sunnyvale CA 94086. USA, S35.00 for foreign subscribers. 4Issues now available.
POSTE VE FEEDBACK.

This cone type of feedback that we are not entirely agenstl Positive Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode Society with aspirations towards greatness, not unlike the great underground magazines of the 1970'111 Is aquarterty publication of zany, controversial commentary,
by in-house writers, members, as well as venous Industry doyens on the subjects of music,
audio, technology and the quest for musical satisfaction. Ifor one, think it is an excellent read
and provides agood alternative view to most of the established press. which tends to view the
world in the context of what new products is available ri.ght now, without givIng much perspective backwards We have several back Issues available of Positive Feedback and-the latest Issue is
just off the press and all are available a107.00 per issue. Yours truly is aregular contrrbutor to
PF. what better reason to subscnbe7

Group Care ryificalry 16Hz to 50KHz mInus 15dB. stnpwoun double C-cores made from the best
available filcon steel laminatron. these outputs will compare ro re Man favourably wrIn the best available types Irom days gone by and from other current sources Ike PartrIdge. Tango. Tamura etc.
Group Duse Audro Not -silver wire. need Isay more]]
SpectlIcations.
PP. Push- Pull PPP0 Parallel Push- Pull SE Smote-ended PSE kSingle-ended Parallel UL
tres 43% ultralmear taps, as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of UL-taps, as we consoler
these detriment to sound quality " Dynaco replacement

All primary impedances are calculated for Class A Mention .1
11 the main consiaerahon giver to
maximum dynamic power transfer ability and minimum dolorbon rather than meaningless steady
state sine- O, squarewave conditions
All our single-ended output transformers are artgapped. and he maximum standIng current allowed

before saturation is shown In column 5.
All our output transformers are tested to insulation levels of minimum 3.000 volts. all 211/R45 outputs are insulated to 5Ky hash, every transformer is tested to this level of insulation.

We generally overspeifify our transformers try 50% power in Push- Pull (frIfich means that atransformer stated as 25 watts will allow about 35-38 wan peaks our single-ended outputs are generally
over specified by 100%. which means that they will instantaneously allow peaks of double the given
mammum power through undistorted, this is necessary due to the better clean behaviour of the
single-ended stage.
We do not eve any turner technical rnformaten on our output transformers as we do not wish to
products are deal
to [ Mena MO are and sell be underIl
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below, we otter adesign service where we can
supply almost any requirement for wedeband transformers, whether tor microphones, moving
coil cartridges. line input phase splitter, interstages, driver or power output. we design and

manufacture prototypes in-house, the cost for the paper design us £200.00. prototype cost is
calculated on aper case basis We can also produce production quantifies.
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LISTENER MAGAZINE.

71.1841110

Here is areview based music and hill magazIne that Ireally much reading ( toeether with F7 and
Audio Adventurer), the music reviews are amongst the very best in the business, the equipment
reviews not far behind. This Is worthwhile and existIng addition to the avarlable opinrons on
music and equipment and at only £4.00 per copy agood investment. The Lrstener Is apocket
sized quarterly publication, 4issues are available at the moment.
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The Audio Adventure.
Another good ollemofive to It. xstoblish-d mogozims, still de loping ond not afford to toi' o
controversial slant-, has two of my 'muffle writers on Oren staff. Myhs Astor ond Dom B
th- Hill Hussy, so get acopy and see for yourself.
COMPLETE KITS.
KIT ONE 30013 single ended 9watts Class k stereo chassis. cost C799.00 incl. Vat Order Code
AN-KITAGI

KIT TWO 6550 sIngle-ended. 15 watts Class A. on astereo chassis, cost £ 599.00 incl. Vat Order
Code AN- KIT-002
KIT THREE 3008 parallel single-ended, mono chassis, 16/17 watts Class A, cost £ 1,550.00 mcl
Vat Order Code
AN- KIT-003
KIT FOUR6V6 push pull. 10 watts Class A. stereo chess's. cost £ 249.00 Ind Vat. Order Code
AN- KIT-004
KIT FIVE will be respecderfig Ins proven impossible to release a2111145 lut due to Me high voltage
Problema
KIT SIX 3008 single-ended. 7/8 wags Class A. stereo chassis, expected cost £ 449 00 includIng valves
and Vat, this will be our "entrypornt£ or £gateway£ to single-ended triode bliss or rock and roll. if you
prefer Fspected available October 1996.
11 you are in doubt aslo whether akit project is sugable for you, we suggest you spend f10.00 on buyIng the Instruchons for the KIT ONE single 30013 amplifier this will give you agood Idea whether akit
protect is for you a you decide to buy akit then the E10 00 will be refunded against the cost of the
kit ya the other lots become available their instruction manuals will also be available al P1000 each.
We have the Kit One instructions available in English German and Italar please spicily when ordering
AUDIO MOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
We are In the process of burlding up four separate ranges of Audio Not Output transformers. ineder to
offer the best possible outputs at different pncepoints. they will fall into four calegones.
A9 Economy range. where the pncequahly relatronshrp ma carefully calculated to ensure audio quahh In
acompact package initially we will only be offering 3singleended output transformers in this range.
push-pull outputs are under development as well
61 Mid price range which are the output transformers already on otter we have made acouple of
additions to this range, since the last fist
Cl High Quality range Mrs will be arange of double C-core outputs for single-ended cIrcurts exclusively, no push-pull outputs wril be offered unless demand requires it Again 3offerings Initially
11) Super High Ouality range, all-silver wired outputs of the best possibly quality when Isay best possIble. Ido not mean to say that these e'er outputs will be as good as the sliver output transformers
handwound by Audio Note in Japan they wont but then agam they do not carry the price tag erther ,
The quality cifieria for group Aare 20Hz to 20KHz - 1to - 15013. they are IF cored with silicon steel
laminatrons and are suppled with frames and solder tags. which writ allow good aude quality at Me
cost The main cost saving ben the use ot asmaller core specified to the exact power level required,
rather than overspeififying by 50 or 100%, as we do on Group Bthe wInding quality and copper wire
is the same.

Group Bare typically 20Hz to 40K111 minus 1 . 5d8, IE cored with high quality silicon steel laminations,
wound won oxygen-free copper vare and supplied with either bell-ends or frames always wIth flying
leads.
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We also have amanstransformer choke kit for the WE91 power amplifier as shown in Sound
Practices, thrs combined with our single-ended output transformers with 3KOhm primary imp dance, will make avery fine rephca of this classic amplifier total cost £420.40 per set.
We now also have the facility to make any marnstransformer to your specification, as long as ou
order minimum 2pea. they can be suppled with solderlags. flying leads. frames or bell- ends Ask
Ion quote.
On amore general note. it is Important to understand the specohsed nature of the design and
manufacture of transformers for audio equement in most Industrial applications the men criteria
are cost.weght or longevity, an audio manstransformer also have to have good regulation under
load must run cool and generate no mechanical noise or migration, produce no excessive stray
magneto fields etc etc., apretty tall order, when one consolers that the cost also has to be reasonable. So no matter where you order your mains transformer remember that It should conform
to the above Werra, so sourly this when you order As ageneral rule we do not recommend potted transformers, as all our hsterfing tests have shown these to sound less clear, than unpotted
equivalents' Iknow it does not look as good, but to us sound quality rs everything
1.••••
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Here saproduct group !net yudo not see adverfisea every dayl vs usual we start small wan the
inter ion to grow quickly.
On offer initially is apre-amplif en output transformer, dshould be sable in my riend Dieg
Nude WOT ( Wrth Output Tran former) pre-amplifier from Sound Practices, we hall be usi git in
the forthcoming M3 pre-amplifier. Silver wired versions eth nickel cores are under preparabon,
as are more interstage and Input transformers.
These handmade signal capacitors are sonically superior to any of the plastic or other pape types
we have come across If you have never experienced the difference that areally good paper oil
capacitor can make in avalve amplifier. Men you really should try Our specially made pape iorl
caps have alife, colour, lack of harshness and evenness of dynamic behaviour across the In qvnncy ranne, which ma guaranteed to brighten up your day! Recommended as replacements iold
and new valve amplifiers alifie ( and even mn the odd tranifistor amplifier) and essential for DIY
projects. In line wIth envaonmental standards. all AUDIO NOTE paper in oil capacitors cont in
only non-toxic, biodegradable vegetable oil, the paper is aspecially treated and impregnate by a

method that enhances longevity and sound quality, to ensure optimum performance all round. As
you MI see we are slowly incorporating solid 9099% pure saver leadouts on this range of paper
in oil capacitors as well. In common with the copper and saver foil types There are several new
values available, including the 2.2mF/50 volt caps made for speaker crossovers and the

156mF/200 volt Ratable for solid state amps, we have also added some values suitable for RIPA
equalong networks, and the odd feedback loopl Unfortunately new EEC environmental laws are
pushing up the cost of manufacturing all the paper in oil capacgors, and we have had to Increase
the prices by between 20% and 90% to compensate for thrs rn afew cases more than that, the
smaller values are hardest fat as you would expect when you levy astandard charge per capacitor,
due to necessary but not inexpensive aclean envaonment requirements.
Iam all for protecting the envaonment and not lust against bad sounding amplifiers ( I) regardless of this. the Auer, Note paper In oil capacgors remen the prenfium choice for single-ended
triode amplification.
To brege the price and performance gap between the alumimum foil and copper Ical capacers
we are introduifing arange 01110 foil paper in oil capacitors, available from now.
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Please note. our 3008s are manufactured in China by Golddragon/Shuguang. but are tested -house under
real venung condrt ons to parameters somewhat more stnn nt triar yothennse done No they do not
sound quite as good as °node' Western Electric or RCA 'sor STC4300AS, nor do they carry me same
premium once, please consider the lollowmg, unleksyou have absolutely Ions of money or yuhappen to
!lave them in your tfic. do not consider original 3œ6'k eis in most cases lar better to orvet the money o
more permanent features of he amplifier protect, like better output transformers better sigh) caps or the
like, valves wear ot, better quality passive components last much longer. Aparr ol orrery] WE 3008's cost
al least £ 1,200 00. on agood day. so instead of being obsessed by gettng the best valves at ny price.
think in terms of a overall price compromrse, you can get some fabulous sounding passives components
for the deference cost between aparr of Chinese or Russtan 3008's and Me Impel WE's, nd nets the
Audio Note - VIAC AV3008's which in most cocues sound much better than even the oldest M's d
becomes even less advantageous lo use ongmal output valves So lor the sake of priority fist look to
improve the hernia ent side of your amplifier then invest in the best vanes available in current supply and
then if you win the lottery revile with originals if you are truly desperate to find out what on sounds like!
One hung is guard teed the best WE 300B's will contribute, always consider that when you plan your pro'
rol or revalue your existing amplifier
Resistors
We endeavour to clock the entire El2 range of all the deferent resistors that vie stock, except the lowest
ohmic vales which are extremely costly. as arule we do not stock values below 100HkIs or above 3143
Whrist we always try to rave every single El 2value in stoc, this cannot be guaranteed delivery, especially
on Me 110100s and tantalum film resistors can be very long indeed, however, since most are used mour
production of finished products, there will generally be stock available vnthrn 4weeks
hyschbp
We offer three quality levels of resistor quality, all are 1%. starting writ, the Beyschlag metalfilm, which are
slightly magnetic ( as are the vast majority of other makes of metal frIrn resistors), but nonetteless very
good sounding, as used in ad our OK mude amplifiers up to and including quality Level 3. the
IlEISHU/P3IP4. 3008 noleedback rinde amOders.
BeyscAlaq 1watt 1% resistors up to 5COKOhm. £ It, above s000nm o
H
13 each
otco
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AUDIO NOTE SELECTED AUDIO VALVES
Our valves are tele ted from the be tavailable sources and are tested to the same stringent standards that we apply in the production of our own ampldiers. they fall Into two catargones. standard
production ferns and rare. mosey NOS New Old Stock) valves which are no longer in produchon
We have compled special hst of NOS items which Is available against astamped serf addressed
envelope, dyou ru outside the UK. send USS2.00. You should be aware that the valves are on this
list are NOT cheap, but we have stock of onginal GE. RCA and United Electronics 211, both standard
versons and rennorced anode type for the US adorce. 845 Westinghouse, VT25/10/10Y.
VT62/80114', WE300B. STC4300A, Mallard GZ34/CV1377. Tungsol 5U4G ( best sounding 5U4G Ihave
ever heard!). Chatham 5R4WGY and many others.
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Beller sound quality can be achieved we the H2. 1watt. IX non-magneto resistors, which we regard as
the best Industnal grade" metalldm resistors available They have one small drawback, as they are quite
Iragde, and require careful handling, do nor bend the legs to close to the body ROLCO resistors are sensitive creatures and become nesy very easily The HOLCO resetors values in stock are. 100, 10130, 121,
15R, 18R. 22E, 27E, 33E, 09E, 47E, 500, 56R, 68E, 821. 10011, 12011, 150R. 18014. 2200, 2700. 33011.
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1800. 2200, 2700, 300K. 3301(. 390K, 3920 4700, 500K, 560K, 6200,6800. 820K, 1180. 1145. 3183.
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Based around the lastly famous 30013 deed ly heated rinde, we see this kills the 101100UCII0l1
to real Audio Ampineaten. as 11 covers all the important aspects of design necessary, SingleEnded W.Feedbadt Class A. Dorectly Heated Triode. to become amember of this exclusive
dub of ampiners
Kit One has one 30013 per channel runong at 420 volts with 75mA current gong 9/10 walls of
the cleaned power you will ever hear, the inputstage consists ol a6SN7GT well a5687 double
incde driver stage running in SAPP. The powersuppty is acapacworohotreoapacator with a
5U4G HT rechher. the heaters are AC heated. Component quality is similar lo our Level 2finsired products. AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal capacnors. Beyschlag 1wan 1 % melathlm
resistors, good quality electrolytes ( sorry NO Ella. Gatesli and asimple attractove stereo
chassis in grey panhvork. Protecting cover is extra We have several upgrade kits uadable for
Kit One, ask lor details
Pnce£799 00 eel Vat. Whet) Includes all whies ( yes. also the 2e3008 needed) but not
postage/packing which to UK customers is E 12.00. topcover£99 00 extra Kit One is also
evadable with apolished chrome chassis and chromed translormer bell-ends, this makes the
Kn One areal stunner Add I200 00. to total 999 00. The Kn One is available now
KIT ONE ORDER CODE AN.KIT-001
The en One has recently been awarded the late The Greatest Aude Bargain of Me Twentieth
Century' by Dek Olsher lea-Slereoptine) in areview on the Internet, not badl
Krt Two lealures aongle 6550 terode running in Single- Ended mode, peldIng some 17 watts
of pure Class A. valve recipe HT tor the output stage, stereo chassis, and 6SN7GT input and
581aefECC82 SRPP driver stage. componenlry and chassis as Kit One KIT Two is curtenthi
only evadable without vahms for £ 570.30 incl. UK Vat Cused with Chinese 6550s no deem
for faults in powersupply or output transformers will be accepted ,"
Pnce£599 00 incl. Val, includes valves. but not postage/packing. cover 08211241E 99.00.
With polished chrome chassis and chromed bell- ends on the transtormers. £ 759.00.
KR TWO ORDER CODE: AN-KIT-002
The AUDIO NOTE KR THREE.
Kr? Three features 2s3008 per channel running in single- ended parallel yielding 16/17 wans
in pure Class A, this len is on two mono chassis with valve rectified HT supplies. no signal
feedback, Iuses a6SNIGT chuble node as input valve and apair of 5687 double hones
running in SRPP as Moors. The KIT THREE Is essentially amono versen 01 the KIT ONE with
double the power, the same component choices and on two chassis' instead ot one

The KIT FOUR is really our introducien to vehe amplifier kit building, circuit and power supply
mounted on one single prime] circe board with two OTO type push ,pull output transform ,
ers, all mounted n asmall PI SE type chess's, covenng everythng, so nobody will be able to
see that you have succumb to the lure 01 the valve amphhey which is sweeping the world The
Cireud consists of two 6V6GT tetrodes running in Push ,Pull class A. yielding about 10 watts,
driven by a6SN7GT and aECC83 input stage Easy to build, even for the beginner
A kit loosely based on the AUDIO NOTE 147Tube pre.amOdier circuit is now available, innerly
we offer nin 3versions, with tie baso version. Verson One consistIng ot only the enstructon
manual, the trackless PC boards tor hardwinng the orcun, the mains transformer and the
choke costing£9900 inclusive of 06 lrat The trackless PC Boards are avertable a1049 95.
Version Two, includes versen one with the addition of aset ol base components, Beywhlag
resistors. Readers*. Polyester signal caps, standard electrolytes, standard valve bases but
no valves, Noble frame volume and balance controls with PCB, input sockets wIth PCB, output
sockets we PCB. but no chassis, at acost of £ 19900.
Version Three, adds the valves 14 aECC83/12AX7WXT. 21 ECC82 and 1I6X4R) and the
chassis, and upgrades the volume and balance pots lo Noble encapsulated types. A complete
prwamplther Mt of the highest qualny at £ 299 00 inclusive of 06 Vat at 17 5%
hersons otlering more sophisticated components will be introduced when we have enough
parts in stock to support them, the most obeous upgrade would be to replace the Roederstein
polyester with Md. Note paper- in-oil caps, either aluminium toil or copper toil and combine
that with Audio Not tantalum film resistors. Aude Note silver wiring wire, change the RIAA
vahms to 6072N1 2.7's or use 6SN7WGTA Sylvania ( Philips/ECG) instead of Itte ECC82's
(please note that you need aOffered line board loth.). further rm.... Cen be Mho.
duced with Ceralines or Black Gates, saver signal caps, copper chassis etc
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AUDIO NOTE ( UK) LIO. Urn C Peacock Industrial Estate. Lyon Close 125-127. Denuder Road Hove INS
ISG, East Sussex, England Tdethone 01273 220511 16 Wiest. Par 01273 731498 Dried line lo sales
01273 770778 SPAIN. please contact. Audelde. Chia Arnaros &I. 46004 Valencia. Spain Tel 63 33 11 56,
1056374 4301
DENMARK, please coated Audb Consud. H C Oerstedsvet 42.1879 fredenksberg C. Denmark. Tel 35
37 3680 Fax 35 37 35 84
RUSSIAN Federaban, please contact ESOTERICA Ltd IN 095 91/ 4385. Fax 095 917 8762
HUNGARY please contact, MOST Aide, 54 U Radait %dal-I-1092 Budapest, HUNGARY, TeVia 01
215 2612
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As mentioned earlier, we are developing arange ol complete Ws. lo give those of you who
have the ability. but do not have the time to develop aproject traer the ground, so to speak
border to be able to otter the best possible quality price relationship the kns we offer will be
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this when you order Please note titrai no copper pre.ampiner lid is cunently available for
Chassis 2.
From time to Irme we will have more damaged or scratched chassis's. Ayou are not bothered
about the Wish or general appearance. or you Wend to refinish the chassis anyway. you can
have one of these for 50% of Me above pocos, just thought you should know, so inquire it this
is of interest
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Several upgrade kns am available for Kit Three as well, ask for details
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HOLLAND please canted.. de Jong Components. Langdonkenstraal 11. - 5605 LV lindhown. Holland.
Tel CHO 257 4744, Fax 040 257 4984
USA please coded, Angela Instruments, IMO. Guktford Road. Sude 309, Annapolis Janet. MD
20701, TN: 301 05 0451. Fax: 301 725 8823
ITALY please m71.1'10010 MOTE ITALIA Sp 70 Vu F. Leak 20014 Nernano, ( MI). Tel 0331 415 430
Fa. 0331 587 661
FRANCE please contact,Triode dCa. 23-25. BOUlevird de EYSer. F-75017 Pans, Tel 14574 6930, Fax 1
4574 6940
BELGIUM phase contact Tube Audio Philosophy BOBA, Kontebsesleenweg 101. 2630 Aartsetaar,
Belgium Tel 03 458 4848 Fax 03 457 8520
CANADA, ONTARIO please contact Barry Falcon Falcon Audio Electrones. 7723 Yonge Street, OW
Thornhill, Ont Canada. 131 361. Tel 905 881 5290, tao 935 731 9708
GERMANY please contact Volght Audio Sortent Allenharner Strum 20. 0 65779 Kelkheenfts.
Germany. Tel 06195 61003, Fu 06195 64870
YUGOSLAVIA please contact KORATO Systems, Kumanovska 20, 11000 Belgrade. Yagoda. Tebfax
011 439976
MALAYSIA, please contact 5.0A Audio SON BAD. First Floor. 1118. City Square Centre, Jalan Tun Rank,
50400 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysta Tel 03 264 8180, Fax 03 264 8190
PO 18 11 1996

for sale trade
Analogue
Productions:
CBS/ Sony
.
,astersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab.
Chesky; Proprius; East Wind:
•
Three blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos.
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K.
Bainbridge; Telarc; Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; HyPer 10 n.
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings,
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest: Cardas. DCC.
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space.
Mercury Living Presence; OJC; Steeplechase; Super
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson; Alligator.
BIS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Dorian; ECM; Elektra; EMI,
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi; In & Out; Island; London; Linn.
Lyrita; Mapleshade; MCA; North Star Records; Polygram.
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet; GRP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo.
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History Of
Recorded Sound; Bind Pig; Minor: Gecko; Gift Horse;
Catalogue $5.
Karnei; Rhino; Rounder...

Music Mill

e

liÇOUSTIC SOURS

Information/ Order:
(913) 825-8609
Fax: (913) 825-0156
Box 2043. Salina, KS 67402-2043, U.S.A.

e

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
modify or re-align any high-end equipment. IVe can
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
component.. .ind can also otter a ,
matching

>en

Esped only the best

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7%2

I
A

HiFi advice that's always worth listening to.

0131 - 555 3963
ALCHEMIST FORSETI INTEGRATED AMP
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
DPA RENAISANCE AMP

£650

£250
£350

CASTLE HOWARDS MONTHS OLD
AUDIO INNOVATIONS LI PRE
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD

£700
£230
£745

DPA 200 SPRE/PWR

£750

CASTLE CHESTERS

£350

QUAD ESL 63's
RESP ONE'S

£1050
£600

NAP 140 ( NAIM)
MARK LEVINSON POWER AMP

£350
£ 1600

lOom-6orn • MONSAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH ERS 50G

Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

TiseNCYZ

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS

F&S Transformers.
Tel/Fax (+ 44) 0121 321 3357

M AD1SOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
1.-M IMAM. 01:4

elenet'A -ee
Q

a tea 11

er7-

seas

Solee Inductors

ECLIRSIE -

roux poly

Skaaning

4,Loudspeakers

M AUDICr

DIEFLEK
ACOUSTIC PANELS

SLEDGEHAMMER

v

ir6

LEF1P
SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH V ISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL; 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundfeititi.com
Web Page: httn:/vnvve.itia.com/madisound
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

and all
connecting cables, UK postage).

TAURUS SYSTEMS
44 BOULTWOOD ROAD, LONDON E6 400

REV

Ilk

LVER

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required
for high profile, well reviewed

Callers welcome by appointment

REVOLVER UK LTD
Telephone 0044 161 973 0505

Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

Fax 0044 161 905 1965
=}

SOLID SILVER
LUpgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/
m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

Buy-Sell-Trade
Clean, Tested,

Guaranteed

High End & Vintage Audio
Equipment, Manuals, Parts -Since 1979
Featuring products from: Accuphase, Accurus,
AR, Adcom, Air Tight, Altec, Apogee, Aragon,
Audio Alchemy, Audio Control, AudioDuest, Audio
Research, B&K, B&W, CAL, Cardas, Carver,
Cary, Classe, conrad-johnson, Counterpoint,
Crown, dbx, Dahiquist, Denon, Dunlavy, Duntech,
Dynaco, Fairchild, Fisher, Golden Tube, HK,
Hafler, Heath, Infinity, JBL, Jensen, Joseph
Audio, KEF, Klipsch, Krell, Levinson, Lexicon,
Magnepan,
Magnum-Dynalab,
Marantz,
Martin-Logan, McIntosh, Mesa, Perreaux. Phase
Linear, Platinum, PS Audio, Proac, Proceed,
Quad, Rotel, Rowland, Sequerra, Spectral,
SOTA, Soundcraftsman, Sound- Lab, Stax:
Sunfire, Tandberg, Tannoy, Theta, Thiel, VAC,
VTL, VPI, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Wadia,
Western- Electric,
Wilson &
many more.

AUDIO CLASSICS
Limited

FREE condensed catalogue!
8AM-5PM FT M- F

Fax: 607-865-7222

41

Call 0171-473-5502 for details.
(Price includes modification, psu

British loudspeaker range.

607-865-7200

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

the TAURUS DIGITAL SUPPLY can be fitted for £250

For further details, contact David O'Malley

El

Valve Transformers

YOUR CD PLAYER OR TRANSPORT CAN
BE BE77ERT For more detail and asmoother sound

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 1WE

•Circuit: Push- Pull 300B
•Power throughput: LF 12Hz - 20 watts 6Hz - 13w
HF 23kHz - 20w. 46kHz - 13w
•Resonant frequency: 126 kHz
•Transformer distortion: 0.1% at 100Hz 20w
•Dimensions: 96 80' 86mm

NEW CD PLAYER
UPGRADE

www.audioclassics.com
34 Gardiner Place, Post Office Box 176 HEN,

Walton, NY 13856 USA

M -SSMSMS

IVANTED & FOR SALE
EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE HIFI
TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PTE, RCA VrTAVOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AdANTIC, SME ETC.
ALSO WAN'l 1.1) - AUDIO VALVES BY:
MULLARD, °SRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.
CLASSIQUE SOUNCS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,
LEICESTER 1E2 IICIE TEL/FAX: 01 16 2835821
OR 0802 213740 MOBILE - ANYTIME

"intone Audio

SELECTED USED EQUIPMENT AND SPECIALOFFERS

Arcam Alpha 5Pl. CD Player ( Special Often: ( new)
Amam Delta 250 Transport
( used)
A&R A60 Amplifior
( used)
Arcam Alpha 6 ( updated 5+) CD i'layer ( used)
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
(
ex dem)
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amplifier ( used)
Acoustic Energy AEI Speakers/Suinds ( used)
Creek CAS4040/2 Amplifier
( used)
Creek CAS 304()Taner
( used)
Cyrus 2/PSX Amplifier
( used)
Delta PDM 1/2 DAC
(
used)
Grant P100/6100MC/GIOOPV Valve Amps ( used)
Infinity Emit K Speakers inc. swills ( white) ( used)
Jamo 70(X) THX Speaker System
( ex dem)
KEF 107/2 Speakers
(used)
Krell KSAI00 Power Amplifier
( used)
Linn LPI2/LVX Turntable
( used)
Lumley REF PP70 Paxsive Pre Amplifier ( ex dem)
Meridian 501 Pre Amplifier
(
used)
Meridian 203 DAC 5
( used)
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
(
es dem)
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
( used)
Mark Levinson ML1I Power Amplifier ( used)
Micoamega Stage One CD Player
( ex dew)
Musical Fidelity TI Tuner
( used)
Musical Fidelity 30 Pre Amplifier ( used)
Musical Fidelity The Pre Amp
( used)
Nakamichi LX3 Cassette Deck
(
used)
Nakamichi BX100E Cassette 1)eck
( used)
Naim NAC 72 Pm- Amplifier
( used)
Naim NAP110 Power Amplifier ( used)
Naim 32/90 Pre Power Amplifier ( used)
Naim NAC 32/5 Pre Amplifier
(
used)
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
( ex dem)
Quad 66 Pie Amplifier
hised)
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
( ex dem)
Quad (,6 Pre Amplifier
( ex dem)
Quad 44/306 Amplifier
(
used)
Revox A76 FM Tuner
( used)
RCF 40001 Wide Screen Projector ( ex dem)
Ruark Equinox Speakers
( used)
Ruark Paladin Speakers
( ex dem)
Rega ELA Speaker,.
( used)
Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Record,'
Mud)
Technics SLP2(
CD Player
( used)
Yamaha DSP970 Pro Logic Amplifier ( used)
Yamaha DSP2070 Pro Logic Amplifier ( used)

299.95
495.00
95.00
395.15)
699.00
400.00
700.00
150.00
120.00
395.00
340.00
700.01)
450.00
1500.(X)
1900.00
1600.00
450.00
200.(K)
475.(X)
250.00
595.00
520.00
1000.(X)
449.00
130.00
220.(X)
150.00
295.01)
195.00
450.00
300.00
450.00
295.00
599.00
595.00
259.95
629.95
350.00
220.00
3995.15)
1200.00
799.00
350.00
495.15)
600.00
495.00
750.00

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167

Fax 0191 477 2771
115

dastyled
MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED

RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

CLASS AUDIO
Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.
Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.

MICRO SEIS 000-1000 turntable excellent £595

GENESIS Model III speakers. MINT

£2495

KOETSU Onyx MC Phono cartridge £495

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT

£3695

Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity wired
phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of electronics to
come onto the market for adecade. The Manticore Mistral is

HOYO Reference Turntable (Large Motors) £4695

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1MINT

TEAC P700 CD Transport MINT/Boxed £695

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 2-ax Speakers ( rosewood) £195

AUDIO NOTE DAC 4MINT/Boxed

£3995

PRO- AC Response One 5' (ex demo)

£995

CLEARAUDIO Insider Cartridge (Low Hours)

£1995

PRO-AC Tablette 50 ( rosewood)

£615

B&W 808 Loudspeakers

£1995

HAFLER XL600 Power Amplifier

£995

EMT TSD15 MC Cartridge New /Boxed

£995

designed for the highest resolution systems and will be priced at
about £1,450 when it is officially launched later in the year but
there are asmall number of Beta field-testing units still available
at less than half price. Highly recommened.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products

£
995

OUAD 405 Mk11 Power Amplifier MINT

£
200

ION SYSTEMS Nexus SPI pre 8, X-PAK 2psu

MUSICAL FIDELITY 2A pre-amp with phono

£
250

ION SYSTEMS Nexus MA400 Mono Power Amps £

LUX MAN CL32 pre-amp with phono stage £595

APOGEE Caliper Loudspeakers

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier. £1295

£950

STUDER A807 Pro, tape recorder MINT

£3750

CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier Eight valve Monos

£
8995

00010 RESEARCH LS2b Hybrid Line Pre (£3398) 52250
SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands

£650

MANDRAKE Cable Balanced 1.5mtr set

£395

MANDRAKE Cable Balanced 0.5mtr set

£195

MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 watt stereo amp

£3195

ROGERS LS7T speakers Black ash

£350

STANDESIGN Speaker stands new/unused £95

20%

off new HEYBROOK Quartet speakers
and stands (£840) - £672

CORNARD 401 turntable in Slate Plinth

£395

AVI S2000 MA Power Amplifier

£350

AUDIO RESEARCH D-115 Mk11 Valve Power amp

£
995

ORTOFON MC25FL phono cartridge NEW

£
210

NEW Clearaudio Cartridges

Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.

SONUS FABER Elector speakers & slate stands £1295

Signature 0495) only £999

Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.

MARTIN LOGAN Aerius hybrid loudspeakers £1295

Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Source, Input Design, JBE.

CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
email: manticore@dial.pipex.com
Web site: http://dialspace.dialpipex.com/manticore/
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

Mark Levinson 20.5 monoblocks
Krell KSA 250
Audio Research 0125 ( balanced)
Audio Research M300
Krell KMA 100 monoblocks
Gryphon S100
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Krell KSA 100 Mk11
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Primare 202 monoblocks
Lumley ST 70
Jadis Defy 7MkIll
Beard 506 Pre-amp and
Beard M70 Mk11 monoblocks
Yves Cachet AL3 valve 75 wpc
Linn Kaber Active Cards
Quad 405 Mk11
LFD PAWLS'
VTL Manley 225 monoblocks
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
Audiolab 8000 Px2
Naim Nap 250
Naim Hi-Cap
Audio Research SP11
Gryphon Bel-Canto
McCormack ALD-1 Line/phono
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS 5Mk11
Audio Research BL- 1
Adyton Modus
Audiolab 8000C Mk11
Audiolab 8000C
C.A.T. SL- ILine/phono
Krell KSL
Audiolab 8000 0
McCormack TLC- 1
Audio Research SP14
Naim Nac 72
Naim Nac 62
Exposure 14 + 9 ( pre + psu)
Exposure 11 + 12 ( pre + psu)
Exposure 19 pre-amp
Tesserac Tala
Musical Fidelity Chronos
Musical Fidelity MVX
Musical Fidelity MX
Audio Research SP15 MKI
Wilson Watt System 5.1
Apogee Mini Grand + DAX
Martin Logan Aerius

mint
mint
mint
mint
mint

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h

mint
mint
mint
mint
mint
mint
mint

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h

s/h
mint s/h

£6500
£3250
£1995
£4995
£1895
£2995
£8995
£1495
£2395
£2295
£2995
£1395
£3250

mint s/h £1495
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £225
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £2995
mint s/h £1695
mint s/h £499
mint s/h £695
mint s/h £325
mint s/h £1295
mint s/h £1995
as new £895
mint s/h £1295
mint s/h £3250
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £ 1395
mint s/h £350
mint s/h £250
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £1295
mint s/h £695
as new £695
mint/sh £1495
mint/sh £425
mint/sh £250
mint s/h £1495
mint s/h £695
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £1195
mint s/h £950
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £1995
mint s/h £11195
mint s/h £3995
mint s/h £1395

Alon V MkI
KEF 103.4
Apogee Diva + DAX
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Thiel C.S 1.2
Ensemble PAI-Silver bi wire
U.K.D. Callas special edition
Sonos Faber Concertino
Heybrook Heystack
Apogee Dueta Signatures
Mission 753
Linn Kabers
Meridian M1
Tannoy 0700 ( Definition, Rosewood)
TDL Reference Standard
Proac Response 2
Quad ESL 63 ( Rosewood)
Duntech Crown Princes
Wadia 16
Denon DCD Si
Theta Data 2 / Pro Gen Ill AT+T,
balanced
Theta Data Basic transport
Krell Studio 2
Accuphase DP70 V
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
Roksan DP- ITransport
Linn Karik/Numerik
Kenwood DP-X9010
Krell SBP 64x
P.S. Audio Ultralink
McCormack DAC-1
Wadia 8transport
Wadia 15 DAC
Meridian 563
Basis Ovation
Riere Lurne JI/SL5
Linn LPI2 / ITTOK
Linn LPI2 / Cirkus / 1TTOK / K18
Linn Ekos
Dynavector XXI Low o/p
Audio Note ANSI
Tesserac phono stage mm/mc
Koetsu Urushi
Kuzma STAB1 / STOG1 reference
Revox B261 tuner
Lynx Tuner
Transparent Ultra Cable
Mana Tables various
VPI TNT Wheaton III

SONY Espirit TA-E900 Pre-amp Excellent

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER

Gamma S ( C550) only £399

£
995

APOGEE Centaur Minor Loudspeakers

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!

£
595

McINTOSH C28 Pre amp MINT

FOR AN- UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST:

£795

hdp://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htm

ROTE) 07 Series 11 Loudspeakers£75

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER

TRANSPARENT Ref. Interconnect 15'st. pair £1595

AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED

TRANSPARENT Ultra bi-wire sp. cable 12'set £2195
TRANSPARENT Phono Cable 2.5 mtrs

VISA

FOR SALE

£395

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
e-mail:heatherdal@aol.com
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001, FAX, 019031372234

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint silt
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h

1E3

£2750
£650
£3995
£4995
£895
£995
£1995
£695
£450
£395
£1495
£450
£995
£595
£ 1495
£2195
£1395
£1495
£1995
£5995
£2495

mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £1495
mint s/h £ 1795
mint s/h £2295
mint s/h £595
mint silt £695
mint s/h £ 1595
mint s/h £250
mint s/h £3500
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £695
mint s/h £1995
mint s/h £1995
mint s/h £395
as new £3495
mint s/h £2250
good/cond. £395
mint s/h £795
good/cond. £595
as new £595
mint s/h £150
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £1295
mint s/h £1495
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £295
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
mint s/h £1995

more

CHOICE
We are delighted to announce our
success in obtaining the following
carefully selected agencies
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, SME, VPI,
ROCKPORT, GAMMA, TRILOGY,
Van den Hul, XL0, STRAIGHT WIRE,
SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom/dem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

Vintage Audio

The
Co
The Wall, West Drive, Lodge Road, Hurst, Berkshire UK, RG10 OSG
Tel ( 0044) 1189 321 612
Fax ( 0044) 1189 340 717
VALVE TUBES
We have a large inventory of Valves/Tubes hum original man lilac tin cr's as follows
POWER

£

POWER

POWER

£

POWER

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

LAC h

Tubes

Each

Tubes

EL33

12

EL34

30

EL35

12

EL37

30

EL84

6

EL86

10

2A3

34

6A3

32

6B4G

32

4-300B

78

211

85

805

66

KT66

68

KT88

86

6550C

22

807

8

811

18

812

28

813

28

815

22

808

30

12E1

14

11E12

36

13E1

90

6L6G

12

7581A

15

7591

38

DA41

14

DA42

28

DA100

675

PX4

86

PX25

130

PT25

130

CV4060

38

CV6045

90

VISOS

700

POWER

£

PRE-AMP

PRE-AMP

£

£

PRE-AMP

£

POWER

£

PRE-AMP

PRE-AMP

£

£
Each

PRE-AMP £

£

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

ECC81

5

ECC82

7

ECC83

18

ECC88

s

E8B

12

EI8OCC

3

E9OCC

12

A2900

28

6J5GT

5

6SN7GT

6

6SL7GT

12

ECC32

20

ECC33

20

ECC34

18

ECC35

18

M8137

22

CV4003

12

CV4004

14

EF86

15

6BR7

16

5814A

5

CV4122

5

12BH7

12

12BY7

9

RECTIFIER £

RECTIFIER £

RECTIFIER £

RECTIFIER £

RECTIFIER £

RECTIFIER £

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

Tubes

Each

5U4G

7

5R4

7

5Z4

4

U52

12

U19

10

GZ33

7

GZ34

14

GZ37

7

EZ80

2

EZ81

3

EZ90

2

866A

20

Order any 4 Power Tubes, 4Pre-Amp Tubes, and 1Rectifier and get a 10% discount
Note! We have many thousands of other Tubes in stock, please call us with your requirements
We also buy valves for cash please call for immediate decision

COMPONENTS
Capacitors! All capacitors are Hand Made Specifically for us and are of the Very Highest Quality Bar None
Price £

Value

600

£1.35

0.001 uf

1000

£0.58

0.02 uf

600

£1.49

0.002 uf

1000

0.05 uf

600

£1.68

0.006 uf

1000

0.1 uf

600

£2.17

1.0 uf

0.22 uf

600

£3.12

20.0 uf

Voltage

0.01uf

Electrolytic Slit Foil

Silvered Mica

Polypropylene

Paper in oil
Value

Voltage

Value

Price £

Voltage

Value

Price £

Voltage

Price £

68 pf

500

£ 1.63

16+16 uf

450

£7.10

£0.64

120 pf

500

£ 1.78

50+50 uf

500

£ 10.62

£0.77

220 pf

500

£ 1.88

220 uf

400

£ 18.40

600

£2.13

470 pf

500

£2.10

470 uf

400

£20.18

600

£5.43

680 pf

500

£2.18

1000 uf

400

£32.96

350 £ 146.30
6000 uf
1000 pf
500 £2.23
£ 14.78 See
note
to
anything else
superior
quality
Len
95m/m.
This
Capacitor
is
of
Aluminium
Can
only.
Dia
65
m/m
comes
in
Note! This Capacitor

0.47 uf

100.0 uf

£4.59

600

600

available anywhere and has been designed by us for use in Tube Power Supplies.
Resistors! Made specifically for us in France with the following specification Metal Oxide Film. Rated at 1500 volts
Value

Watts

IRO TO IM

1

Price £ per 10

Value

£2.20

IRO to 1M

2

Value

Price £ per 10

Watts

Price £ per 10

Watts
3

1R0 to 1M

£2.70

£3.43

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Transformer's! Output transformers are Hand Wound using the Very best quality OFC, Silicon steel and Silver wire lead outs. Shrouds
are supplied in Black Crackle paint finish upright or drop through mounting. Or special order Chrome, Copper, plated (please call for
quote) P/P push pull, SE single ended.
Taps

Watts

Type

Dimensions

Price £ each

8

SE

114x95x110

105

20

SE

114x95x135

128

80

30

SE

114x95x135

144

4-8-16

63

5.8

SE

114x95x100

93

4-8-16

90

50

P/P

114x95x110

108

Sec Ohms

DC m/a

Tube

Inpedance

300B

2K5

4-6-16

211 /VT4C

9K2

4-8-16

so
so

845

11K

4-8-16

KT66

4K5

KT88

5K

40%

CHASSIS
All chassis are made from solid copper 2m/m thick with welded corners and 5m/in hang for bottom plate
Sizes

L.

D.

300x 200x

H.

Price £ each

75

98

L

D.

400x 250x

H.

Price £ each

75

128

L.

D.

450x 350x

H. Price £ each

L.

85

600x 300x

180

D.

H.

Price £ each

100

212

RADIO DESIGNERS HANDBOOK
We have re-printed the famous Langford-Smith Radio Designers Handbook 4th edition. We only have afew copies at £80 per 2volume
set. Bound in black immitation leather gold block A4 size, weight 4.8 kilo's. Only 18 copies left.

TERMS OF TRADE
All prices quoted are FOB UK. Delivery on some items is 10 to 14 days. Payment can be made by credit card, Cheque, or Telegraphic
Transfer. Tubes are warranted as working 100% but not there visual appearance. Minimum order value £100, all prices quoted exclude
delivery and VAT at the prevailing rate.

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.
"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, HiFi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers: highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: • mumm Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper,
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess, that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it, when Iordered one - after all, Ibought it, without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep bass and an authority, Inever heard before from
my records. And believe me, Itried some of the hest turntables around ( Linn LP 12,
Roksan Xerxes). Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it. Iwill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TEILINGER - AUSTRIA

lefedùte 44:4(94- eiáe a dictouseeel

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat @ was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.
THE POWERHOUSE ( ) 1R QUAR7Z REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 773124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY.
THE TABLESTROBE QUAR7Z REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WITH SPEED ADJUSTMENT.
BACKLASH .
SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIAN7? YES.
BRAZEN I 'PGRADE YOUR 1'15111 W1771 OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND 111CRO RIDGF STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® ALSO FOR EMT AND THORENS TD1 24.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY
SME/GARRARD 301 AND 401 CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.
GOLD PHONOS ( PAIR) • GOLD BANANA PLUGS ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE BIG FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE CD FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE SHEET ( 6"x6")
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

FOR INFORMATION, SALES OR DEMONSTRATIONS, SPEAK TO PETER SOPER

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429
E (=)

classified
arms

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

SALE
List
OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE WALL MOUNT VARIOUS ARMBOARDS
VERY RARE BLACK ASH MINT
01.495 Ode £2.500
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER MINT
01.995 elan £4490
SONY 337 ESO CO PLAYER MINT
0295 stand 0500
0195 stand f650
CITATION 18 TUNER AMERICAN ORIGINAL VGC
RESTELL CHALLENGER INTEGRATED »AP MINT
0199
Tex
E799
GOLDIAUND MIMESIS 3POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
f1»5 eland C5.030
MARK LEVINSON MU DUAL MON POWER ARTS MINT
£1995 eland MOO
TANDBERG TPA3039A MK2MCNO POWER AMPS Meg
[ 1.095 stand f2.195
ADCOM GFA 565 Me POWER AMPS BALANCED MINT
£1254 ear.] f2,030
MUSE 8ACTIVE SLA3WOOFER WALNUT MINT
N495 shand N.000
MERINM ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD ANT
£ 95
ter
El .495
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3 SPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK MINT
Ere odder., £2075
SUMO ARM PANIEL SPEAKERS OAK VGC
0795 shard f3.000
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS & STAND MINT
LIBAN eare £3,454
KEE 1022 SPEMERS ROSEWOOD. KURE & MOOS sTANos
f5.95 shed ft.158
JHARFDALE OPTION 14WAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY dWHITE 1OF
ONLY SSPM1ES NAME SUPERB VCG
L1,995 stand PHONE
CARVER AMAZING LOUDSPEAKERS PIANO BLACK
£895 ehand £2330
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT tCD TRANSPORT MINT
01995 stand 03290
PIERRE LuRNE JtMK2 TURNTABLE ESL5 ARM. MINT
01.995 shand f3.900
ORACLE DELPHI MK3 TURNTABLE SUMIKO NTY.3800 MINT
f
1.795 stand L3.40
PASSION PASSIVE PREAMP MINT
f395 stand f620
PASMARE 201P PHONE LINE PREAMP IPAR OF 202 MONO POWER MIPS
AU. IN STAINLESS SUPERB RARE OPPORTUNITY INCLUDING FULL
WARRANTY. MINT
£7,500 exidemo 03.800
MARANTZ CD 65 MK 2SE CD PLAYER MINT
LIES Mnand 0350
GRIFIGN ST PREAMP PLU MC
C2495 stand £5,485
ELECTROCOMPANIET AWI00 DNB BAL AMP
£1235 shard 02.218
ALPHASON SYPHONY TURNTABLE EARM SUPPLY MINT
£ 1299 Mend 52.790
MERKKVI 506 KG 2CD RATER MINT
£725 stand De
AUDIO PLAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS SLACK ASH MINT
1199 shard £ 1.750
THRESHOLD EFT TOE LINE & FET IS PHONO BALANCED MINT
02495 shed £4.920
AUDIO RESEARCH SPel PAEAMP MINT
£ 1.595 shed £3298
PROAC RESPONSE 2SPEMERS VARIOUS WOODS MINT
f195 ederno £ 1.650
AERIAL TOT SPEMERS 6STANDS BLACK MINT
£1.503 edam LE.300
ACCLPHASE DP65 MIAB CO PLAYER DIGI VOLUTE GAL
£3,995 shed f6,803
MOOED DM ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER Mer
01495 seed £4.497
ROWLAND MODEL 5POWER AMP BALANCED VGC
£2.51:0 shed £5250
MERIDIAN 603 MU 2PREAAP SAC REMOTE. MINT
£995 ae/demo £1.750
THRESHOLD PST 10 UNE & PHONO ESUPPLIES. MINT
£ 895 slued £ 250
AUDIO RESEARCH SPA 6402 VALUE WIMP ANT
£ 95 Ned f20:0
PRIMATE ne SERIES PREAMPS d643RO SAPO MINT
£3995 Cud £9750
ANGNEPLANAR 25 ASPEAKERS FOUNDATION STANDS MINT
0995 eand £2200
CELLO STRINGS 4x7METRE LEMNOS TRIWIRE SPEAKER CABLE
GODO SA« RDA »Jo CA STRATS CA OTHER
CISCO shand f7000
ACCuRIA.SE 80 AIL TRANSPORT & SAC MI VOLUME
ANOTHER RARE BEAST. MINT
03995 ehnd BUNDLES
KOETSU REO SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE. MINT
0895 Omni SITAS
AUDIO RESEARCH PII2 BALANCED PHOTO MINT
07995 ehand 02895
PS AUDIO 4PAEAMP & SUPPLY. VGC
£295 shed 0995
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE AMP BLACK MINT
01495 NEW 0250
LUNI.EY ST70 VALVE AMP CHROME MINT
LIBAS NEW ii2303
MERIDIAN M20 ACME SPEAKERS BLACK STANDS
£795 ehand 01403
ALON IV SPEAKERS BLACK MINT
£1895 Mend £3800
SONUS FABER EXTREMA SPEAKERS & STANDS. MINT
f3995 Mnand 09490
ENSEMBLE PRIMA DONNA SPEAKERS. MINT
f3995 Mnand ROJO
MERIDIAN 605 AADND POWER AMPS BAL MINT
f
1495 edemo £ 1900
RANDY 638 PROFILE SPEAKERS BUCK. MINT
0335 shard NCO
ACCIDUSTAT ri SPEAKERS ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID
0495 setae 01095
MARTIN LOGAN CLS aBLACK NEW PANELS BMOO STANDS MINT
02195 eland C5003
PROAC RESPONSE 35 BURR OAK. MINT
f3995 ex/demo 5000
MINT
0995 shand f2503
CALTEMPEST CD PLAYER VALVE BARGAIN MINT
01295 shard f3900
ACCUPHASE OP70 CD PLAYER BALANCED AT&T. MINT
01995 stand fb303
MERMAN 938 20 Er CD PLAYER LATEST MINT
E1395 Memo 06135
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT 5E4 20 Fr DAC LATEST MINT
E1900 edema 02340
BEN DUNCAN MIP41 PRE MIP BALANCED VG C
0385 shard
7
GRYPHON LTD EDITION PFEAAtP BRILL. MINT
03150 shand
KRELL KRSBP REFERENCE FULLY BALANCED 6BOX PREAMP
WORTH THIS AJST TO LOOK AT. MINT
£4590 s/nand 011500
CAT SL1 SIGNATURE VALVE PRE.AMP d %ONO MINT
02795 shand f6003
KRELL KSA250 POWER AMP BALANCED, MINT
f3495 ehand 08900
LUMIAS REFERENCE M120 VALVE MONO AMPS. VINT
01500 ex/Cere 03290
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 VALVE MAP BALANCED MINT
02250 shard 04480
CARY 2A3 15 WATT TRIODE STEREO VALVE AMP DHRC4AE MINT
0795 ehand 01495
BEARD P100 MO VALVE SAPS KTW VALVES 3AVAILABLE. MINT
each f695 shard 01430
MOOED MINI GRAND C.4 SPEAKERS FINN) BLACK SUBBIDOFERS
&CROSSOVER. MINT SUPER DOOPER
f3d35 shand 03595
EMW 403 MATRIX SPEAKERS BLACK ASH REALLY SERIOUS STUFF
PIES THOSE 801 & FRGHTEN YOURSELF MINT
£5935 enand E10000
HALES SIGNATURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOCO ANT
f2935 senand E6603
SNEU. A3 SPEAKERS WALNUT THESE KILLEDA COW ONCE
03995 shard 09995
CAMBRIDGE MI CO PLAYER MODIFIED VOS
0995 shed 01503.
MERIDLAN 2C6 CD PREAMP PHONO BOARD dMSR MINT
£795 vhand C1665
CARY CAD 55C0CD LINE PINUP VALVE WITH ANNOGUE PRocEssca
MINT
0595 shard 01200
KRELL KSA 100S POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
03495 ehand £5843
KRELL KSA 209S POWER AMP BALANCED MINT 2OF THESE AMPS
AVARaS FEACH
04995 share 07987
HEYBROOK SEXTET SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
0695 shed f1100
MEW II 1116
UNN KARRICK NUMURIC CD PLAYER MINT
01895
TEC VB3205 3HEAD CASSETTE DECK MINT
0450
AUDIO LAB 8.000 CNA TRANSPORT B8COO DAC MINT
01795
AUDIO LAB 8.000 0PREAMP MINT
08950
ALDO LAB &MO TTUNER MINT
f595
AUDIO LAB 8.000 M /A0NO AMP MINT
01295
SONGS FABER TeX) INTEGRATED AMP MINT
f895
COUNTERPOINT SA12 POWER AMP RACK MINT
N95
AUDIO RESEARCH SP250 SERVO VALVE AMP imir
03495
ENSEMBLE PA1 SPEAKERS TEAK Me
01395
»CAPTOR AUDIO 20SE SPEAKERS ROSEWCOD COMPLETE WITH
OPTION PUNTS MINT
£ 1795
ATC 20 SPEAKER WALNUT MINT
f1095
MERIDIAN la ACTIVE SPEAKERS MACK STANDS MINT
fE85

shed 02572
shand 0050
shard f2300
shand 012000
shard NM
ehand NAM
vhand 01223
stand f
1250
eland f6950
Ovid f2950
shed f24003
eand MOW
sAland CI1000

OODLES OF HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE • RING FOR DETAILS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am -

7.00pm MON - SAT • 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS
WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

H1f1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MARCH 1997

AUDIO c3DLINKS
1997
SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE

OUT NOW - £2.00
Careless
your

cable

excellent

Company

choices
system.

database,

can

based

7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,

strangle

The

Cable

North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

feed-

Tel/Fax. (+44) 01724 870432

on

back from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

IAN HARRISON HIFI

al FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $50.
MI 48 brands. 238 cable products.
FREE of all US taxes.

TEL: 01283 702875
SALE
\\III

1111 .
Tr

I

t•ENNITEINES III ) 5e I

\, V\ III\ III I VICIO

VIES

LISIS

OIETI VIIUA NIC2SEL

LInS

AUDIO IT:CHNICA

SENNHEISER
11E60/HEV70

£825

AT-0C9

SENNHEISER HI)265

£ 120

AUDR)QUEST QUARTZ

£ 100

0.5 METRE

SENNHE1SER HI)545
SENNHEISER 8111535
SENNHEISER IS850

£95
£795

LP(

AUD1OQL EST LAPIS
0.5 METRE

£221

AUDIOQUEST
£1
70
DIAMONI r 0.5M
£ 2915
sE.NNHEISER ORPHEUS ....£P0A
1.10
DIGITAL klDEO 2 I 'Al
LIEYER DT9I I
£ 185
I
GRADO SK(r0
I1EYER 1)1901
£ 185
-£645
GRAIN) RSI.... .
ISEYER DT531
£ 105
SONY TCKA6ES
£495
11EYER DT43I
£83
SONY TCKE600S.
iOLDRING EXCEL VX £415
SONY TCE6I IS
(;OLDRING EXCEL VX
SONY MDSJE500
EXCHANGE. £270
SONY MIAJA3ES
.
16.5TIL
GOU)RING ELITE £ 185
SONY TC1(8)8DAT
GOLDR1NG ELITE
SONY DTC: ZE700 DAT ..403Ç
EXCHANGE. £ 120
TASCAM DA20 DAT
GOLDRING G1042 £94
SONY SCALA 1
S12's
GOLDRING D42 STYLUS £66 SONY WMD6CPRO
130o
DENON DL304
£ 165 TDK 1)AT : 80
sENNHE1SER 15550

atv
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

DENON 01304

MIN ORDER; 10

EXCHANGE.
GRA1)0 PRESTIGE

£ 145

MAXELL DAT 120

OL1)...£12S

MIN ORDER; 10

PRESTIGE GOLI) STYLUS £73

KL135/180E

SHURE V15VXMR

£235

MIN ORDER; 5

SHURE VN5MR STY'

£ 125

TDK MA 9«

VAN DEN HUL MCI

f.P0A

MIN ORDER; 10

£7.75 EAU'
£5.45 EACH
£21.75 EAC11
£ 1.85 EACI1

CARTRIDGES,
TURNTABLES & ARMS
Al IILL /

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
Neve Audio Ammar repaie publimEed on CDROM of
Radiotron Designer's Handbook by Langford-Smdb.

New and updated FOCAL ' State of the Art' Kits
FOCAL ' In-car' & JMLab Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 400v & 630v
Polypropylene capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and apick of the best
from other manufacturers.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive,
Components, Accessories, Large range of Capacitors +
Falcon Custom-wound Inductors,
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 5, Recipes Cookbook,
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in P/L.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large selection of Programs available from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
AIRR, LoudSpeaker Ver.6, BassBox, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit, the Mitey Mic Kit and
Mic/Preamp kit for Audiosuite or AIRR
Send for our FREE price list PL25a: Just send alarge
S.A.E. (38p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas,
Europe USS1 bill or 3Intl. Reply Coupons (IRC) to:(Dept HFN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON, Norwich, Norfolk. NRI4 8JT
Tel (0)1508 578272

Ir \ \

III \ L

ir IL / tiL

IL LTN,

GOLDRING. ARCAM, GRAM), AUDIOQUEST,
VAN I)EN HUL, la & 0, TECHNICS, STANTON, ROKSAN,
KOETSU, TRANSFIGURATION, LONI)ON ( DECCA), SME

TEST CD'S & CASSETTES;
TEST RECORD
111FI NEWS11.s1
111E1 NEWS TEST RECORD

£ 15

.11ESKY ULTIMATE DEMO CD

£ 13

I ) ENON AUDIO TECHNICAL CD

£ 15

ITLARC 20 BIT SURROUND SOUND DEMO CI)

£ 12.50

I ) ELOS SURROUND SOUND Cl)

£12.50

IIARRISON MULTI-PURPOSE TEST CASSET1T

£20

ILARRISON 20Hz-201CHz SWEEP TEST CASSETH

SO

IIARRISON AZIMUTH TEST CASSETTE

50

IIARRISON SPEED TEST CASSETIE

£7.50

PLEASE PHONE ST) CONFIRM PRICE & AMIABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING
ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K.
GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR FX-DISPLAY IQUIPMENT AT ALI.
NO GREY IMPORTS. PAYMENT IS BY CHi:QUE CASH OR
POSTAL ORDER. G0()DS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
PLEASE PHONE ce WRITE FOR FURTHER PRICES, ADVICE.
BIOCHURES OR REVIENS
IAN HARRISON HIFI ( MAIL ORDEI ONLY)
7 MILL HILL, REPTON, I)ERBY, DEE6 6GQ.
TEL: 01283 702875 9AM-9PM
ICAN SUPPLY MANY OTHER PRODUCT'S NOT ADVERTISED HERE.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
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classified
THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
SHOP OPEN MON SAT 11 TO 5.30

QUAD ELECTROSTATICS bronze gale
0450
QUAD 22/11311m tuners drays wstod
RADFORD STA 25 rebuilt .
0300
LOWIHER ACOUSTA CABINETS and dose ones always estock
GOODIAANS AXIOM 150.300. 301. 201. TRIAXIOM etc in stock
CONCORDANT EdIlLARANT kne NM pre rah wooden sleeve
0400
OUAD 33/303
0150
ALOARRY 408 monbloda great rath mrssue 753
0350
QUAD 2101 colour %hut
010 post tree
HETBROOK HB1 m43 breve
0150
LEAK STEREO 20
0200
MOTH 40 watt monodocks
015000
1111111 MERIDIAN 297 CD PLAYER1INE PRE
0400
ORTOFON ROHNIANN you've read the renews now buy one voth C200 off
BRAND NEW BOXED
0800
ROKSAN XERXES mano dad
OEOO
LINN BASIC/QUITO
mint £250
MICHEL deem web glass planer
£180
MICHEL/MANSCRIPTOR turntables envoys wanted and usually re stock
GUARDAD 301/401 Ridwulously heavy Manne steel sondeadi conshuchon
plmth Ayou've always fancied atank but have nowhere to put one buy one of
these instead
from COO
KINSHAW two box PVC scruty ....... C250
QUAD frn4 deem,
£225
LEM( troughlines another lot of stock prows vary from
070to 0150
and all hold the usual Emponum poky of money back Anot steeled
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO DAC web 18 be and 1307 Jeers£1050
SONIC LINK VERMILLON %swum Interconnect £175 112m parr its dean es fast
ils evadable on appro from the Emponum
APAIR Of NULLARD 510 monoblocks
Needle MA11 Rd sedated .
£250
LEAK 1102, champion. pow condemn £100
LEAK ¡L12. gold very good
C150
MARTIN LOGIA News boxed black ....
£1350
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ad meW cone speakers web posy stands
£5.50
MERIDIAN ARGENT. £ 000 new yours for amsenfy
C450
CROFT SUPERMICRQ Ill
£275
BEARD EIBA! 100 kne lead elegeated monster.
C750
MARANTZ CD63 SE
.
£125
VELLEMANN KIT PRE NAP wens deify controlled 3.
remote col £200 now its hue oney
£100
AUDIOS Oyer mght s.ngle ended line fend otegrated
0750
ELECTROCONPANIET class apro ffewer cr10 KILLER AMP
C700
ALBARRY PRE two boo red fronted
0275
KELVIN LABS M30 class Amonoblocks AND TWO BO%
0550
absolute zero pre amp MC stage
TRESHAM FOUR BO% AMP 260 watts per channel
blow away the neghbours
AUCOM we'd AUSTRALIAN proponer amp combo
Mg black and ugly
AUDIO INNOVATIONS ALTO

0450

CHROME PLATED LEAK STEREO 60 wth groove tubes
ROCK TURNTABLE WITH EXCALIBUR ARM
ORTOFON INC30C0 MC TRANSFORMER" ,
DENSA 103.
LOADS of weld cartmlges under £ 100 nog tel detads
AUDIO RESEARCH SPII Mkll iust mead by Absolute sounds.
mmt and booed
AR 68101 turntable black voth smoked 113
Comes we arm and cartrulge
MISSION 753 speakers boxed bead
WEIRD RUSSIAN AMPLIFIER WITH TRANSMITTING VALVES
and Goose transtorrners
GLAD FM1 tuner work.ng
OUAD ESL 63 one pair
One parr Quad seined ESL63
GLAD FM2.
GARRARD 001 MI wanted
Nairn 42 110
MICROMEGA Stage 6
AUDIO RESEARCH SPA Mkt Save
GLAD ESL 63 Pa..
NAN 31 6160

C551)
£
750
£350
£50

To Advertise

£1950
£100

in this

0475
£501)
£40
£1400
01700
CI20

section

0350
£575
£300
0140E
£500

contact Duncan

NAVE YOU GOT FLABBY BASS OR MUFFLED MIDRANGE ,
WilAl YOU NEED IS MY KRELL KSABO CLASS ASTEREO POWER AMP, GET
SOME CONTROL INTO YOUR SYSTEM.
ARE WE MAD? YES BECAUSE WE ARE OFFERING AHOME DEMONSTRATION
SERVICE ON THE ORTOFON HOHMANN CARTRIDGE. WELL DRIVE AHUNDRED
MILES TO FIT IT IN YOUR TONE ARM. SO YOU CAN HAVE ALISTEN. IF YOU ARE
SERIOUSLY CONSIDERING THIS CARTRIDGE AUDITION IT!!

on

HAIM 32.5160
£500
QUAD ESL 63 speakers web stand an0 delver stands
CI4S0
ROUSSINDARIUS Mk2 web slopmg back dands edema crossovers. beams
essenhal. SERIOUS AMP Essenhal. 0004 01100 Impedance (150
EAR 834P PHONOSTAGE
MOO
MICHEL ISO/HERA set For LYDIAN
2360
QUAD 031303/0143 excephoaal set, sewed and hundreds spent on Phono socket
Powwows. amaang how good day dd..
S500
NMANIACHI CROE one reined wale from res..
..
. DCO
BEARD P35 IAKI 1nce chrome power amp wth black cage to keep those lade
ol the seeds
0550
QUAD 34 grey phone sockets
0203
QUAD 34 brown din sockets
. 0175
QUAD 606 grey
0350
QUAD 50 monblocks Panda. late 1960'
. 6250 Pair
TANNOV GRF ong wth 15 RED sIngN only

0181
686 2599
Ext. 444

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9
£900
AUDIO RESEARCH D70 .
0900
MAGNEPLANAR SM awngle only use as centre channel speaker in AV set up 150
El&W centre channel speaker
T100
MISSION PRE/1 MONOBLOCKS wrth one or two PSX-il £ 1150/S1450

If you are looking for a pair of speakers in
the E100-£200 region come and have alook
at The Emporium, ten pairs in stock
WANTED ALL

M/1/00P

YOUR VINTAGE GEAR.

AfeereelWAS'PEAKEed

DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES.
PENFOLD LANE. HOLMER
GREEN, BUCKS. HP15 6XR
1014941 714051 & FAX

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
RAP
Conrad-Johnson Premier 7B valve phono/line preamplifier
£ 11000
Conrad-Johnson PVII valve phono/line preamplifier
£2000
Conrad-Johnson Premier 6valve MC preamplifier ( rare!)
£ 1200
Conrad-Johnson PV10AL preamplifier
£995
Conrad-Johnson Premier 10 valve line preamplifier
£3750
Conrad-Johnson DIA3 FET Bitstream d/a converter
£ 1195
Conrad-Johnson DIA2b valve d/a converter
£2000
Golden Tube Audio SE-40 (2x4OW Class A - new)
£ 1000
Golden Tube SEPIvalve line preamplifier ( new)
£900
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
£900
Muse Model 2 d/a converter (silver/black)
£2000
Muse Model 2 d/a converter with HDCD (black)
£2300
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers (cherry)
£3500
Hales Concept Two loudspeakers (sapele)
£2250
Hales Concept Five loudspeakers (sapele)
£6350
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
Power Wedge line conditioners (selection)
Benz- Micro MC cartridges (selection)
Cardas Interconnect and loudspeaker cables

Special
£5500
£1200
£600
£795
£2200
£700
£1500
£750
£650
£550
£1500
£1650
£1700
£1600
£4900
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

BANDDR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
• Any one loudspeaker covers 'Ards of muncal spectrum
• Power handlIng — 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE & ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Sluelded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC. 47p STAMP

AUIDICIFRIEAKS
Distributors of fine Audio 8c Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 425

Fed up with 'NEW model' hype ?
HE RUSS ANDREWS IOW -HON
Don't change it - upgrade itl

Hertfordshire / North Lotufon

AUDIO/RECORD FAIR
'Don't (et your LISTENING ROOM
spoif his performance.
With the help of
(Room

yirosislies dervires

you can achieve near concert
hall realism, in harmony with
your home decor.
Full details, reviews etc, of our computerised postal
Hi -Fi room acoustics consultancy available from:ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES
3, Queen Elizabeth Way,
BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside,
DN18 6M.
Tel: ( 016521 635523
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SUND1.1 .23 11112CII

ALWAYS WANTED:
Vintage and Modem Equipment Records, and CD's
Next to Grundy Park Leisure Centre. Wolsley Hall,
Cheshunt. ( M25 Junction 25 A10,)
FREE PARKING
(5 mins from Cheshunt Station) at 10.30 - 4.30
Tables £20

By Improving

crucial

the quality of

components and

wiring in your equipment you can achieve results that will
astound you.. and for a fraction of the cost of buying a
new model.
Our Catalogue contains
World's best

he definitive selection of the

HtFi components.

Our Upgrade Guides and Kits provide instructions on
how to carry out a vast range
Our
you

unique
have

after-sales

access

to

of

upgrades.

technical

our

support

expertise

ensures

should

We guarantee:

Admission U.50

Refreshments Available

no hype, just great sound!

For further information
Telefax Steve on 01992 620905

To receive our latest information and upgrading arlva t!

Sifvernote
PO Box 158. Cheshunt. Hens EN7 6UH

you

have any quenes.

-just mail, phone or fax the following addres%
Russ

Andrews

Ltd.,

Edge

Bank

House,

Kendal,

Westmorland. LA8 9AS England.
Tel: 01539 823247

Fax: 01539 823317
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AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL LTD
P.O. Box 303, Chobham,
Surrey, GU24 8YP
Tel: 01276 855578, 855530
Fax: 01276 855580
For our huge catalogue and gloss monthly updates send us £3 and you will join
our world wide database and receive a
£3 refund coupon off of you first order.
For the UK's best selection
call Audiophile International Ltd.

Analogue Productions and RTI have acquired the spectacular Wilson Audio Custom Tube Mastering facility.
The lacquer for each Analogue Productions Revival
Series LP was cut by Stan Ricker using the new
'AcousTech' mastering system, recently installed at
RTI's production facility in Camarillo, California. With one of the world's finest plating and pressing facilities located in-house, the lacquer was processed within minutes of being cut, before any degradation to the delicate grooves could occur. Test
pressings, gernerated immediately following the plating process, were meticulously
inspected visually, and carefully auditioned, before the stamper was approved for use in
alimited production run of records. Each LP is mastered from the oaginal mastertapes onto
HO 150gm Virgin Vinyl, and are only £ 17.50 each!!!

e.r.0

MR MIS

gct

ART PEPPER:

tour de tone

1110re

So In Love.
REV+
YORK
ALBUM

ART PEPPER:

New York Album.

Sidney Maiden:

Songs include: "A Night In Tunisia",
"Lover Man", "Straight", "No Chaser
(alternate take)", "Duo Blues", and 'My
Friend John". An exceptional quartet
date from '79, with Pepper having just
established what became a regular
working relationship with pianist George
Cables, who plays with passion and i
onviction. He hadn't yet hired abassist and
drummer, so for the occasion Charlie
Haden and Billy Higgins were wed.
Pepper was certainly inspired by what
they contributed; his alto sax solos are
intense and often jubilant.
HQ 150gm LP AAPR 3012 £ 17.50
HQ CD
CAPR 3012 £ 15.00

Trouble An Blues
HO LP AAPR 3011

Of the new releases issued
under Art Pepper's name in
1980, 'So In Love' was overall
the finest. The altoist stretches out here on a program of
standards and blues, backed
by altemating rhythm sections from the East
and West Coasts. Pianist Hank Jones is all one
could ask for in accompanist, and his aching
solo on "Diane" sustains perfectly the restive
mood of Pepper's opening choruses. Overall
the West Coast team (pianist George Cables
whose great rapport with Pepper is unmatched,
along with jazz legends Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins) powers the music along with great
care and economy. Pepper had climbed to such
a plateau of individuality that he seems often
here to be drawing his unconscious influences
into the light and remembering what is was he
loved about them in the first place. On aleisurely "Stardust", he daffodils his sentiments with
the grace and cunning of a Lester
Young. The title track, a Cole
,e Porter waltz that agitates into a
11
: collective improvisation by its
climax, offers the best illustration of the wondrous use
Pepper makes of Coltrane. It
isn't in this case a matter of piling up chords or of playing more
notes, but rather of drawing on
extreme registers of the horn to
express more conflicting emotions, to reach deeper and higher recesses of
the viscera and the psyche.
HQ 1509m LP AAPR 3013
£17.50
HQ CD
CAPR 3013
£ 5.00

ELLA FITZGERALD & JOE

Fizgerald &
Pass... Again.

PASS

With just the bare-strings as
accompaniment, Ella performs
a series of intimate duets with
Joe Pass.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3007
£17.50
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+ Oscar Peterson: The
Alternate Blues

The Tony Bennett 8 Bill
Evans Album.
HQ LP AAPR 3004

HO LP AAPR 3010

bounce
irit
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ART PEPPER:

The Intimate Art Pepper.
In 1979, Art Pepper was recorded at two
sessions that, up until now, have yielded
twc fine albums, 'So In Love' and 'The
New York Album'. There was more firstrat. material recorded in those two sessions than would fit on two LPs, so difficult choices had to be made as to what
material not to include in the albums
released at the time. Those
choices were not necessarily
made on the basis of the quality
of the performances, but with
respect to such considerations
as length and congruence of
repertoire within an album.
These rare recordings, which
feature
primarily
material
recorded in connection with
the 'So In Love' session, but
which also include a beautiful
renlition of Jertme Kern's "Yesterdays",
with Hank* Jones, Ron Carter and Al
Foster, showcase Art in solo and trio
(clarinet, bass and drums) treatments of
jazz standards. There are also quartet
performances (with George Cables,
Charlie Haden
ana
Billy
Higgins)
of
malarial from
Pepper's
repertoire.
Analogue
Productions
has been able
to
release
this material
for the first time in album
form, and much of it, for the first time in
any 'orm.
HO 1509m LP AAPR 3014 £ 17.50
HQ CD
CAPR 3014 £ 15.00

Thelonious Monk:
Thebnious In Action
HO
AAPR 300 2

Also Available Exclusively From Audiophile International Ltd.
NANCY BRYAN: Lay Me Down.

JIMMY ROGERS: Blue Bird.
Jimmy Rogers, one of the three founders of
Muddy Waters' first and greatest band and
also a Chicago blues giant in his own right,
performs the finest marriage of blues and
audiophile sonics ever ! Mastered by Doug
Sax, this is a blues cessic, if you are going
to buy ablues LP this yearthis is the one to
have.
Accolades include;
'Hall Of Fame Inductee', 'Living Blues
Magazine 1995 Blues Artst Of The Year',
'W.C. Handy Award Winner 1995
Traditional Blues Album Of The Year'.
AAPO 2001 ( 180gm HO LP)
CAPO 2001 ( HO Aluminium CO)

Analogue Productions proudly brings you "Lay
Me Down". Alternative rock/folk/pop diva Nancy
Bryan's stunning debut album of original songs
touching on a variety of emotions from apocalyptic visions and the struggle of inner soul to
sensitively spun tales of love spinning out of
control. Nancy has been likened to Joni Mitchell
and Sarah McLachlan - but with and edge.
Lay Me Down features an all-star group of
musicians who have played with some of this AAPO 2002 ( 180gm HO LP)
£25
centuries
greatest.
Artists
include CAPO 2002 (HO Aluminium CD)
£15
producer/guitarist John Koerring, bassist Dan
Schwartz, (Tuesday Music Club, Linda Perry, Sheryl Crow and
more), Jimmy Johnson (James Taylor and more) Jerry Scheff ( Elvis Costello, Roy
Orbison, Elvis Presley and more), drummers Burleigh Drummond (Ambrosia) and Peter
Erskine (Weather Report, Steely Dan and More).

finale

What's missing from the
Beatles' Anthology albums and
videos... And where to find it

H

ad Iprogressed past Psychology
101, maybe I'd understand the
predictability of anorak behaviour.
After Paul-George-and-Ringo-knows how
many years' worth of compiling, cutting,
editing, arguing and refining, Apple finally
presented the world with three outstanding
double CDs' worth of mainly unreleased
(or bootleg-only) Beatles material and 10
— count 'em — 10 hours of gripping video
footage and interviews. A feast in which to
revel, right? Apparently not: most of the
music mag and fanzine articles in the
aftermath were of the Why- Did-TheyLeave-Out-Such-And-Such? variety.
For years, Apple and EMI have held off
the slavering Beatle hordes with one
simple argument: not even the most
brain- addled Mop Top casualty would
want to hear 27 takes — in a row — of
'Strawberry Fields Forever'. Out-takes are
out-takes because they didn't make the
grade; the Beatles and George Martin
knew what they were doing, as few if any
out- takes compare with the released
versions, with the possible exception of
the 'unplugged' While My Guitar Gently
Weeps'. What's so miraculous is that,
amidst the stuff included in Anthology for
curio value only, there's so much firstclass material. But people only ever
comment on the failures, eh?
Think about it. On the music-only side,
Apple couldn't win because appealing to
either extreme — the casual buyer versus
the hardcore collector — would dissatisfy
the other. I've heard complaints arguing
that: the Morecombe and Wise segments
are meaningless so far American listeners
are concerned; that Apple should have
included all of the Decca audition tracks;
that casual buyers were misled into
thinking that Anthology was a ' best of.
With the latter issue, we're getting into
the realms of the global lowering of IQs
and literacy.
Nowhere does Anthology say that it's a
greatest hits package. As it turns out, the
surviving Beatles, Yoko Ono, Apple
management and anyone else involved in
the video and audio projects, had a
number of problems to consider, not the
least being commercial viability.
Leaving aside the TV broadcast version
122

of the Anthology videos, six hours instead
of the 10 hours in the pre-recorded tapes,
the concerns for both video and audio sets
included public interest (' How much do
people really want to know about the
Maharishi?'), personal feelings ('What can
George, Paul or Ringo say about Yoko
that wouldn't have her pulling the plug on
the whole project?'), accessibility (Dave
Clark owns the Ready Steady Go footage
and he and Apple couldn't come to an
agreement), availability (old Top of the
Pops episodes and most BBC radio
sessions were wiped, not saved) and more.
So where does that leave the final
releases? Is anybody happy with them? It
depends on whether or not the
collector/fan/fetishist is a mature,
reasoning adult or a fire-breathing purist
who does want public access to 27 takes
of ' Strawberry Fields Forever'. But given
that Apple is unlikely to issue any more
archive matter, anyway, here's what
some feel are missing which might
warrant consideration for future
projects.
1) Revealing the true reasons
for the sacking of Pete
Best.
2) More about Stu
Sutcliffe,
Astrid
Kirscherr and the
Hamburg days.
3) Cleaning up
and releasing the
Woolton Fete tape
from July 1957,
the first known
recording of the
Quarrymen; EMI
owns the tape.
4)
Releasing
myriad important
demos, like ` Love
of the Loved', ' It's
For You' and others
which
have
been
bootlegged.
5)
Discussions
about
the
songwriting mini-industry
which John and Paul
created, providing a
flood of Grade A material for
the likes of Peter & Gordon, Billy
JKramer, Cilla Black, etc.
6) All the Ready Steady Go footage in a
single, unified package.
7) All of the official promo clips,
restored and running their full length, also
in asingle, unified package.
8) The complete Beatles cartoon series,
abox set just waiting to be released in its
own right...
9) Release of other non-Apple-owned
TV clips.
10) Re-releasing the complete, long
out-of-print Let It Be motion picture.
One could go one forever, but
shouldn't. The Anthologies are as good as
anyone could hope for, from an officiallysanctioned project. The up side is that its
official status meant access to nearly

everything worth including; the downside
is self-censorship based on ego, remorse,
stubbornness or whatever. What's certain,
though, is that nobody anywhere believes
that the Anthologies put an end to Beatle
scholarship. Just look at what's emerged
since, each the final word on its niche
subject.
The 910's Guide to the Beatles' Out-takes
by Doug Sulpy (PO Box 114, Princeton
Junction, New Jersey 08550, USA) This
240- page tome tells you which tracks
appear on which bootlegs, just so you'll
know what was left out of the Anthology
CDs. One of the best guides ever for
sifting through the bootlegs.
Beatles At the Movies by Roy Carr (UFO
Music Ltd, 18 Hanway Street, London
W1P 9DD) Or everything you wanted to
know about the Beatles on TV and in the
cinema. Cast listings, recording dates,
production credits — it even includes solo
outings like Ringo appearing in Candy.
Absolutely indispensable.
Ticket To Ride by Barry Tashian
(Dowling Press, Inc, 3200 West End
Avenue, Suite 500, Nashville,
Tennessee 37203, USA) Quite
simply, a full history of the
Beatles' final tour, by the
leader of the Remains, one
of the bands which
opened for them. Photos
and
reminiscences,
presented with style.
The Beatles Down
Under by Glenn A
Baker (The Magnum
Imprint,
Magnum
Music Group, Magnum
House, High Street,
Lane
End,
High
Wycombe, Bucks HP14
3JG)
A
158- page
definitive history of the
Beatles'
1964
Australia/New Zealand
tour, with over 300
photos and 50 interviews.
As with the Tashian
book, the final word on a
specific period. Also
available is a 26 minute video
filled with rare footage.
And it's not going to stop.
Pete Best has published
another autobiography coauthored by Beatle authority Bill Harry,
the soon-to-close Belmo's Beatleg News
continues to report on brand-new
bootlegs, Doug Sulpy has also issued a
guide to the Beatles' solo career bootlegs,
ad infinitum.
God bless anoraks, eh?
Ken Kessler
The eight volumes of Beatles Anthology videos
are on Apple/EMI 7243 4 91626-91633 3.
The three Anthology CD sets are:
Vo1.1 Apple/EMI 7243 8 34445 2
Vol.2 Apple/EMI 7243 8 34448 2
Vol.3 Apple/EMI 7243 8 34451 2
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Irresistible Force
Meets
Immovable

Object(s)

Air-zke3-

Zr

LEVEL () AMPLIFICATION

Audio Note has long propounded the sonic superiority of Single Ended Triode
amplification which forms the cornerstone of our product range.
These definitive products are now increasingly sold in over 40 countries worldwide,
establishing Audio Note and it's systems philosophy as the irresistible force in
high end audio.
The Ankorti Parallel Single Ended 845 Triode Pure Class A power amplifier is
Audio Note JK's '
statement product', designed to destroy the notion that such
sonic excellence is only achievable at the expense of low output power.
At 70 watts per channel this amplifier will drive almost any loudspeaker,
making it the most widely usable Single Ended Triode ampl fier in the world
Delivering a performance which places them firmly at the top of the audio tree
and weighing around a colossal 45 kilos per mono block, the Aid:011i is
in every sense an immovable objectis).
FURTHER

INFORMATION

IS

AVAILABLE

FROM

Audio Note
Musics Finest Conductor
Pudic. Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498

Studio Series
STUDIO 2SE
WHAT HFIFI?

*****

July 95

PMC Series

STUDIO 20SE
WHAT 1.1•R?

*****

Awards ' 96

"These speakers are a
perfect object lesson for those
who think you need big boxes
for abig sound."

"Highly recommended in the
'96 Awards, and we use it in our
Reference system. Need we
say more!"

STUDIO 12 *****
May 95
WHAT 111•Fl?

STUDIO 50

"Gorgeous looks and breathtaking clarity, detail and punch,
if used with agood partnering
system. These are really rather
fabulous speakers."

"A once in alifetime buy. They
sound gorgeous, look fantastic
and cost asmall fortune, but
don't let that put you off."

WHAT HURT

*****

August 96

PMC 700 *****
I=Gi Au gust 96
"Combine big and substantial bass with
crisp, well defined mid range and treble."
-Another highly accomplished design
from the Monitor Audio stable."

PMC 702 *****
E=Ei October SO

"Exceptional clarity and clout; the usual
Monitor Audio build and finish."

PMC 703 *****
1=1 July 90
Fast and powerful sounding speakers,
the PMC 703s look luscious and sound
gorgeous. The PMC 703s now enter the
territory of gobsmackingness."

Now Listen to the New STUDIO 60

PMC 705 *****
IS23131113 September 98

MONITOR AUDIO LIMITED
Unit 34, Clifton Road, Cambridge CB1 4ZW, England
Tel: 01223 246344 Fax: 01223 214532

"705s are excellent value. Authoritative
with classical music, they can also rock
and rock hard. As with other models in
the PMC range. this is adesign that
sounds as good as it looks."

